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ABSTRACT 

My dissertation is a compilation, contextualization, and analysis of thirty-five Stuart 

women's diaries. My introduction clarifies differences between Puritan and Anglican 

diaries, provides an overview of the roles of women in the diarist movement, and considers 

the benefits and consequences of participation in this movement. I also review central 

issues and texts in relevant scholarship. Chapter one, "The Early Stuart Period," 

chronicles generic origins of Stuart diaries and examines three lifewriters. "The Civil War 

and Interregnum" focuses on texts that foreground the horrors of that era, such as 

aggression by soldiers, spousal arrest, and forced marriage. War diarists deployed God in 

an attempt to make sense of the chaos and perceived injustice that characterized their 

wartime experience. "Contexts, Conventions, and Communities" explores the cultural 

agendas which fueled the diarist movement. I engage with Mary Rich as a model diarist 

whose self-representation is shaped by clerical mandates and models. During Cromwell's 

reign, Puritans published diary manuals designed to teach the received method of spiritual 

journal-keeping, and Rich follows the directions therein. Her texts adhere to sectarian 

conventions, and she writes in the context of a diary community consisting of clerics, 

friends, and relatives. "Youth, Marriage, and Motherhood" surveys themes central to 

diarists writing in the Restoration era. Diarists are outspoken on the topic of marriage, and 

they are extremely emotive on the subject of their children's deaths. I examine the narrative 

strategies available to mothers attempting to negotiate their grief within culturally prescribed 

boundaries. "The Diary Elegy" considers the phenomenon whereby clerics published 

excerpts from the diaries of deceased Protestants as a means of establishing the piety of 

these elegized subjects. "Reflections on the Sacred: A Study of Mystical Diaries" situates 

the journals of the non-conformist Jane Lead and her disciple Ann Bathurst in a mystical 

tradition. In "The Late Stuart Period," a more secular style of diary gained popularity. 
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However, religious persecution ensured that the spiritual diary—a relatively private form of 

worship—remained important. My annotated index of diarists includes manuscript and 

publication details, biographical information, and sample diary entries for each diarist in 

this study. 
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PREFACE 

It seems appropriate to preface my study of early modem women's lifewriting with 

a brief discussion of the life experiences that led me to this topic. As I write in the year 

2000, early modem women's writing has gained a foothold in the academy. Now that 

female authors are included more frequently in syllabi and scholarly anthologies, it is easy 

to forget the effort it took to induce such change. My own education was overlaid with 

frequent refrains about women in the old days having few rights and little voice. 

Coursework overwhelmingly served to reinforce this impression. I remember the 

infamous question of my generation of female undergraduates: "Was Jane Austen really 

the first woman to write in English?" Many of us knew—viscerally—that she wasn't; we 

just didn't know how to prove it. At the University of Michigan, in the late 1980s, I 

decided not to take a "Great Books" course in which virtually all of the writers were male. 

Instead, I enrolled in a newly-offered "Great Books by Women Writers" seminar. It was 

organized by the Women's Studies Department and only begrudgingly cross-listed with 

English; the chair of the English Department sat in the back of the room and oversaw the 

class to make sure nothing too subversive occurred. This anecdote is far from unique: 

numerous friends and colleagues have described similar experiences to me. Due, in large 

part, to the efforts of feminist scholars, I had more access to early women's writing as a 

graduate student in the 1990s. However, I continued to witness various professors and 

colleagues argue-eagerly—against past female agency and endeavour. While the debate 

over historical female agency is, admittedly, a complex one, it is not furthered by a lack of 

engagement or familiarity with the texts and manuscripts themselves. My dissertation is 

meant to aid in the feminist project of recuperation, and by attending respectfully to the 

work of early modem women writers, I hope to contribute to the increased prominence of 

early women writers in public consciousness and academic discourse. 
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CHAPTER I: Introduction 

A truism about art: the final product is often less interesting than the process of 

artistic conception and creation that engenders it. The same can be said of seventeenth and 

eighteenth-century Christian diaries. Comprised, more often than not, of standard, 

formulaic phrases and conventions, and marked by repetition of both content and style, the 

religious diary can be a chore to read. Yet the same diary becomes fascinating in the 

context of its cultural production and meaning. Although Stuart-era spiritual joumals' were 

ostensibly private documents meant to chart and negotiate an intimate relationship between 

the believer and her God, these joumals were actually modelled on instructions in how-to-

keep-a-Christian-diary manuals^ like A Joumall or Diarv of a Thankfull Christian (1656). 

Publicly touted as the most private of texts, the spiritual diary actually served as the 

centerpiece of a communal project involving clergy, congregants and a wider reading 

public. This paradox stemmed from the desire of the Protestant clergy to supervise its 

flock while simultaneously professing that each soul had an individual, unencumbered 

relationship with God. During Catholic confession, a member of the clerical establishment 

was always present to act as intermediary between God and the petitioner, but, in the case 

of Protestant diaries, the need for a supervising cleric was less apparent. After all. 

Dissenting sects encouraged a direct, unmediated experience of God, unlike Catholics or 

strict Anglicans, who, as Christopher Hill puts it, "wished to ensure ... an educated 

clergyman in every parish ... to interpret the Scriptures for his flock, solve their problems 

and check their heretical thoughts" (1993: 17). However, even Dissenting clergy were not 

free of anxieties regarding the ability of the laity to monitor themselves properly. These 

tensions are reflected in the clergymen's apologetic desire to oversee their congregants' 

' During the Stuart era, as in this study, the terms 'diary' and 'journal' are used interchangeably. 
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journal-keeping. In The Saint's Everlasting Rest (1650), Richard Baxter suggests that, 

although diaries should be withheld from the eyes of "carnal, flattering" acquaintances, it is 

a good idea to show your journal to one who is wise, tender, skillful and faithful to your 

religious interests: 

Go to some that is Godly, experienced, able, and faithful; and tell him thy 

case, and desire his best advice and help. Not that any can know thy heart, so 

well as thy self: But if thou deal faithfully, and tell him what thou knowest by 

thy self; he can tell thee whether they be sound Evidences, or not... and shew 

thee how to conclude from them .... Neither be thou forward to open thy case 

to every one ... But to one that hath wisdom to conceal thy secrets, and 

tenderness  t o  compass iona te  thee ,  and  sk i l l  t o  d i r ec t  t hee  . . . .  (431)  

The diary, like the confessional booth, becomes a means by which one's spiritual state can 

be negotiated with God in a semi-private, semi-public manner, with the help of a 

supervising cleric to oversee the procedure. Specially selected entries were sometimes 

published after a diarist's death, as part of a printed sermon written for her funeral. 

Believers monitored and constructed themselves in their diaries in a culturally acceptable 

fashion, so as to avoid posthumous social embarrassment—not to mention God's wrath. 

The Stuart diary, then, came into being as part of a cultural project designed to 

encourage Protestants to conceptualize and record a religious self. This diary project had 

already begun in the sixteenth century; by 1599, Margaret Hoby keeps a journal that 

focuses on religious duties. Puritan diaries increased in popularity in the 1650s under 

Cromwell's reign, as clerics published diary manuals designed to instruct believers in the 

art of spiritual journal-keeping. Many Dissenters continued to use journals well into the 

eighteenth century as a means of recording God's blessings, deliverances and presence in 

• I use the term 'diary manual' to refer to that genre of book, popular in the mid-1600s, which taught readers 
the received method of keeping a daily Christian journal. 
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their lives. Puritans and Dissenters used devout diaries to prioritize and monitor their 

relationship with God, using the means and methods provided by clerics and the church. 

A significant proportion of this study's diarists, however, do not adhere to the 

Puritan diary model. Stuart Anglicans, for instance, were far more lenient than were 

Puritans as to what constituted proper self-representation and focus. Therefore, an 

Anglican is far more likely to privilege her secular life story as her preferred theme. As 

early as 1616, Anne Clifford keeps a near-daily diary which prioritizes her battle to win her 

disputed lands; God's aid, although mentioned, provides a quiet backdrop to her struggle. 

Similarly, the diarists Alice Thornton and Elizabeth Freke offer pages upon pages of 

secular discussion of their troubled lives, and Mary Woodforde's entries focus most often 

on her children's adventures. Although Clifford, Thornton, Freke and Woodforde all 

consider themselves pious and, accordingly, include grateful references to God in their 

diaries, their Anglican journals are still far less religious in tone and focus than the devout 

diaries of their Puritan counterparts. Towards the end of the seventeenth-century, a few 

non-Anglicans also stray from the established Puritan model; the Dissenting mystic Jane 

Lead publishes diaries which chronicle her esoteric visions and inner journeys, and the 

Dissenter Celia Fiennes composes a travel journal. However, Anglican diarists are most 

likely to eschew religion as the primary topic of their diaries. 

The original intended cultural work of the diary—to propound a religious schema 

and self—is thus modified by diarists who use their diaries to record a testimonial narrative 

voice that is fairly secular in orientation. Tone, like focus, varies significantly from sect to 

sect. Thus Anne Clifford uses her diary to record her disobedience towards King James 

when he commands her to forfeit her ancestral lands: "Sometimes he used means & 

persuasions, and sometimes foul means, but I was resolved before so as nothing would 
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move me" (January 1617/18).-^ The teenaged Elizabeth Delaval avows, "There is so much 

fier in my natural! temper that where I either love or hate, tis with the greatest violence 

imagenable" (c. 1663). Enraged when a woman becomes deathly ill due to "the Barbarous 

Cruelty" of the victim's husband, Sarah Cowper "cou'd see scourg'd this cruel, bruitish 

Ld, with no more tenderness than a Dragon fellst St Matthias" (Feb 23, 1701/02). By 

contrast, Puritan-influenced Mary Rich tends to blame herself for everything: "I was large 

in confessing my sins, and the sins of the nation, and I did truly acknowledge ... that my 

sins helped to pull down vengeance upon these nations" (Oct 2, 1668). Similarly, the 

nonconformist Elizabeth Bury writes of herself as a "poor, vile, ungrateful, unprofitable 

Creature" (Jan 1, 1701/02). Taken en masse, Stuart journals could, and did, accommodate 

a wide variety of narrative voices. 

Women in the Diary Movement 

If Protestant clerics made certain to woo influential believers like Cromwell and his 

ilk, they also appear to have acknowledged the necessity of courting women as religious 

allies. In the turbulent years of the mid-seventeenth century, with political strife uprooting 

a significant number of men, women were particularly useful supporters of the clergy. 

Often, a woman was left in charge of the family estate when her husband went off to battle. 

In such cases, one man likely to remain on the premises was the cleric presiding over the 

estate's religious services. The Countess of Warwick did not get on well with her own 

husband, as he was, by her account, irreligious and deaf to her pleas to repent. However, 

she appears to have been on excellent terms with her cleric Anthony Walker, who wrote her 

In the old style of dating, which was widely in use until 1752, the new year was conceived of as 
beginning on March 25. Stuart diarists almost always use the old style of dating, while eighteenth and 
nineteenth-century editors of published editions of diaries rarely specify whether they reprinted the old style 
of dating found in the manuscript diaries or, conversely, altered dates to reflect the new style of dating. I 
will use slash marks as necessary to indicate the transition between the two styles. Although there may be 
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a glowing obituary. Lady Anne Harcourt counts foremost among her mercies "if God 

made me attt all useful to ye good of my husbands soul" (June 1649). Her religiosity is a 

characteristic that enables her to feel useful and powerful, with the ability to intercede with 

God on her husband's behalf. No doubt clerics buoyed the women's sense of spiritual 

importance, as a means of attracting them to religious life. Walker's friend Beadle openly 

welcomes women as diarists and members of his laity by underlining a reference to women 

in Scripture in the opening paragraph of his Joumall (1656): 

RIGHT HONORABLE, 

As there is no Grace that giveth more glory to God, so there is no Grace that 

hath more honour from God than Faith: Who though he doth all our work for 

us, and therefore should have all the glory from us; yet is pleased that Faith 

should go away with the praise of that which himself only doth. Daughter 

thy Faith hath made thee whole, saith Christ to the woman, that by the touch 

of his garment received virtue from him and was healed. (1) 

Here the most influential diary manual of the era singles out women as worthy of special 

attention and praise: "Daughter thy Faith hath made thee whole." In return, several female 

diarists refer to clerics in a complimentary manner in their journals, and the close-knit 

relationship between the women and their clerics helps to cement female participation in the 

diary movement. 

As Beadle's text demonstrates, women were acknowledged participants in the 

journalizing movement. They were seen to be important in this movement, and they were 

made to feel important in it. This acknowledgement was public as well as private. For 

instance, a woman wrote what amounts to one of the first published spiritual diaries. In 

1658, friends and supporters of Anne Venn published her posthumous autobiography. 

rare instances when an editor has altered a diarist's dates, in which case my second date will be incorrect, one 
may assume that in most cases, the later date corresponds to the style of dating currently in use. 
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containing occasional memoirs replete with numerous dated meditations and reminiscences. 

Venn's text, A Wise Virgin's Lamp Burning ... the Experiences of Mrs. Anne Venn ... 

written bv her own hand (16581 may well have been read by women diarists of later 

decades. 

Women were significant in enabling and sustaining the diarist movement, not only 

as writers, but as patrons and financiers. By the 1650s, spiritual guidebooks have female 

patrons. Isaac Ambrose's Media (1652') is dedicated to his Patroness, the Lady Mary Vere. 

He writes in the Epistle Dedicatory, "If this weak Work, Patronized by you, may in any 

sort be helpful to you; or to any of the Saints, I have my desire, and give God the Glory" 

(unpag). Several religious books of the 1620s are dedicated to noblewomen, and although 

their patronage is rarely articulated in these earlier books, it is quite likely that women 

helped to fund the publication of religious texts throughout the sixteenth century. 

Seventeenth-century women were very often involved in financial matters, and 

economic considerations arise in a good number of female diaries. Margaret Hoby, Anne 

Clifford, and Elizabeth Freke are merely three examples of the many women who ran their 

own estates. Isabella Twysden records that "the 30 June 1647 nurs philps and I raconed 

for all hir laings out and wages to that day, and then we made acct I then owing hir ten 

pound." Finances figure heavily in Alice Thornton's account of the circumstances of her 

marriage, which was arranged to avoid the sequestering of her relatives' property under the 

Commonwealth. Numerous Stuart-era women kept household account books, some of 

which are held in British archives,'* and many of the diarists in this study make reference to 

financial matters, or discuss them at length. 

Joyce Jeffries, for example, kept a business diary mentioned in Sara Mendelson's 1985 article. Texts like 
Jeffries', which consist mainly of figures, are outside the scope of this study, but it is worth noting that 
archives in England hold upwards of ten receipt books and account books belonging to Stuart women. 
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Furthermore, women were active as printers and even sellers of religious texts. As 

early as 1645, Samuel Torshell declares in The Womans Glorie. "Make Religion Your 

Businesse" (244). John Beadle's printer, Ellen Cotes, was a widow who ran her own 

printing firm (Fry Murray xcvii). In The Women of Grub Street: Press. Politics, and 

Gender in the Literary Marketplace 1678-1730. Paula McDowell explains that women were 

active in printing since it was a task that could be carried out within the home, as part of a 

family business (34). The diarist Elizabeth Dunton is described by her husband, 

bookseller and author John Dunton, as central to his bookselling trade (McDowell 34). 

Women were readers, patronesses, and printers of diary manuals, as well as being diarists. 

Thus women were full participants in a diary project that was, at once, a spiritual, cultural, 

and socioeconomic undertaking. 

My Project 

My project is the compilation and analysis of thirty-five Stuart-era diaries and 

occasional memoirs. These diaries exist either in manuscript form in London and Oxford 

libraries, or they have been published (albeit partially). In the course of my research, I 

visited other British archives, but time, scope, and funds ultimately did not permit me to 

include items from their holdings in my study. As interest in the diary genre increases, 

scholars will, I hope, research and catalogue all extant Stuart manuscripts. 

Experience of the manuscript materials suggests that such cataloguing is quite a 

pressing matter. Although better-funded facilities like the British Library bind their 

manuscripts and preserve them carefully, I found seventeenth-century diaries in some 

smaller record offices merely wrapped in a swath of paper and handed to me tied in string. 

In one case, the manuscript was in such bad condition as to be almost illegible, and there 

was no typed transcript of the readable content, which was in danger of fading entirely and 

being lost forever. Financial constraints are almost certainly the prime cause of this 
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neglect, and since many diaries are rarely requested or accessed, they may not be viewed as 

important by library staff or funding bodies. My dissertation aims to promote the value of 

these diaries and to encourage their preservation, as do projects like Amanda Vickery's 

Women's Language and Experience, which microfilms original manuscripts in their 

entirety. It is time for the scholarly community to recognize Stuart women's diaries as a 

worthy, and, as yet, largely untapped source of information about women's writing 

practices and lives in seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century England. 

Among the myriad problems and decisions involved in dealing with manuscript 

texts is how to define and describe the manuscript materials. Of my texts, almost two-

thirds are diaries 'proper,' comprised of regular dated entries. Much of Anne Clifford's 

personal writing, for instance, takes the form of a dated diary: 

1617 

MARCH 

Upon the 1st after Supper my Mother Dorset came hither to see me & the 

Child. Upon the 3rd Petley & Tom went to Buckhurst with my lord's Hounds 

and Horses to meet my Lord there, by whom I wrote a letter to my Lord to 

beseech him that he would take Knole on his way as he goes to London. 

Upon the 5th, Couch puppied in the moming. The 8th I made an end 

of reading Exodus with Mr Ran. After supper I play'd at Gecko with the 

Steward & as I often do after dinner and Supper .... (50) 

The vast majority of these dated diaries are spiritual diaries which make frequent reference 

to God and religious matters. Diarists also record matters of national and personal 

importance, as well as points of daily routine. 

The second most common category of manuscript in my study is termed 'occasional 

memoirs.' Such a memoir is a collection of descriptions of specific, important events in a 

diarist's life, like the birth of a child or the death of a family member. Although dates are 
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usually attached to descriptions of these events, such dates are usually signified only by 

year or month. Often, occasional memoirs are found in a text that also includes daily dated 

entries, as in the case of Alice Thornton, whose record of being saved from a fire takes the 

form of an occasional memoir: 

A deliverance from fire at Oswoldkirke, 1661 

We had a great preservation from the house beeing burned by fire in the 

night time, my maid Nan Wellbume haveing carlesly stuch the candle at her 

bed head, and fell asleepe, soe it fell downe on the pillow and her head, and 

burned her clothes, and beeing stifled by the smoke it pleased God she awaked 

and put it out. O praise the Lord my God for this and all His deliverances of 

us. Amen. (134) 

Although most occasional memoirs often appear to have been recorded years after an 

event's actual occurrence, the frequent use of dated material in these memoirs suggest they 

were culled from a diary proper, which may since have been lost or destroyed. More than 

a third of the writers studied here kept what might best be deemed occasional memoirs. 

The majority of diaries adhere to the patterns described above, but a few texts fall 

into other categories. Anne Hyde kept a memorandum book, replete with jotted comments 

and lists in English and French; Katherine Austen wrote a commonplace book that mixes 

general observations on topics like "Family and Honour" with accounts of specific events 

in her life; and Celia Fiennes kept a travel journal. All of these diverse forms of diary are 

included in my study. 

The 1985 article which originally sparked my dissertation idea, Sarah Mendelson's 

"Stuart Women's Diaries and Occasional Memoirs, lists twenty-three texts. Mendelson 

includes the business records of Joyce Jeffries, whereas I do not. My archive search 

turned up Elianor Stockton's diary, and I include diary excerpts from the published elegies 
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for Margaret Baxter, Mary Clissold, Elizabeth Dunton, Margaret Godolphin, Anne Halkett, 

Ann Harcourt, Hannah Housman, Ann Hulton, and Mary Terry. I also study Jane Lead's 

journals of mystical visions. Anne Venn's published autobiography, with its numerous 

dated passages, is a late inclusion, as is Anne Hyde's commonplace book. 

My second chapter, "The Early Stuart Period," traces the diverse generic origins of 

English spiritual diaries. I use these precedents to help situate the writings of Lady Grace 

Mildmay, Lady Margaret Hoby, and Lady Anne Clifford, all of whom wrote in the first 

quarter of the seventeenth century. Hoby, a Puritan, leaves a dated spiritual diary in which 

she records the events of her daily routine, such as praying, tending to her estate and 

servants, and receiving visits from friends and relations. Hoby, whose entries are notable 

for their brevity, does not provide a theme or narrative thread that wends its way through 

successive days. Mildmay and Clifford, by contrast, focus on what each regards as the 

central injustice of her life—financial sleight-of-hand on the part of her relations. 

Mildmay's father-in law fails to provide her with a promised jointure; she also meets with 

"strong & Strang oppositions" from her sister over the question of her parental inheritance 

(69). Anne Clifford chronicles a 38-year battle to obtain an inheritance that she feels is 

wrongly diverted from her on account of her gender. Clifford's tenacious battle for her 

lands is fascinating, as is her determined decision to preserve, on paper, the details of the 

controversy. Perhaps the most notable trait of these early Stuart diarists is their willingness 

to express, on paper, an unmasked interest in material and practical matters. 

Practicality and materiality are also at the forefront of my third chapter, "The Civil 

War & Interregnum Years." Diarists of this period are unequivocably entrenched in the 

events of the war. The women depict a reign of terror, and refer to outrages committed by 

armed soldiers on either side. Since their written responses to the violence of the era 

depend, in part, on their religious affiliations, I review the terms Anglican, Puritan, 

Dissenter, and nonconformist, before recounting the persecution suffered by these diverse 
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sects at various stages of the conflict. None of the diarists who describe the War and 

Interregnum years are Parliamentarians, and all suffer under Cromwellian rule. Soldiers 

break into the homes of Isabella Twysden and Anne Harcourt and arrest their husbands. 

Elizabeth Carey's husband, John Mordaunt, is tried for high treason. Alice Thornton is 

forced into marriage with a Parliamentarian, as a means of redeeming her family's 

sequestered estates. The women's attempts to rationalize, and respond to, the horror of 

civil war provide the focal point of the chapter. 

Chapter four, "Contexts, Conventions, and Communities," further considers the 

ways in which an individual diary is shaped by a variety of cultural influences. The 1650s 

saw the publication of at least three popular 'diary manuals', wherein Dissenting clerics 

taught the received method of spiritual journal-writing. Clergy supervised, to varying 

degrees, the religious compositions of their charges, whose pious diary entries were often 

exerpted in funeral sermons composed by the same cleric after a diarist's death. Although 

Dissenters were the most rigorous in their instructions, all lifewriting was impacted by 

sectarian convention. Mary Rich, Countess of Warwick, kept journals spanning upwards 

of 900 large pages, yet, her biographer Mendelson notes, she "never produced an original 

idea of a religious nature" (95). Rich was not required to be original; she had numerous 

guidebooks and neighborhood clerics to draw upon for ideas. My extended study of 

Rich's journals highlights the ways in which her self-representation was monitored and 

manipulated by community, and communal, forces. 

"Youth, Marriage, and Motherhood," my fifth chapter, explores central themes 

among diarists writing in the 1660s and 1670s. Elizabeth Delaval writes extensively of her 

teenage years; a few others also provide brief entries from adolescence. Of the thirty-five 

diarists, at least thirty married, and they are eloquent on the topic. When Delaval is married 

off to a man she does not love, she mourns, "I found it was both my father's will and [my 

aunt's] to ty me up in bond's I never wou'd have chose" (69). Elizabeth Freke calls her 
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lengthy diary "Some Few Remembrances Of My Misfortuns Which Have Atended Me In 

My Unhappy  L i fe  S ince  I  Were  Mar ryed :  Wch  Was  November  the  14 :  1671Kathe r ine  

Austen, a widow considering remarriage, worries about being desired for her money or 

body: "if anything is to be loved in me, I hope 'tis my mind" (1665). Elizabeth Egerton 

acknowledges that some consider marriage "an unhappy life," but offers suggestions as to 

how to improve it (undated). Although Egerton upholds man's superior position in the 

marital union as God-given, she favors moderation, and suggests wives "speake their 

mind, and opinion freely," as to a valued friend, rather than as a servant to a master. 

Egerton concludes that marriage, when entered into with "reciprocall affection" is "the 

happyest condition" (undated). 

While opinions on the joys of marriage vary, the women's greatest outpouring of 

emotion is directed towards motherhood. Or, more precisely, the diarists are extremely 

emotive on the subject of their children's deaths. It is at their births and deaths that children 

are most often mentioned in the diaries; this pattern does not seem to alter until the shift to 

the secular diaries of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, when complaints 

about the behaviour of adult children becomes more frequent. In the Stuart era, child 

mortality rates were shockingly high. Elizabeth Walker was pregnant eleven times: she 

had three stillborn births, and all of her children died before she did. She laments a dead 

daughter: "She was sixteen years. Three Months, and eleven Days old when she died .... 

She was a very Beautifull and Lovely Woman ... God gave her a good understanding" 

(105). Since pious Stuart-era Christians cannot express anger towards God on paper, the 

mothers are left to attribute the death of their children to their own sins. Mary Rich, 

Countess of Warwick, writes, "I began to consider what sins I had committed, that should 

cause God to call them to remembrance, and slay my son" (May 16, 1667). This section 

considers the narrative strategies available to mothers attempting to negotiate their grief 

within culturally prescribed bounds. 
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My sixth chapter, "The Diary Elegy," examines one of the purposes to which the 

diaries were ultimately put. Ten diarists in this study were celebrated, after their deaths, in 

diary elegies—that is, funeral sermons or exemplary biographies that showcased entries 

from the deceased's diary as a means of establishing her piety. For instance, the cleric 

Anthony Walker includes sections from his wife's journal in The Holy Life of Mrs. 

Elizabeth Walker, his book-length elegy for her. This text is fascinating for its intertwining 

of narrative voices. Although Elizabeth's writings are featured at length, Anthony prefaces 

his wife's entries with his own remarks, and selects passages which portray her 

"Exemplary Piety" and "Motherly Affection." The Holv Life typifies the diary elegy in its 

focus on diarist as good Christian, and it also displays the gendered characteristics of an 

elegy written for a female subject. A male elegist authors the elegy, and subsumes the 

woman's words into his own text. 

This process of publication by male clerical editors, in which women's diary entries 

were used partially as a means of enhancing the men's texts, raises the issue of whether 

these published entries are authentic. My archival research, which involved reading 

manuscripts against their published versions, suggests clerics did lift entries directly from a 

woman's diary, altering only spelling after choosing particularly pious entries for 

inclusion. The process of reading manuscripts was its own education. I learned a good 

deal about assumptions, and about how it is best to avoid them. Several religious editions 

of seventeenth-century diaries were published in the 1800s, and I had begun by assuming 

that conservative Victorian editors mutilated the women's original manuscripts, publishing 

only the passages that were most in line with their needs. The trath is more complex. It is 

often impossible to quote from the manuscripts in their entirety. In some cases the pages 

are frayed. Often, key words are illegible. Seventeenth-century handwriting can be very 

difficult to decipher, and many of the handwritings from that period are quite similar to 

each other, so when words are crossed out and then rewritten—seemingly at a later date—it 
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is not entirely evident whetiier the diarist has made the revisions herself, or whether the 

revisions have come from another hand. Therefore, in some cases, extant or surviving 

entries are self-selected. In other instances, choices made by clerical editors are not always 

consistent with the needs and tastes of scholars: although many editors provide useful 

biographical and contextual information, they often publish entries out of context, or 

modernize them, with the result that the diarist's narrative voice seems 'flattened out.' 

Journals lose period flavor when spelling is altered, for instance, yet the desire for a wide 

readership prompts editors to adapt spellings or notations that have fallen out of use. Such 

issues of editorial procedure point up the need for scholarly editions of these manuscript 

diaries. 

Chapter seven, "Reflections on the Sacred: A Study of Mystical Diaries," also 

focuses attention on authors deserving of scholarly editions. I refer to three seventeenth-

century mystics: Dame Gertrude More, Jane Lead, and Ann Bathurst.^ Dame Gertrude 

More, a Benedictine nun who left England to found a monastery in Cambrai, writes 

eloquently about the relationship between a soul and its maker. As a nun in her twenties. 

More takes on the Catholic establishment in her Apology by critiquing the interference of 

inept confessors and overly authoritarian male superiors. Lead, prolific author of spiritual 

texts and founder of the nonconformist society, was the only Stuart woman to actively 

publish her spiritual journals, chronicles her mystical experiences in the three-volume 

Fountain of Gardens (1696-1701). I read her diaries in tandem with the unpublished 

manuscripts of Ann Bathurst, her friend and disciple, and argue that Christian mysticism 

gave its adherents a religious self-confidence which was unavailable to other diarists. 

Chapter eight, "The Late Stuart Period," considers two strands of diary-writing 

popular in the last forty or fifty years of the Stuart reign. Prolongued persecution of 

'Bathurst's name has variously been spelled Ann or Anne in archives and scholarship: for the sake of 
consistency, I will use Ann throughout. 
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various Christian sects ensured that the rehgious diary, a relatively private form of 

worship, stayed vital and viable. But the period also witnessed a trcinsition to a more 

secular form of diary. Sarah Cowper, whose diaries and commonplace books span several 

decades, provides a useful example of the shift from pious entries to more secular writing. 

Elizabeth Freke's journal is also fairly secular in its concerns, as are Celia Fiennes' travel 

journals. Since secular journals were influences in the development of genres like the 

fictional memoir and novel, the narrative voices and concerns of these latter secular journals 

will seem familiar to readers of eighteenth-century novels and prose fiction. 

Diary-Keeping: Benefits and Consequences 

While it is important to consider what cultural functions Stuart diaries served, it is 

also important to consider how they served the women who wrote them. Was diary-

keeping beneficial to Stuart diarists? This is a vexed question. Certainly, Stuart-era 

Protestantism offered far more complex opportunities for women than has commonly been 

acknowledged. The concept of self-study was portentous for women. It authorized them 

to put aside household and familial duties, if only temporarily, in order to contemplate their 

own spiritual well-being. Although Calvinism cast women, like men, as sinful, worthless 

creatures aspiring to God's mercy, it also considered these women important enough to 

have souls to save and lives worthy of examination and care. The need for religious self-

examination enabled women to prioritize themselves, at least for the time it took to record a 

diary entry, and many diarists grasped the opportunity to write very extensive entries, as 

signified by their hundreds of handwritten pages. 

Spiritual diaries also conferred on diarists some of the benefits of belonging to a 

religious community. Diary-writing provided a regular routine and ritual which could be 

practiced in relative isolation, while still serving to confirm one's status as a practicing 

member of a religious group or society. When a religious diarist perused her journal, she 
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would find ample evidence of God's mercies and deliverances, which fostered in her a 

sense of gratitude and security. Elizabeth Bury expresses pleasure and relief after re

reading her diary: 

Reflecting on part of this Year's Diary, there appears the greatest Divine 

Goodness and Bounty to the most unworthy and sinful Wretch: A multitude 

of gracious Answers to my poor Prayers, and great Appearances of GOD in 

Publick Ordinances; yet many afflictive Strokes, but follow'd with Support 

and Usefulness .... Examining my Heart and Ways, I have good Evidences, 

thro free Grace, that GOD ... has made good his Covenant-Promises to 

me ... . (Jan 1, 1696/97) 

Samuel Bury writes of his wife, "[she] would often say. That were it not for her Diary, she 

should neither know what she was, or what she did, or what she had" (13). Diaries like 

Bury's provided a daily reminder of one's place and purpose in the world, while fostering 

an allegiance to a religious community which boasted an all-powerful God at its head. 

Membership in God's community could instill feelings of relative safety in religious 

diarists. 

An ever-present reminder of one's relation to God, the continuous and repetitive 

aspect of journalizing could have pernicious, as well as positive, effects. In large part, the 

diary was used by clerics as a tool to teach diarists to conceive of themselves as religious 

subjects; success in this endeavor derived largely from the diary's dailiness or near-

dailiness. Self-conceptualization, like diary-writing, is an activity that requires constant 

renewal and upkeep. Unlike an autobiography, a diary isn't written once: it is written 

continually, and can be kept until the last night of one's life. Therefore, if for no other 

reason, the self that is written is important. If a diarist unfailingly writes herself as sinful 

and worthless, this negative depiction may indeed prove damaging to her sense of self-

worth. Many diarists were encouraged to stress and lament their sins and failings, and 
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much of the rhetoric found in the diaries looks shockingly self-negating on first reading. 

Hannah Housman, a Quaker, asks the Lord, "leave me not to my dark, dead, confus'd, 

senseless, hypocritical self (July 22, 1735). Dorothy Pakington provides a long list of 

dramatized failings; 

if in all the unclianississ and pollutions of my Nature, my natural proniniss 

and inclinations to all sinn, in the transgressions of my youth, of my riper age, 

of this my present life, my prides & ambitions designing and projecting the 

praise of men, my envyings, amulations, scoffings, slanderings, my peevish 

causiliss displeasures against others ... my hypocrisyes of many sorts & kinds, 

my false & idle speaking, all the filthinesses of the spirit, and the odious fruits 

that have flowed from thence ... the worldly, impertinent thoughts which mix 

themselves in my bist performances, which make me such a strange spectacle to 

thee, (undated) 

Pakington's list of sins may well be copied or modified from another religious source, but 

even if she herself did not compose the list, the laborious act of writing out these sins 

would have required some attention and consideration. Even if a diarist followed a 

prescribed set of rules for depicting herself, rather than castigate herself using her own 

imagined criteria, the task of performing this regular self-depiction is likely to have 

negatively influenced her self-conception. 

On the other hand, there is at least one recorded instance of a diarist who disdains 

her own use of the negative phraseology encouraged by many Protestant sects. The term 

'chief of sinners' is commonly used by both female and male Stuart lifewriters and best-

known as the tide of John Bunyan's 1666 autobiography. Yet a candid nineteen-year-old, 

Elizabeth Livingston (Delaval), admits she has trouble using the phrase sincerely: "For to 

beleive myselfe realy the chiefe of sinners when I am by some admier'd like a saint is a 

triall of humility which I must confess mine has been scarece able to resist" (143). As 
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Delaval shows us, self-negating rhetoric can be mimed but internally resisted. A thought 

voiced by one is often shared by many, and it is likely that Stuart women did not truly 

believe themselves to be the chief of sinners, even as they wrote otherwise. 

This paradox—of the expressive, assertive writer who undermines her own 

authority through religious self-effacement—extends back at least as far as the Middle Ages. 

In Enduring Grace. Carol Lee Flinders quotes the fourteenth-century mystic Catherine of 

Siena as being told by God, "You are she who is not; whereas I am He who is" (Life 79). 

Flinders acknowledges that the self-abasing, self-negating language used by early devout 

women is anathema to many readers, and "sets off a whole battery of alarms for 

contemporary women" (110). She points out that, despite the unnerving language used by 

early female mystics, none of these women "gives evidence of having suffered as a child 

from what we would now call low self-esteem" (110); and she indicates that these women 

were quite wilful in pursuing their religious goals. Similarly, while one may feel wary, 

suspicious, even revolted by the patriarchal language used by the medieval and early-

modern church to describe God, there is no dearth of seventeenth-century female prophets 

and missionaries to reassure us that the experience of God is genderless, even if the culture 

that interprets it is patriarchal. Female Stuart-era Anglicans routinely fought for their 

property, financial security, and societal stature, while Dissenting women traveled across 

the world to preach the word and pursue their inner calling. The texts studied here, and 

what comes through of their authors' lives, suggest that the search for God did not bring 

Stuart women diarists shame in their gender. 

Indeed, the diaries reveal that many Christian women attempted to mediate the 

commands of submission placed upon them by their church. They would not have 

attempted such mediation if they felt deep shame on account of their gender. Usually, the 

shame expressed by religious diarists comes from being a 'creature'—a person—rather than 

from being a female person. This does not discount the fact that women were classed as 
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lower than men in a hierarchy that had God at its zenith. Whereas male Stuart diarists are 

mainly concerned that their behavior finds favor with God, women, by contrast, display an 

awareness they are expected to obey both their husbands and God. But even the women 

least adverse to the duty of obedience find ways to soften its requirements. In the mid-

1600s, Elizabeth Egerton admits that some women dislike the idea of marriage, since wives 

must obey their husbands as they are "commanded, by those that are above our capacity of 

reason, by God himselfe" (undated). Egerton suggests that God does not require wives to 

be slavishly docile, but merely respectful of their husbands: 

not to be in such awe of him, as a servant of his Master, as not to speake, to 

contradict the least word he saith, but to have an affection, and love to him, 

as to a friend, and so to speake their mind, and opinion freely to him, yet not 

value him ye lesse, & if he have a reciprocall affection to his wife, it makes 

them both blest in one another, whereas otherwayes if ye wife be so meeke, 

and low in spirit, to be in subjection, for every word, she makes him feare 

he is troublesome, and yet shee had rather be alone then in his company; this 

is far from a companions way .... (81-2) 

Egerton argues for "reciprocall affection," rather than female "subjection," and a similar 

idea is articulated in Isaac Ambrose's influential Puritan guidebook. Media (1651). 

Ambrose cautions that a husband should "tenderly respect" his wife, and make sure "never 

to lay violent hands on her" (279). Ambrose's gender reversals are actually quite 

astonishing. He depicts women as fairly tyrannical, and unlikely to respond well to 

harangues. Men, therefore, should use patience and forbearance with their spouses. 

Whereas it is women who are usually told to be meek and mild, Ambrose applies the same 

suggestion to their husbands; 

if he shall have occasion to reprove her, he must keep his words until a 

convenient time ... and then utter them in the spirit of meekness and love. 
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Surely if she be not corrected by a word of wisdom and discretion she will 

never be amend by threats, or any hasty, rigorous carriage .... it is best... 

if wayward, mildely to suffer her, that she wax not worse. (279) 

Ambrose advises prudence and restraint on the part of husbands, and Egerton implies as 

much. Their combined dictums are important: Ambrose was a very influential cleric, and 

as such, he helped to shape and perpetuate church policy. Egerton, a devout Christian, 

was a prime candidate for the church's received wisdom. Since neither Egerton nor 

Ambrose argues for total submission of wives to their husbands, we must conclude that 

there were a variety of possible stances on gender relations available to Stuart Protestants. 

Christianity also provided an escape clause for women, who were instmcted to 

privilege Christ, their heavenly husband, over their earthly spouse. Clerics repeatedly 

stressed that God's demands superceded those of man: for instance, Ambrose states that 

women must submit to their husbands, but not in "things contrary to Christ" (281). He 

writes, "Consciencious wives must remember, they have a husband in heaven, as well as 

on earth ... in case they bid contrary things, they must prefer God before man" (281). This 

loophole allowed women much leverage in practical, as well as spiritual, matters. The 

archetype of the pious, morally upright woman who triumphs over the schemes of the 

wayward, wicked male is a commonplace in fiction and in the diaries, where women like 

Mary Rich, Countess of Warwick, stand up to irreligious husbands or relatives. Although 

the diarists are often duped or disregarded, religion, nevertheless, offers them a platform 

from which they can negotiate. Stuart women diarists are able to use leverage derived from 

mandates of the Church, a patriarchal and powerful institution, to further their own 

interests. 

Furthermore, as the seventeenth century progressed and sects like the Quakers 

argued for increased female leadership, discussions began to focus on the ways in which 

women were equal. Hilary Hinds notes that Dissenting sects believed women to be inferior 
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only in body; "crucially, it matched this with a belief in their spiritual equality" (44). The 

Quaker Richard Famsworth argues in 1655 that since women and men are equal in Christ, 

both sexes should be allowed to preach: 

that which is flesh is flesh, and that knoweth not the things of God neither 

in male nor female, but is adulterated from God, but that which is Spirit is 

Spirit, and is bom of God either in male or female, that knoweth him, and 

that is permitted to speak in the Temple .... Let all Flesh be silent both in 

Sons and Daughters, and let the Spirit Speak .... (3) 

Farnsworth articulates an argument that becomes widely popular: since Spirit is 

genderless, preachers should be a (gender-immaterial) vehicle for Spirit. This position is 

taken up by the Quaker missionaries Katherine Evans and Sarah Chevers. Their story is 

told in a text edited by Daniel Baker: The Relation of Some of the Cruel Sufferings (For the 

Truths sake") of Katherine Evans & Sarah Chevers. In the Inquisition of the Isle of Malta 

(1662). The Cruel Sufferings is a hybrid genre incorporating both autobiography and 

biography, best described as a type of collaborative memoir or group testimony. The book 

begins with Daniel Baker's "Epistle to the Readers," which includes a defense of the 

Quakers and a plea for the spiritual equality of women. In response to the statement that 

women should be obedient. Baker argues, "but what if she have a disorderly, drunken 

Husband (and not Christ the man, the true Husband, the true Lord) how can he teach her?" 

(unpag). Baker then describes Evans and Chevers'journey to Malta, and includes a letter 

from the Pope's inquisitor. He also prints a letter from the imprisoned women to the 

Catholic friar who has persecuted them: 

Thou saidst thou wouldst try whether we had the tme Spirit yea or nay, and 

thou hast tryed day and night, but thou never triedst the right way; the Seed 

of God is not tryed with deceit, lying, hypocrisie, nor cruelty .... whatever 
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you have done to us, we desire it not to be laid to our charge; for we count 

ourselves happy that we were found worthy to suffer for the Name of the 

Lord. (42-3) 

The co-authored letter to the friar is distinctive for its boldness of tone. The strength and 

resolve of Evans and Chevers is probably due, at least partially, to their belief in the early 

Quaker tenet of gender equality. Baker showcases this equality throughout the text: he 

includes a 1661 letter from Evans to her family, wherein Evans reverses traditional 

Christian gender roles by addressing her husband and children as "wise virgins:" 

Oh my dear Husband and Children, how often have I poured out my Soul to 

our everlasting Father for you ... that you might be kept pure and single in the 

sight of our God, improving your Talents as wise Virgins ... cloathed with the 

long white Robes of Righteousness, ready to enter the Bed-Chamber ... . (53) 

When Evans wants her family members to go "pure and single" to "the Bed-Chamber" in 

the sight of God, she elects herself as intermediary on their behalf (53). The fact that she 

suffers illness and starvation at the hands of her persecutors does not seem to shake either 

her purpose or sense of self-esteem as one of God's chosen messengers. 

The Quakers are perhaps the most notable exponents of a drive for female spiritual 

equality that wins proponents in the late Stuart period. The argument for women's 

preaching is an important one, as the granting of religious authority to women will 

eventually empower them in other arenas. Likewise, the argument for the equality of all 

souls has worldly, secular implications. Anglican Sarah Cowper brings up this argument 

in 1701, when a friend says she would prefer to bear male children, who "cou'd scarce do 

any thing y world esteem'd a fault." Cowper notes, "At first sight this seemd plausible, 

but when weigh'd in the Balance was found wanting, for it duly considered the sins of 

both sex are equal in the sight of God, hose Honr sho'd be more regarded than the shame 
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and disrepute we incurr from men ... he will punish ye offenders alike" (March 28,1701). 

Of the seven studied women diarists who kept diaries in the early years of the eighteenth 

century, just two refer to gender distinctions: Both of these women, the Anglican Sarah 

Cowper and the Quaker Elizabeth Bury, argue that the two sexes are equal in the sight of 

God. For many Stuart Protestants, union with God provides one with a great sense of 

earthly purpose and a contempt for the body as a transient garment that imprisons the soul, 

regardless of gender. Many Stuart women use this concept of the androgynous soul to 

argue for their equality as spiritual beings, and their clerics occasionally voice the same 

argument for women's spiritual equality in diary elegies composed to commemorate 

deceased female diarists. Since Stuart diaries encompass a variety of competing Protestant 

positions regarding woman's roles and the relation of humanity to divinity, diary-writing 

can variously be regarded as beneficial and detrimental to the diarists who kept Stuart 

journals. 

Variations on the Diary 

As my chapter descriptions suggest, the forms of personal writing available to 

Stuart women were many and various. Relatives and clerics invariably discovered this on 

unlocking the drawer to a deceased woman's papers, as is evidenced by the use of the term 

'papers' as a catch-all phrase in texts like The Holv Life of Mrs. Elizabeth Walker - with 

some usefull papers and letters written bv her on several occasions (1690) and Advice to 

Mourners ... on the ... death of Mrs. Anne Terrv ... With ... Papers left under her own 

Hand (1694). Items such as letters to friends and family, advice to kin, extracts from 

commonplace books, and pious meditations all fall into an amorphous category termed 

papers. 

Commonplace books, which we would today term scrapbooks, appear to have been 

extremely popular in the Stuart period. They usually feature material related to religion. 
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such as meditations or copies of Biblical passages. Some contain poems and pictures. 

Two of Sarah Cowper's many commonplace books consist of a series of short statements 

on various alphabetized subjects: "Ark, Adam, Age old. Angels, America, Anger, 

Affections, Atheist, Afflictions ..." (c.l680). There is much to learn about this form of 

writing, which was once called ephemera. Scholars of American literature have already 

begun to turn their attention to difficult-to-classify texts of this nature: Judy Temple writes 

of the "perplexing form" of some life-writing, of its "scraps and fragments" (Temple 76). 

Although it is not in the scope of this study to analyze such gossamer materials, I believe 

that hitherto-unclassifiable texts of this type will attract more attention and sustained critical 

analysis. 

Another type of notebook commonly kept by Stuart women is known as 

'Meditations.' Pious meditations, as kept by numerous diarists, contain reflections on 

sermons, brief religious observations on sundry subjects, or thoughts on Scripture. A 

woman's devotional meditations often span hundreds of handwritten pages. Meditations 

are rarely labelled by date, but Lady Elizabeth Delaval numbers hers: 

12 

True sorrow and humility is not imprinted in my heart till I can willingly se 

other's prefer'd before my selfe, whom I know to become so vile by many 

iniquity's that I deserve to be dispised. 

I will therefore learn in my heart this leson often take ocation to 

speake well of other's, advanceing there glory far above my own. (43) 

Samuel Bury describes the contents of his wife Elizabeth's meditations in his edition of her 

diary: 

It has been a very agreeable Entertainment to me to read over her Miscellanies. 

Her very Spiritual and Correct Meditations on the Divinity of the Holy 
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Scriptures. The Several Parts of the Creation. The Extent, Efficacy, and 

mistery of Providence. A Believers Union with Christ. His Communing 

with his own Heart ... . (179) 

Kenneth Charlton notes that several books of meditations were, in fact, written by and for 

women in early modern England. These include Catherine Parr's Prayers and Meditations 

(1545), Elizabeth Grymestone's Miscelanea (1604), Alice Sutcliffe's Meditations or Mans 

Mortalite (1634, 2nd ed.), Elizabeth Warren's Spiritual Thrift or Meditations (1647). Anne 

Douglas' The Countess of Morton's Daily Exercises ri666). Susanna Hopton's Daily 

Devotions (1673). and finally, Amey Hay ward's Female Legacy Containing Divine Poems 

on Several Choice Subjects Recommended to all Godly Women (1699), some of which 

were "in the form of meditations: 'Upon a bee,' 'On deceitfulness and vanity,'" and so 

forth (174). Occasionally, meditations accompany autobiographical reminiscences, as in 

the case of Grace Mildmay, or dated diaries, as in the case of Mary Rich, whose 

meditations were published as Eureka. Eureka. The Virtuous Woman Found, her loss 

bewailed...at the funeral of ...Marv. Countess Dowager of Warwick ...with so large 

additions as mav be styled the life of that noble lady: to which are annexed some of her 

ladyship's pious and useful meditations (1678). As these examples attest, the writing of 

pious meditations was a widespread phenomenon and a source of publication for quite a 

few Stuart women. Apart from Elizabeth Delaval's exceptional memoir-like meditations, 

meditations are usually quite impersonal and focus mainly on niceties of religious doctrine, 

so I rarely include them in this study. 

Despite the plethora of writings described above, historians have rightfully pointed 

out that literate women constituted an extremely small percentage of Stuart England's 

population, especially in the first half of the seventeenth century (Bales; Mendelson and 

Crawford). While this is a particularly pertinent point for historical scholarship, which 

often endeavours to encompass the population as a whole in its research, my dissertation is 
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literary criticism, and by its nature must concem itself with the writing of a given period. I 

strongly believe that much can be learned from this writing, representative though it may be 

of the output of only a certain segment of society—in this case, literate gentry and 

noblewomen. 

My thesis aims to consider what cultural functions these diaries served and how 

they served the women who wrote them. Not least of its goals is to make accessible early 

Englishwomen's lost writing. As Cynthia Gannett points out, it seems odd (and unfair) 

that Pepys' copious diaries are reprinted so often and used to represent all Stuart diary 

writing, whereas women diarists of the period have received so little attention. As a man 

who purposely destroyed his wife's diaries, Pepys is a particularly irksome and ironic 

choice for canonization: 

9 January^. (1663/4) Waking in the morning, my wife began to speak of the 

necessity of her keeping somebody to bear her company; for her familiarity 

with her servants is it that spoils them all, and other company she hath none 

(which is too true); and called for Jane to reach out of her trunk, giving her 

the keys to that purpose, a bundle of papers; and pulls out a paper, a copy of 

what, a pretty while since, she had writ in a discontent to me, which I would 

not read but burned. She now read it, and was so picquant, and wrote in 

English and most of it true, of the retirednesse of her life and how unpleasant 

it was, that being writ in English and so in danger of being met with and read 

by others, I was vexed at it and desired her and then commanded her to teare 

it—which she desired to be excused it; I forced it from her and tore it, and 

withal took her other bundle of papers from her and leapt out of the bed and 

in my shirt clapped them into the pockets of my breeches that she might not 

get them from me; and having got on my stockings and breeches and gown, 

I pulled them out one by one and tore them all before her face, though it went 

against my heart to do it, she crying and desiring me not to do it. (47) 

*^1 am grateful to Judy Simons for bringing this quotation to my attention in "Invented Lives: Textuality 
and Power in Early Women's Diaries," Inscribing the Dailv: Critical Essays on Women's Diaries. 
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While it is too late to save Elizabeth Pepys' diaries, it is very fulfilling to suspect, as I do, 

that some diarists included in this study will eventually make their way into the literary 

canon. 

A Brief Overview of Related Scholarship 

Secondary source material was drawn from several fields: diary studies, early 

modern studies, and feminist theory. Early modern scholars have contributed several 

important books to the field of women's history in recent years. Two 1998 overviews 

broadly analyze the status, conditions, and positions of women in the early modern period. 

Women in Earlv Modern England 1550-1720. the widely acclaimed text by Patricia 

Crawford and Sara Mendelson, focuses mainly on neglected histories—in this case, 

histories of women of the illiterate classes. Although most Stuart Englishwomen fall into 

this category, the diarists do not. For this reason, the similarly titled Women in Earlv 

Modem England by Jacqueline Eales is more directly relevant to my project. In her chapter 

entitled "Historiography and Debate," Eales reviews developments in early modem studies. 

She, too, comments on the difficulty of trying to assess female literacy rates from a 

distance of more than 300 years, but points to Crawford's calculation that, between 1640 

and 1700, women's publications accounted for a mere 1.2 percent of books published, as 

"indirect evidence of the low level of female literacy" (18). Eales also touches on 

academe's "re-evaluation of the extent to which Protestantism affected the status of 

women" (12). After citing areas where women exercised authority, such as in their ability 

to inherit land and property, she remarks on the "almost universal agreement amongst 

historians that there was a divergence between the ideal behaviour of men and women, 

outlined by prescriptive writers, and actual social practice" (15). Eales highlights an issue 

central to this study—that is, the lack of literal and practical adherence to the religious 

prescriptions and dogmatic philosophy espoused by official church literature, and 
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sometimes, by the literary paraphernalia surrounding and accompanying the diarist 

movement. 

Two of the most important recent works to focus closely on diaries in Stuart 

England are Michael Mascuch's Origins of the Individual Self: Autobiography and Self-

Identitv in England. 1591-1791 and Stuart Sherman's Telling Time: Clocks. Diaries and 

English Diumal Form: 1660-1785. Both books attempt to trace broad conceptual 

developments in the ways early modem writers envisage themselves in relation to their 

writing; Sherman also considers the relationship of the era's journal-keeping to time itself. 

Mascuch begins his survey with the publication of the Christian biography A Christal 

Glasse (1591) because, in his view, it is the first biography where the subject "establishes 

the characteristic form of expression of the individualist self (56). Mascuch finds A 

Glasse notable for its focus on an ordinary person, Katherine Stubbes. Since it offers "the 

voice of real experience" in the form of her extended speech—albeit transcribed and 

published by her husband—the book proves tremendously influential and popular 

throughout the seventeenth century (63). A Christal Glasse presents a combination of 

biography and autobiography, a model which is taken up in diary elegies that include 

writings from the deceased within the context of a posthumous biography. The growth of 

autobiography is also traced to the early modem "habit of keeping separate notebooks 

relating to personal experience" (70). Mascuch maps the transition between a time when 

desire for self-expression is steeped in the "broth of religious worship," and the period 

closer to the end of the seventeenth century, when "the spiritual notebook was losing its 

status as an instmment, and acquiring a new status as an object created by a subject; that is, 

as an autonomous text deliberately wrought by an individual intending it to represent some 

aspect of his personality" (87). The tension between these two models is present in diary 

elegies, which encompass both "the particularity of the subject's presence as a historical 

entity ... and the universal truth he was meant to articulate and champion" (115). 
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Where Mascuch focuses on the relation of genre to self-identity, Sherman treats the 

diary as the embodiment of new cultural conceptions of time. During the 1600s, he notes, 

"a new technology for counting time on clocks emerged simultaneously with a new 

paradigm for recounting it in prose" (x-xi). The diary thus served as a focus for, and 

expression of, the concerns of the rising merchant gentry and their interest in "recording 

time" as "a way of owning it" (22). Sherman writes, "If the timepieces, by their visible 

and audible precisions, suggested possibilities of discipline, they intertwined them with 

promises of autonomy, self-empowerment, and liberation" (22). He provides an extended 

analysis of Pepys' diary, which he considers to be emblematic of the era's approach to 

temporality. Time, in Pepys' text, is "a series of identical, numbered durations" with each 

day accounted for in a "steady and continuous" manner (34-5). Earlier Puritan diaries, 

Sherman suggests, "endorsed narrative omissions" in a way that Pepys does not (51). 

Pepys, instead, "performs in secret manuscript a newly serial, precise, and private 

rendition of the self in time" (106). Yet there is another, alternative relationship of time and 

space to the diary that Sherman does not discuss. Judy Nolte Lensink calls this "'diary 

time,' where certain emotive events receive much space (or page time) while countless 

hours are dispensed of "with the single telling phrase, "did usual work"" (154). Although 

I feel Telling Time relies on too few texts to support extremely broad conclusions, Sherman 

is a magnificent stylist, and the conceit of relating diary to conceptions of time itself is 

certainly an ingenius one. It is the sort of classic idea, like a classic tune, that seems 

obvious and familiar once it has been written, so much so that we forget it had to be 

invented. Early on, Sherman notes that a "crucial" story is left untold by his book, that "of 

women and diurnal form" (xii). Hopefully, this dissertation, along with recent texts like 

Hilary Hinds' God's Englishwomen: Seventeenth-Centurv Radical Sectarian Writing and 

Feminist Criticism (1996), will work towards telling this story. 
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Hilary Hinds is one of the most sophisticated analysts of Stuart life-writing. In 

God's Englishwomen, she immediately raises questions of canon, asking what will happen 

"if we include not only the drama, poetry and romances of the seventeenth century, but also 

the tracts, prophecies, and spiritual autobiographies that formed such a major part of 

women's output of this time?" (3). Her question is sparked, in part, by the increased 

prominence of cultural studies in academe and by its propensity to examine previously 

marginalized texts. Cultural studies takes seriously the sorts of materials ignored by certain 

older modes of literary criticism; religious tracts, conduct books, cookbooks, and diaries 

are worthy of analysis as to how they informed the culture that produced them. These texts 

must be understood, in Hinds' words, inside the context of the religion which "was the 

organizing principle of social and cultural life" (6). Indeed, when Hinds refers to "the very 

enmeshment of certain texts in the circumstances of their days," she is certainly speaking of 

the diaries that are the subject of this study (13). Yet this acknowledgement of the primacy 

of historical context brings with it the admission that "the sources that we have are of 

necessity partial, incomplete, and strange or foreign to us, separated as we are by 350 years 

of change, whether linguistic, social, economic, political or ideological" (18). Hinds' 

gracious and generous intelligence enables a succinct statement of a key problem facing 

academics: that which we do not, despite our best efforts, know. 

In Women and Literature in Britain 1500-1700 (1996), Helen Wilcox assembles an 

impressive group of feminist scholars, some of whom research little-known texts, thereby 

adding to the pool of available resources. For instance, Elspeth Graham examines newly-

discovered autobiographical manuscripts by Dionys Fitzherbert. Jacqueline Pearson 

discusses three better-known known figures, memoirist Elizabeth Freke and diarists Anne 

Clifford and Margaret Hoby, all of whom appear in this study. Suzanne Trill's essay, 

"Religion and the Construction of Femininity," makes the important point that while 

"Christianity exerted a predominantly negative influence upon women's social position" in 
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early modem England, "it is also important that we do not erase all sense of female agency 

or assume they were simply oppressed by religion" (32). I return to the same point 

throughout my own work. 

Historically-based approaches like mine can benefit from the insights of theory. In 

Inscribing the Daily: Critical Essays on Women's Diaries (1996). Suzanne Bunkers and 

Cynthia Huff argue that diaries raise issues of audience, narration, strategies of reading, 

and definitions of genre. Issues of audience tend to center on the question of whether 

specific diaries are intended to be public or private, although this dichotomy of categories 

has now been scrutinized by many scholars and found wanting. Diaries occupy an 

amorphous space that collapses rigid definitions of private and public, yet these terms are 

admittedly seductive as a simple means by which to assess and analyze another contested 

category, that of authorial intent. Private and public are also categories central to the 

anxieties of diary scholars who suspect, guiltily, that they may be publicizing material not 

intended for publication—and if only for this reason, debates surrounding 'private and 

public' should remain with us for the near future. One scholar to enter this debate, Lynn 

Bloom, argues that "truly private diaries" are recognizable in that "they are so terse they 

seem coded; no reader outside the author's immediate society could understand them 

without extra-textual information" (25). This seems to me to be an overgeneralization. A 

diarist may write explicitly so as to jog her own memory. If the purpose of her diary is 

self-review, she may choose to elaborate on her daily achievements in order to be able to 

peruse them thoroughly at a later date. Yet there are other evidences that the cultural bears 

strongly on representations of the personal and muddles categories of public and private. 

Cynthia Huff mentions the ways in which "cultural directives shape the space" of 

twentieth-century store-bought journals, sold with little padlocks and designed so that equal 

amounts of space are alloted to each day (123). Although Stuart diaries range wildly in 

actual size, they, too, are shaped just as surely by cultural directives. Form and content 
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both fall under the mandates of a religious culture that provides mid-century diary manuals 

and explicit instructions regarding the spiritual journal's composition and purpose. 

Helen Buss looks at issues of palimpsest and priorities in the writing of diaries. 

She notes, "we need to explore language's ability to maximize some conditions of existence 

... and its ability to suppress and absent other conditions, to repress their existence into 

powerlessness and inarticulation" (99). The conscious selection of experiences suitable for 

pen and paper strongly affects Stuart diaries. The diarists usually avoid explicit references 

to sex—Sarah Cowper is a notable exception—and focus primarily on spiritual life as filtered 

through daily routine. In works that center so heavily on the personal, there are still vast 

areas of experience that remain unwritten. As scholars, we are denied literary access to 

these areas and must extrapolate from their absence-often incorrectly. 

Judy Nolte Temple's remarks about genre and American women's texts are equally 

pertinent to English women's diaries. She feels the diary is well-positioned to challenge 

traditional notions of canon and genre, since diaries do not so much skirt textual categories 

as force the need for new ones, especially in the cases where they consist of nothing but 

jotted "scraps and fragments" (76). Temple acknowledges that scholars manipulate and re-

edit, re-present and even recreate diaries "in the name of love" in order to make a "readable 

text" out of a mass of uncategorizable jottings (77). In this re-visioning of these texts, we 

mirror the work of earlier editors who refashioned Stuart journals for their own purposes. 

New strategies of reading and analysis will become necessary as methods of presentation 

and distribution increase and texts can be widely viewed in their original form by being 

screened, for instance, onto the Internet. 

Judy Simons focuses specifically on the empowering uses of seventeenth and 

eighteenth century diaries. She believes they enabled women to "narrate their lives;" to 

release onto paper suffering otherwise endured in silence; and thus to perform "a crucial 

role in facilitating female empowerment in a context of political and social 
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restriction" (255). However, Simons argues that whilst women use their diaries to 

"negotiate versions of selfhood that both trouble and attract them," they are forced to draw 

on and from "received literary paradigms" (261). Therefore, "the disclosure of an authentic 

self remains a textual fiction, determined by preexisting narrative tropes" (253). 

Unfortunately, Simons does not support this last comment with extended analyses of 

individual diaries and the tropes under which they labor. Nonetheless, it would be difficult 

to disprove entirely the existence of "received literary paradigms" or "preexisting narrative 

tropes" in any era. Certainly, Stuart diaries are affected by narrative expectations. 

To conclude this brief overview of current texts and debates, I would like to touch 

on a central issue in autobiographical studies. In the last ten years or more, the position 

that there is no unified self, but rather a fragmented series of 'selves' masquerading as a 

subject, so to speak, has gained prominence in the academic community. Although the 

Stuart diarist can strongly be seen to represent herself as having a self, in which is 

embodied and encoded her all-important soul, Stuart texts can also, of course, be read as 

full of fissures, doubts, and flexible constructions of identities. I have chosen to avoid 

taking issue with the idea of a historically-based self or subject. I envision the primary task 

of this project as the presentation and contextualization of the diaries. I would like scholars 

of all theoretical persuasions to study, analyze and interpret them from a variety of stances. 

The diaries are important, and it is my sincere hope that this project enables them to receive 

the wider readership they deserve. 
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CHAPTER II: The Early Stuart Period 

The Origins of Stuart Diaries and Journals 

The spiritual diaries and journals of seventeenth and eighteenth-century Protestants 

evolved as amalgamations of several sources. Cinthia Gannett, in Gender and the Journal, 

names three primary forerunners of the spiritual diary: the public journal, which chronicled 

matters of national import; the travel journal; and the commonplace book, which contained 

anything from prayers and religious quotes to recipes and riddles. Michael Mascuch notes 

that "ship's logs, business ledgers, corporate chronicles, and family estate and household 

account books" have been in use since medieval times (71-2). Although his research 

turned up sixteenth-century blank diaries, sold with titles like A Blancke and Perpetuall 

Almanack (1571), he considers these almanacs, measuring approximately two by four 

inches, too small to allow "an individualized narrative identity" to be realized (72). For 

Mascuch, the relevant forerunner to later life writing is the "more discursive personal 

notebooks" kept by early modem Protestants (72). 

An important strand in the development of personal joumal-keeping is the Christian 

focus on routine and repetition. Diaries are an outgrowth of the practice of daily praise-

giving, which has its roots in earlier Christianity: Catholic practices such as lauds, matins 

and vespers allot specific forms of prayer and ritual to particular times of the day. ADvall 

of Davlv Contemplacion. or devine exercise of the mind (1578') allots specific 

contemplations—such as reading relevant quotes from Scripture—to each day of the week. 

By the start of the seventeenth century, the link between spiritual self-assessment and the 

concept of dailiness is already in place. "Teach me O Lord to number my daies," prays 

Elizabeth Grymmeston in her Miscelanea (1604'): 

when you goe to bed, read over the carriage of your selfe that day. Reforme 
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that [which] is amisse; and give God thanks for that which is orderly: and 

so commit thy selfe to him that keepes thee. 

Teach me O Lord to number my dates, and to 

order my life after this thy direction (B2). 

"Teach me O Lord to number my daies," she requests, and by the mid-century, the literate 

of a generation are doing just this—numbering their days in nightly reckonings. Whereas 

the practice of writing down and recording one's sins takes time to spread, the first few 

decades of the 1600s are rife with suggestions to mentally and periodically tabulate one's 

faults and errors. In 1607, the anonymous author of The Governance of Vertue warns, 

"...call to remembrance how thou hast spent the day" (B2). He continues, "If thou 

perceivest, that thou hast offended God in any thing at all, confesse thy foualt unto him" 

(B2). The same advice is given in The Christian's Dailv Sacrifice (1615). which promotes 

"A dayly discerning of thine owne inabilitie" (358): 

Chapter Xni. Of the dayly account. 

And this is the last duty dayly to be performed by us, even to take an account 

of our dayly actions (517) .... 

2. So proceed we to consider of our morning actions, how we have conferred 

with our God in privat, how sanctified our families 

3. Meditate we on God's patience in sparing us hitherto. 

4. How wee have been humbled in the sence of our own & other's sinnes 

5. Especially how we have bene employed in the sence of God's graces (519) 

This practice of listing and numbering the steps to spiritual sanctification expresses, 

through its form, the concept of disciplined routine so prized among the clergy. Dials and 

diaries are likewise physical manifestations of an emphasis on routine and repetition. So 

R. I. Braithwait's book, A Spiritual Spicerie (1638), contains a section called "A Christian 

Diall; which may serve well to shadow out our houres, number our dayes, direct our 
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wayes, contract our yeares, and regulate our desires" (228). He also includes 'The Dying 

Man's Diary ... divided into a five dayes Exercise,' which designates day one for 

meditations on "the griefes and infirmities which goe before death" (264). Day two is 

devoted to contemplation and confession of sins (264). This idea that prayer patterns 

should conform to daily and weekly cycles is a commonplace among early Stuart religious 

manuals. 

Although it is the Protestants who most vehemently encourage the writing of 

dailiness, as opposed to the Catholics, whose confessional booth takes the place of a 

spiritual diary, both sects encourage daily self-observation. Antonio de Molina, a Spanish 

monk, includes a section entitled 'The Examination of Conscience' in his Spiritual 

Exercises ("1622). He advises that time be put aside each night for "reckning with thy self": 

At night before thou lyest downe, in any case procure to have some spare 

time to enter into reckning with thy self.... Examine very well all that thou 

hast thought, spoken and done, how thou hast spent thy time, how thou hast 

kept silence ... and be very sorrowfull for that thou shalt finde thy selfe to 

have failed in. (74) 

A Catholic's nightly regime includes daily recollection and penitence, which will also 

become features of the Protestant nightly diaries. Lay Catholic practices like lauds, matins 

and vespers are conducted at specific, appointed times of the day and night. Thus 

Catholics share with Protestants a strong interest in dailiness, repitition, and the role these 

play in performance of religious duties. 

This concept of making a 'reckoning' of one's thoughts and deeds is also important 

as an early casting of sin into economic terms. De Molina tells readers, "remit thee to thy 

self to take account of thy self" (73). In The Practice of Pietie: Directing a Christian 

(1624), Lewis Bayly cautions "making thy score even with Christ, every night thou shalt 
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have the lesse to account for, when thou art to make thy finall reckoning, before his 

Majestie in the Judgement Day" (313-14). This choice of language reveals that the use of 

accounting terminogy, usually regarded as an offshoot of the rise of Cromwell and the 

middle class, dates back to at least the 1620s. 

In sum, early Stuart diaries are informed by religious guidebooks such as ADvall 

of Davlv Contemplacion (1578) and Elizabeth Grymmeston's Miscelanea (1604). 

Posthumous biographies of 'good' Christian women are also available in this period. Early 

Stuart women diarists thus write in a context, rather than in a void, and in doing so, they 

participate in fashioning what will become a growing trend: the spiritual diary. 

Early Seventeenth-Century Women 

As soon as we meet with female life-writers of the early Stuart period, we meet 

with women of spirit. I mean this in both the secular and religious sense. But before 

delving into a discussion of women of the Stuart period proper, I want to introduce a 

passage from Katherin Brettergh's 1601 elegy. Mistris Brettergh was elegized in a tri-part 

volume entitled Deaths Advantage Little Regarded ... Preached in two funeral Sermons .••• 

Whereunto is annexed, the Christian life and godlv death of the said Gentlewoman (1601). 

In Death's Advantage. Brettergh is commended for rebuking her husband: 

One or two examples I cannot omit, wherein she bewrayed (sic) a worthie 

spirit, sanctified by the spirit of God, and prepared for all the assaults of 

Satan. On a time, as her husband and she were riding toward the Church, he 

was angry with his man: Alas husband (quoth she) Ifeare your heart is not 

right towards God, that can thus be angry for a trifle: And weeping she said 

further, you must pray against this your affection, and alwayes bee sure 

your anger be of God, for else how dare you appeare this day before his 

ministerl (9-10) 
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Brettergh's "worthie spirit" also prompts her to caution her husband against taking money 

from his tenant, because "though it bee your right... then you oppresse the poore" (9, 10). 

This last mark is noted, not as evidence of her insolence, but as evidence of her 

compassion. Eventually, Brettergh contracts the ague that causes her to doubt her faith in 

God and suffer "conflict with Satan" (15). In the style to which readers of religious elegies 

soon become accustomed, Brettergh routs Satan and her own spiritual doubts, thus 

enabling her to die, and to be commemorated, as "that vertuous Gentlewoman, happily 

dying in the Lord" (37). 

Brettergh is a fitting subject to open a discussion of seventeenth-century women's 

life-writing for several reasons. Her elegy is an early example of a life set down, in print, 

in a religious context. The text in which her words are published participates in a cultural 

project involving clerics and readers outside her own family. Finally, Brettergh's elegy 

presents her as a spirited woman who makes use of religion as an aid in arguing her own 

positions. 

This rhetorical shrewdness on the part of Brettergh is important. While countless 

studies have tracked the unfair and unequal conditions to which Stuart women were 

subject, only lately have female academics begun to reassess, through use of primary 

materials, the reactions of Stuart women to the conditions in which they discovered 

themselves. The scholar Amanda Vickery once asked, regarding the late eighteenth 

century, whether women really fell into indolence and leisure (TLS 1993). She was 

making the point that vast era-based generalizations are unlikely to hold up under careful 

scrutiny, particularly when they link large groups of women to mass apathy. Accordingly, 

a recent spate of books such as Stevie Davies' Unbridled Spirits: Women of the English 

Revolution: 1640-1660 ('1998'> and Emma Donoghue's Passions Between Women: British 

Lesbian Culture. 1668-1801 (1993) suggest that many seventeenth-century women did not 

quietly and resignedly accede to patriarchal constraints. 
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Women whose lives bridged the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries produced 

fascinating texts. Lady Grace Mildmay, Lady Margaret Hoby and Lady Anne Clifford, in 

particular, all left valuable records of their era and experiences. Lady Mildmay's papers, 

written between 1617-1620, are described by Randall Martin as "among the most 

personally revealing writings we possess by a Renaissance Englishwoman" (33). The first 

85 pages of Mildmay's two-part manuscript contain personal reminiscences about her life, 

and were written by Mildmay when she was in her sixties, in the hopes of passing them on 

to her descendents: "Ail these things comming into my minde, I thought good to set them 

downe unto my daughter, & her children, as familiar talke & communicacion with them, I 

being dead, as if I were alive" (4). Martin suggests Mildmay "also held open the 

possibility of her meditations being seen by general readers" (34). This second part of the 

manuscript, labelled "Book of Meditations," is a compendium of religious notes and quotes 

from Scripture. Retha Wamicke points out that Mildmay had been writing down her 

Meditations "for about fifty years," so they span several volumes and "over nine hundred 

pages" (57). Wamicke feels much religious and even historical information can be gleaned 

from the study of early-modern religious meditations. This is certainly true, yet the modem 

predilection for personal life-writing and secular concerns will probably ensure the diaries 

proper make their way into print long before the thousands of pages of extant handwritten 

religious meditations. 

Grace Sharrington Mildmay (1552-1620) had a life that was, at once, privileged 

and marked by financial worries. Born to Sir Henry Sharrington and Ann Pagget, she was 

raised by a kind govemness, Mrs. Hamblyn, and schooled in scripture, music, arithmetic, 

needle-work, and "basic surgery and physick" (Martin 37). At age 15 she married 

Anthony Mildmay, the eldest son and heir of Sir Walter Mildmay, Chancellor of the 

Exchequer. Despite possessing an auspicious-seeming set of well-heeled relations, she had 

to contend with siblings who persuaded her dying father "to reduce Grace's share of the 
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estate, as well as their later efforts to defraud her of her mother's bequest" (Martin 35). 

Mildmay was in a financially vulnerable position: if her husband Anthony died before she 

did, she would require the certainty of a stable source of income. Optimally, she would be 

entitled to dower, which consisted of one third of the real property her husband had held at 

any time during their marriage'. Alternatively, she could receive a jointure, which was 

usually negotiated prior to marriage: 

jointure generally took the form of an annuity arising from a rent charge on 

specified lands. The cash portion a woman brought into marriage was 

generally used to buy land to provide an annual income, first to support the 

new couple and subsequently to support the wife should she survive to 

become a widow. Among wealthy families the jointure had the advantage of 

allowing the patrimony, or the main estate, to remain intact for the heir. At 

the same time, jointure was also more suitable for protecting the wife's 

interest in families which had primarily leasehold land, or land settled in a 

trust, in neither of which a widow enjoyed common law dower or manorial 

freebench. (Erickson 25) 

Grace's jointure, however, was withheld by her father-in-law. Sir Walter. He failed to 

make over the jointure he had promised her, and he also failed to provide a portion for 

Grace's daughter Mary^. Retha Warwicke explains that since Grace and Anthony had no 

male heir. Sir Walter decided to divide his lands equally between his two sons, "and to 

entail the Mildmay estates ... in the male line without the establishment of a jointure for 

Grace or a portion for the marriage of Mary, her sole child" (34). Martin notes that since 

Grace "possessed no substantial property of her own, she experienced further anxiety in 

the event that her husband should die before inheriting, which at several points seemed 

'Definitions in this paragraph are drawn from Amy Louise Erickson'sWomen and Property in Earlv Modem 
England. (NY: Routledge, 1993). 
"Erickson defines filial portion as the property a child inherits from a parent, whereas a marriage portion, or 
dowry, is the property a bride takes into marriage (239). 
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likely" (36). Only very late in the day were the Mildmays' fortunes secured, through a 

successful suit brought by Sir Anthony. Martin holds up Mildmay as an example of a 

woman who "after marriage, risked isolation and penury in the absence of strictly 

negotiated settlements, or indeed of any independent legal rights" (36). To this end, 

Mildmay's text is an interesting mixture of forthright pragmatism and religious convention. 

Although she asserts a desire to make herself "expert in the knowledge of the histories 

contayned in the booke of Acts and Monuments of the church" (2), worldly experience has 

taught her not to neglect more secular matters: "Also to be well instructed in the statutes 

and Lawes of this land is very necessary" (3). As Mildmay explains, familiarity with 

statues and laws may help one avoid "controlment or running into danger" (3). 

At this early juncture, she says no more about worldly dangers. Instead, Mildmay 

proceeds to list the spiritual dangers into which one may fall. She then moves to a 

discussion of her own religious upbringing, conducted under the careful eye of her 

govemness, Mrs. Hamblyn. In a practice that quickly becomes standard, Mildmay 

attributes an unbroken list of virtues to the guardian of her religious care; "She had good 

knowledge .... She was of an excellent quicke spirit.... She scoffed at all dalliance .... 

She counselled us" (46). Mildmay also imbues the religious list with more secular fancies: 

she and her sister were "in love with" their govemness, since her "mirth was very savory 

& full of witt" (46). Mrs. Hamblyn is also given to frank character appraisals of the adults 

who frequent her charges' home: 

She gave me warning of a gentlewoman who frequented my fathers house, 

to take heed of her, for that she was a subtill spirit, full of wordes and 

questions, & of an undermynning disposition, a busy body. (47) 

Even a "gentleman of great accompt," a dinner guest of Mildmay's father, does not escape 

disapproval: "So when dinner was doone she asked me yf I did not observe the szime, & 
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how he gloryed in his owne witt, & to heare himselfe speake, & how his words were but 

litle true substance of matter" (48). Mildmay appears to see no harm in having been made 

privy to adult judgments and discussions; she views the governess's comments as a means 

of educating her about the nature and character of her acquaintance. Mrs. Hamblyn's 

gossipy remarks are put to a moral use—to instruct the young~and so her conversation, like 

Mildmay's text, applies a spiritual gloss to its description of secular events. 

Mildmay's desire to be frank is at odds with her wish to follow the conventions of 

religious (auto)biography. When she describes her father-in-law Sir Walter, she 

methodically and painstakingly lists his virtues. She admits Sir Walter's son, Anthony, did 

not wish to marry her, preferring to see the world: "But his father told him, yf he did not 

Marry wth me, he should never bring any other woman into his house" (54). Yet after 

praising Sir Walter, she complains, "we lived with him almost twenty yeares, receiving no 

more maintainance from him but 130 [pounds] by yeare bare pention to paye our servantes 

wages, & to apparell our selves & to defraye all other charges whatsoever" which, she 

says, "could not by any meanes possible" suffice (55). Mildmay's anger is intensified 

when, as noted. Sir Walter dies leaving "no money or that not much ... & made me no 

joynter ... Neither did he leave any suffient portion" for his granddaughter (56). Mildmay 

also depicts an interfering brother-in-law as suffering from "obstinacie & evill nature" (56). 

Autobiographical reminiscences, unlike spiritual diaries, do not carry with them the 

expectation of self-analysis, conscience-searching, and tallying of one's own sins, so 

Mildmay can turn her scorn on others, as she does in this autobiographical account. 

Yet certain religious conventions are in place. Mildmay explains that she was pitied 

for her isolation on an estate, with her youth "swallowed up wthout all pleasure or delight 

in the world" (58). She says, "Myne answere was that God had placed me in this house, 

& yf I found no comfort here, I would never seeke it out of this house" (59). This seems 

to me something that Mildmay was taught to say, as I recall reading similar rationales in 
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other texts. To be sure, Mildmay came to need and prize religion's consolations: "Often 

tymes I have prayed to God that yf it were his pleasure that I should be cast out of this 

house in myne age by my Husbands brother, yet that he would be pleased to goe out wth 

me" (62). Mildmay is also very blunt in her recounting of the troubles created by her 

sister's improper claiming of Mildmay's inheritance. However, she takes the opportunity 

to thank and credit God for the reasonable outcome of her financial and legal travails: 

This hath beene a great part of the pilgrimage of my whole lyfe: wherein God 

hath been ever with mee ... setting himselfe as it were in person, against all 

myne opposites in theyr stong & strange oppositions; for they were my Sister 

and her Husband and their friends for them, working my father and mother 

therunto against me:.... But God the lord of lyfe & father of our fathers 

prevented & frustrated theyr purposes ... when my sisters hart was humbled 

by the great troubles wch God layd upon her after her first Husbands death, 

& in the mean time the Lorde so ledd & carryed me in all my wayes ... yt 

they could not accuse me of the least cry me .... (69) 

The Lord preserves Mildmay against "strong & strange oppositions," much as he does with 

the other women diarists in this survey. I do not mean to mock the idea that it is wise to 

look on the bright side, or even, if one is religious, to see the workings of Providence in all 

events. Yet, equally, each person is taught to see God as being on the side of right, which, 

in almost all cases, translates in the diaries to God's being on the side of the diarist in 

question, whoever she may be. If two diarists were enemies, both would claim innocence 

in their motives before God. Such is the blinkered and partial nature of human judgment: 

Mildmay feels assured of her own righteousness in large matters, even as she admits to a 

"naturall inclination unto evill from my birth & myne aptnesse to runn the waye of the 

wicked" (71). 
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Mildmay, though not overly self-analytical, is a gifted writer. Her apt turns of 

phrase enable her to create memorable character depictions. She can be lyrical, and she has 

a talent for creating evocative lists. For example, her lament on the miseducation of 

children is laid out, and reads, like a list poem: 

Whereby it commeth to passe too often & too 

universally, that the myndes of chidren are taynted 

& Corrupted, even from theyr infancie 

& made capable of every lewde & evil! conversation, 

& are made impudent & bould, without all shame, 

& so stiffe-necked & perverse therein, that no 

counsell example or reproof can restrayne them ... .(45) 

Her catalogue of her husband's deliverances is notable for its surging, rhythmic rush of 

words: 

This my Corpes was a man wth whom I lived for almost fifty yeares .... in 

all wch tyme .... He hath passed thorough and amongst an army of men, 

very many of whom dyed of the plague, & he escaped; he was twice in 

danger to have been drowned upon the seas. In running at tilt he had a 

splinter of a launce rann farre into the middest of his forehead; another tyme 

he was stricken on the head wth a bullet, both being very dangerous 

escapes ... . (73) 

Grace Mildmay writes herself as a talented, intelligent, and candid woman who is strongly 

and deeply engaged in the circumstances of her own life. One commonplace of Stuart 

autobiography is that although the texts are usually written in old or middle age, women 

write of their youth with as much passion as if they were still in the midst of it. The desire 

to explain and perhaps preserve their life experiences seems to increase, rather than lessen, 

with age. 
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Lady Margaret Hoby (1570-1633) was bom eighteen years after Grace Mildmay. 

She, too, was bom into a well-to-do, landed family. Hoby, like Mildmay, was titled; 

unlike Mildmay, she easily secured her inheritance and, as far as is known, had no trouble 

keeping it, despite~or perhaps because of—alliances with three successive husbands. 

Joanna Moody, her editor, tells us Hoby "lived and worked on her own estate .... She 

brought three husbands there" (xv). 

Husbands aside, Hoby's cleric was an important man in her life. Moody observes 

that, despite Hoby's high public profile as mistress of her estate, "she did nevertheless 

manage to assert independence of a kind, through her reading and lengthy discussions with 

the young chaplain who guided her meditations and prayer. Master Rhodes is often 

mentioned" (xxxvi). Moody notes, "Certainly Master Rhodes was in the best position to 

bring her spiritual comfort, and it appears, at least in the earlier part of the diary, that Lady 

Hoby did not wish to be long separated from him" (xxxvii). This is both droll and sad, 

because Stuart women diarists often speak more favourably of their male religious 

counselors than they do of their spouses. Readers versed in Moliere and other cynics or 

satirists would be forgiven for guessing that the women all had affairs with their clerics, 

while their husbands went off to war or ignored them. In his Social Historv of the 

Domestic Chaplain. 1530-1840. William Gibson acknowledges a chaplain's potential 

sexual threat to a household: 

[Chaplains] were often young men, for whom access to a noble or genteel 

family might prove a dangerous temptation .... A number of chaplains used 

their positions to take an advantage that was not welcome in their households. 

In 1629 Roger Wiliams, chaplain to Sir William Marsham, wrote to a former 

patroness. Lady Joan Barrington, asking to marry Lady Joan's niece. He did 

so in an insinuating manner claiming that 'many and often speeches have long 

fluttered or flown abroad concerning your Ladyship's near kinswoman and 

my unworthy self.... Lady Joan's reply was disdainful ... . (49-50) 
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Although Lady Joan refused to consider her chaplain's proposal, rumours of connections 

between clerics and their parishioners continued. In 1666, Alice Thornton was at home 

with her husband when a visitor accused her of a liaison with her minister. Alice writes, 

"by these lyes I was ruined and brought to a public scorne." Mr. Thornton disbelieved the 

rumour, "heard the sad tradegy and abuse that was putt on me ... did kike that wench 

downe staires, and tume her out in great rage" (222). Thornton's remarks are valuable as 

we rarely have access to details regarding the nature of the relations between Stuart diarists 

and their clerics—only speculation. 

In light of the possibilties, readers of Hoby may be disappointed to find her diary, 

which covers the years 1599-1605, so dull. Yet the diary is recorded as the public record 

of an external life, rather than as the private record of an internal life. So while daily duties 

and routines are recounted, psychological reactions, emotions, and states of mind are rarely 

delineated. Moody stresses that Hoby enjoyed writing; "She had both a household and 

table-book for domestic matters" and was "an avid note taker and letter writer" (xi). She 

also kept a commonplace book filled with religious extracts from the Bible and other 

Christian books. Hoby's diary appears to have been written as a religious duty: 

(Wensday 22) after I was redie I praied, and, after I had gon a Lide about 

the house, I wrett out notes in my testement, and then brak my fast and 

walked abroad tell dinner: before which I praied, according to my wonte, 

and, after dinner, I was buisie dispacting one a way to Linton tell:3:a Clock: 

then I wret notes out into my bible, and after went a walkinge with Mr. Hoby, 

and then returned into examination and praier: after, I reed of the bible, and 

walked alone, and then went into the kicthine, wher Mr. Rhodes and my selfe 

had som speach with the poore and Ignorant of the som princeples of religion: 

and I had walked a litle after in the Court. Mr Hoby came, and so to supper 

and after to lector and then to bed. 
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Hoby mentions prayer on tiiree separate occasions, in this entry alone. Her next two 

entries begin "In the mominge I praied" (Thursday 23) and "In the morninge, beinge 

readie, I praied" (Friday 24). In the course of her days, Hoby tries to combine duty and 

pleasure: "I took my Coach and went to linton wher, after I had salluted my mother, I 

praied" (Thursday 23). She makes time for both social engagements and private reflection: 

"went to priuat praier: that don I took the aire in the Coach with Mr Hoby, and so cam in 

and walked in the garden, medetatinge of the pointes of the sarmon" (Friday 24). At the 

tum-of-the-century, Hoby is different from many other women of her class background in 

that she is a "first-generation Puritan," or an Anglican deeply influenced by Calvinist 

thought (xli). As such, she thanks God for his blessings, as well as his torments: "I praise 

God I had health of body: howsoever justly God hath suffered Satan to afflict my mind, 

yet my hope is that my Redeemer may bring my soul out of troubles, that it may praise his 

name" (The 6th day). Hoby displays the sober and sombre approach to religion that comes 

to be associated with the Puritanism of later decades. 

In part because of Puritanism's sombre nature, wealthy Stuart nobles often 

espoused Anglicanism. The latter appealed, not only as England's official religion, but as 

one that was moderate in its tone and daily demands. Stuart Anglicanism did not aggrieve 

its followers with excessive fears of eternal damnation. Thus Anglican Stuart diaries are 

generally calmer and less panicked in tone than their Puritan counterparts. The prosperous 

Anglicans appear self-satisfied and confident. Hoby's privilege as a noblewoman pales 

before her Puritanism; therefore, she does not consider herself above participating in 

frequent and routine religious tasks. Despite myriad duties relating to the management of 

her estate, Hoby allows religion to play a central role in the structuring of her day. 

Lady Anne Clifford (1590-1676) is the last of the three women diarists whose 

childhood was spent in the Elizabethan era. Although all three of these women were 

relatively long-lived, with Mildmay and Hoby dying in their sixties, Clifford's eventful life 
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lasted for more than eight and a half decades. The themes of this life, as reflected in her 

diaries^, are very similar to those found in Mildmay's reminiscences. Both women were 

bom to prosperous families. Each woman spent decades fighting to obtain an inheritance 

she felt was rightfully hers. Like Mildmay, Clifford had to battle male relatives for what 

was due her, and was survived by one daughter. Anne Clifford's stance is so bold, and 

her writing so eloquent, that I consider her the matriarch of Stuart women diarists. 

Anne Clifford was, in her own right, a radical autobiographer. By this, I mean that 

she experimented with several unusual modes of life-writing and self-writing, leaving 

numerous manuscripts including daily diaries, annals, and an autobiography. In 1646, she 

commissioned a visual autobiography in the form of 'The Great Picture.' This 'Picture' 

consists of a triptych. The left panel displays a fifteen-year-old Anne (her age when her 

father died and her inheritance came into question). The central panel shows her parents in 

a room with their deceased sons, as well as other relatives affixed in portraits on the wall 

behind them. The right panel presents a 53-year old Anne, who has just come into her 

inheritance and thus commissioned the picture. Clifford's inventiveness did not stop there; 

Lewalski notes that Clifford turned her bedroom ""into a species of commonplace book, to 

serve as subjects of discourse for herself and her servants" (46). She created this 

'commonplace book' bedroom by posting up memorable sayings from writers and divines 

on her walls. This bedroom enables her to exist, literally, within the wisdom afforded her 

by theology and literature—yet another way which she creates, and preserves herself, 

through literature and art. 

'Anne Clifford left a prodigious amount of life-writing. The most important extant manuscripts include the 
Knole diary, which covers 4 years between 1603-1619, and the Books of Record, also called the Great 
Books. These 'Great Books' contain accounts of her ancestry and include her Kendal Diary, which covers 
the last period of her life. Her brief autobiography, entitled 'A Summary of the Records and a true 
memorial of the life of me the Lady Anne Clifford', is also included in the 'Great Books'. Mary Ellen Lamb 
notes that Clifford's diaries "are perhaps more accurately described as annals, compiled from diaries" (350). 
Barbara Lewalski concurs, "She seems to have kept some kind of journal throughout her life, though most 
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Clifford, an heiress, was a highly educated and intelligent woman whom John 

Donne described as able to "Discourse of all things, from Predestination to Slea Silk" (qtd. 

in Diaries, n. p.60). She spent more than three and a half decades fighting the King, her 

husbands, and her relatives for the rights to her lands—lands she was awarded when, 

through sheer determination and tenacity, she finally managed to outlive her family's entire 

male line. She behaved, throughout the ordeal, in a way she hoped would bring honor to 

her position, and befit her stature as a daughter of an ancient and illustrious line. Due, in 

part, to her mother Margaret's encouragement, she valued herself and her role when few 

others seemed to value her or it. With patience and resolve, Anne Clifford kept wait and 

kept focus, even when the odds and public opinion were clearly against her. 

As she herself acknowledges in her life-writing. Lady Anne was bom into 

auspicious circumstances. She was the only (surviving) child of George Clifford, Earl of 

Cumberland, and his wife Margaret Russell, daughter of the Earl of Bedford. George 

Clifford was a favorite of Queen Elizabeth, and owned lands David Clifford describes as 

covering "a sizeable area of north-west England," including a good portion of Westmorland 

county, "together with that part of North Yorkshire known as Craven," where Anne was 

born (3). At an early age, Anne was sent to London to be prepared for court life. She was 

treated as an important young lady. "If Queen Elizabeth had lived," notes Anne, "[my Aunt 

Warwick] intended to prefer me to be of the Privy Chamber for at that time there was as 

much hope and expectation of me as of any other young Ladie whatsoever" (1603 Knole 

Diary). 

Queen Elizabeth died, however, in 1603, and her death fostered a sense of upheaval 

and change among her courtiers. This death also marked the end of an era for Anne, who 

was busy turning thirteen. Anne makes visceral her account of reactions to the Queen's 

of the originals liave been lost or destroyed" (140). Many of the extant texts are copies of, or compilations 
from, these lost originals. 
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death by combining descriptions of James I's coronation and a chance meeting between her 

own estranged parents. Like the Civil War auto/biographer Lucy Hutchinson, Anne easily 

swings between the political and personal. She combines the macrocosm and microcosm 

with apparent effortlessness: 

About 10 o'clock King James was proclaimed in Cheapside by all the Council 

with great joy and triumph. I went to see and hear. This peacable coming in 

of the King was unexpected of all parts of the people .... My Mother & 

[father] did meet, when their countenance did shew the dislike they had one 

of the other, yet he would speak to me in a slight fashion & give me his 

Blessing .... there was much talk ... how all the Ladies about the Court had 

gotten such ill names that it was grown a scandalous place, & the Queen 

herself was much fallen from her former greatness & reputation she had in 

the world. (The Knole Diary 1603) 

Anne is a first-person participant in the events of court, and an interested observer of what 

transpires there. Although she is too young to be personally implicated in, or affected by, 

much of what occurs, she is cognizant of the behaviour of those about her. Little escapes 

her glance. 

The coming in of King James serves as a symbol, or precursor, of the male power 

structure Anne will soon challenge. In 1605, her father dies, after willing his estates to his 

brother, Francis. According to ancient entail, these estates were meant to go to Anne. 

Lewalski notes that the entail directed Clifford's lands to "the 'heirs of the body, lawfully 

begotten,"' without specifying the sex of these heirs (127). Lewalski explains that Clifford 

did not break the entail, "as he might have done," but merely willed the properties and 

offices in question to his brother, "making a monetary provision of £15,000 for his 

daughters out of those estates, and giving her the reversion of the properties should his 

brother's male line fail" (127). Anne Clifford's biographer, Martin Holmes, suggests 
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George Clifford was afraid to leave his estates to his teenage daughter, whose age and 

gender would leave her vulnerable to exploitation. 

Margaret, Anne's mother, strongly disagreed with the willing of the estates away 

from Anne. In order to protect her disenfranchised daughter, she petitioned to become 

Anne's legal guardian. Once appointed guardian, Margaret began a campaign for the 

Clifford property in Craven, as well as for the Westmorland estates that had been 

Margaret's jointure. She and Anne "compiled massive tomes of records and family papers 

... to reinforce Anne's own legal claims as sole heir" (Lewalski 126). The compilation of 

these tomes had the joint effect of impressing outsiders, while impressing upon Anne a 

strong sense of her own heritage and lineage. 

More than any other diarist, Anne Clifford locates herself firmly within this exalted 

lineage, and she draws from her ancestry much of the strong sense of self that ballasts her 

through later batties. Of her childhood, she writes, "I was very happy in my first 

Constitution, both in my mynd and Bodye." Anne credits this happiness to her parents: 

"for never was there Childe more equallie resembleing both Father and Mother than 

myself." Anne goes on to ascribe facial resemblances to each parent: "The Collour of 

myne eyes was Black lyke my father's, and the form and aspect of them was quick and 

lively like my Mother's" ('Life of Me', qtd in Diaries 1). This need to be identified with 

both parents is significant, and most likely conscious. Much of Anne's life-writing was 

compiled, with Margaret's help, as a means of presenting Anne as the product of a noble 

lineage, thus bolstering her claim to her father's lands. For this reason, Margaret and Anne 

wanted readers to perceive Anne as a beleaguered princess, descended from nobility on 

both sides. 

Margaret also married Anne to the young Richard Sackville, soon to become Earl of 

Dorset, in the hope that a prestigious alliance would offer her daughter further protection. 

However, the marriage was complicated by Dorset's wish for Anne to relinquish her 
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claims in favour of a cash settlement. Dorset was encouraged in his desire for the 

settlement by Matthew Caldicott, his secretary, close companion, and, possibly, lover. 

Dorset and Caldicott joined forces to attempt to badger Anne into forfeiting her claims. 

Unfortunately for Anne, they were not alone in their promptings. She had to contend with 

more than the disapproval of these two men, as the court of King James also took an 

interest in the matter. 

To stand firm in her claims for her inheritance meant to incur the disapproval of a 

patriarchy led by King James and the church—a patriarchy that included her friends, 

relatives, and acquaintance. In her mid-twenties, many of Anne's diary entries reflect the 

pressure to give up the battle for her inheritance. She writes, "My Coz. Russell came to me 

the same day & chid me & told me of all my Faults & errors in this business—he made me 

weep bitterly" (Feb 16, 1616/17). For comfort, she seeks out a friend; "we walked 5 or 6 

turns but spoke nothing of this Business, tho' her heart & mine were full of it" (Feb 16, 

1616/17). On the 16th, the pressure to forfeit her claim comes from individuals; the next 

day, it comes from a room filled with male dignitaries. Anne depicts herself as the sole 

woman in a room of powerful men cajoling and haranguing her: 

Upon the 17th my Lord Archbishop of Canterbury, my Lord William Howard, 

my Lord Roos, my Coz. Russell & a great Company of Men of note were all 

in the Gallery at Dorset House, where the Archbishop took me aside & talked 

with me privately one Hour & half, & persuaded me both by Divine & human 

means to set my Hand to their Arguments. But my answer to his Lordship 

was that I would do nothing till my Lady & I had conferred together. Much 

persuasion was used by him & all the Company, sometimes terrifying me & 

sometimes flattering me, but at length it was concluded that I should have leave 

to go to my Mother & send an answer by the 22nd of March next whether I 

will agree to the Business or not.... (Feb 17, 1616/17) 
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Anne's entries are fairly terse. This is unfortunate, as it would be fascinating to know what 

the Archbishop said to "terrify" Anne into relinquishing her estate claims. The matter is 

made more interesting by the fact that Anne was not in possession of these estates at the 

time of the meeting—she was merely refusing to sign a form relinquishing her claim to 

them. The heightened tension of the meeting described suggests that twenty-six year old 

Anne did indeed have a viable claim, or less effort would have been put into getting her to 

forfeit it. 

It is interesting, also, that Anne refuses to act without consulting her mother, as 

opposed to asking to discuss matters with her husband. Although Lord Dorset is not 

mentioned in the entry, other evidence suggests he sided with the men against Anne. 

Therefore, Margaret Clifford, no longer Anne's guardian, remained her key ally in Anne's 

fight for her estates. Two months after this meeting at court, Anne writes a formal letter 

stating she would not relinquish her claim "what Misery so ever it cost me" (April 19, 

1616). It cost her much misery, as her husband sent for their daughter Margaret to come to 

him in London, thus isolating and punishing his wife. Anne writes that the removal of her 

daughter "at first was somewhat grievous to me, but when I considered that it would both 

make my Lord more angry with me & be worse for the Child, I resolved to let her go" 

(May 3, 1616). Afterwards, she wept "bitterly" (May 3, 1616). Six days later, Anne 

learned of her husband's resolve to keep the child in London, away from her, "so as this 

was a very grievous and sorrowful day" (May 9, 1616). 

In a scenario classic to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Lord Dorset 

gallivants around London, leaving his wife alone and lonely on their country estates. Anne 

is cognizant of the disparity in their situations, and pointed in her depiction of it. She 

writes, "He went much abroad ... commended by all the World." On the other hand, she 

"stayed in the Countrey [with] a sorrowful & heavy Heart & being condemned by 
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most" (May 12, 1616). Anne remarks on the censure and isolation that her battle for her 

estates have cost her: 

All this time my Lord was in London where he had all and infinite resort 

coming to him. He went much abroad ... to Bowling Alleys, to Plays and 

Horse Races ... commended by all the World. I stayed in the Countrey 

having many times a sorrowful & heavy Heart & being condemned by most 

folks because I would not consent to the Agreement, so as I may truly say, I 

am like an Owl in the Desert. (May 12, 1616) 

Anne's troubled situation illustrates the conflicted nature of her roles—she is, at once, a 

disempowered woman and a powerful noble, with lands to fight for and claims to be taken 

seriously. Mary Ellen Lamb points out, "Her repeated refusals to resign her disputed rights 

... demonstrate that her subject position as wife ... was enabled by her competing subject 

position as a land-holding aristocrat" (348). Much of the fascination of Anne's case. Lamb 

implies, is in her role as "a split subject, caught in the contradictions between obedient wife 

and aristocratic heir" (349). This designation as a split subject is indeed at the forefront of 

Anne Clifford's history. Quite probably, the role of obedient wife held little appeal at a 

time when her husband and his secretary were cajoling and threatening her from afar: 

"Richard Jones came from London to me & brought a letter with him from Matthew, the 

effect whereof was to persuade me to yield to my Lord's desire in this Business at this 

time, or else I was undone forever" (May 9, 1616). Anne appears merely to have hardened 

in her resolve to withstand whatever pressures befell her. 

Immediately afterwards, this resolve was further tested by the death of Margaret 

Russell Clifford, Anne's mother. Margaret was an accomplished woman in her own right, 

a patroness to whom many theological and literary works were dedicated. Anne moums 

Margaret's death as the "greatest & most lamentable Cross that could have befallen" her. 

When she learns Margaret will not be buried at Skipton, she takes this "as a sign that I 
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should be dispossessed of the Inheritance of my Forefathers" (May 29, 1616). The period 

following Margaret's death might have been a convenient time for Anne, in her grief, to 

reunite with her husband and relinquish her claims to her lands, obstensibly to please him, 

without losing face. Yet she chooses not to abandon her campaign and remains steadfast in 

her pursuit of her inheritance. 

Anne's troubles continue, as King James himself takes umbrage against her refusal 

to concede her rights to her lands. In 1617, almost a year after her tense meeting with the 

Archbishop, Anne and her husband were summoned to speak with the King. But Anne 

first sought council with the Queen, Anne of Denmark, who advised her to keep guard 

against the King's intervention; "The Queen gave me waming not to trust my matters 

absolutely to the King lest he should deceive me.'"* In this exchange between Anne and the 

Queen, we see, once more, women of influence aiding each other in a battle against 

patriarchal, powerful men—men who are afforded greater political power than the women 

themselves. Like the Archbishop, the King vaccilates between "fair means & persuasions, 

& sometimes foul means" in his attempt to combat Anne's resolve: 

my Lord and I kneeled by his chair side, when he persuaded us both to Peace, 

& to put the whole matter wholly into his hands. Which my Lord consented 

to, but I beseech'd his Majesty to pardon me for that I would never part with 

Westmoreland while I lived under any Condition whatsoever. 

Sometimes he used fair means & persuasions, & sometimes foul 

means, but I was resolved before so as nothing should move 

me ... . (Jan 18, 1617/18) 

Negotiations between Anne and the King apparently lasted for a few days. On the 20th, 

"the King grew in a great Chaffe," and Anne discovered he had "resolved that if I would 

not come to an Agreement, there should be an agreement made without 
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me " (Jan 20, 1617/18). Although this announcement could not have pleased her, she 

expresses amazement at her own dignified behaviour: "for neither I nor anybody else 

thought I should have passed over this Day so well as I have done" (Jan 20, 1617/18). 

Martin Holmes interprets Anne's remark to mean she is pleased with the staunchness of her 

own resolve, even in the face of seeming defeat. He writes, "this was of paramount 

importance to her—they could never say that she had approved of it, or agreed to it, or even 

passively accepted it" (81). The King would have to carry out his machinations blatantly 

against her will, and no one could say that she had caved into pressure to give up her 

claims. 

While Anne waits for the judges to officially decide the matter of the estates against 

her, she describes herself as "extremely melancholy & sad to see things go so ill with me" 

(June 30, 1617). The following day, she merely writes; "The 1st. Still working and sad." 

Finally, in July, the official decision against her arrives: 

The 9th, Marsh brought me the King's Award. The 10th and 11th I spent 

in perusing that and other Writings, the Award being as ill for me as 

possible ... .(July 1617) 

It is surprising that Anne is so curt in her comments here. Perhaps she thought it politic to 

avoid expressing her feelings too openly, since she intended her papers to be matters of 

public record, and this resolution against her might not, in fact, be the final resolution of 

the matter. In regard to the decision of the King, Anne appears to have deployed the 

attitude: least said, soonest mended. 

Problems with her husband also persisted. Lewalski notes that Dorset, angry at 

Anne's stubbornness, "kept her short of cash and even canceled her jointure in June 1617, 

restoring it only in 1623" (128). In 1619, Anne writes, "my Lord and I walked ... I told 

Martin Holmes quotes this "marginal note", found in the margins of Anne's text (76). 
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him how good he was to everybody else and how unkind to me. In conclusion he 

promised me in a Manner that he would make a Jointure of Four Thousand Pounds a Year" 

(note for May 27, 1619). Holmes comments that in this period, Anne's "diary-keeping is 

no longer systematic, the entries are few, listless and irrelevant, and it seems that even her 

indomitable spirit had come close to breaking" (121). In this bitter mood, the Knole diary 

ends. 

There are no extant diaries proper for the years 1620-1649. Anne's editor, David 

Clifford, pieces together a collection of scattered, dated and undated, entries and notes. 

The 1620s were a very eventful decade for Anne, and it is a shame that more of her 

lifewriting has not survived from this era. In 1622, Anne's second daughter, Isabella, was 

born.^ In 1624, the Earl of Dorset, Anne's husband, died in his mid-thirties; King James 

died a year later. Anne leaves a tempered description of her feelings regarding her fifteen-

year marriage: 

Tho' I was happy in many respects being his wife, yet I was most unhappy 

in having the malicious hatred of his brother, then Sir Edward Sackville, 

against me, who afterwards came to be Earl of Dorset without heirs male; 

and by the cunningness of his wit he was a great practison against me from 

the time I married his brother till his own death in 1652. (87) 

Like Grace Mildmay before her, Anne Clifford writes openly of strained relations with 

scheming relatives. She seems less concerned about, and constrained in, her portrayal of 

these relatives than in her depiction of her monarch. King James. Whereas etiquette and 

respect for the King's position might prevent her from critiquing his character too fiercely, 

Anne perceives her relatives as equals, if not inferiors. Since her intent is to make the 

' Around this period, Anne also bore Lord Dorset three sons, who died immediately, or else, in infancy. 
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diaries and her case public, she is notably candid and forthright about the behavior of those 

relatives she perceives as enemies to her cause. 

As a widow in the 1620s, Anne raised her two daughters and made further attempts 

to put her financial affairs—eind theirs—in order, as well as she was able, in light of the 

award against her. She pursued claims to various lands and married her fourteen-year-old 

child, Margaret, to John, Lord Tufton, soon to become Earl of Thanett. Over the course of 

this decade, Anne moved between homes in Buckinghamshire, Sussex, London, and 

Bedfordshire. 

In 1630, to the surprise of many historians, Anne married her second husband, 

Philip Herbert, Earl of Pembroke and Montgomery. She did not remarry for financial 

security. Even without her inheritance, David Clifford notes, "she still possessed a 

reasonable jointure from Dorset as well as a certain amount of wealth in her own right" 

(89). Some scholars suggest Anne wanted male protection after events like the fumbled 

break-in at her properties, allegedly masterminded by her estranged brother-in-law. This 

idea is substantiated by Anne's own comment; "This 2nd marriage of myne was 

wonderfullie brought to pass by ye Providence of God for the Crossing and disappoynting, 

the envie, malice and sinister practices of my Enemies" (91). Philip Herbert, a fiery and 

powerful man, had the ability to be a useful ally. 

Indeed, the pair proved to be a good team in practical matters, although they were 

not a passionately entwined couple. Herbert played only a minor role in his wife's daily 

life. After the couple lived together for a few years, Herbert moved to London, and the 

two rarely lived together again. Nonetheless, Herbert did aid Anne in many matters. 

Lewalski writes that he "made her a generous jointure, joined her in making formal legal 

claims for her properties in 1632 and 1637, and relinquished his rights in the 

Westmoreland property £ind Skipton" (129). Anne Clifford and Phillip Herbert knew each 

other, albeit faintly, for many years before they married. Although his motives are difficult 
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to discern at a remove of several hundred years, it is quite possible that Philip Herbert 

married Anne as a sort of favor, in sympathy with her plight and a wish to afford her some 

support and protection by means of the marriage. 

The following decade, the 1640s, were tumultuous years for Anne, who finally 

received her long-desired lands, and for England. In 1643, Anne enjoyed the central 

triumph of her life. Thirty-eight years after her father's death, her uncle Francis died, and 

his son Henry survived him by only two years, thus bringing an end to the male Clifford 

line. At this juncture, Anne was almost 54. The inheritance came to Anne at an unstable 

time. The Civil War between the Royalists and the Parliamentary Roundheads had begun. 

In this matter, Anne's marriage proved useful. Although she was an open Royalist, her 

husband was an avowed Parliamentarian, and this may well have enabled her to keep her 

lands at a time when Cromwell and his supporters were seizing the property of those who 

opposed them. Lewalski concurs that Herbert's alliance with Parliament meant Anne "did 

not have to compound for her estates when she gained them at last" (129). Still, Martin 

Holmes suggests, "It must have seemed a barren victory in many respects, as the war was 

now in progress in the Midlands, and it was no time for a woman to undertake the long and 

difficult journey to the north" (132). 

It must have been excruciating for Anne to have to wait out the war to visit her 

properties, particularly in light of the disarray at Skipton Castle. The previous owner of the 

castle, Henry, had barricaded it on behalf of the king, with the result that the castle was 

under siege until the end of 1645. Holmes mentions that Anne sent instructions to 

Westmorland tenants to "keep the money for rents and fines in their own possession until 

she told them precisely where to pay it" (143). In response, the tenants, who had never 

met Anne and who were not pleased to have three different landlords in quick succession, 

made various complaints and asked for sundry exceptions. Anne could not effectively deal 

with these problems from afar. 
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"So various are ye pilgrimages of this human life," writes Anne, when she finally 

returns, at the end of the decade, to the properties she had waited for so long to rule 

(Diaries 100). On her fifty-ninth birthday, Charles I is executed. Holmes sums up Anne's 

personal situation at this point succinctly and poignantly: "Her sovereign was dead, her 

husband was estranged, she had no longer any obligations save those of her inheritance in 

the wilderness, so to the wilderness she went, and never came back" (147). Anne herself 

writes, "The 3rd of June in 1649,1 took my last leave of my second husband ye Earle of 

Pembroke in his lodgings in the Cockpit near Whitehall, which was ye last time he & I ever 

saw one another" (Diaries 100). Anne describes the fateful return to her ancestral Northern 

lands: 

And ye 11 th day of July 1649, having a little aford in ye Baynards castle 

taken leave of my 2 daughters and their Lords, and my Grandchildren, did I 

go out of London onwards on my journey towards Skypton. 

So I went not far from North Hall, where I had formerly lived, and 

by easy journeys on ye road I came to Skypton ye 18th day of ye month into 

my Castle there, it being ye 1st time of my coming into it after ye pulling 

down of most of ye old castle, which was done some 6 monthes before, by 

Order of Parliament because it had been a garrison in ye late Civil Warre. 

And I was never till now in any part of ye castle since I was 9 or 10 weeks old. 

About ye 28th of ye month I went into ye decayed Tower at Harden, it 

being ye 1st time I was ever in ye Tower; and so I continued to lye in Skypton 

till ye 7th of ye month following, which was August, and ye 7th of that month 

I removed from Skypton Castle to Appleby Castle, and lay on the way at 

Kirby Lonsdale. So the 8th day of August in 1649 I came into Appleby Castle 

ye most auncient seat of myne inheritance, and lay in my own chamber there. 

And I continued to lye till about ye 13th of February following. 

So various are ye pilgrimages of this human life. 

Eccles. 3.5. (Diaries 100) 
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Almost immediately after her arrival in the North, Anne began repairing and restoring her 

properties. By doing so, she put these properties in further jeopardy, as she risked 

incurring Cromwell's wrath. Friends told her to delay making improvements to the 

properties until the political situation stabilized, since the King had just been killed, and 

anti-Royalist sentiment ran high. But Anne was not to be browbeaten. Having stood up to 

a king, an Archbishop, and countless Lords (including her own husbands), she could 

challenge Cromwell and his Parliamentarians. George Sedgwick, Anne's secretary, left a 

manuscript that explains her attitude towards Cromwell. In Sedgwick's recollection, Anne 

wished to make improvements to Skipton Castle and roundly ignored those who told her to 

wait: 

Some gentlemen of the neighbourhood, her friends and well-wishers, 

dissuaded her from it; alledging ... that as fast as she built up, Oliver 

Cromwell would order it to be pulled down. She replied. If they do not take 

my estate from me, as long as I have money or credit, I will repair my 

houses, though I were sure to have them thrown down the next day. This 

being reported to Oliver,—Nay, says he, let her build what she will, she shall 

have no hindrance from me.® 

"I will repair my houses," said Anne, and Cromwell appears to have respected Anne's 

indomitable will, so like his own. At least, he did not interfere with her plans. Anne even 

retained and practiced her Anglicanism, although she was prohibited from doing so by law. 

According to Sedgwick, she held the forbidden Anglican service "in the worst of times" in 

her estate chapel (qtd. in Diaries 161). Anne Clifford had waited long enough to rule her 

lands, and now she planned to rule them as she saw fit. God had been a comfort for her 

through many desolate years, and she did not plan to forsake him in her seniority. 
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The 1650s saw Anne entrenched in the managing and rebuilding of her properties. 

In 1650, her husband, Philip Herbert, died. Since both of her daughters were both well-

married, with children of their own, Anne's main project and obligation became the 

improvement of her estates. Holmes points out that life did not suddenly become trouble-

free for Anne; at first, her tenants were suspicious and resentful of her, and her properties 

were in bad need of repair. But Anne cleverly assessed the situation, and began rebuilding-

-not only her houses, but her image among her tenants. She became known for her pious, 

charitable works. She took care, Holmes explains, to make her presence on the estates 

tangible: 

she could no longer be regarded as a remote, nebulous oppressor, someone 

whose only link with her people was the unrelenting exaction of her rents; 

she was the great lady who might be seen riding ...with a host of the gentry 

and nobility as if she were a queen (157) 

This strategy worked. Anne writes, "in this settled aboad of mine in theis three ancient 

Houses of mine Inheritance, Apleby Castle and Brougham Castle in Westmoreland, and 

Skipton castle or House in Craven, I doe more and more fall in love with the contentments 

and innocent pleasures of a Country Life" (1651). 

Although Anne makes occasional references to the blessings and wishes of the Lord 

throughout her manuscripts, in the 1650s, her writing becomes more pious, in line with the 

mood of the moment in England. With the Puritan Cromwell as Lord Protector, piousness 

was a necessity, and Anne, an Anglican, would have felt doubly challenged to display her 

own piety. Furthermore, she was now in her sixties, with more blessings than problems to 

The manuscript autobiography written by George Sedgwick of Kendal has been lost, but was quoted in 
Nicolson and Burns' History of Westmorland and Cumberland (1777). Martin Holmes quotes from these 
extracts in Proud Northern Ladv (ISQV 
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recount. She had her lands, two daughters, and many grandchildren. She praises these 

"Lands, Castles and Honours," and credits them to God's providence: 

In the Yeare of Lorde God 1651 

.... All of which Benefitts have been bestowen upon mee for the heavenly 

goodness of my Deare Mother, whose fervent prayers were offered upp 

with greater zeale to Almighty God, for mee and mine, and had such return 

of Blessings followed them, as that though I mett with some bitter and 

Wicked Enemies and many greate oppositions in this world, yet my 

Deliverance so greate, as would not befall to any who were not visibly 

susteyned by a Divine favour from above. 

Anne resorts to a commonplace of the era, and suggests the happy outcome of her affairs 

means God was always on her side. Her tone here is thankful, but not surprised. The 

following year she repeats almost the same entry verbatim, stressing, through the closing 

sentence, that she could not have received such great deliverances without divine favor. 

She comments on specific situations whose outcomes correspond with various proverbs, 

and she cites these proverbs by name and number: 

In the yeare of ower Lorde God 1652 

.... Edward Earle of Dorsett was the most bitter and earnest Enemye to mee 

that I ever had. But Allmightie God delivereth mee most miraculouselie 

from all his Crafty Devises, as Deut. 23.5., for without the merciful power of 

God it had bene impossible for mee to have escaped them. As Pss. 18.4,43, 

45, 48; 116.8; 124. Isa.13.11 & Job 28.3. 

Isaac Ambrose also incorporates proverbs into diary entries in his guidebook of the same 

year. Media ...Or. The Means. Duties. Ordinances ... for continuance and increase of a 

Godly life (1652). In a section on 'self-tryall', Ambrose writes: 
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/ had proceeded in this Diary... And though with David, I declare what 

God hath done for my soul, yet with Paul I ever desire to correct myself; 

Psal.66.16 I live, yet not I but Christ liveth in me. Gal.2.20 

Both Anne and Isaac Ambrose include references to passages of Scripture alongside their 

entries, and it is not until the pious 1650s that Anne begins to title each year of her diary "In 

the yeare of ower Lorde God". In 1654, she praises God for "delivering mee from soe 

many Evills as I had passed over, and drowning mee in his Blessings in this my old age, to 

live happily and peacably in these ancient places of mine Inheritance." Many secular 

matters are given a religious gloss. 

Internal textual evidence suggests the diary entries from the 1650s were written in 

retrospect. In "the Yeare of owre Lord 1655", Anne refers to an event of 1657, and 

another event of 1660. She writes, "The fyftenth day of this Aprill was my Grandchilde 

the Ladie Frances sente ... over sea into Utrecht... soe she remained in that Citty of 

Utrecht till about the 9th of March 1657 ...." This entry was most likely culled from other 

diaries that are now lost. Thus, despite the extensive amount of extant primary source 

material, it is clear that some of Anne Clifford's original manuscripts were lost or 

destroyed. 

The entries of the 1650s are fascinating for the record they leave of the feudal 

manor system. This system is widely envisioned as belonging primarily to the Middle 

Ages, yet here we see it was alive and well in the England of the 1650s. Anne gives 

several accounts of cases involving herself and her tenants. In 1656, "was the Cause 

betwene mee and my Westmerland Tennants hearde at the Common Pleas Barre .... the 

Jury gave in a verdict for mee against my said Tennants." A second trial follows, and she 

receives two verdicts in her favor: "the Court thereupon awarded mee Costes in both the 

said Causes, Vallew of two hundred and fifty poundes ...." Yet another case is heard in 

November: "The Dependant appeared not, nor any for him. So as hee was non seated. 
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one hundred pounds costs were against him, and the land decyded to be myne and not the 

Tennants. And since I leased out to another for one and twenty yeares." A more detailed 

account of a 1657 dispute is given. In February, Anne's Deputy Sheriff and Head Bailiff 

enter James Walker's house "where they fairely and gently Dispossessed the said James 

Walker's Wife and familie of the said House and the Landes thereto belonging." Anne 

reviews the legal implications of the case: 

The said Sherrif by vertue of a Writt issued out of the Common 

Place at Westminster Delivering over the same to the said John Darby my 

servante, who was the Lessee upon the ejectment for my use. 

And within a whyle after I did lease over the said James Walkers 

Howse and Tenement to John Salkeld of Brough for one and twenty yeares 

at a yearly Back Rent. The same being held before at a fynalle rent as other 

the Landes and Tenements of the County of Westmerland are held of mee. 

And by that meanes I altered the tenure of this Lande which was the 

principall thing I was at in my suites in Law with my Westmerland Tennents, 

as being a great Benefitt and advantage to mee and my Posterity, and not only 

to mee but to all the Landlords and Tennants in that County (Feb 3, 1657/58). 

Although Anne acknowledges that she had non- paying tenants turned out of the property, 

she does not explain precisely how she "altered the tenure of this Lande" to everyone's 

benefit.' By this point, more than fifty years into her written history, the reader is used to 

perceiving Anne as the oppressed, rather than as the oppressor, and it is unnerving to see 

another side of the story. To be told the tenant's wife and children were turned out of their 

house "fairely and gently" is disconcerting and creepy; the words have an ominous ring. 

Yet Anne, in her narrative persona, does not seem the least perturbed, and in this, she is 

'Professor Richard Cosgrove of the University of Arizona suggests that Anne Clifford established a line of 
payment which forced any new tenant of a property to pay the back rent (missing rent) owed by the 
previous (ejected) tenant. She may have done this so that land transfers brought on by political upheavals 
would not affect Royalist landlords like herself. 
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not hypocritical. In none of her texts does she ever claim to challenge the hierarchal feudal-

based system by which the nobility benefits; on the contrary, she always hopes to uphold 

this system, to her own advantage. 

Anne's influence extends farther than her own properties. She writes that when the 

New Parliament meets on April 25, 1660, the Knights of the Shire of Westmorland "were 

chosen, most part by my means" (1660). She adds, "which Parliament proved to be a 

happie Parliament by calling in our Rightful Prince King Charles the Second" (1660). For 

Anne, a committed Royalist, the restoration of the monarchy must have brought great 

satisfaction. 

Anne strongly desires each thing and person to be in its rightful place, accounted 

for, and contextualized. In her diaries, she historicizes the smallest actions and provides 

lineages for various guests and ancestors. Many entries detail the first time a prestigious 

personnage sleeps in a certain room, or mention the first use of a particular room in 

decades or centuries: 

And in June this Yeare by my directions was also my decayed Castle of 

Pendraggon in Mallerstang ...repaired .... I lay there for 3 nights together, 

which none of my Auncestors had done since Idonea, ye younger sister to 

Isabella de Viteripont lay in it, who dyed the 8th yeare of Edward the third, 

without issue (The Kendal Diary 1660). 

When Sir Thomas Twisden comes to Appleby, Anne writes that he had never before visited 

any part of her inheritance, and adds, his "great Grandfather was that Sir Thomas Hennige 

that was Vice Chamberlain to Queene Elizabeth .... my father and Mother loved that Vice 

Chamberlain extremely and he them" (Sep 1660). A few years later, she notes, "I now 

kept Christmas here in this Pendragon Castle this yeare and this was the first time that I 
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ever kept Christmas or any of my Ancestors before mee for 300 yeares before or more" 

(1663). Whenever possible, Anne contextualizes events in a framework of her ancestry. 

Several other topics find space in Anne's diaries. Many entries are taken up with 

reports of her grandchildren. Numerous entries are devoted to recording improvements 

made to her properties. Anne took great interest in fixing up her estates, and as a 'hands-

on' sort of manager, she was very involved in the arrangements and procedures for these 

improvements. Architecture was only one of the arts to interest her: She was also an avid 

reader, and a friend of poets. John Donne spoke well of her, as did George Herbert, her 

second husband's chaplain. Amelia Lanyer wrote glowingly of Anne and her mother 

Margaret. 

Anne's wide reading probably helped her as a stylist. Much of her phrasing is 

memorable, and her entries are often stark and moving. She often repeats a phrase in 

disparate entries, until it becomes a sort of refrain: "my Grandchild ... came hither ... I 

kiss'd him with much joy and comfort" (Sep 21, 1668); "my Grandchildren ... come hither 

... I then in my owne Chamber kiss'd them both with much contentment" (June 7, 1669); 

"my Grandchild ... and her two Children .. I now kiss'd them with much joy and 

contentment" (August 26,1669). This pleasant repetition, on each occasion modified by 

slight variations, echoes in its form the satisfying routine—replete with minor variations— 

that constituted country life for the elderly Anne. 

"I went not out of the house nor out of my Chamber today" dictates Anne to her 

scribes. It is 1676, her final year, and she can no longer write her own diaries. But she 

can speak them aloud, and this she does, concluding almost every entry with an admission 

of her diminished mobility: "I went not out of the house nor out of my Chamber today". 

As death approaches, memories overwhelm her: 

January. The 6th Day. Being Twelfth day, I remembered how this day was 
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54 yeares since, at night, at a Mask performed in the Banqueting house at 

Whitehall & in the Privy Galleryes there, did I see King James the Scotchman, 

and it was the last time I ever saw him or Hee mee. 

Prov. 20.24. Eccles.3;8.6. 

Yet Anne is not entirely focused on the past. Although her sphere of influence is slightly 

diminished in scope, she is the manager of her household affairs, and her house remains a 

hotbed of local activity. Even at age eighty-six, she makes purchases and gifts: 

March. The 10th Day. And this moming I saw not only A. Strickland payd 

for the weekbook in my chamber, but I also saw G. Goodgion payd for 249 

yards of Linnen cloth that he bought for mee at Penrith, designed for 20 pares 

of Sheets and som Pillowveres [pillow-cases] for the use of my house. And 

after dinner I gave away severall old Sheets which were divided amongst my 

servants. 

And this afternoon did Margaret Montgomery of Penrith, the 

Seamstress, come hither so I had her into my chamber and kist her and talked 

with her, and shee came to make up the 20 pares of Sheets and Pillowveres. 

I went not out of the house nor out of my chamber all this day. 

Without leaving her chamber, Anne conducts several transactions, and receives visits from 

her seamstess, as well as from her scribe. She still possesses the mental acuity to oversee 

her financial matters, and the facts and figures recorded are lodged firmly in the present 

moment. 

Nonetheless, Anne's entries are most poignant when they recall the turmoil of her 

memorable pzist. She seems, at the end, to have perused her earlier diaries, as she often 

cites events that occurred on the same month and day, albeit several decades earlier. This 

reviewing of earlier diaries was common Stuart practice, as chaplains and divines felt this 

sort of life review would enable one to recollect a wider span of God's blessings: 
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March. The 20th Day. I remembered how this day was 60 years I and my 

blessed Mother in Brougham Castle in Westmorland, where wee then lay, 

give in our answer in writing that we would not stand to the Award the then 

four cheif Judges meant to make concerning the lands of mine Inheritance, 

which did spin out a good deal of trouble to us, yet God turned it for the best. 

Deut. 23.5. 

Two days later, Anne Clifford died. By this time it is 1676, more than seventy years into 

the Stuart era. Anne's life and texts have encompassed the reigns of Elizabeth I, James I, 

Charles I, the Lord Protector and Charles II. 

The difficulty of summarizing such a life must have been apparent to the Bishop 

Edward Rainbowe, who wrote Anne's funeral elegy, A Sermon Preached at the Funeral of 

the Right Honorable Anne Countess of Pembroke. Dorset, and Montgomery (\611^. He 

took his text from Proverbs 14:1: 'Every wise woman buildeth her house,' and extended 

this idea to show how Anne built every area of her life with diligence and care. Rainbowe 

writes, "She was absolute mistress of her Self, her Resolutions, Actions, and Time .... 

Like him at the Stern, she seem'd to do little or nothing, but indeed turn'd and steer'd the 

whole course of her Affairs."® This seems a fitting epitaph for a woman whose strength of 

character is remembered, and whose name is legendary, in Northern England to this day. 

"Extracts from Rainbowe's sermon are quoted in criticism by Holmes, Lamb and Lewalski. This particular 
passage from the sermon is quoted in Holmes, p. 170. 
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CHAPTER III: The Civil War & Interregnum 

The mid-seventeenth century encompasses three periods of great importance in 

English history: the Civil War (1642-1649); the Interregnum or Cromwellian Protectorate 

(1649-1660); and finally, the Restoration of the monarchy in the form of Charles n (1660). 

The Civil War officially began in 1642 with a battle between King Charles' supporters and 

the Parliamentary Army, and culminated with the execution of Charles I in 1649. In many 

senses, the war continued during the Interregnum, when Cromwell—followed, briefly, by 

his son Richard—served as Lord Protector. During this period, lands belonging to 

Royalists were often confiscated through a process called sequestration, and the Royalists 

themselves sometimes faced imprisonment. England's long war impacted strongly on the 

diarists who lived through it, and their texts offer attempts to rationalize, and respond to, 

the upheaval and carnage which surrounded them. 

The Religious Context and Climate 

A study of Civil War and Interregnum-era Stuart diaries encompasses, by 

necessity, history, literature, and, perhaps first and foremost, the effect of religion on both. 

For one not bom to either England or Christianity, the history of religion in early-modem 

England is dauntingly complex. Yet it is a history well worth clarifying, since an 

understanding of the vexed and contentious nature of the country's religious past sheds 

immeasurable light on the diaries which bear fruit and homage to this history. To wit: The 

Protestant 'Puritan' movement of the late-sixteenth and early-seventeenth centuries grew 

out of a dissatisfaction with the Church of England, also known as the Anglican church. 

This church was Calvinist in its theological leanings and Episcopal in its organization. In 

other words, a group of bishops governed the Church, with the implication of rule by 

divine right. Certain church members, who came to be known as Puritans, disliked 
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episcopacy and rejected any elaborate form of church hierarchy. United by their belief in 

the right of each Christian to interpret Scripture for him or herself, Puritans were opposed 

to priests and ceremonies which interposed between a soul and its maker. 

Much confusion has been caused by the amorphous use and nature of the terms 

Puritan, Dissenter, and non-conformist. Confusion as to who should be classified as 

Puritan is as old as the word itself. In late-sixteenth and early seventeenth-century 

England, the word 'Puritan' was often used to describe any opponent of the court. 

Therefore, it quickly acquired negative connotations in certain political circles. Lucy 

Hutchinson, the seventeenth-century wife and biographer of Colonel John Hutchinson, 

was herself considered a Puritan at the time of the Civil War. She complains that Anglican 

Royalists tended to use the word as a term of blanket abuse for whomever they disliked. 

Hutchinson, a brilliant rhetorician, flips this strategy of false generalizing on its head: 

If any were grieved at the dishonour of the kingdom, or the griping of the 

poor, or the unjust oppressions of the subject... he was a Puritan; if any, 

out of mere morality and civil honesty, discountenanced the abominations of 

those days, he was a Puritan; if any showed favour to any godly, honest 

person ... or protected them against violent and unjust oppression, he was a 

Puritan .... In short, all that crossed the views of the needy courtiers, the 

proud encroaching priests, ... the lewd nobility and gentry,... all these 

were Puritans; and if Puritans, then enemies to the King and his government, 

seditious, factious hypocrites, ambitious disturbers of the public peace, and 

finally the pest of the kingdom. (64-65) 

As depicted by Hutchinson, Puritans of the mid-century were characterized by political and 

civil beliefs, rather than by spiritual and religious inclinations. Any term applied to such 

disparate areas of belief and endeavor will become malleable in meaning. 

Lawrence Sasek's Images of English Puritanism: 1589-1646 and John Spurr's 

"From Puritanism to Dissent, 1660-1700" admirably shed light on the problem of 
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definition. Sasek feels that most scholars, after careful consideration, opt to define "true 

puritans" as "members of the established Church of England who [wished] to remain 

within it but to purify it by removing ... a great many practices residual of medieval 

Catholicism" (13). The English Presbyterians,' who wanted the episcopally governed 

Anglican church to adopt a presbyterian system of government, were Puritans. 

Independents like Oliver Cromwell, so-named for their belief in autonomous, independent 

local churches, were also Puritans. Sasek distinguishes these church reformers from sects 

like the Brownists, Anabaptists, and the Family of Love, all of whom "made no attempt to 

reform the church, preferring to set up a system of worship outside it" (13). These sects, 

which left the Anglican church entirely, would not be classed as Puritans. 

Puritanism is occasionally confused with Calvinism. However, Sasek cautions, 

"Modern scholars generally agree that Calvinism and puritanism are not interchangeable 

terms" (19). Calvinists were notable for their belief that humans, as sinners, were 

undeserving of salvation, which could not occur through their own works or actions. 

Instead, this salvation had to occur through God's grace, and it was not granted to 

everyone. The Calvinist doctrine of predestination states that salvation is only granted to 

the elect, who are chosen, before their birth, by God. Although Presbyterians and most 

other Puritans were Calvinists, Sasek notes, so were most Anglicans: therefore, the 

doctrine of predestination affected many Stuart Christians. It is, in part, the Calvinist 

anguish as to whether one could rightfully regard oneself as a member of the elect that 

spurred the need to scour one's thoughts and actions and search for signs of God's favor in 

a diary. 

Religion certainly played a role in the outbreak of the English Civil War. The 

majority of Royalists were Anglicans—supporters of the traditional monarchy and the 

' The history and impact of Scottish Presbyterianism is distinct from that of English Presbyterianism, and 
will not be addressed in this study. 
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Church of England. By contrast, Christopher Hill suggests, "Parliamentarian armies came 

... especially from ... godly ... volunteers in the ... Puritan areas" (1991: 23). This 

alliance between Puritanism and Parliamentarianism came about. Hill implies, because 

"Puritanism taught men to stand on their own feet: it established a higher duty to God 

which could override feudal loyalties" (24). Oliver Cromwell, the leader of the 

'Roundheads' or Parliamentarians, is one of the century's best-known Puritans. 

Even so, it is not possible to assign definitive religious beliefs to those in Prince 

Charles' camp, or to his opposition. Although few Anglicans appear to have been 

Parliamentarians, Puritans such as Presbyterians were often Royalist. Numerous scholars 

have made valiant attempts to map out the religious, economic, and geographic background 

of the various participants in this stmggle. But even a brief survey of the Civil War 

scholarship indicates that it is characterized by an ongoing debate as to who constituted the 

Roundheads and who constituted the Royalists; which parts of the country the two factions 

were drawn from; which social classes were drawn to which side; and what role religion 

played in its links to class and party. No simple and set categories apply to those 

individuals or groups who participated in the political and economic upheavals of the 

seventeenth century. In this turbulent time period, as in all others, causes and links are 

complex and debated; there are no easy answers. 

After the Restoration of Charles II to the throne in 1660, a shift occurred from the 

use of the term 'Puritan' to 'Dissenter' or 'non-conformist'. Puritanism had enjoyed a 

period of relative safety and prosperity during the Interregnum, as its most prominent 

exponent, Oliver Cromwell, ruled England (followed, for a brief period, by his son 

Richard). By the time a monarch returned to power, Puritanism was well established 

amongst the gentry and emergent English middle class. Despite—or perhaps because of~ 

the strength of Puritanism, the new Anglican Parliament, fearful of Charles's Catholic 

leanings and the threat of Puritan dissent, passed a series of anti-Puritan acts between 
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1661-1665. These acts drove a large number of non-Anglican clergy from their parishes, 

and the 1665 Five Mile Act banned non-Anglican preachers from visiting or living in places 

where they had formerly officiated. Spurr notes that the enforcement of these Acts 

adversely affected all sorts of groups, such as "the Familists and many more competing 

sects" (234). The effect of this blanket persecution of Protestant non-Anglicans, Spun-

feels, "was to forge the corporate identity of dissent as all the parties in nonconformity 

shared together in the experience of exclusion and persecution they had hitherto in their 

history endured separately" (234). Thus, after the Restoration, all non-Anglican 

Protestants came to be known as non-conformists or "'dissenters', a term which principally 

denoted their new legal status as dissidents from the re-established Church of England" 

(234). 

Yet the range and diversity of philosophies amongst those labeled 'non-conformist' 

or 'Dissenter' was extraordinary. Presbyterians, with their desire for a "parish-based, 

national" church, "set forms of worship" and "an educated and trained clergy" were 

perhaps closest in thought to Anglicans (235). Indeed, the Presbyterians often hoped for 

reunion with the Anglicans, whereas more radical sects, such as the Quakers, "were proud 

to adopt the label of dissenter" (238). As Spurr points out, all of these splintered Protestant 

sects were "dissenters from the church as established by law"; however, "although they 

might now all fall into the same legal category, they had little else in common: learned, 

university-educated and conservative Presbyterian ministers shared nothing with Baptist 

ex-soldiers or wandering Quaker preachers" (237). By the same token, pre-Restoration 

Puritanism, comprised of those who wanted to reform the Anglican Church from within, 

"won converts from right across the social spectrum, including within its ranks aristocrats, 

gentlemen, clothworkers and cobblers" (Durston 10). A vast number and type of Protestant 

splinter groups, encompassing numerous and diverse sorts of people, were grouped 

together by the Anglican church, merely by being in opposition to it. 
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At this juncture, I would like to posit a possible reason for the fervor surrounding 

questions of religious affiliation in the seventeenth century. Without dismissing class 

background as a factor in strategic religious alliance, I have been bombarded, in my reading 

of women's diaries, by the inescapable presence of one phenomenon—death. Infant 

mortality is hugely present and prevalent in the lives of the mothers who keep diaries. 

Throughout the century, infants and adults were dying of disease, war, fires, and plagues. 

'Getting it right,' so to speak, must have seemed a pressing matter. Life on earth, after all, 

was clearly time-limited. One could not fail to notice numerous relations, friends, and 

acquaintances continually passing into the great Beyond. Several important Protestant 

sects, notably Calvinist-based sects, capitalized on this rampant fear of death by creating 

psychic regimens wherein much time was spent appraising one's chances for eternal 

damnation in the afterlife, or escape from this damnation through salvation. Other sects 

were far more positive in outlook, stressing the love of Jesus and the coming of a better 

age. One's personality, world view, and concerns, both temporal and religious, were 

severely affected by the nature of the church to which one subscribed. And with damnation 

or salvation so seemingly near at hand, it is perhaps unsurprising that people were prepared 

to live for, fight for, and die for their chosen religion. 

Diarists of the Civil War and Interregnum 

Theologians, political historians, and economists have argued for centuries over the 

causes and factions that impelled the Civil War. What is unarguable is that untold women 

had their lives thrown into disarray by this war. One of these women was Isabella 

Saunders (1605-1657), daughter of Sir Nicholas Saunders of Surrey, and wife of Sir 

Roger Twysden of Kent. According to Reverend F.W. Bennitt, Isabella's editor. Sir 

Roger was "a moderate" arrested and imprisoned by Parliament in 1642. His great crime 

was his support of the Petition of Kent, "which asked that all things should be done by 
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law" (113-14). Antonia Fraser points out that Sir Roger was also an MP, "a politician of 

independent mind," and he suspected particular rivals of masterminding his imprisonment 

(236). Although he was freed on bail the following year, soldiers ransacked the Twysden 

home in East Peckham, Kent. Disgusted by the war-related madness around him. Sir 

Roger tried to leave temporarily for France, but he was stopped and imprisoned in London, 

and an order was given to sequester his estate. 

It was then left to Isabella to apply to the Kent Committee for maintenance. She 

was supposed to be given a fifth of the rents and profits of the estate to maintain herself and 

her family while the estate was sequestered, and her husband was in prison. But the Kent 

Committee refused to pay her maintenance until her husband met the Committee's various 

demands. He chose not to meet them, preferring to petition the Westminster Committee of 

the Lords and Commons for Sequestrations to grant the maintenance. Since he could not 

leave prison, what this actually meant was that Isabella was forced to petition and serve as 

Sir Roger's "emissary" (237). The constant journeying to Westminster was exhausting for 

Isabella, who was unwell from frequent childbirth.^ 

The situation improved moderately in 1644. Sir Roger was allowed to move to a 

"less formal confinement" in Lambeth Palace, London, where he was briefly joined by his 

wife (237). Yet Isabella had work to do back in Kent. The Westminster Committee had 

finally granted her maintenance, and use of a mansion house and its adjoining lands. 

Unfortunately, the Kent Committee, led by her husband's enemy. Sir Anthony Weldon, 

refused to comply with the decision of Westminster. Despite her poor health, Isabella was 

repeatedly forced to travel between Kent and London to petition the two committees-

caught in the throes of political malice and the seventeenth-century version of bureaucracy. 

"Fraser writes that Isabella "bore six children between her early thirties and late forties" (238). As she was 
born in 1605, she was about 40 when she began keeping her diary. 
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Fraser notes, "At this point Dame Isabella started to keep a diary, which lasted for 

the next six years" (239). Isabella's diary, 1645-1651, incorporates records of both 

personal and national importance. Yet the majority of the entries are extremely brief. 

Isabella may have kept her entries curt because she wished to avoid giving pain to her 

imprisoned husband. A few 1645 entries are written in his hand, which confirms that he 

was privy to the diary, which was either brought to him in prison, or read by him after his 

return home. Therefore, rather than rail against the unfaimess of it all, Isabella begins her 

diary with a terse record of events: 

1645: 

The first of Janua Mr Jo: hothum was beheaded on tower hill. 

The 2 of Janu Sr Jo: hothum (father to Mr hothum) was beheaded on tower hill. 

The 10 of Janu: my lo: of canterbury was beheaded on tower hill and was buried 

at barking church, the meeting over uxbridg about professions was the 30 of Janu; 

mr white the churc man about ministeres, died the 27 of Ja: and was buried the 30 

in the tempell church. 

the 8 febri, I came to peckham great with child, and ride all the waye a hors back, 

and I thank god had no hurt. 

The poignancy of Isabella's diary lies in its juxtaposition of public horrors like beheadings 

against the more private, "I came to peckham great with child ... I thank god had no hurt." 

The beheadings are listed without comment. Their repetition creates an incantation, as 

gruesome events become ordinary occurrences: "hothum was beheaded;" "father to Mr 

hothum was beheaded;" "my lo of canterbury was beheaded." Isabella does not reveal her 

feelings about her own husband's incarceration and possible execution. 
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Luckily for the Twysdens, Sir Roger was released in 1646 and allowed to remove 

to his London home. Isabella joined him there, and received word that her maintenance 

had been paid. This good news is recorded in a fairly convoluted entry: 

the 6 aprill 1647 we had of the collector for sequestration of Kent, for part of 

my 5th part, which was due the last yeare to me, and paied to Tho Steven for 

me, and from him I had it, by my brother Frances Twysden the 6 of aprill the 

some of 40£ the 60£ I had before. 

At this point, it seems, the couple desired to return to their Kent estate, which was 

suffering from deforestation under its new overseers. Isabella went first; she "wrid hom, 

nan and Jamme with me" (June 18, 1647). Sir Roger was allowed to return a few months 

later: "the 5 of August my husband came to peckham where he had not ben in 5 yeare 

before having ben a prisoner most of that time by the parle". Yet their troubles were not 

over: A week after Roger's arrival, troops were billeted to the estate. 

Nonetheless, Isabella found time to write of other things. Her "sister Twysden was 

brought a bed of a girle" (Sep 17,1647). A friend died: "Mrs Dendy a religeus good 

woman and my very good frind left this life for a better the 30 of nov: 1647" (Dec 19, 

1647). Such births and deaths are a constant backdrop to the events of the war, as 

recorded in diaries. Certainly, the events of the nation and the events of one's community 

are both recorded, and taken seriously. 

A spot of grim humor creeps into the text when Isabella follows up an entry about 

soldiers being billeted and quartered at various locations by an entry about fighting rooks 

and jackdaws. The rooks and jackdaws "gathered" themselves together, "like 2 great 

armyes" (Feb 1, 1648/49): 

I was told this day the first of febru: for sertane, of a great fight which latly 

hapened in the bishoprick of Duram, betwene the Jackdawes and the rooks. 
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they gathered them selves together, in too bodys like 2 great armyes, and 

fought till a bundance were slane, the dawes at first had the better but after 

the rooks beat them out of the field, and quit a waye, the dawes came from 

the north to the plase where they meet, this was dun the 11 of Janu: 

Had this event occurred five or ten years later, diary manuals would have taught her to 

interpret it as an omen or symbol that portended future events. However, Isabella gives no 

further commentary. A few months later, a more sorrowful battle occurs. Opponents of 

Parliamentary forces are violently set upon by Parliamentary soldiers: 

the 16 Maye 1648 the surry men brought a petition to the parle: 5 or 6000 

came with it as is sed, the gentell men all riding with only sords and the contry 

men walking with sticks in there hands only, the petition was to have the K. 

and that they might be governed by the lawes, etc. waiting there for an answere 

about 6 a clock at night, the soulders fall on them, shot some, cut and slasht 

a great many, some were kild presently other died of the wonds afterwards. 

Although Isabella uses very few adjectives and does not acknowledge any emotion, her 

disapproval is evident. Thousands of men have come to petition Parliament to "have the K. 

and that they might be governed by lawes, etc." The 'etcetera' speaks volumes, as if to 

indicate that the men requested nothing less reasonable than to be governed by laws. 

Indeed, this governing by law is precisely what Sir Roger had requested early on, in the 

Kentish petition which caused his first arrest. The petitioners arrive, Isabella writes, 

carrying "only" swords and sticks, which suggests she feels they come peaceably. But 

they are attacked by soldiers, who "shot some, cut and slasht a great many". Isabella does 

not say more, but she has said enough to convey her meaning. 

Other hints regarding Isabella's political leanings soon follow. When King Charles 

is on the scaffold, waiting to be executed, "a flite of wild ducks came and flew awaye, a 

drack first... touching his bill on the block, as many sed that was there ... and sawe the 
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soulders strick and shute at them, but hit none" (Jan 1649/50). In March, Royalist 

prisoners are "put to death"; among them, "the earle of holand a brave cortier and my lo 

capell a gallant man" (March 9 1649/50). These remarks demonstrate Isabella's dislike and 

fear of the violence of Parliamentary rule. 

"They carried a waye my husband," laments Isabella, when soldiers break into her 

house at 4 a.m. in 1651. The two years previous had been difficult. In 1649, Sir Roger's 

case was heard "in the hous of commons" (May 19, 1649). The case was referred to 

Goldsmith's Hall. Isabella is not pleased with the results: "the 31st maye 1649 my 

husband was fined at gouldsmiths hall 1500 and halfe of it to be payed with it 14 dayes 

and then his seques; to be take of, the tother with in 6 weekes, must be payed 

Isabella ends the entry by defending her husband; "his sufferings from the first to this last 

has ben a great hardship, being for nothing but in tending to a petition to themselves" (May 

31, 1649). Two years later, soldiers break into the Twysden house and arrest Sir Roger. 

They have come "to serch as they sed for armes, and letters ... they carried a waye my 

husband ... for no cause, I thank Christ" (April 26, 1651). Isabella's comment suggests 

she, like her compatriots, has been trained to thank Christ for all eventualities. Although 

her husband is arrested unfairly, she chooses to be thankful he has committed no 

punishable offense, rather than complain. In fact. Sir Roger was released once more. 

In 1655, Isabella gave birth to her final child. After she died, two years later, six 

children survived her (Mendelson 197). Sir Roger was at her bedside. He kept his own 

series of notebooks in which he praised Isabella, "the saver of my estate," for all her work 

on her family's behalf~"with what magnanimity she went through these miserable times" 

(qtd in Fraser 240). 

Isabella's experience of the war years, while dramatic, is far from unique. A 

second mid-century diarist. Lady Anne Harcourt, could plausibly claim to have suffered 

more than many from the strife and struggles of the era. Anne Harcourt's first husband. 
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Sir Simon Harcourt, was a Royalist killed in the King's service. Her next husband. Sir 

William Waller, was a Parliamentarian; nonetheless, he endured repeated imprisonment— 

by Parliamentary forces—and at one point, Anne was imprisoned with him in the Tower. 

In this regard, her story bears strong similarities to that of Isabella Twysden. Both women 

adopt a similar tone to Sarah Cowper, a member of the lower gentry who implied, from the 

vantage point of 1701, that the Civil War displeased her since participants on both sides 

seem to have consisted of "a pack of self-ended knaves that disturb'd honest people who 

gladly would ha' been quiet" (July 9, 1701). The Parliamentarian Lucy Hutchinson 

describes the corruption and factionalism that characterized many of those in power, 

regardless of what side they espoused. In Memoirs of the Life of Colonel Hutchinson, she 

recalls an episode when her husband, who had fallen from favor with Cromwell, regains 

the Lord Protector's pleasure. The Colonel finds himself surrounded by would-be friends: 

immediately the same courtiers, who had some of them passed by without 

knowing him when he came in, although they had been once of his familiar 

acquaintance, and the rest, who had looked upon him with such disdainful 

neglect as those little people use to those who are not of their faction, now 

flocked about him, striving who should express most respect, and, by an 

extraordinary officiousness, to redeem their latest slightings, some of them 

desiring he would command their service in any business he had with their 

Lord, and a thousand such frivolous compliments which the Colonel smiled 

at, and disdained in his own noble heart, and quitting their company as soon 

as he could, made haste to return into the country .... (260-261) 

Hutchinson depicts the fickle friendship of those jockeying for power. Their attentions are 

presented as something to be feared, rather than desired. Anne Harcourt also expresses 

apprehension regarding the policies "of thos in power"; most often, she presents herself as 

a God-fearing moderate who wished to see law and legal proceedings maintained (March 

22, 1651/52). 
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Anne's desire for lawfulness did not prevent her husband from being periodically 

arrested. Among her "Inumerations of further mercys I have recived sins I marryed Sr 

William Waller," Lady Harcourt"^ recounts the day Sir William was held for questioning 

and then released. Cromwell, the Lord Protector, sent messengers "to serch ye hous, to 

seaze his papers, and to bring him in safe custody to Whithall, whither hee was caryed ... 

was exsamined by my Lord himself of many particulers, and sent home againe att 

nightAnne calls her husband's safe release "a mercy quite above my hopes, and 

contrary to the expectation of all, and a thing very unusual with thos in power" (March 22, 

1651/52). 

At the end of the decade. Sir William is imprisoned again. Although Anne says 

little about the cause of the arrests, like Isabella Twysden, she is chagrined by the way they 

are carried out: "Sir William was taken prisoner ... att two of the clock in the night, and 

caused to rise out of the bed, and to ride 4 miles at that time in the night, which might have 

bin a great prejudice to his life, or to his health at least" (August 5 1659). The incident 

stays with her. Elsewhere, she writes, "I account it a very great mercy to me that I was not 

overwhelmed with grief, and weaknes, and fear, when my husband was made a prisoner 

.... Beeing taken out of his bed att 2 o'clock att night, as if hee had bin a great offender" 

(190). Anne explains that Waller was kept prisoner for a fortnight, despite there being no 

specific charges brought against him. He was taken to the Tower. Anne counts among her 

mercies the fact that no Cavaliers accused her husband "to pleas thos now in power; for, if 

they had, how fals soever, it should It have bin believed" (190). Anne always uses the 

phrase "thos in power" to signal ominous connotations. 

' Lady Ann Harcourt's elegy refers to her mother-in-law Anne as "wife to the Famous Souldier Sr Simon 
Harcourt" (48), rather than as Anne, Lady Waller. Also, Anne's diary is published in The Harcourt Papers. 
Therefore, I will use the surname Harcourt for her, rather than refer to her as Lady Waller. However, in a 
chapter such as this one, where the diarists have different first or Christian names, I prefer to use their first 
names, as it facilitates ease of reading, particularly where more than one Harcourt, for example, is 
involved. 
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Nevertheless, Anne frequently reminds herself and her readers that the most 

powerful being of all is God. Like those around her, she attributes all occurrences to 

God's unfathomable will, and thanks God whenever the whims of those in power fall to 

her good. She finds her husband in difficulties at court, "the judges beeing on a suden 

strangly sett against him—but they became mild and kind againe without any apayrent 

reason" (Feb 1658/59). Certainly, many events in the mid-century appear to occur 

'without any apayrent reason'. Yet, without exception, these events are always attributed 

to God's great plan. In war-torn England, what one cannot understand, one must resign 

oneself to, and praise. Anne thus adopts the standard Protestant approach that all 

occurrences are meant to serve as lessons to sinners below. 

This idea that the fate of a nation must be read through a religious lens is showcased 

in John Beadle's Joumall or Diarv of a Thankful Christian (1656). Beadle himself was an 

Anglican-tumed-Dissenter, and a "loyal apologist for Cromwell's government" (Fry 

Murray xxiv). Yet, because he was a religious moderate, his friendships and sphere of 

influence extended to Anglican Bishops and Presbyterian authors. Ideas expressed in 

Beadle's text could be, and were, easily adopted by members of any Protestant sect. So it 

is relevant to Anglicans and Dissenters alike that Beadle devotes Chapter n to "National and 

publick" matters (44). He tells aspiring diarists, "Take notice what Kings and Princes, 

what Magistrates and Governors have ruled over us; for commonly. Such prince, such 

people" (44). He suggests, "Observe what that Religion is, that by those Magistrates is 

imbraced" (47), and advises, "Keep an account of the various and changeable condition of 

the Times in the Countrey where we live, either for prosperity or adversity, with the fruits 

and effects of both" (49). His next instruction is to "Keep a Diary of the severall and most 

remarkable judgements that God hath in our time inflicted upon notorious offenders," be 

they in high places or in "a lower orbe" (53). Beadle's fifth and final stricture is to 
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"consider seriously, and observe very strictly, what the National Epidemical! sin of the time 

and present generation may be" (57). 

What, then, is the national sin of the Interregnum period? "Some say our great 

divisions, our most bitter contentions, and that among Brethren, is the sin" (63). Beadle 

notes pointedly, "this evil is grown to that height, that they that should dye one for another, 

can hardly live one by another" (63). But for him, the greatest sin of all is "a most violent 

opposition against the Kingly government of Jesus Christ in his church" (75). Beadle uses 

the 'Kingly government' as a metaphor for Cromwell's rule: 

The reverend and learned Ministers of London met together in this Provinciall 

Assembly, in their Vindication of this government, to use their own words, 

say as much: We are not ignorant that this government hath many adversaries. 

The ignorant person hates it, because it will not suffer him to go blindfold to 

hell; the profane person hates it because it will not suffer him to eat and drink 

his own damnation ... . (76) 

Prone-to-sin factions of the populace dislike Cromwell's rule. Beadle implies, because the 

piety of his government is too difficult for them to endure: 

Now, if any ask what the reason is that this government, formerly so much 

commended, so much desired, is now so much opposed, as the most 

tyrannical!. I answer: .... 

1. Partly, because the instruments are changed, the actors upon the stage that 

oppose it are new men .... 

2. Because of the wickednesse and perversnesse of men's spirits, this being 

the last and worst age of the world .... This government is very strict, and 

mens secure lives will not easily submit to Christ's secure laws ... . (77-79). 

Beadle brilliantly infuses political commentary with religious instruction, as do many of his 

peers. He treats the Bible as an extended metaphor, or set of cautionary tales, for his own 
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time. In doing so, lie is far from alone: As several scholars have pointed out (Hill; 

McGee), Anglicans and Puritans alike experienced persecution, as did Royalists and 

Roundheads, and all of them quoted from the Bible as a way of explaining their unhappy 

situation. 

The need to interpret political events as prophecy or scripture come to fruition is 

evident in Anne Harcourt's text. She treats the political events as religious affairs, and 

though her political leanings are uncertain, she is extremely candid in her condemnation of 

any particular governmental action she dislikes. Unlike Civil War memoirists Lucy 

Hutchinson, Lady Anne Halkett, and Lady Ann Fanshawe, Harcourt does not recount her 

experience decades after it occurs. Therefore, I wonder at her candor. It seems her papers 

could have been confiscated at any time. Still, she rebukes the 1659 Long Parliament for 

its "wicked ways" (Feb 11, 1659/60). When Parliament finds that "the City would not 

comply" with its demands, it asks General Monck to dissolve the Common Council, 

disarm the city's citizens, bum their charter, hang their chief, and seize their public 

treasuries. At the last moment, Monck has a change of heart. Anne attributes Monck's 

turnaround to God's grace: 

Feb. 11, 1659/60. This day is by the whole Nayn to be regarded, and 

especially by the city of London .... our grasious God had apeared glorious 

in theyr deliver, by ... inclining the Generall's hart to the City ... the Gener 

declared that hee would joyn with the city for a free Parlement; wch caused 

the greatest public rejoysing that was ever known in ye memory of man .... 

Anne regards Monck's actions as evidence that God controls the hearts of men: "hee tumes 

them, as the rivers of watter, which way itt pleases Him" (Feb 11, 1659/60). And it does 

please Him to participate in the affairs of the nation. The seventeenth-century Protestant 

God is omniscent, omnipresent, and involved in the outcome of the major events of the era. 
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In line with Beadle's suggestions, Anne makes "Some observations concerning the 

present Misery of this nation." Her list of evils includes "thos who have made themselves 

our governours, without our consent;" and she is distraught that "many known godly 

ministers, are not only turned out of theyr livings, but caryed to prisons by great Numbers 

.... very many have lost theyr estates, libertys, and Lives" (196-8). Worse still, "The 

Anthient known laws of the kingdome are plucked up by the roots" as unlawful procedures 

are carried out by soldiers "who neyther had power from God or men to doe any such thing 

.... they making themselves the sole Lords of the naytion, to debate and enact lawes, and to 

take away the life and estate of theyr felow subjects, by a new form of law that was never 

formerly heard of (197-8). The state of the nation is deplorable, Anne feels, and implicit 

in her comment is the suggestion that 'thos in power' are at fault (190). 

As the Civil War and Interregnum period abounds with discontented Christians on 

either side of the battle for power, the responsibility of teaching the faithful to cope with 

their discontent falls to the nation's spiritual advisors. Beadle, like others, instructs: 

"esteem any condition better then a sinful, and choose rather to suffer the worst, then sin in 

the least" (199). He admits, "in every estate to be content, requires not an ordinary 

measure of Grace;" but preaches the importance of learning to praise one's lot (146). To 

this end, one should "be thankfull for afflictions" (197). This teaching is widely heeded—at 

least in journals—throughout the war and its aftermath, as women attempt to be thankful for 

afflictions in their diaries, with varying degrees of success. 

Anne faces the challenge of casting her experience of Tower imprisonment in a 

positive light. Under the heading "The Many mercies in our imprisonment and our release" 

she lists kindness from the warden: "the more to be taken notis on, because it is a rare 

thing". She also gives thanks that she and her husband survived the "scoms and 

indeavours of his enemys; who ... made themselves sport with his trouble; saying, hee 

chose to be att the Tower that hee might retire; whereas, our charge was much greater 
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theyr, then it would have bin att another place." She lists the lessons she hopes she has "in 

some measure learned" in the Tower: these include "self denyall; a moderat use of creature 

comforts; compasion to other suferers; espesially prisoners; an acknowledgement of God's 

soveraignity; and a quiett dependance on God for deliver in his own time, and way" (190-

191). Anne Harcourt's diary, like those of her contemporaries, reflects her attempt to 

adopt the 'cup half full' approach encouraged by Protestant clerics. 

Whereas Harcourt, like Twysden, can be classed as a moderate, the final two 

diarists studied in this chapter, Elizabeth Carey and Alice Thornton, are staunch Royalists. 

Oddly, there is a dearth of female Parliamentarians among mid-century diarists, although 

there is no shortage of Dissenting women in the wider Stuart period. The one female 

Puritan Interregnum diarist in this study, Anne Venn, writes entirely of personal and 

religious matters. She eschews politics, although her father was Colonel John Venn, the 

"political radical and regicide" (Hobby 29-30). The majority of Dissenters write in the 

Restoration and post-Restoration period, bypassing the Civil War and the Interregnum 

altogether. For this reason. Beadle must serve as the representative of Interregnum Puritan 

diarists. 

Reverend Beadle may well have known the renowned Elizabeth Carey, Viscountess 

Mordaunt (1633-1679), as they shared a mutual friend, the diarist Mary Rich, Countess of 

Warwick. Elizabeth Carey was an heiress celebrated for her beauty, wit, and spirit. After 

her marriage, she became even more famous for the part she played in saving her 

husband's life. In 1658, John Mordaunt was condemned to death, along with two others, 

for conspiring in the service of the monarchy. The Court of Justice, which intended to try 

him, was fairly questionable in its practices. Judge and jury were combined into one 

office, and between twenty and forty judges voted on any one case. Certain judges were 

known to be bribable. Thus Elizabeth attempted to bribe the judges to free John. She also 

played a part in ensuring that a principal witness. Colonel Mallory, left the Court before 
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testifying. Her diary makes reference to this; Elizabeth thanks God for "turneing the 

Hearte" of Mallory, "so didst thou tume that stony hearte of his, that where he desined 

distraction, he indeverd safety" (June 2, 1658). 

In the meantime, John argued with those assembled to try him for High Treason, 

implying that, as a makeshift Parliamentarian court, they lacked any real jurisdiction. 

Exasperated, Elizabeth passed him a note advising him to stop antagonizing his enemies, 

and to just plead non-guilty: "For God's sake, just plead, plead for my sake, and stand 

disputing it no longer" (qtd. in Fell Smith 223). John complied. 

In an event destined to be labelled God's handiwork, a Colonel Pride was taken ill 

at the moment of the vote, and left the room. In Pride's absence, Mordaunt was acquitted; 

his life was saved by one vote. Elizabeth's commemoration of the event is both 

straightforward and touching: 

1658 

June ye 2 

In the yere of our Lorde 1658, on the first of June, my Deare Husband was 

tryed for his Life by a Corte, calede the Highe Corte of Justis, and on the 

second day of June, was cleerd by one voys only, 19 condemning of him 

and 20 saving of him, and thos twenty had not prevaled, but by God's 

emedeate Hand, by striking one of the Corte with an illnes, which forsed him 

to goe out, in whous absens, the vots wer given, and recorded, so that his 

returne no way prejudis'd Mr. Mordaunt the' in his thoughts he resolved it, 

(Prid was the person) many outher meracolous blesings wer shod in his 

preservation for which Blesed Be God. 

He was the first exampule 

that pleded not gilty, that was 

cleerd before thes Cortes. 

Once acquitted, Mordaunt was sent back to the Tower. After Mallory's whereabouts were 

discovered, Cromwell considered trying Mordaunt for treason once more. But Cromwell 
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was reluctant to try a prisoner for the same crime twice. According to Fraser, at some point 

in all of these proceedings, Elizabeth went directly to Cromwell to plead for her husband's 

life. Fraser suggests Elizabeth's beauty charmed "the ageing Protector" and notes 

pointedly," John Mordaunt was the only conspirator who was reprieved" (72). More 

specific information regarding the role of Cromwell in John's reprieve has yet to be 

uncovered. 

In the following years, Elizabeth's blessings outnumbered her troubles. John was 

made Baron of Reigate and Viscount of Avalon by the King, then in absentia. He and 

Elizabeth had eleven children, at least nine of whom reached adulthood, and much of her 

diary is filled with accounts of their births. The miraculous acquittal of her husband is also 

a recurrent theme. She writes, "If the Lord him selfe had not bin on our side, when men 

rose up against us, they had swaloed us upe quike, when they were so wrathefuly 

displeased" (March 2, 1659/60). 

Elizabeth Carey's diary is particularly interesting in that it makes use of several 

forms. She keeps double-columned entries of debt and credit in regard to her personal 

behaviour, and she also makes a numbered list of the financial favors she owes God for 

saving her husband. In fact, she tries to barter with God for future exigencies. She 

promises to thank God "for preserving my deare hosband from all unLafull quarels disputs 

or devels, and to dedecat unto him every Sonday sixpenc in acknolegment... so long as in 

his great mercy he shall preserve my deare hosband out of them, which I hombely bege 

him always to do" (undated). It is odd, and fascinating, to witness a savvy and intelligent 

woman like Elizabeth Carey regress to bartering with God like a child, promising sixpence 

every week for as long as her husband is kept from harm. Assuredly, her clerical 

contemporaries would say that all humans are mere children in the face of God, their 

Father. In any case, the passage displays the Stuart propensity to conceptualize one's 
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relationship with sin and salvation as a series of transactions involving debits, credits, and 

bartering, often in the form of measurable amounts of spiritual or manual work. 

Elizabeth's constructs a list of financial promises to the poor, designed to thank 

God for rescuing her husband from death at the hands of the Court of Justice. She joyfully 

interprets this release as irrefutable evidence that God is "on our side" (March 2, 1659/60). 

Although it is the only such list I have encountered, it would not be out of place in the text 

of any Stuart diarist. 

He that gevethe to ye poure lendeth to ye Lorde, and it shall be returned him seven 

fould. Ye Lord loveth a cheifull Gever. 

On ye 2nd of June every yeare, to kepe a thanks geving for ye meraculus 

deleverance of my deare Hosband on that day, from ye perell of Death, and 

on ye same day, to give 5 pound in gould to ye use of ye poure; to acknoleg 

my Hosband's Life and ye comforts I reseve by it, holy from God's hands, 

and to prayse him for it. 

2. To dedecat to ye use of ye poure ye tenthe parte of all ye rent I shall reseve 

from my owne land of inherytanc, which was my owne befor I was to mary. 

3. To pay to my pours box, six pence every night, and morning, in 

acknoledgment that ye safety content and preservation of my deare Hosband 

my childeme and my selfe, ye day and night past, came from ye Hand of 

God .... (undated) 

Elizabeth's bargainings and tallying up of her accounts with the Almighty illustrate how 

capable adults of the mid-century took an active role in shaping their own destinies, while 

relying on God for the final outcome. In a similar dichotomy, forceful and spirited 

personalities routinely beseeched Him in mortified, penitent language to forgive them their 

sins, whether or not He chose to relieve their earthly sufferings. 

The final Civil War and Interregnum diarist, Alice Thornton (1626-1706/7), was 

unique in her sufferings, in that she was forced to marry against her will on account of the 
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war. Born Alice Wandesford in Yorkshire, she came from a "distinguished upper gentry 

family" of Anglican Royalists, and her father was the Lord Deputy of Ireland (Rose 259). 

Shortly after his death, the Irish Rebellion forced the remaining Wandesfords to return to 

England. They spent an unquiet decade there, as Scottish troops stalked the area and 

demanded "free quarter from Royalist gentry:" Margaret George notes, "Alice's mother 

paid support for enemy troops ... which was three times the value of her estate" (169-170). 

King Charles I's execution was perhaps the most significant event of the century for 

monarchists, and it was viewed as an act of uncomfortable daring even by many 

Cromwellian supporters. Alice commemorates it with an elegy: "Uppon the beheading of 

King Charles the Martyr" (Jan 30, 1648/49). She elegizes Charles in the regular 

acclamatory manner, calling him "A holie, pieous prince, who fought God's batttles against 

His enimes." As is customary in writing of a respected patriarch, she attributes only noble 

qualities to her king, who was "incomparably chaste, and free from the least tincture of vice 

or profainenesse." Alice has no trouble assigning blame for his being "cruelly murthered," 

as he was "sacrificed by the iniquitties of his subjects: their sinns pulled downe his mine 

on them." It is important, in reading this type of elegy, to remember that while the author 

may well believe the gist or kernel of what she writes, the high-flown language used is the 

sort of standard rhetoric that would be expected from a High Church (Anglican) Royalist, 

and read as a model example of a popular formula. 

With the coming to power of Cromwell, Alice's troubles intensify as she is bartered 

off in marriage to redeem her family's sequestered estates. The deal is conducted between 

two men; "Thus the bargaine was strucke betwixt them, before my deare mother and my 

selfe ever heard a silable of this mater" (61).'' Alice recounts the transaction with a clarity 

•* As many of Alice's occasional meditations have titles which cover a period of time, rather than a sole 
date—i.e., "Uppon the death of my brother George Wandesford, March 31, 1651, and of his sequestration and 
other troubles, affter his retume into England", for reasons of space-saving and clarity, I will label this sort 
of entry by page number rather than by date. 
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borne of long-held grief, as if describing a matter she has thought of so many times that she 

knows its circumstances by heart: 

When, as it most concerned me, in a case on which all the comfort of my life, 

or missery, depended; which for the gaining this advantage of clearing the estate 

of the sequestration, my uncle William followed most earnestly to propose 

this match ... and threatned if denyed, that we should certainly be ruined .... 

Which manner of perswasion to a marriage, with a sword in one hand, and a 

complement in annother, I did not understand, when a free choice was denyed 

me... . (61-2) 

This passage, where Alice is alternately threatened and coaxed by her uncle, "with a sword 

in one hand, and a complement in annother," is reminiscent of Anne Clifford's meeting 

with King James I over the contentious matter of Anne's inheritance. The tactics of 

persuasion and coercion used by the King against Anne are similar to those employed by 

Alice's uncle: 

Sometimes he used fair means & persuasions, & sometimes foul means, 

but I was resolved before so as nothing should move me ... . (Jan 18, 1617/18) 

However, Anne Clifford was in her mid-twenties, and she had an ally in Margaret, her 

strong-willed mother. Alice was only fifteen, and her own powerful mother caved in to 

pressure to marry off Alice in order to save the family estate. Alice acknowledges this 

betrayal respectfully, but sadly: "my dearest mother, willing to serve the family in what 

she could, with reference to some comfortable settlement for me, in her judgement could 

have ... disposed of me nearer hand to herselfe, and my friends" (62). With everyone 

against her, Alice agreed to sacrifice herself to aid her family: "[I] was inclined upon these 

grand motives and inducements to accept" (62). 
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It happened in this manner: In 1651, Alice's eldest brother George was in trouble 

with the Commonwealth, who decided to sequester the estate to which he was heir. 

Another brother, Christopher, was unscrupulous, and Alice herself was ""likely to have a 

considerable fortune" from her mother and out of her father's holdings" (George 170). 

Therefore, she was a valuable commodity on the marriage market. Unluckily for Alice, 

male relatives seized on her as a means of solving the sequestration problem: 

My uncle William Wandesford, desiring to seeke what remedy he could to 

remove or clear the sequestration, applyed himselfe to my uncle Richard 

Darnley ... of the then ruling committee att Yorke;... who ... having 

formerly married a kinswoman of my father's, pretended a kindnesse for 

the family ... and, haveing an eye of some prospect of advantage to his 

owne relation ... and finding I was likely to have a considerable fortune ... 

said to my uncle, that he had a nephew ... and if my uncle would be a 

meanes to obteine me for his nephew in marriage, he would assure him of 

the clearing of my brother's sequestration (61). 

Alice was goaded into marrying her cousin, William Thornton, in order to help her family. 

But first, she stipulated that William, a Presbyterian, convert to Anglicanism and raise any 

children born to her as Anglicans. The couple married and spent the remaining 

Interregnum years at the estate of Alice's mother. Dame Wandesford. Whilst there, Alice 

bore four children. She praises her mother's generosity to herself and her kin, recounting 

expenses paid on their behalf in detail: 

[My mother] had all manner of charges, expences, and houshold affairs, in 

sicknesses, births, christnings, and burialls ... with the diett, etc., of nurses, 

men-servantes and maides, and our freind's entertainments, all things don at 

her owne cost and charges ... which could not be of lesse valew to us clearly 

then £1600 (104). 
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Much more happened to Alice, who lived into the next century. But as this chapter limits 

itself to the Civil War and Interregnum period, we will leave her personal life and return to 

her accounts of national events. 

Like many Stuart diarists, Alice Thornton is gifted in moving between the personal 

and the political. She can alter her narrative voice without losing credibility. Several 

women who complain bitterly and garrulously about personal affronts or injustices in their 

diaries possess the ability to sound like the voice of temperance and moderation in their 

discussion of national affairs. Lucy Hutchinson, whose work will be discussed in a later 

chapter, is one such woman. Alice Thornton is another. She describes the state of the 

nation in 1659 in a rhetoric both impassioned and almost bipartisan, and in doing so, she 

adopts the voice of reason so prized by English rhetoricians of the past several centuries: 

The state of England 

1659—About this time wee weare all in a great confusion in this kingdome, 

none knowing how the government of the land would fall, some desireing the 

contineuance of Oliver Cromwell's race to stand; others desired the returne of 

the blessed king .... In this distraction each man looked uppon each other 

straingly, none knowing whom to trust, or how to be secured from the raige, 

rapine, and destruction from the soldiery, in whose sole power was both the 

civill and ecclesiasticke sword since the yeare 1648. And we had all suffered 

soe deepely under those oppressions, that even the contrary party to the king 

did heartily wish an allteration from those pressures. 

Insomuch that most sober, wise people of this nation began to have a 

good opinion of this realme, under which they had lived soe many peacable 

yeares, when they had smarted for theire ficklenesse in changeing it.... As 

all the world stood amaised att our unheard of follies and confusions, when 

the best frame of government was puled downe and destroyed .... (98-9) 

Alice notes that both sides suffered under military rule; men and women of either party 

were oppressed; and no one knew whom to trust. She uses the strategy of appointing as 
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"sober, wise people" any who learned to regret the change of government, whether or not 

they originally supported it. If this was written as a speech, such a technique would serve 

to include her Parliamentarian opponents in her praise, as long as they wished "an 

allteration from those pressures" brought on by the soldiery and lack of a monarch (99). 

As Michael Mascuch observes, Alice probably did expect an audience of some sort, since 

she willed her notebooks to her daughter, after making some copies and revisions of her 

original meditations (94). 

All four of the women discussed in this chapter were intimately affected by the 

events of the Civil War and the Interregnum. Isabella Twysden, Anne Harcourt, Elizabeth 

Mordaunt, and Alice Thornton all suffered hardships; sequestered estates, soldiers 

bursting in to arrest their husband at absurd hours, trips to prison. These indignities 

appear, in this small survey, to have been common occurences during the two middle 

decades of the seventeenth century. No one is immune to fear in a nation at war with itself, 

and none of the women here could avoid, to paraphrase Hilary Hinds, "enmeshment... in 

the circumstances of their days" (13). Clerics such as John Beadle taught diarists how to 

interpret national events, and to find succor in the thought of a Providential hand in 

otherwise unjustifiable carnage. Thus their interpretations, like their experiences, are 

similar, and as such, representative of many of their contemporaries—the unwritten 

Englishwomen of the Civil War and Interregnum era. 
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CHAPTER IV: Contexts, Conventions, and Communities 

This chapter will consider the contexts in which Stuart diaries were written and 

provide an extended analysis of the diaries of Mary Rich, Countess of Warwick. Rich is a 

particularly good example of a woman whose text is informed by diary manuals, generic 

traditions, and a diary-keeping community. But all Stuart diary-writing was an activity 

performed in context. There is the context of precedents: Guidebooks or diary manuals 

like Beadle's Journal! or Diarv of a Thankful Christian (1656) helped to shape written 

reactions to events of national and personal import and served to provide strictures and 

structures for aspiring diarists. At least three such guidebooks were published in the 

1650s. Although all were written by Protestants, diaries and diary-writing manuals, like 

autobiographies, could be shaped to reflect the focus of a particular Protestant sect. Thus 

diaries could be written in a sectarian context. 

Diaries were also written in the context of audience. Anne Clifford compiled life-

writings in order to present her case for her lands to future generations. Other diarists 

hoped to shape the way they were remembered, or wished to share their hard-earned 

wisdom with kin. Several diarists make reference to writing partly for the benefit of 

descendents. But these journals were not only read posthumously; audiences also existed 

for diaries in the process of being written. A contemporary audience might take the form of 

a woman's chaplain, or, occasionally, her husband.' The expected or intended audience 

for a diary is likely to have influenced a diarist's choice of tone and content. 

Finally, there is the larger context of community. Although diary-keeping was an 

interest of the literate Protestant community at large, several diarists in this survey were 

connected to each other in some fashion. More often than not, Stuart women diarists were 

'Roger Twysden, for example, had access to his wife Isabella's journal, as he occasionally records entries in 
her manuscript diary. 
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either aristocrats or close relatives of Dissenting clerics. As England's aristocratic 

community was relatively small, many lords and ladies were acquainted with each other, at 

least by name. Eminent clerics were also widely known and broadly influential, 

particularly as authors. These clerics often served as chaplains to the nobility, which 

enabled them to influence both their titled patronnesses and their own wives. Not only 

clerics and their wives kept diaries; so did Samuel Pepys and his wife—he read hers, and 

saw fit to bum it. Communities of diarists often existed within families: the sisters Sarah 

Savage and Anne Hulton kept journals, as did the Countess of Warwick and her father. 

Fellow diarists could be found among friends, religious advisors and relatives. As this 

evidence suggests, diarists laboured under a number of influences: the existence of diary 

manuals or guidebooks, designed to offer advice to the would-be diarist, the precedent of 

generic conventions, and finally, the impact of one's diary-keeping community. 

Guidebooks or Diary Manuals 

The practice of keeping a spiritual journal or diary gained popularity as the 

seventeenth century progressed, diverse sects of Protestantism flourished, and literacy 

increased. A particularly important moment in the history of journalizing occurs mid-

century, with the advent of Cromwell to power. Puritan clergy took advantage of their 

freedom under Cromwell's rule and published "how-to" guides or diary manuals designed 

to teach the faithful to conceptualize, record, and monitor their daily lives. Even before 

Cromwell's advent, virtually all seventeenth-century Protestant guidebooks focused on the 

need for self-reflection, discipline, and careful attention to religious duties. These 

preoccupations eventually led Protestants to keep a written record of their spiritual 

progress. 
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Unlike Protestants, Catholics rarely championed journal-keeping", since they 

endorsed the ritual of confession as the preferential way of reporting and absolving sins. 

Thus Nicholas Caussin's recusant spiritual guidebooks. The Christian Diumal (1640) and 

The Christian Diarv (1652), are misnomers in that they lay out rules for self-examination 

but never suggest one's discoveries be put down in writing. Caussin's books do, 

nonetheless, help to set the stage for journalizing, as they emphasize consistent 

performance of religious tasks and the necessity of monitoring one's emotional and 

spiritual state and progress: "At night, before you go to bed, you are to make the examine 

of Conscience ... you must recall your thoughts, your words, your actions, your faults, 

and neglects to account, that you may see the gain, the losse, and reckonings of that day" 

fPiarv 119). As the century progresses. Catholics continue to advocate the practice of 

taking stock of oneself each night. The Countess of Morton's Dailv Exercise, or A Book 

of Praiers and Rules (1666) coaxes one to think "upon the day past, how you have spent it, 

that is, what good or evil Actions you have done, and what bad Inclinations you have 

resisted or amended" before asking God pardon (unpag). Antonio de Chagas delineates a 

similar inventory in The Dailv Exercises of a Christian Life (1684): 

At night before you go to bed, make your generall Examen, first of your 

ordinary thoughts and sudden sallies of passion; Secondly touching the ill 

use of divine graces, & the ill imployment of your time; Thirdly touching the 

spirit & intention wherewith you have animated your actions, examining 

whether they proceeded from natural inclination, passion, or meer custome, or 

else were performed with a good intention and inward fervour ... .(47) 

"In her scholarly edition of Beadle's Journall. Germaine Fry Murray uncovers two Catholic references to 
journal-keeping. Mirrour to Confesse Wei suggests one "write thy sinnes, and reade them before thy 
ghostly Father" at Confession. In A Treatise of Pennance. the Jesuit William Warford suggests that 
Christians keep a double entry tally of sins, comparing the totals at noontime and evening. Both texts are 
excerpted in anthologies of early Catholic writers edited by D.M. Rogers—the first is found in Six Spiritual 
Bookes in English Recusant Literature. 1558-1640. while the second is in an anthology entitled simply 
English Recusant Literature. 
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By the 1680s, even Catholics such as de Chagas stress the internal acuity of the nightly 

account-taking. In an era influenced by the psychological rigor of Calvinistic texts like 

Bunyan's Chief of Sinners (1666), de Chagas gives weight to the "spirit and intention" 

behind one's actions. He asks from whence these acts proceed, and studies the 

psychological causes that prompt them. But while the depth and subtlety of one's nightly 

'internal audit' may slightly alter as the Stuart era progresses, the basic tenets stay the 

same. The Catholic authors mentioned all offer detailed directions for self-examination in 

the seventeenth century, and encourage the self-searching that Protestants eventually 

conduct on paper. 

Although the idea of spiritual diary-keeping is hinted at throughout the century, 

procedural rules and regulations are first formally laid out by Isaac Ambrose in Media: The 

Middle Things ... or. The Means. Duties. Ordinances ... for continuance and increase of a 

Godlv life (1652). Ambrose publishes a segment of his own Christian diary from 1651 by 

way of example, and his sample entries contain several features that become standard 

among spiritual diarists of his time. He quotes Scripture, and sets off these quotations with 

italics or underlining, to ensure the Scripture entries stand out sharply on the page. The 

passages he selects are always relevant to the personal events under discussion, so as to 

illuminate the connection between God's prescriptions and his subjects' lives: 

May 13. I retyred my self to a solitary and silent place to practice, especially 

the secret Duties of a Christian, my ground is that of Cant. 2. II, 12. Come 

my beloved let us go forth into the fields, & c. there will I give thee my loves. 

The Bridegroome of our souls (said Bernard) is bashful, and more frequently 

visits his Bride in the solitary places. (73) 
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Ambrose discusses the spiritual illumination he experiences outdoors in nature and thanks 

God for allowing him to feel inspired. Mary Rich was a reader of Ambrose, and she also 

records her impassioned communings with Jesus as occurring in woods and gardens: "In 

the morning as soon as I awakened I blessed God then went out alone into the wilderness 

to meditate, and there God was pleased to give me sweet communion with him" (July 4, 

1666)."^ Neither Rich nor Ambrose forgets to incorporate the incipient Protestant work 

ethic into their sojourns. Ambrose writes, "In a pleasant wood, and sweet walks in it, the 

Lord moved and inabled me to begin the exercise of secret Duties: and after the 

Prolegomena, or Duties in general, I fell on that Duty of Watchfulnesse" (73). Rich, in 

turn, notes that she "walked in the wildemesse to stir upe my heart to be prepared for the 

dutyes of the day" (July 29, 1666). Rich faithfully incorporates Ambrose's instructions 

regarding proper content, and her text serves as one example of how the manuals were 

influential. 

The guidebooks of Ambrose and others reflect the cultural preoccupations which 

foster a climate conducive to diary-keeping, such as a fascination with one's internal state 

and the consideration of one's worthiness to receive God into one's life. In The Saint's 

Everlasting Rest. Richard Baxter elaborates a detailed and nuanced system of psychological 

self-examination embraced by Dissenters like John Bunyan. Baxter cautions, "Be a 

constant observer of the temper and motions of thy heart. Almost all the difficulty of the 

work doth lie in the true and clear discerning of it" and warns readers to observe "the 

Actings both of Grace and Corruption" in order to "come to a more infallible Knowledge of 

your selves" (429-430). 

' For purposes of standardization and ease of reference, I bracket diary entries by entry date wiierever possible, 
regardless of whether the entry conies from a manuscript or a published text. This seems the best solution since 
manuscripts are often very awkwardly paginated, and it is cumbersome to switch systems each time an entry is 
drawn from a book. Other types of texts will be bracketed by page number, except in the event that an 
occasional memoir is titled by a specific date. 
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This search for self-knowledge is performed in a context where the individual is 

granted status as a unique soul, rather than as the scion or heiress of an aristocratic family. 

A person is no longer important only in the context of his or her lineage. The focus on the 

individual reflects the ethos and concerns of Cromwell and his peers as they participate in, 

and pave the way for, the growing influence of a burgeoning professional class. The 

increased popularity of diary-writing is thus linked to the rise of literacy and power among 

the merchant gentry, a good proportion of whom were, like Cromwell, literate Dissenters 

and non-conformists. In Telling Time. Stuart Sherman suggests that merchants and gentry 

favoured diaries because buying newly-available clocks, and "recording time in a secret 

book," made them feel as if they "owned" time, thus reminding them of their newfound 

purchasing power (22). Certainly, the notion of recording is crucial to a group 

characterized by its shared interest in the recording and accounting procedures and practices 

of its era. 

"Thy audits will be strict, so should thy accounts be," says John Fuller, in his 

preface to Reverend Beadle's 1656 diary manual, Joumall or Diarv of a Thankful 

Christian. The foreboding tone of Fuller's remark is apparent; less immediately obvious is 

the import of the economic terminology chosen to advance his warning effectively. 

Fuller's use of bookkeeping and mercantile language is reflective of the general practice of 

the time: the language of credit and debit is taken up and internalized by Dissenters who, in 

Murray's words, conceive of the diary as "a conflated spiritual version of the 

Memorandum, the Journal, the Ledger, and the Remembrance book of bookkeeping 

practice" (3). Caussin, a Catholic, shares with his Protestant peers a tendency to borrow 

from the language of accounting. His 1652 text on the need to "account" for one's motives 

and behavior and observe the "gain" and "losse" of the day are informed by the prevailing 

concerns and language of the era's Protestant clergy (Diarv 119). In Media (1652), 

Ambrose explains that a diary should be kept as an "account" and "Register" of one's life 
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and God's dealings in it. The diary becomes a written record by which the diarist may 

observe and monitor his failures, alter his behavior accordingly, and perceive whether or 

not he has "profited in grace" (72). Beadle cautions his readers, "Every true believer is a 

Merchant adventurer, whose returns must be greater than his ventures, or he cannot live" 

(5). He suggests, "Bring in your tallies of old, if you look for new mercies to be put upon 

your account" (26). The rhetoric of reckoning has a double import: spiritual and financial. 

Readers are schooled, through the language of the manuals, to monitor their internal 

accounts in writing, a practice which, as I explain in a later chapter, comes to characterize 

the fictional memoirs so popular in the eighteenth century. 

The jargon of the legal profession is also applied to the discussion of souls and 

salvation. Ambrose reminds his readers, whom he casts as judge and jury, not to pre

judge themselves, but to keep a spiritual diary and examine the (written) evidence for a 

clear sense of the case for and against their ultimate salvation. Without proper examination 

of the evidence, he feels, both the wicked and the good rush to conclusions and "miscarry 

in Judging, when they pass the Sentence before the Tryal" (428). The legal language of 

Ambrose's diary manual, like the accounting language found in the Joumail. reflects and 

encourages the preoccupations of the rising middle ranks, and those who aspire to join 

them, in law, accounting, and business. 

Indeed, Fuller casts the spiritual journal as a type of professional document 

whereby Christianity becomes another form of commerce, like law or medicine,with all its 

attendant rhetoric. Perhaps surprisingly, women are allowed—no, encouraged—to 

participate. In his preface to Beadle's Journall. Fuller suggests that all Christians can 

benefit by keeping strict records in the manner of tradesmen, merchants, lawyers, doctors, 

and "wary husbands" (20): 

We have our State Diumals, relating the Nationall affaires. Tradesmen keep 
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their shop books. Merchants their Accompt books. Lawyers have their books 

of presidents. Physitians their Experiments. Some wary husbands have kept 

a Diary of dayly disbursements .... A Christian that would be exact hath more 

need, and may reap much more good by such a Joumall as this. We are all 

but Stewards, Factors here, and must give a strict account in that great day to 

the high Lord of all our wayes, and of all his wayes towards us. (20) 

Fuller's rhetoric appeals to the professionals and aspiring professionals who constitute 

much of his audience, but his advice is also adopted by the noblewomen who aspire 

towards godliness. Fuller demands a "strict account" of one's Christian ways, so 

Elizabeth Carey, Viscountess Mordaunt, creates a tally of her blessings and sins in the form 

of a religious account book. In the left column, she recounts the mercies she receives from 

God. In the right column, she chronicles her daily failings. Her text epitomizes the ways 

in which Stuart women are encouraged to keep ledgers to 'manage' their desires, sins, and 

lives: 

In 

THE YEAR OF OUR LORDE 

1657 

Sunday. 

To returne thanks for To aske parden for 

Reseved the Blesed Sacrement 

and in sume meshuer spent the 

remaining parte of the day beter 

than I used to dow, not to my 

knolege tould any untruthe, not 

mist the publicke servis of the 

Church, and am retumd safe in 

body and mind. 

Ofended by disputing with my 

Husband, and therby geving him 

a truble, having bin weded to my 

own openion, and not yelding. 

tho I thought my selfe convinced, 

by loking uppon a mane when 

my harte tould me, it might renue 

his pashon agane for me which 

being marryed was unlawfull, by 
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not spending this thy Sabathe day 

so well as I aught to dow; but was 

drowsy at the evening sermon. 

(225-226) 

The concept of spiritual debits and credits is not an invention of the seventeenth century: 

in the Middle Ages, the Catholic church offered indulgences, a system of debit and credit 

used by the wealthy to purchase their way out of sin. In the eighteenth century, the practice 

of recording spiritual debits and credits is most famously portrayed, perhaps, by Daniel 

Defoe in his novel Robinson Crusoe (1719). Crusoe, a Dissenter, begins a religious diary 

when he finds himself stranded on a desert island in 1659. He writes, "I stated it very 

impartially, like debtor and creditor, the comforts I enjoy'd, against the miseries I suffer'd, 

thus:" 

Crusoe proceeds to note, in realistic Dissenter language, that no matter how dour a 

situation, "we may always find something to comfort our selves from, and to set in the 

description of Good and Evil, on the Credit side of the Accompt" (50). 

That spiritual penance may not always be quantifiable is a matter little taken up by 

Puritans and Dissenters in their texts. The compulsion to list, quantify, and calculate sins 

and blessings is central to the mindset of these nonconformists, who account for every 

Evil Good 

I am cast upon a horrible desolate Island, 

my void of all Hope of Recovery. 

I am singl'd out and separated, as it were, 

from all the world to be miserable. 

But I am alive, and not drown'd as all 

Ship's Company was. 

But I am singl'd out too from all the 

Ship's Crew to be spar'd from Death; 

and He that miraculously sav'd me 

from Death, can deliver me from this 

Condition .... (49) 
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fluctuation in spiritual feeling as accurately and precisely as possible. By composing and 

studying lists of their spiritual failings and successes, these Christians come to expect and 

recognize periods and patterns of doubt and hope, and the 'internal audit' they practice is 

both rigorous and continual. The very language of the diary manuals reflects the concerns 

of an emergent bourgeoisie interested in business and accounting, of taking and keeping 

stock of their own affairs. For Christianity to be taken seriously, the clerics seem to 

believe, it must be put across as a regulatable profession. By the same token, those who 

already respect religion learn to appreciate business when the diary manuals teach them, in 

tandem, the serious business of religion and the religion of (serious) business. 

Generic Conventions 

Whilst some Stuart diaries are more religious in tone than others, the impact of sect 

is notable on many diaries. Although religious diaries were a Protestant project, they were 

not sect-exclusive: Puritans, Presbyterians, and Anglicans can be found among these 

diarists. Dissenters such as the Quakers, as well as Jane Lead and Ann Bathurst of the 

Philadelphian Society, also kept diaries."* For scholars interested in tracing sect-related 

generic expectations in depth. Dean Ebner's Autobiography in Seventeenth-Century 

England: Theology and the Self is very useful. Ebner's detailed knowledge of religion 

allows him to make nice distinctions between autobiographies written by members of 

various Christian sects. Indeed, it enables him to recognize the sect affiliation of the author 

in several cases where it was not at all obvious to a lay scholar such as myself.^ Ebner 

•*1 have been unable to turn up any diaries of other sects or religions. However, the autobiographically-
based writings of the Catholic Gertrude More are discussed in the chapter on seventeenth-century mystics. 
For a seventeenth-century Jewish woman's European memoirs, see Memoirs of Gluckel of Hameln. 
'One of my sorrows regarding this project is that, despite all my reading of primary materials, I am often 
unable to determine the sect affiliation of specific diarists. I can generally spot Anglicans, whose diaries are 
usually—though not always—notable for a fairly self-respecting attitude. Calvinists can be recognized by 
their use of phrases like 'chief of sinners'. Presbyterians are more difficult to determine, and biographical 
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notes that religious autobiography, like the diary, follows various conventions, and finds 

"clearly identifiable patterns of difference between those written by Baptists, Anglicans, 

Quakers, and Presbyterians" (11). He goes on to specify differences in content, 

perspective, and finally, structure and style, noting that Baptists and Independents favor 

"antithetical syntax, mental dialogues. Biblical allusiveness and homely metaphor" (13). 

Alternatively, Quakers cultivate "discontinuity of narrative," while Presbyterians tend to 

"alternate internal and external experience as a structural practice" (13). Mary Rich is 

classified as a Presbyterian whose autobiography exhibits a balance between "details of 

conversion and renunciation" and "a wide variety of ... experiences in the outer world" 

(143). The renowned Presbyterian minister Richard Baxter also displays what Ebner refers 

to a "Presbyterian middle way" between Anglicanism and Calvinism (137). Distinctions of 

sect lost to the modem layperson impact on much seventeenth-century life-writing. 

Although some religious allusions and intricacies have become obscured with time, 

a basic familiarity with the conventions and commonalities of Stuart diaries is crucial to 

scholars who wish to analyze journals of this period. Whilst the diaries are not usually 

overtly coded—Mary Rich's use of symbols is an exception—a// the diaries are written in 

code, in the sense that they are written for communities with specific expectations regarding 

content, language, and genre. 

Stuart diaries and occasional memoirs share a common purpose and inspiration—the 

desire to record the punishments and favors of God in relation to the individual diarist's 

life,® and to chronicle the inner workings of her soul and behavior. Diarists are expected to 

information is not always available. I fervently hope that religious scholars turn their attention to these 
diaries, for they can bring rare and valuable knowledge to the interpretation of them. 
"^Sara Mendelson feels the "narrative of God's mercies" was a genre in itself: "The genre produced all sorts of 
sporadic memoirs: occasional meditations, intermittent chronicles, lists of providences, prayers and 
miscellaneous memoranda"(1985: 187). While her comments illustrate the difficulty in classifying the 
hodgepodge of lifewriting texts of the Stuart period, I prefer to base generic distinctions more on form than 
on content. Since God's mercies are discussed by most religious texts of the era, this indicates to me that 
these 'mercies' are best regarded as a topic, rather than a genre. 
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recount blessings and deliverances; to weigh sins and note the completion of daily spiritual 

duties; to quote Scripture and apply it to the vicissitudes of the day; to rigorously analyze 

their inner spiritual state; and to use extreme language to convey the agonies and esctacies 

of an existence dedicated to religion. 

Many diaries begin by immediately recounting the religious duties accomplished at 

the start of the day. As far back as 1599/1600, Margaret Hoby opens several entries with 

"After I prayed privately" (Jan 30), "After I was ready I prayed" (Jan 31), and "After 

private prayers I did eat" (Feb 2). Mary Rich usually begins by noting her morning 

devotions; "In the morneing I prayde" (Aprell 23, 1675); "Sunday morneing as sone as I 

waked I blest G" (May 16, 1675); "In the morneing I red, meditated, and pray'd" (June 1, 

1675). Methodical attention to religious duties such as these was considered useful in 

disciplining the diarist's soul. 

Some diarists and occasional memoirists commence, like most autobiographers, by 

indicating an intent to recount God's blessings. In her occasional memoirs, Alice 

Thornton, a wealthy Anglican, immediately thanks God for the circumstances of her birth: 

"For my birth and baptizme in the name of the most Holy Trinitye; my strict education in 

the tme faith of the Lord Jesus Christ by my deare and pieous parents through whoes caire 

and precepts I had the principles of grace and religion instill'd into me with my milke" (1-

2). This beginning is typical of Stuart autobiographers, several of whom begin by 

thanking God for the privilege of being bom in England, a Christian country. The Lady 

Anne Harcourt sets out a list of her blessings: 

June 1649 

An inumeration of the many mercyes I have receaved from G.—It bom wr the 

Name and fear of God is known~21y, G~ did plant in my hart a desire to fear 

his Name in my very yong years. Conserning this life, I have had a competensy 
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of all things desirable, and have had experienses of all conditions, and of very 

many mercys in all conditions; especially in my maryed and widows state ... .(168) 

Harcourt thanks God for her own religious yearnings and for mercies shown her, such as 

family happiness and wealth. Commonly, the diarist's parents are praised for instilling 

religious yearnings in their offspring, and this praise serves to function as a reminder to 

readers, and to the writer herself, that she comes from good spiritual stock. 

Without proper contextualization, one is apt to misinterpret the excessive language 

used by diarists to describe characteristics or emotions. This caution applies equally to the 

assessment of very dolorous or extremely acclamatory language. In some forms of 

Protestantism, it was customary to depict God-fearing men and women as 'saints,' to use 

the terminology in vogue at the time. Alice Thomton uses extreme and excessive language-

-in this case, positive language—to depict her parents. Thornton portrays her father as 

perfect and saintly, hugely popular, an unparalleled husband, and the producer of 

"infinitely happy" offspring; 

Yea, such was the sweet affability and prudence of his carriage in general, 

that none which went from England gained soe much uppon affections of 

that nation, and all whome he lived amongst. His life was given for a 

publicke good to that kingdome, as well as to be a blessing in his owne 

familie, who was exceeding happie in such a father and head. His deare 

and beloved wife, most blessed in such a comfort, support, and husband as 

the world could not paralell in all chaste, pious, deare love, and conjugal 

affection, with temperance, meekenesse, and sobriety. They both injoying 

many yeares of happinesse together in that holy bond of a loyal wedlocke, 

even to the admiration of all, for theire godly and righteous converation. All 

his children infinitely happy ... . (20) 

If Alice Thomton does not appear "infinitely happy" throughout her sorrowful memoirs, 

despite her father's noble qualities and much-praised parenting skills, it may be because she 
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has moved from one phase of generic expectation (the praised upbringing) to another (the 

lament over sins).^ 

This propensity towards extremes can be confusing to a casual reader, who may 

wonder whether the diarist has no faculty of discernment. Although those readers 

unfamiliar with Stuart diaries may find Thornton particularly sorrowful, she appears to 

have had in mind the recording of God's deliverences as her main duty, and she 

embellishes them accordingly, focusing her text almost entirely on bad things that happened 

to her throughout the course of her long life. This privileging of the negative is probably 

merely Thornton's attempt at doing her Christian duty. 

A diarist's self-castigation is far less unsettling when one recalls that Puritan diarists 

are writing to order, so to speak, by using language that adheres to religious and generic 

expectations. Rarely will such a diarist state, "I felt mildly unhappy today." Dramatic 

expression is the norm, especially among the more dour and dire Calvinistic strain of 

Puritan or Dissenter.® Therefore, Elizabeth Carey, Viscountess Mordaunt, thanks God for 

his "unspeakable mercy" to her, "the unworthyest of all cretuers Liveing"(l). Her friend 

Mary Rich castigates herself as God's "unworthy servant" (March 15, 1667/68). Yet 

Elizabeth was, by all accounts, a lively woman, noted for her wit and beauty, a woman 

who loved her husband and enjoyed her life. By the same token, Mary Rich, in 1672, 

writes an autobiography which differs notably in tone from her diaries of the same period. 

Her diaries portray her husband as a difficult, unrepentant sinner who forces her to spend 

'Furthermore, later in her narrative, Alice Thornton mourns her mother's choice to barter her in marriage, 
so as to save the family estate from sequestration. Alice's depiction of this cruel decision undercuts her 
opening presentation of her mother's unparalleled virtues. 
"In his article 'Self and Selfhood in the Seventeenth Century,' Jonathan Sawday suggests that selfhood, as a 
word, "is anchored, in a theological sense, to an entirely negative set of ideas", such as that of being 
"spiritually unregenerate" and mired in undeserving self-love (30). To some extent, this rejection of self 
appears in the self-loathing language of most Puritan diaries, hut narrative personas can and do range from 
very meek to extremely self-confident, especially in Anglican diaries or those of self-proclaimed mystic 
prophets like Ann Bathurst or Jane Lead. 
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inordinate hours praying for mercy towards his soul. Yet her autobiography is far more 

breezy and worldly in tone: 

amongst others there came one Mr. Charles Rich, second son to Robert Earl 

of Warwick, who was a very cheerful, and handsome, well-bred, and 

fashioned person, and being good company was very acceptable to us all, 

and so became very intimate in our house, visiting us almost every day. He 

was then in love with a maid of honor to the Queen .... (160) 

Rich devotes far more space to religion and penitence in her diaries than in her 

autobiography, since penitence is one of the express purposes of keeping a spiritual diary. 

The same phenomenon occurs in the writings of Lady Anne Halkett, whose diverse papers 

usefully demonstrate the shift in narrative voice and tone that occurs due to expectations of 

genre. In her private meditations, Halkett piously asks God to increase her self-hatred: "O 

my God, teach me to meditat on this days work, that it may beget in my dayly Hatred of 

my self, and a continual grief for the Original Sin" (37). Yet in her secular memoirs, 

Halkett presents herself as self-confident and self-righteous: "I was guilty of no 

unhandsome action to make me ashamed" (17). Similarly, in her meditations, Halkett 

praises Man, made in the "Image of God, in Goodness, Righteousness and Holiness," as 

filling her with "wonder and amazement" (37). Yet a far more cynical woman emerges 

from the pages of her memoirs. Her brother Will is banished from court "with great 

injustice and sevearity;" he teaches her to regard it as a place with "nothing in itt butt flattery 

and falsehood" (31). To make such judgments, Halkett must have some sense that she is 

an apt or adequate judge. Rich's and Halkett's autobiography and memoir are secular, and 

therefore adhere to different generic expectations than the spiritual diary. In these secular 

forms of lifewriting, the self-abasing subservience found in the diaries virtually disappears. 
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My reading of the diaries, memoirs, and autobiographies suggests that, on paper, 

Stuart women adopt varying emotional postures and narrative personas according to factors 

such as rank, personality, genre, and sect affiliation. Mary Rich's diverse self-presentation 

in her diary entries and autobiography, two texts written in the same time frame, 

demonstates that generic expectations are important, both in shaping a narrative persona 

and in contributing to its intended effect. Furthermore, the use of extreme language in a 

spiritual diary, whether positive or negative, rarely serves as an accurate indicator of a 

woman's self-conception or world view. No Stuart diary is written in a void; rather, each 

is created in, and for, a community of writers and readers that includes clerics, elegists, and 

other diarists. An understanding of diary conventions and the various factors that influence 

diarists is crucial to a proper reading of texts whose conventions and contexts have been 

obscured by the intervening centuries. 

Mary Rich, Countess of Warwick A Case Study 

Mary Rich, Countess of Warwick (1625-1678) leaves diaries strongly marked by 

context, conventions and community. On first reading, her diary succeeds more as a 

representative cultural document than as a testament to an individual psyche or narrative 

persona. It is, in effect, a collaborative effort, inscribed by mid-century clerics whose 

manuals teach readers the received method of composing a Christian diary. The Countess 

had connections with several such clerics: Beadle's Joumall (1656) was dedicated to 

Mary's father-in-law, Robert Rich, second Earl of Warwick and "the most visible and 

consistent supporter of the Puritan cause among the English nobility in the first half of the 

seventeenth century"® Mary herself knew Beadle. They shared a friend in Anthony 

Walker, her domestic chaplain. Both Walker and Mary's second chaplain, Thomas 

Woodroofe, favored diary-keeping. Walker's wife, Elizabeth, lived in the Beadle 
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household for a time before her marriage. She kept a diary, as did Margaret, wife of 

Richard Baxter, whose sermons Mary often attended on trips to London. Mary's friend 

Elizabeth, Viscountess Mordaunt, kept a journal. This type of diary community, with its 

attendant guidebooks and elegies, accounts for many of the similarities and commonalities 

found in the diaries of Stuart women. Furthermore, Mary's father, the Earl of Cork, 

recounts in his own diary his disputes with his daughter regarding her choice of suitor. In 

sum, Mary was raised and surrounded by people who valued the practice of spiritual 

journal-keeping, and their approval allowed her to put time aside to write hundreds upon 

hundreds of painstakingly rendered, handwritten pages. 

If Mary's diary was written in a communal context, composed with help from 

manuals and clerics, it was also read in the context of a community. After her death, her 

chaplains selected from among her diary entries, incorporating chosen entries into her 

funeral sermon and elegy. One transcribed a copy, so that it would be saved for future 

generations. Mary's diaries reflect the tensions between her desire to fashion and express a 

private subjectivity and her compunction to adhere to the models of self-presentation set out 

for her. 

The events of Mary's life will receive only brief review, as her text itself serves as 

the centerpiece of this discussion'". Born Mary Boyle in Ireland to Richard, Earl of Cork, 

she was one of twelve children who survived to adulthood. Her mother, Catherine Fenton, 

died when Mary was still an infant, and Mary moved to England with her father before the 

onset of her teens. Despite her father's misgivings, she married Charles Rich, the Earl of 

Warwick's youngest son, when she was fifteen. Her Royalist father eventually accepted 

the match, as he could see potential value in having what Sara Mendelson refers to as a 

Barbara Donagan, "The Clerical Patronage of Robert Rich," p.388 (qtd. in Fry Murray xxx). 
'"For an extended discussion of Rich's life, see Mendelson's The Mental World of Stuart Women. 
Whenever possible, I quote directly from the manuscript version of Rich's diaries, but when this is not 
possible, my citations are taken from the published Religious Tract Society edition of Rich's diaries. 
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"token" Parliamentarian son-in-law in the impending Civil War (79). Mary and Charles 

moved to the Earl of Warwick's estate in Essex; it remained their primary residence until 

their deaths. The couple married in 1641, and Mary gave birth twice in the next two years. 

Her daughter died in infancy, whereas her son, Charles, died in 1664, just short of his 

majority. His death was a severe blow to Mary, and it spurred her to become less worldly 

and more pious. In her diaries, she worries that her son was taken from her as a 

punishment for her vanity. As she explains in her autobiography, it was concern for her 

youthful figure that stopped her from bearing more than two children: 

when I was first married, and had my two children so fast I feared ... that if 

I childed so thike it would spoyle what my Great vanety then made me to 

fancy was Tolerable (at least in my Persone) and out of a Proude opinion too 

that I had, that If I had many to provide for thay must be poore because of 

my Lord's small estate .... (Specialties, qtd in Mendelson 78) 

Mary's disappointment at her children's deaths was compounded by the fact that her 

marriage to Charles Rich was quite troubled. He was far less pious than she, and he 

became sharp-tempered as he grew older, partly due to increased attacks of the gout. 

Charles, who became the fourth Earl of Warwick in 1659, died in 1673. Mary, who 

survived him by five years, was left in charge of the estate. For the last twelve years of her 

life, she kept a series of diaries. 

In the Restoration era, the religious diary was a mechanism by which women 

learned to monitor their actions and thoughts in the absence of external overseers. The 

journal's very dailiness accounts for its powerful ability to affect and shape the way diarists 

conceive of, and express, their subjectivity. Days, weeks, and years of repetition and 

adherence to diary conventions take their toll, and Mary writes her life as a series of 

religious duties and repentances. She is well aware of her duty to observe and correct her 
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behavior. She castigates herself for muttering angry, "passionate words," though no one 

sees or hears her. She writes, "though no other did hear, yet, O Lord, thou didst" (224)''. 

Her journal becomes a space to record, examine, agonize over, and repent of her failings. 

Sidonie Smith, in her work on personal narrative, writes of the subject who 

"actively negotiates cultural discourses as an agent of resistance" rSigns 393). Can this 

categorization apply, at all, to Mary Rich? Or is her self-depiction entirely beholden to the 

instructional literature she read? Certainly, she consciously attempted to copy the models 

that were laid out for her, and as a spiritual diarist, she articulates a subjectivity in the 

religious discourse available to her, until the textual Mary Rich is shaped by the genre 

itself. 

In fashioning her diary, Rich draws from a variety of religious sects and sources. 

Mendelson notes, "Although a conforming Anglican herself, Mary displayed a 

latitudinarian fellowship with the local clergy of almost all denominations"'" (85). This 

was a useful attitude, as her husband Charles appears to have been Presbyterian, and Essex 

was apparently a hotbed of non-conformism. Several of Mary's favorite clerics were 

Dissenters, and she borrows in both content and expression from at least three Christian 

guidebooks written by members of various Protestant sects: Featley's A Fountaine of 

Teares (1646), Ambrose's Media (1654), and Beadle's Joumall (1656). According to 

Mendelson, the borrowing did not stop there: 

[Mary Rich] never produced an original idea of a religious nature .... When 

she meditated, her visions corresponded to those described in Solitude 

Improved bv Divine Meditation by Nathaniel Ranew (the local minister of 

" Mary Rich's manuscripts, BL Add. MSS 27351-6, are extremely lengthy and copious to decipher. 
Therefore, I draw most of my quotes from the published version of her diary, and page references refer to 
this published version. Where dates are given, the citation is drawn from the original manuscripts. 
'•Although Mendelson classifies Rich as Anglican, Dean Ebner describes her as Presbyterian (143). 
Presbyterian was not a far remove from Anglicanism in its tenets, although politically there were strong 
differences between the two sects. 
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Felstead).... Thoughts on eternity resembled those expounded in A Glimpse 

of Eternity bv another local cleric, Abraham Cayley .... (Mendelson 95) 

While it is not possible to trace all of Mary's extensive borrowings, her diaries are best 

viewed as a hodgepodge of current religious wisdom, or as a commonplace book diarized. 

For instance, in A Fountaine of Teares. John Featley expounds, over the course of 600 

pages, on the proper occasions and reasons for Christian women to cry. His table of 

contents includes chapter headings for: "Teares in the Night," "Teares in the Day," "A 

Virgin's Teares," "Teares of a Married Woman," "Teares of an Aged Woman," "Teares of 

a Barren Woman," "Teares of a Wife for the Sicknesse of her husband," "Teares of a 

woman lamenting the death of her beloved husband," and "Teares in a woman in the State 

of Widdowhood," among other topics. Featley lists 38 questions to ask oneself before 

bed, such as "What ould offence has been new sinned over?" and "What teares have I shed 

for it?" (90-1). Mary takes this edict to heart, and in her diary, she stresses the amount of 

tears shed as a proof of her spiritual vigor. She prays with "many tears, groans and sighs" 

(79). In 1666, she cries over the Great Fire of London: "desiring that as my sins had 

brought fagots to that fire, so I might bring buckets of tears to quench those flames" (80). 

Since Featley exhorts his female readers to be "weeping daughters of Jerusalem" and to cry 

often and copiously (5-6), Mary's diary is filled with pointed references to the 

"abundance" (72) and "great plenty" of tears she sheds almost daily (140). These tears are 

regarded as a gift from God, and received as an acknowledgment that she is on the correct 

spiritual path. The efficacy of tears is explained, in theoretical terms, in Featley's 

guidebook, although Mary claims to find "experimentaly" that tears bring more comfort 

than worldly laughter (Oct 10, 1666): 

God was pleased exceedingly to move my heart, and to give me many 

teares .... I went and prayed over the sarmon, and againe with teares, begd 
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for mercy for poor England. Lord I blesse thee for this day and had rather 

fast with thee then feast with the world, there being more comfort as I have 

experimentaly fond in weeping than in all the worldes laughter. (Oct 10, 1666) 

Years of tears are recorded in Mary's diaries. She notes on one occasion, "I did mightily 

cry" (Jan 17, 1667/68). Another day finds her "with great store of teares begging God that 

I might be eternally happy in the fruition of herself" (April 12, 1667). In 1676, thoughts of 

death cause her to "send up strong cryes with teares to G for mersy" (May 30, 1676). The 

convention of resorting to tears for the sake of her soul is alluded to in entries that span 

over a decade. 

To this end, it would be fascinating, and illuminating, to know whether Mary did 

shed tears as often as her entries suggest. This is a conundrum. The pious Countess 

would not have allowed herself to lie, repeatedly, in a religious document. However, the 

term 'teares' may have been widely used as a convention, or as an allusion to a feeling of 

sadness. Alternately, Mary's grief may have stemmed from psychological and physical 

causes, as well as from spiritual desolation. Her autobiography, written in 1672, describes 

an illness that used to trouble her and apparently caused her much agony: 

My illness was, as he told me, occasioned by fumes of the spleen, which 

had such strange effects upon me as to make my head shake as if I had had 

the palsy, and made me too many times to speak so that I could hardly be 

understood by anybody. In this distemper I would laugh too and cry for 

nothing; and though I did recover, yet for a long time after my head by fits 

would be much disturbed, but at last, by God's mercy, I attained to perfect 

health again. ("Specialities 26) 

This reference to Mary's strange distempers brings to mind descriptions of illesses found in 

other Stuart lifewriting texts. Often, women will be plagued by depressions or strange 

illnesses that they fear are punishments for sins, or visitations from the Devil. In these 
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cases, the women always seek help and cures from God. Mary's later illnesses, which she 

terms attacks of 'the spleen,' seem to Mendelson to have a strong psychological 

component: "Most attacks occurred the morning after a violent scene with Charles; their 

incidence increased dramatically during his last years and disappeared altogether when 

Mary became a widow" (109). Evidently, Mary's copious tears of sorrow had a range of 

possible causes. 

Mary incorporates tears into her diary, as Featley advises, and she also heeds John 

Beadle's suggestion to alert herself to current affairs fJournall. Chapter II). Beadle asks 

diarists to monitor the state of the nation, and Mary, accordingly, prays for "the crying sins 

of the kingdom" (86). She even blames herself for the strife plaguing England: "I got up 

betimes and when ready went into the wildemes to meditate and to consider what I had in 

particular done to provoke God to punish this nation" (Sep 5, 1666). As these examples 

suggest, Mary incorporates into her diary whatever formal or substantive suggestions are 

offered to her. 

Both Beadle's Joumall and Ambrose's Media caution diarists to thank God for 

deliverances and afflictions. Therefore, Mary praises God for preserving her from broken 

bones (252), fire (115), the plague (148), and the likelihood of eternal damnation. 

Heeding Beadle's injunction to "Blesse God for every twig of his rod" (197), Mary writes, 

"all the crosses and afflictions God had been pleased to exercise me with, had proved 

advantageous for the good of my soul" (196). The sense that she deserves whatever 

burdens she must bear is present throughout much of her diary, as Mary displays the 

subservient posture characteristic of the Puritan faithful. In one particularly self-abasing 

passage, Mary employs the language of masochism to record her desire to humble herself 

before God: 

[I did]beg supporting grace from God to enable me patiently to bear what 
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afflictions he was pleased to lay upon me, that when he did strike me with 

his rod, his staff might support me, that I might not faint when I was corrected 

of him, but might make a sanctified improvement of his fatherly chastisements, 

which I was enabled from my heart to confess I did deserve. (170) 

Mary prays "not to faint" when the Lord corrects her by striking her. Instead, she prays 

for "supporting grace" to patiently bear the afflictions God sends her (170). Although this 

passage seems shockingly masochistic to the secular eye, in terms of Stuart Protestantism, 

it is pretty standard stuff. Mary requests to be beaten into religious submission, whereas 

John Donne famously begs God, "Batter my heart." As an Anglican, Donne came from a 

relatively reserved tradition. Mary is surrounded by Puritans and Dissenters, who are more 

extreme in their language, be it masochistic or joyful, and she borrows their rhetoric. 

As a repentant sinner, Mary is schooled to abandon hopes of earthly happiness. 

She clings to "thoughts of future glory" and the faith that heaven will make "amends for all 

the troubles" she has suffered on Earth (171). Accordingly, she places the needs of others 

before her own. This quality of selflessness, which was widely viewed as an appropriate 

characteristic in a woman, delighted Anthony Walker, who claims in his elegy that she was 

"Mistress and Promotress, not to say the Foundress and Inventress, of a new science—the 

Art of Obliging" (Memoir 21). 

And yet, occasionally, Meiry uses her diary as a forum for a critique—if not of the 

subservient posture expected of her, then of her husband and his failure to adhere to 

Christianity's dictates. Charles Rich was less interested in godliness than his wife, and 

they quarreled over her religiosity. One entry states; "[I] was hindered by my Lord's 

commands from going to church, for which I was much troubled, seeing him so passionate 

about it" (128-9). Mary often records that she prayed for her husband, and she seems to 

take pleasure in her ability to intercede for him. She writes that she "did earnestly wrestle" 

for Lord Rich's soul "with great abundance of tears," and hopes God will heed her request 
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as "a person of so many prayers and tears" (100-101). She seems to feel a sincere 

responsibility to effect her spouse's salvation: "[I] did with abundance of tears beg that 

God would convert him, and make him that swears to fear an oath, and to wash him as 

clean from the guilt of all his sins as the blood of a God could make him" (97). At the 

same time, she clearly relishes her position as the morally and spiritually righteous partner, 

and she is not above making the occasional ironic remark about her husband's 

shortcomings. Of his propensity for swearing, she writes: "I did exceedingly adore and 

admire [God's] mercy, that did yet keep the plague out of my house, when that curse was 

so usually in my husband's mouth" (115). Charles just happens to come to mind when she 

is pondering the "black abyss of eternity": "Whilst I was thinking what a sad thing it 

would be to be eternally miserable, God was pleased to stir up my heart to pray that my 

poor husband might be delivered from the wrath to come" (159-160). Mary even uses her 

power as God's agent to talk back to her husband at the dining table, telling him to "study 

gratitude" for the food which God provides (184). 

Christianity becomes a means through which Mary can derive leverage and power 

in her personal relations. She is strengthened by the idea that she is campaigning for the 

sake of piety and the triumph of the Christian way. Accordingly, she importunes her 

servants, acquaintances and friends to consider their future state. She writes, "I spent the 

whole afternoon in examining and exhorting my servants to prepare themselves to receive 

the sacrament. I was enabled to speak with much seriousness and affection to them, and I 

did much endeavour to bring them to a seriousness in the matter of their souls" (173). 

Several entries record her religious discussions with dying townsfolk, whom Mary always 

counsels to keep faith, and to hope for a better afterlife. She attempts to comfort the 

parents of an ill child: 

In the aftemone my La Mary St John's child being very illl and in great 
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danger of death I was that whole afternone imployde in ordering and looking 

to that and in indeavoring to comfort the sadly aflicted mother and I had 

frequent retumes to God for to spare the childs life (If good In his 

sight)... . (Aprell 23, 1675) 

The child's life hangs in the balance, and the next day, Mary takes the opportunity to 

compose her own heart towards prayer: "the child still continueing ... in a very dangerous 

condition, I found my heart much afflicted for it" (Apr 24). In her standard manner, Mary 

attempts "to bring my heart out of the dull frame it had bene in" (Apr 24). She succeeds: 

"confessing my sins I found my heart in a more than useall maner broken for them", and 

endeavors "to comfort the parents, and got doctor walker to pray with them twice" (Apr 

24). Late that evening, the child dies. Mary, still in her forties, comments that if such a 

young life can be taken, she herself must not be long for the world: "O Lord I doe beseech 

thee sainctefy this spectacle of mortality to me, that I may be seeing one so very young 

taken away by death may consider that I who am old cannot long stay here" (Apr 24). This 

entry, which is typical in its phraseology, is notable in how it applies the metaphor of sight, 

so commonly found in religious discourse. Mary treats the child's death as a "spectacle" of 

mortality for God to sanctify, much in the same way that she observes the spectacle of her 

own heart. She peruses her heart for signs of sorrow and grief, which are to be regarded 

as markers of spiritual progress. As an observer, Mary is less of a participant in the scene 

than a witness of it. Partly, this is because she employs stock phrases to describe her 

feelings and actions. Readers come to recognize these phrases, and skim over them. Yet 

although the seasoned reader of the diaries may find that the passage lacks emotional 

currency, there is a sense that Mary has done her Christian duty, and knows it. 

Mary's mourning for her own son, Charles, who had died eleven years earlier, is 

more pronounced. As is customary, she marks the anniversary of this death in her journal. 

She wonders, as always, if she herself is to blame: 
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May the 16. I kepte it a private fast being the day three yeare upon which my 

son dide ... then I begane to consider what sines I had comited that should 

cause God to call them to remembrance and slay my sonn ... . (1667) 

One feels, on reading Mary's diaries, that death is always hovering over the shoulder of the 

Stuart woman, as those around her fall prey to a very high infant mortality rate, incurable 

diseases, fires, accidents, and wars. That she should feel urgency regarding a future 

condition is not surprising. Furthermore, as Christopher Hill points out, "the Plague in 

1665 and the Great Fire of London in 1666, together with the comets of 1664 and 1665, 

again made men think that the end of the world was at hand" (272). Thus Mary cautions 

"young ladies" to consider how things stand between them and God, and "to be more strict 

than ever in their lives and conversations" (195-6). Her husband's illness prompts even 

more vigilance; "I did in a very serious and awakened frame tell him of his danger, and 

was very home with him about his everlasting state" (217). Mary allows herself a freedom 

and outspokenness in religious matters that she might not permit herself on other topics. 

She derives an unmistakable sense of power and authority from her adherence to societally 

acceptable doctrines, and uses her position as a respectable Christian to authorize her advice 

towards others, and to oversee their conduct and behavior. 

Central to Mary's text are related schisms; her spiritual pride vies with her desire to 

be a humble Christian, and her attempt to suppress her fury in marital arguments is 

thwarted by her strong conviction that she is "ever so much in the right" (238). Mary's 

partial failure to suppress her secular ego affects her adherence to commands given by 

Featley in A Fountaine of Teares. She rebukes herself that her tears are not entirely 

unselfish. In more than one instance, Mary cries over her husband's cruel behavior, and 

then professes guilt for resenting any one's shortcomings but her own; "I was so much 

troubled with his unkindness to me that I was weary of my life .... but afterwards I... did 
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beg God's pardon for shedding so many tears for anything but my sins" (136). The same 

set of circumstances repeats itself in a later entry: 

my lord, without any just cause given by me, spoke very bitterly and 

provokingly to me....I found myself so much overcome with the unkindness 

of it that I wept exceedingly .... Afterwards, I was much troubled that I had 

shed any tears for anything but my sins, and begged God's pardon. (215-16) 

Mary seems as distressed by her propensity to be goaded out of her spiritual resolutions as 

she is by what her husband actually says. She notes, "my Lord was out of humour and 

disputed with great passion with me, and did so provoke me that I was surprised into a 

soden disputeing with him contrary to my resolution". As a result, she is "much troubled" 

(Dec 29, 1666). As she records her husband's unkindness and its effect on her, she 

reproaches herself for exhibiting enough ego to be adversely affected by his behavior. But 

entries that recount quarrels occur often enough to suggest Mary is far from meek when it 

comes to the defense of her religious standards: 

my Lord being exsidingly pationate ... he fell violently pasionate against me, 

which made me ... wretch that I was speake softely to my selfe 

unadvisedly ... at dinar dined with us my brother Hatton who did dreadfully 

swear, and talked so illl that I thought nothing out of hell could have done. I 

was trobled to hear it and did all I could to keepe him from it, but not being 

able to doe it I did shout my dislike of it... After dinner I did gett away from 

that wicked company my soule being much grieved to heare my husband 

swear ... when he was alone I did with great afection and with much respect, 

but with much plainness, tell him of his wicked swearing ... and tolde him 

what agnes it was to me to see him growing worse and worse. (March 15, 

1667/68) 
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By arguing against Charles Rich in favor of seventeenth-century Protestantism, whose 

ideology encourages her to accede to her husband as her lord on earth, Mary 

simultaneously validates this ideology with her words and refutes it with her behaviour. 

The diaries thus encapsulate the central paradox of the pious Stuart Protestant 

worldview. As a humble sinner, Mary must favor all others before herself. Yet the state of 

her own soul and psyche is important enough that it must be constantly monitored and 

assessed by both herself and her Creator. Mary can thank God for her spiritual progress in 

forgetting herself in a time of crisis, even as she mentally marks, and later records, her 

triumph in becoming so self-effacing. This simultaneous rejection of, and implicit valuing 

of, oneself forms the central schism expressed in the majority of Stuart women's diaries. 

The exhaustion created by this laborious and solitary process of self-searching is 

relieved by directing one's focus away from the self. This shift of focus occurs when 

Mary turns her attentions towards union with her heavenly Lord. Anthony Walker, Mary's 

elegist, tells us she altered her daily schedule and rose early in order to salvage quiet 

moments in which to write (Memoir 28). She must have cherished the time spent alone 

with her journal and her God. The intimate relationship of the believer to the Almighty is 

likely to have been an appealing aspect of Christian doctrine to women who found 

themselves, despite their wealth or position, disappointed by their lives. Mary herself 

experienced the death of her children and a difficult marriage. She was receptive to an 

ideology which assured her that Christ, her true bridegroom, awaited her in a better life-to-

come. The passages where she writes of her desire for Christ are the most vibrant and 

erotic in the journal: she hopes to have "sweet communion with him"; she records many 

"spiritual breathings and yearnings after him" (128); and she desires to "blow my languid 

spark of love into a more ardent fire, which I would fain to have blazed with more than 

seraphic heat" (75-6). Mendelson comments wryly, "Mary herself apparently recognized 

an earthly tincture to her more rapturous expressions, for she crossed them out at a later 
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date" (107). Although Mary's phrases are borrowed from the religious discourse of the 

time, they also indicate her intense and heated desire for a balm for her earthly existence. 

In the abbreviated, published edition of her diaries, Mary Rich's voice often seems 

lost or suppressed. Her entries chronicle routine religious activities: she prays, reads 

devotional literature, hears sermons, weeps. Her word choice is familiar and repetitive; she 

transcribes countless phrases from the devotional literature of her era. Although, in a 

tradition made popular by John Bunyan, she attempts to document the vacillations of her 

soul, she does not delineate her spiritual trials and successes with Bunyan's precision and 

nuances. She usually ascribes to herself one of two primary emotional states: either her 

heart is "dull and untoward" during prayer (93), or she achieves a "sweet, refreshing" 

communion with God (115). This lack of literary originality may be attributed partly to the 

constraints of a genre in which Mary's uniqueness was meant to be subverted to a detailed 

recital of God's attentions and mercies. Accordingly, her secular autobiography, written in 

the 1670s, displays more originality and verve. 

Ultimately, what fascinates most about Mary Rich's diary is its length. Perhaps the 

force of her personality resides in the very weight, dedication, and discipline of its 

hundreds upon hundreds of manuscript pages. She may have found the religious 

obligation to write to be at once a duty, a burden, and a pleasure, as she performed to 

perfection her role as Christian penitent, selected from the limited avenues of expression 

extended to her through the diary manuals, and recounted the solitary pleasures of seeking 

God in nature. 

This same mixture of duty, burden, and pleasure is found in the task of reading and 

transcribing her manuscripts. I must confess that my ideas regarding diaries and their 

editors have changed since I began to work with the actual archival manuscripts under 

discussion. In an earlier published version of this essay on Mary Rich, I argued that "even 
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after her death, the vestiges of her self-presentation were manipulated by others," and went 

on to imply that her narrative voice had been silenced, or altered, by nefarious male 

editors (11). It is true that these editors did not release her manuscripts unabridged: in a 

published funeral sermon for the Countess, Eureka. Eureka. The Virtuous Woman Found 

(1678), Anthony Walker quotes only from diary entries chosen to display piety; Mary's 

diaries themselves were not published until 1847, and even then, the text was much-

abridged. However, one glance at the original manuscripts makes even an ardent feminist 

critic such as myself grateful that anyone took the time to review and publish sections of 

these diaries at all. The text is awkwzird to transcribe, in that some early entries incorporate 

symbols such as a heart, a lowercase 'y' for God, and a cross. This cross was used to 

represent, first, Christ and later, Mary's ill husband, as he became, figuratively, her cross 

or burden to bear (Mendelson 103). The manuscripts, which amount to more than 900 

large pages of handwritten text, are written in a script that is, at best, barely decipherable. 

Since each line must be perused, often more than once, in order to render it legible, huge 

demands are made on the reader's attention. Many entries contain line after line with no 

periods, which strains the attention since so much focus and concentration is required to 

grasp the import of a swath of unpunctuated lines. The frequent repetition of phraseology 

adds to the difficulty, as one cannot immediately recognize which lines one has already 

read. Many lines look the same, literally, because they consist of the same words found in 

previous or succeeding entries. I have chosen the entry below as fairly representative: 

Sunday momeing as sone as I waked I blest G, and it being the annual day I 

kept 17 yeares ever since the death of my onely sonn a Fast day to humble 

my Soule before God for that great breach he was then pleased to make in my 

family, as sone as ready I retired and spent much time in meditation and Go. 

was then pleased to bring afreach to mind many of my sonnes dying 

expreasiones and by them much to stir my heart to thankefullness for giveing 
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him to repent and for the unexpresable joy I then felt at hearing his pathetike 

expressiones, I had too large and very awakening meditations of Godes 

hatred against sinn, and of his punishment against sinnares, which did in 

some measure work upon me, but when I consideredhis great goodnes to me, 

and my unworthy retumes for it, I found my heart put in to a soft and melted 

frame, then I red, and prayde I was in an unuseall maner large this morneing 

in the confession of my sinnes, and I was pleased to break my heart in a more 

than usuall maner for them, those which in an espesall maner I grieved for 

were my original sinn, and my heart sinnes, and my gospel sinnes, and my 

disobedience to my father and my not sufficiently morneing for the crying 

sinnes of the nation, and my great unprofitableness under Gospell ordinances 

and dullness and distraition in them, and my doeing no more good to the Souls, 

and bodyes of my fellow Christianes, and my relation-sinnes, and my sines 

against mercyes, I did with grones and a very great plenty of teares moume 

before the Lord for then and judge my selfe from my heart to deserve greator 

damnation, because I was in some sense the chief of sinnares, (O Lord I bless 

thee for inabling me this day to heartily justify thee, and to condemne my selfe 

to have not onely forgeted the blessing thou wast once pleased to give me of 

my sons, but also all the mercyes I am yet possest of) In the aftemone I heard 

at home M Woodroofe, his text was (so then after the Lord had spoken unto 

them he was receaved up into heaven and sat on the right hand of God) I was 

attentive at the sarmon .... (May 16, 1675) 

Although clerics treated diaries as texts which participated-from inception to publication— 

in a religious and. cultural project, these clerics may not have intended to betray or silence 

the women whose texts they published as part of this project. If, in sermons and elegies, 

editors focused on diary entries where women resigned themselves to the demands of 

Christianity, it is probably because the individual voice, whether male or female, was 

meant to be used in the service of religion. Christianity, rather than individuated 

psychology, was the proper focus of the text, in the clerical schema. Besides, the homily 

that one should not spezik ill of the dead almost certainly existed in some form in the 1600s, 
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and it would have seemed disrespectful to the deceased to read out her complaints about her 

husband or sundry other provocations to the mourners on hand. By publishing her most 

pious entries, clerics probably wished to focus on the good in the wavering soul whose 

ultimate fate was under consideration. These considerations suggest that the partial 

suppression of Stuart women's diary entries was a consequence, rather than primary intent, 

of the desire to publish journals as a means of popularizing a formulaic approach to 

Christianity. 

This is not to discount or dismiss the consequences of the daily re-creation of a 

textual self within the parameters, and discourse, of a disempowering ideology. Mary Rich 

begins her first diary entry with a worried query: "What if God showld say to me as the 

Prophet Ahijah to Jeroboas wife: why feignest thou thyselfe to be another woman? Why 

dost thou faine thyselfe to be religious and yet art not one that delightest thy selfe more in 

God?" (qtd in Fell Smith 169). Mary does not explore further the implications of her own 

question—nor does she answer it. She merely writes that she cried an "abundance of tears 

to mourn for my not dealighting more in him." Although it is impossible to answer for her 

with any certainty, I would hazard the suggestion that Mary had a need to pretend to delight 

more in God because that is what she was enculturated to do. The 'other' she feigned to be 

was the woman modeled in the manuals of the time: the woman who submitted quietly to 

the cruelty of fate and those around her, who put herself last and committed her happiness 

entirely and passively to God and his agents on earth. In her final published diary entry, 

Mary writes, "God was pleased to give me a very humbling sight of myself, and to enable 

me to offer up the sacrifice of a broken and contrite heart; and, with great loathing of 

myself, to judge and condemn myself (266). With more than 300 years of disteince, it is 

easy enough to suggest it was not God, but rather the discourse of an insidious and 

pervasive ideology that encouraged Mary Rich "with great loathing...to judge and 

condemn" herself (266). 
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CHAPTER V; Youth, Marriage, and Motherhood 

Marriage and motherhood, in tandem with religion, are recurrent themes in Stuart 

women's diaries. A few diarists discuss, or refer to, a pre-marital existence; Anne Hyde 

leaves a barely legible notebook of childhood jottings; Anne Clifford, Grace Mildmay, 

Alice Thomton and Elizabeth Walker reminisce about youth in their lifewriting; Elizabeth 

Delaval, Mary Terry and Margaret Godolphin leave teenage diary entries. Of the thirty-five 

women diarists in this survey, at least thirty marry at some point in their lives, and at least 

25 were married for most of their joumaling years.' Some of these women married against 

their will; others married for love and came to regret their choice of partner; still others 

express contentment in their marriages. Marriage, at least in the spiritual diaries, is often 

presented as a triangulated affair between a woman, her earthly husband, and Christ, who 

is conceptualized in the diaries as her spiritual husband. God's wrath is invoked on 

romantic rivals and cheating suitors. The diarists are dependent on God and religion to 

requite them when their husband is abusive or their child dies, yet as various entries reveal, 

the same religion encourages diarists to internalize guilt and blame themselves for tragic 

events, rather than direct anger outward or Heaven-ward. 

Motherhood in the Stuart era was fraught with peril. Birth zmd death conflate: 

women frequently die of childbirth-related causes; numerous babies die in infancy, and 

others, who survive it, do not live to reach adulthood. More than two-thirds of the married 

women in this study became mothers, and some were pregnant upwards of ten times. 

Elizabeth Walker had eleven pregnancies; she outlived all of her children. Anne Hyde, later 

Duchess of York, is a teenager in the 1650s, but she is not too young to think about death. 

She writes poignantly, "If I live till the 22 of March 1653 [1654] I am 16 yeare old. My 

dear Aunt Bab was when shee died 24 yeare old" (unpag). While the forms and 
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conventions of Stuart diaries do not foster extensive discussion of one's healthy children, 

elegaic entries to commemorate dead children are a commonplace. These elegaic entries, 

which are filled with tenderness and pathos, should serve the many revisionists of the 

Aries-Shorter-Stone^ hypothesis that early modem mothers detached emotionally from their 

children, who were likely to die before reaching adulthood. Diarist responses to death are, 

of course, partly circumscribed by adherence to generic and religious conventions, yet, by 

working within the bounds of the narrative strategies available to them, women diarists are 

able to express their grief and confusion, if not their anger, at the frequent deaths which 

mark their experience of motherhood. 

The female experience is divided into three stages in Stuart ideology: virginity, 

marriage, and widowhood. Virginity, or the pre-marriage state, is the least represented 

among the diarists. Only Elizabeth Livingston Delaval leaves extensive teenage entries.'' 

Delaval embarks on a well-known life trajectory. As an adolescent, she spends two or 

three years in London and involves herself in the festivities there; then, for practical 

reasons, she returns to a relatively isolated country life and tries to convince herself that this 

quiet retirement is superior to the frenzy of the court milieu. She also fields the advances of 

more than one suitor while attempting to dodge the choice of bridegroom pressed on her by 

interfering relatives. However, after she is disappointed by the faithlessness of professed 

admirers, she ultimately finds herself married to a man she does not love. 

This brief survey of events will seem familiar to many readers, as it catalogues the 

experiences of numerous fictional and actual Tudor, Stuart, and Hanoverian gentlewomen. 

It is a useful survey, in that it quickly summarizes many of the key 'plot points' to appear 

in the lives and the lifewriting of Stuart women in their late teens and twenties. An 

'Austen, Bathurst and Lead wrote as widows; Hyde and Godolphin's texts date from before their marriages. 
"See Aries' L'Enfant et lavie famille sous I'Ancien Reeimef 1960^. Shorter's Making of the Modern Family 
(1976), Stone's Family. Sex and Marriage (1977). 
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acquaintance with these plot points is helpful for the historian, who can build upon 

generalizations, and it is equally pleasant for the novel reader, who can relax and enjoy the 

formula, secure in the certainty that she knows what is coming next. But what about the 

individual voice? What happens to Elizabeth Delaval when she is reduced to a series of plot 

points? Alternately, what happens when five, ten, or fifteen Stuart women write movingly 

on the same topic, yet all of them do so bound by the same conventions, and constrained 

by the same series of narrative gestures? I pose these questions to indicate the sorts of 

problems that arise in constmcting a chapter of this type. With a writer as talented as 

Delaval, it is tempting to take her story as emblematic, and to privilege her voice at the 

expense of the other diarists. Yet studied en masse, the diaries offer a cluster of narrative 

voices able to comment on typical, significant experiences. I will therefore engage 

extensively with Delaval's text, and then move to a thematic analysis incorporating the 

work of many diarists. 

Elizabeth Delaval (1649-1717) is an important addition to a hitherto non-existent 

canon of female Stuart adolescent lifewriters. Delaval admits, at age fifteen, to "a 

perversenesse in my nature hateing all maner of subjection" (54). As an articulate teenager 

commenting on a variety of subjects—not least, her process of personal development and 

spiritual growth—she deserves to be widely read. Excerpts from Delaval were recently 

anthologized in Lay By Your Needles. Ladies. Take Up the Pen (1997') and English 

Women's Voices. 1540-1700 (1992), but she has not yet received the extensive attention 

afforded teenage diarists such as Fanny Bumey or Anne Frank. The latter has helped to 

promote—albeit posthumously—the case for treating adolescent diarists as worthy of literary 

study when it was revealed that she composed her diary with the goal of eventual 

'Anne Clifford (1590-1676) leaves a retrospective account of the year 1603, which may have been taken 
from a diary. The account comes to 7 printed pages in The Diaries of Anne Clifford. 21-27. 
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publication."* Frank's savvy as a diarist-slash-awf/ior of an internationally canonized text 

can be used to counter claims of artlessness in diary writing. 

Elizabeth Delaval's text partakes of a melange of narrative voices. Her meditations, 

begun at age fourteen, describe her childhood, move on to her life as a teenager at court, 

and end when she is newly-married. At age twenty, she introduces the collected 

meditations with the measured, sombre voice of a young woman burdened by an unwanted 

marriage and in search of religious solace, whereas her reminiscences of her youth convey 

the impassioned, often magical flavor of that period. Delaval, who terms all of her entries 

meditations, labels some by number and others by her authorial age: "The second 

meditation writ in my forteenth yeare." The numbered meditations are religious reflections, 

whereas the others are usually secular reminiscences. In the formal introduction to her 

collected papers, the twenty-year-old Delaval puts forth the traditional claim that she is 

performing a religious office. 

Haveing from the time of entering into my 14th yeare kept in scater'd 

paper's most of these resolution's I have made against the evill's of my life, 

I am now resolved by the Grace of God to colect them alltogether, it being 

(in my opinion) an imployment very proper for this season of the yeare which 

the church has particularly apoynted for a time of fasting and repentance. (26) 

It is difficult to detect an individual narrative voice or even discern tone in such a standard 

introduction. By contrast, Delaval's earliest meditation, written in 1662, presents a lively 

and spirited narrator: 

•* As explained in The Diarv of Anne Frank: The Critical Edition (eds. Bamouw and Van Der Stroom, 
1989), Anne wrote two versions of her diary. She began a second version after hearing a Radio Oranje 
announcement requesting "ordinary documents—a diary, letters..." for a proposed national center for war 
documentation (59). For Anne's second version, "she changed, rearranged, sometimes combined entries of 
various dates, expanded and abbreviated" (61). Her father and first editor, Otto Frank, published an edition 
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Here begins the meditation's writ in my forteenth yeare 

1 

There is so much fier in my natural! temper that where I ether love or hate, tis 

with the greatest violence imagenable, and most unhapy have I been in the 

begining of my life by misplaceing of my heart. 

This latter introduction is far more memorable and striking. The passage begins with an 

abrupt declaration, which, in its intimacy, seems to allow the reader into the diarist's 

confidence. The adolescent Fanny Burney uses the same technique when she begins her 

secular diaries in 1768, one hundred and six years after Delaval: 

Poland Street, London, March 27 

To have some account of my thoughts, manners, acquaintance & actions, 

when the Hour arrives in which time is more nimble than memory, is the 

reason which induces me to keep a Journal: a Journal in which I must 

confess my every thought, must open my whole Heart! 

Burney's journals, occasionally shared with her sister, provide an opportunity to practice 

the novelist's skills first displayed, to great effect, in the epistolary novel Evelina. 

Although Delaval, unlike Bumey, does not immediately articulate an adressee to whom she 

opens her "whole heart," her editor notes that "on one occasion, she addressed a 

hypothetical reader as 'you' (29). Delaval also identifies characters and patterns in her life-

-i.e., "when I went to live with my grandmother Gorge[s] (which I did most commonly for 

4 or 5 month's every yeare)"—in a way that would be unnecessary were she writing for 

herself as the only intended audience (28). Delaval seems to wish to be read. 

At fourteen, Delaval's concerns are primarily relational. Already an astute 

observer, she describes her displeasure at having been "mislead," as a child, by her aunt's 

of the diary that combined extracts from both versions, as well as bits from Anne's scattered account book 
and exercise books, etc. 
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servant, Mrs. Carter (29). Delaval offers a psychologically nuanced description of her 

relationship with this caretaker. She depicts Mrs. Carter as a servant who hopes to win her 

favor: "(though she waighted upon my aunt) to indeare her selfe the more to me she 

allway's call'd me her mistresse"(29). Mrs. Carter often helps her sneak away from her 

governness, a Frenchwoman: "and then (as if she had been a girle her self) she wou'd run 

with me into the woods" (29). Delaval draws a moral from the tale—that spoiled children 

develop character problems: 

Being thus taught a domineering temper and haveing an opinion that I was 

most severely delt withall, I thought t'was a noble thing to show my 

resentment of ill usage; and therefore I was continally in a cross humour ... .(30) 

Although Delaval reproaches herself for giving in to fits of pique and other self-

indulgences, she does not give the impression that she was universally pampered. Of her 

aunt, she writes, "I was scarce halph an houer with her in the whole 24 at that time in my 

life" (31). Her Royalist parents, Lady d'Aubigny, and Sir James Livingston, Viscount 

Newburgh, had escaped to the continent after her father's letters to the exiled Charles n fell 

into government hands (Greene 1). They left infant Elizabeth with the Viscount's sister, 

Elizabeth's Aunt Stanhope, in Lincolnshire. Aunt Stanhope alternately quarreled with or 

ignored the child, who was primarily raised by three others: the governness, a servant 

named Mrs. Carter, and aunt Stanhope's pious friend, Mrs. Corny. 

All three of these women contribute, in some way, to the girl's religious education. 

In Women. Religion and Education in Earlv Modem England. Kenneth Charleton 

discusses the "almost universal insistence that the religious education of children ... be 

started early" and points out that those who could not read were taught orally to repeat, and 

remember, various points of religious doctrine (78). The tutelage Delaval receives 

incorporates both of these techniques: she is typically assigned chapters from the French or 
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English Bible to read, and she is asked by her governess "to learn some part of holy 

scripture by heart" as a form of homework (29). Mrs. Carter, the servant, is blamed for 

temporarily luring Delaval away from her birth religion; "I was not quite 6 month's past 10 

yeare old when Mris. Carter begun most pemiceously to insinuate Presbiterian princeples 

into me ... had I not been deliver'd soon out of her hands I shou'd have had the great 

misfortune of being bred up a Presbiterian" (33). Delaval is saved from Presbyterianism 

by her aunt's frequent guest, Mrs. Corny, the "daughter of a whorthy good devine" (34). 

These comments illustrate what Charleton confirms—that women were responsible for a 

large portion of a child's religious education, much of which was conducted through 

household discussion. 

Formal characteristics can obscure or illuminate textual themes, and because Delaval 

does not present dated daily diary entries, it is easier to pass over the repetitious and 

periodic presence of religion in her day. By focusing on significant persons or emotive 

events in her secular reminiscences, Delaval utilizes what Lensink refers to as"diary time" 

(154). Delaval does not belabor the often tedious repetition involved in Stuart practice of 

religious duties. Like her reminiscences, Delaval's religious meditations usually eschew 

discussions of dailiness, even though they are, themselves, numbered and tangible 

products of the ritual of religious writing. Delaval does, however, include a poem titled 

"Our time is in God's hand," wherein she criticizes herself for wasting time, unlike the 

lark, who rises early and "wellcomes the breake of day" (45). Helen Wilcox reads this 

poem as suggestive of "the cyclical nature of devotion,which must be repeated each day 

like the lark's dawn song of praise, partly because each day also brings renewal of sin" 

(1997: 22). Accordingly, in her next entry, Delaval finally elaborates a schedule of 

worship: "I do resolve every day [to practice] my own private morning and evening 

devotion's and the publick prayer's ... to retier my selfe into my closet some houer of the 

day to ofer up my prayers" (45). 
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This sense of continual renewal underscores the seriousness with which religion 

was treated as the mainstay of a young woman's education. John Reynolds, elegist for the 

adolescent diarist Mary Terry, files the majority of her entries under "Her Lord's Days and 

Sacrament Experiences," thereby dividing her life into periods of religious worship. He 

notes that she left a religious covenant "written and sign'd with her own hand, June 1706 

.... according to the Form directed by Mr. Allein," a well-known religious writer. 

Reynolds thus describes a ritual wherein Terry is encouraged to literally sign herself into a 

religion that has already been 'form'-alized (v.II,17). Terry's entry, below, reveals her 

familiarity with various tenets of doctrine, which she lists, as if by rote: 

April 7. 1706. Being aged this month Sixteen Years, I was ... admitted to 

the Participation of the Lord's Supper.... reviewing the Sermon which was 

preach'd that Afternoon ...Wherein ... were shewn the special Grounds upon 

which Persons may be said to be the Lord's, as by Election; by Price and 

Purchase; by effectual Calling, and the Work of Regeneration; and by their 

own Act of Self-Dedication or Covenant-Surrender. Upon all these Grounds 

I hop'd I might now with Comfort look up and say. Lord, I am thine. 

Terry lists the several criteria she must meet before she can plausibly conceptualize herself 

as one of God's elect; once she meets these criteria, she will take "Comfort" if He then 

accepts her. Delaval, by contrast, articulates, at twenty, a stronger confidence than Terry 

that God will accept her soul. Delaval is one of several Stuart diarists to depict God as a 

"kindly" male—here an "old patriark"~who will keep her "safe" from "dangers"; 

O my soul... whatever motive has drawn thee to God, if thou dost now 

begin truly to love and diligently to serve him .... He will pardon thy 

transgretion's. He will... use thee as the old patriark did his bird, who when 

she retum'd unto him kindly put forth his hand and pulled her in unto him 

into the arke, where she was safe above those dangers she fled from. (28). 
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In Delaval's fantasy, God reaches out His hand and pulls her towards Him~to safety, as 

Noah welcomed the dove back to the ark after the Flood. This outstretched hand conjures 

images of the Sistine Chapel; the gendering of the soul as female is also a commonplace. 

As opposed to being memorable for its uniqueness, what is most striking about this 

configuration of God as a protective, kind male is how frequently it is employed by diarists 

disappointed by the men in their lives. Although Delaval is newly married when she writes 

this entry, the marriage is unwanted, and has been orchestrated in part by her father, whom 

she depicts as having abandoned her until adolescence, only to ignore her on his return. 

Delaval's youth and early adolescence are depicted as devoid of male companionship or 

influences. The absence of a male cleric is particularly odd: her aunt probably had a 

chaplain, and someone must have encouraged Delaval to write her copious meditations. 

But if there was a chaplain present, he is never mentioned. Delaval depicts her upbringing 

and her religious education as having been supervised entirely by women. 

The sober aspects of religious learning commingle, in Delaval's reminiscences, 

with fantastical and enjoyable pursuits. She depicts a pleasant childhood spent reading and 

searching for fairies. Her description of children's magical pasttimes is unique among 

female Stuart diarists. When Delaval turns ten, Mrs. Carter teaches her about fairies and 

tells her to keep their existence secret: 

As soon as I was ten yeare old she begun to delude me with tale's of fary's, 

charged me with great secresy and told me that if she and I cou'd but get out 

often to walke alone, the queen of that unknown land she us'd to talke to me 

of (provided that she found I was very secret) wou'd be so graceous as to let 

me se in private one of her court; which fary wou'd be order'd to bring me a 

considering cap which when I had wore a while upon the intersestion of Mris. 

Carter (and still upon condition that I continued very secret), another fary 

shou'd met me in the wood's with a far greater present), which was a wishing 
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cap; and as soon as I begun to wear it, what ever I desier'd I shou'd obtaine. 

All this I firmely beleived and wou'd not have reveal'd the secret of this 

mater for any consideration in the world. (30-31) 

Delaval enjoys, rather than fears, the idea of searching for fairies and keeping magical 

secrets. Even when, as a teenager, she becomes angry with Mrs. Carter, she does not 

accuse her of telling devilish lies. She merely writes, "dayly was I longing for the 

apearance of my first fary (not doubting but the second wou'd soon folow) and continually 

was I puszleing my head what it wou'd be best for me to wish for" (31). A few years 

later, a teenage Delaval seems to wish for continued freedom from major responsibilities. 

She celebrates her carefree state: "My servants are but few, yet they are as many as I want" 

(36). She is pleased to have escaped the concerns that plague her elders, as she elaborates 

the difficulties occasioned by estate management: 

As for an estate, I have none and consequently am free from the troubles 

that attend's it, which I dayly see ... as the falling of rent's, the murmering 

of tennant's for repares or abatement's, the paying of taxces,the dying of 

stock ... . An allowance I have for my close and my pocket mony ... . (36) 

Delaval has more leisure and fewer chores than her elders, and acknowledges this freedom 

in an exercise where she counts her blessings: "How bles'd am I in the freedome that I 

now injoy" (35). Yet occasionally, Delaval professes to regret her relative indolence. In a 

standard disavowal of non-religious pleasures, she laments time wasted on past frivolities: 

"So eagerly bent was I upon these thing's [fairies] that I thought it altogether needlesse to 

pray or to read the holy scriptures" (31). When Delaval directs the servants in a play. 

Pastor Fido. to entertain her visiting father, the play, performed to an audience of "above 

300 people," is a success (40). She is "transported with delight," until she reflects that the 

cost of the entertainment might "have been much beter bestow'd upon the poor" (41). This 
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tacked-on regret, attached to a description of an agreeable pasttime, is such a commonplace 

in the diaries that it comes to seem an empty rhetorical gesture, devoid of sincerity. 

Margaret Godolphin, a contemporary adolescent, rebukes herself, "what, loose money att 

Cards, yet not give the poore?" (June 2, year not given). As teenagers, secular 

amusements are important to Delaval and Godolphin, but they also feel obliged at least to 

gesture towards religion. 

Soon enough, Delaval begins to feel the weight of pecuniary burdens: like Clifford 

and Mildmay before her, she devotes ample text space to the great difficulties occasioned 

by a noblewoman's utter dependence on her relatives for financial support. In her early to 

mid-teens, she spends two years at court as Maid of the Privy Chamber to Queen Catherine 

and contracts large debts. As a Protestant already schooled in the seriousness of spiritual 

credits and debits, Delaval is terrified by the prospect of accumulating actual monetary 

debts. She becomes obsessed by what she owes, and discusses the matter in both her 

religious and secular meditations. She indicates that she will be embarrassed in society 

because she will not be able "to receive obligation's" as she will "never be able to make any 

returne" (50). After lamenting that payment is not in her power, and regretting that she 

does not know when she will be able to pay, she adds, "in the mean time God only know's 

what poverty, what misery, I may cause the poorest of my creditor's to suffer" (50). Here 

she continues her habit of articulating a secular problem or situation before capping her 

discussion with a religious impulse or afterthought. Despite Delaval's chagrin, her editor 

notes that Delaval continued to run up debts at her aunt's home, Nocton, even when "the 

weight of her debts forced her to retire" from court (Greene 7). But her apparent inability 

to curb her expenditures does not undercut her anxiety about her situation. 

Regardless of whether her concern stems from secular embarrassment or religious 

guilt, Delaval is willing to fight to get her debts paid. Her main point of barter is her right 

of refusal. She is of a marriageable age; she knows that just as she wants her debts 
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cleared, her father and aunt Stanhope want her suitably and safely married. It is, in part, 

her father's desire to save money for her marriage portion that makes him procrastinate 

paying the debts. Delaval astutely notes: "were my father vastly rich, I planely see he 

wou'd much sooner part with a great summe for my [marriage] portion then with a small 

one to pay my debt's, because he thinks the last of these not necessary to be done 

first" (89). From the perspective of Delaval's father, the marriage is more important: he 

wants her to make a prestigious and useful alliance and he is willing to contribute and do 

what he percieves as his duty in order for this alliance to occur. Once the alliance does 

occur, his reponsibilties are finished. For Delaval, whose involvement does not end when 

the marriage begins, the situation looks different. It is, in large part, foresight and 

pradence for her future state that makes Delaval so adamant regarding her debts. She must 

have observed cases where a wife brought debts into a marriage, only to be made miserable 

for it. She writes, "had they not been pay'd before I was a wife, they must certenly have 

fallen upon my husband, which I might very probable have been many times reproach'd 

withall by his relation's and have lived for that reason (if for no other) unhapily amongst 

them" (69). For this reason, she declares that if the debts are not paid "[I] do firmely 

resolve never to be maryed at all" (90). Delaval risks alienating her own relatives in order 

to alleviate future misfortune in the house of a resentful husband and in-laws. 

Delaval, who is clearly strong-willed, may nevertheless be displaying more bravado 

or confidence than she feels. Although her editor depicts her as a beautiful heiress with 

several suitors (7), it proves difficult to find one who meets the various criteria of Delaval, 

her father, and her aunt. With no money or home of her own, Delaval can be made 

miserable under their roof. She does not intimate that she will be beaten or hurt for 

refusing~but she fears her father's displeasure, if not his wrath. He can keep her locked 

up in his household "like a prisoner." Although Delaval puts a brave face on the prospect 
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of such isolation—"I shall have books ... I shall not be miserable," she may become so 

lonely that she feels desperate to alter her existence (186). 

At various junctures, Delaval writes of her bitterness towards both her father and 

her aunt. She admits, "I faile not with bittemesse to censure my father for all his faleings, 

and to discourse of them to many hearers (Oct 10, 1670). She feels her aunt has doubly 

betrayed her. One thousand pounds—enough to pay off the debts—had been left to Delaval 

by her grandmother Gorges, but deposited with her aunt for safekeeping. Stanhope, who 

hopes to use the money as part of Delaval's portion, will not release the funds (69). 

Eventually, as Delaval's anger builds, she launches into a passionate defense of her right to 

her grandmother's legacy, and condemns her elders for attempting to force her into a 

situation from which she may suffer for all of her life: 

I disputed the mater very earnestly with my aunt when I found it was both 

my father's will and her's to make me change my state of life and ty me up 

in bond's I never wou'd have chose, and which I desier'd might not be made 

so much the heavyer by a load of debt's. 

We had a long and firce argument upon this subject. (69) 

Remarkably, Delaval 'wins' the "long and firce" argument, in the sense that her debts are 

paid. But the high tension of the prolonged dispute does not come without a price. Her 

editor explains, "after the emotions aroused by this episode died down, Elizabeth lost the 

will to oppose the Delaval marriage" (Greene 12). This is not a facile description of 

Delaval's reaction: when her father accepts Robert Delaval as her betrothed and Robert 

arrives at Nocton, Elizabeth describes a decline into a deep depression. She depicts herself 

as suffering from "a continuall mallancoly for severall week's" (178). She becomes 

lethargic and is seized by "a heavy drousynesse" that prevents her from carrying out her 
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daily religious duties (178). She also becomes cognizant of intrusive thoughts and even an 

alteration in her personality: 

Tis caused by a mixture of all the unplesant thoughts I have ever entertained 

off what has happen'd to me in my whole life, and it dos not rob me of my 

naturall cherefull temper ... but it also distroy's my health .... (178) 

Delaval writes of brooding over the past injustices of her whole life, but the recent 

courtship process alone would have been enough to upset her. She has been disappointed 

by the faithlessness of Lord Annesley, a previous (favorite) suitor. She has also opposed 

her angry aunt by refusing to marry the Roman Catholic Lord Brudnell, gaining aunt 

Stanhope's enmity by this opposition. When Robert Delaval presses his suit, Delaval is no 

longer a teenager, and her relatives must have been continually increasing the pressure for 

her to wed. So, exhausted by the strife and worn down from the battle over the payment of 

her debts, she marries. 

Courtship 

Elizabeth Delaval's courtship and marriage negotiations are steeped in intricacy and 

complexity. With no money of her own, Delaval has only herself as a bartering tool. She 

must navigate the demands of various relatives, please them so that they negotiate a 

reasonable settlement on her behalf, and ultimately enter into the purview of a new family, 

whom she must also aspire to please. The practical complications are made more fraught 

by heightened emotions; she doubts whether her relatives and caretakers have any concern 

for her happiness, and she also has intense emotional reactions—good and bad—to the 

suitors themselves. Perhaps the pressure on these noblewomen is more intense because 

they are expected to marry men of the aristocracy, and the noblewomen must consider 
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factors of both lineage and wealth. In terms of wealth and prestige, the stakes are high, 

whereas the availability of acceptable suitors is relatively low. 

Titled diarists often portray courtship as a disappointing and disheartening 

experience. Often, the women feel betrayed not only by their parents but by the suitors 

who, discouraged by practical difficulties, drop away after making elaborate protestations 

of love. In Delaval's case, she is courted by Lord James Anesley, eldest son and heir to 

the Earl of Anesley. James, Elizabeth writes, "declared ... he cou'd never be hapy without 

me" (106). Although the couple wish to marry, the Earl cannot come to an acceptable 

settlement with Elizabeth's Aunt Stanhope. James encourages Elizabeth to elope, but she 

explains, "I was not capable of doing it, having a nicenesse in my conscience which 

hinder'd me from marying anybody contrary to the consent of there parents. Since I have 

known the world better, I have been satisfyed that I might have done it without any crime 

or dishonour" (167). Although she does not say so, her "niceness [of] conscience" may 

have its roots in her fear of a lifetime of dealing with irate in-laws, as does her desire to pay 

her debts before marriage. The Earl of Annesly considers Elizabeth "an overforward 

beauty;" (qtd in Greene 8); when he learns his son may elope, he tells James that if the 

marriage occurs, "he might beg with [Elizabeth] if he pleased, but that he wou'd not give 

him a six pence of his estate, which shou'd all be settled upon his second son" (170). At 

this point, three years into the courtship, James Anesley rapidly withdraws his suit and 

marries another, leaving Elizabeth to write, "I will never trust sighs, tear's, nor vow's any 

more" (171). This sort of experience is not uncommon. Lady Anne Halkett (1622/3-1699) 

becomes enamored of Thomas Howard, eldest son and heir to Lord Howard of Escrick. 

Halkett's editor John Loftis describes "the strategems she and the young man employed to 

communicate and meet despite parental opposition" (x). Halkett, like Delaval, is told that 

her behavior is unseemly, which results in a dramatic argument with her mother: 
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my mother asked mee if I was not ashamed to thinke itt would bee said my 

Lord H.was forced to send away his son to secure him from mee. 

I said I could not butt regrett what ever had occationed her displeasure or his 

punishmentt, butt I was guilty of noe unhandsome action to make me 

ashamed; and therfore, what ever were my presentt misfortune, I was 

confident to evidence before I died that noe child she had had greater love 

and respect to her, or more obedience. 

To which shee replied, 'Itt seemes you have a good opinion of your 

selfe'. ("Memoirs 17) 

Halkett cleverly couches her intention to continue her unpopular behavior in the language of 

honor and obedience. By contrast, Delaval is so angry when her aunt prevents her from 

marrying Anesley that she responds with overt defiance: 

The height of my spirit has hinder'd me from gaining an aunt by kind 

submissive way's (which I proudly call flattery)... and which is yet worse, 

the rage of anger I am in has forced me to neglect the paying my aunt those 

dayly duty's that I ow her. My countencnace to her is quite allter'd, and as if 

she were under my power not I her's, I am grown pevish and morose in my 

conversation. 

Out of pure crossnesse I do not faile to contradict her opinion's dayly .... 

(112-13) 

Both Halkett and Delaval portray themselves as self-assured, high-spirited, assertive young 

women who are, nonetheless, unable to manipulate their circumstances according to their 

liking. 

Once Halkett and Delaval are abandoned by their suitors, who leave them to marry 

Earls' daughters, both women experience a public loss of face that dampens their 

confidence. The betrayed women then wrestle with their feelings of anger and revenge. 

Delaval writes of Anesley, "I am told his father will force him to mary a daughter of the 

Earle of Rutlands whom he has yet never seen, which some time or other I am sure he will 
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smart for. And this I do not say out of revenge but in true griefe" (27). As is her pattern, 

Delaval begins with an impious thought—"! am sure he will smart"~and attempts to 

ameliorate it with a religious reflection: "God forbid that I... should mourn any longer for 

the loss of any thing but [H]is favour" (27). Halkett, on hearing her suitor has married, 

recalls "flinging my selfe downe upon [the] bed, I said, 'Is this the man for whom I have 

sufred so much?'" (22). When his marriage turns out badly, she alludes to this as a 

presager of the state of his "accounts att the day of reckoning" (23). Halkett admits, 

"Nothing troubled mee more then my mother's laughing att mee, and perhaps so did 

others" (22). 

Delaval is also troubled by the public reaction to her indiscretion. She is relieved 

when the King condemns Anesley for his disloyalty, since she realizes her reputation could 

have been ruined by the desertion. Accordingly, Delaval thanks God for the care taken by 

the King and her friends to "preserve my honnour from those scandells that t'was probable 

Lord Annesleys actions might have raysed off me in the world" (177). The young women 

come to perceive that private emotion must be negotiated, like public propriety, and the loss 

of reputation can ultimately prove as detrimental as the loss of love. 

The concerns surrounding first marriage recur in differing proportions in 

consideration of remarriage, in that the women themselves, as opposed to their guardians, 

bespeak practical concerns. In her discussions of marriage, Katherine Austen, the 

Protestant daughter and widow of successful merchants, articulates attitudes integral to the 

rising merchant class. Austen, a 35 year-old London widow with three children, considers 

remarriage in the mid-1660s. She is in a far better position than Delaval in that no one is 

pushing her to marry. As a widow, she can live off funds from managing the "family 

properties" (Todd 209). For Austen, marriage is a real choice, an option rather than an 

inevitability. In her notebook, she articulates concerns and an outlook in line with her 

social position. Austen prizes wealth, and believes that, as opposed to aristocracy. 
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"mediocrity is the happiest condition we can attain" (220). She differs from some of her 

peers, perhaps, in that her lack of interest in acquiring a title does not seem feigned. By the 

eighteenth century, the notion of a nobleman marrying a wealthy merchant's daughter 

becomes commonplace. Yet the idea does not entice Austen, who believes wealth to be far 

superior to title: 

If I could have a fortune [that] would entice a person of honour [a nobleman], 

yet I am not so in love with it to be ready to part with [a fortune].... I esteem 

honour not worth anything, unless it be well guarded with wealth ... . So ... 

the fortune I judge [is] the real honour, and title is the omament.... And if 

the costliness and splendour of my title eats up my estate, I shall rather [divest] 

myself of it... . (219) 

Austen is the only Stuart women diarist to express such a blatant disregard for title in a 

suitor. None of the noblewomen, by contrast, are dismissive of wealth or financial 

security. As a mother and an owner of properties, Austen develops a pragmatic 

philosophy, and realizes what the noblewomen leam from experience—that access to real 

money, and the ability to manage one's own properties and affairs, will prove more useful 

than the tide without this attendant ability and access. 

Austen's cautiousness asserts itself in suspicions that she is being courted for her 

money. When she is wooed by the physician Alexander Calder, she fears that she may 

"consent to a dishonourable marriage" (226). For Austen, to marry someone less wealthy 

than herself is dishonourable; she fears his motives in pursuing her are also dishonourable. 

She worries about believing Calder's "winning flattering discourses" (225), and cautions 

herself "not to give credit to words: the King courts the city and loves it because it is rich" 

(227). The expression 'it's as easy to fall in love with a rich man as a poor man' is here 

found in an earlier form: "Not that there may be singular virtue in a person of low fortune. 

There may be also the same in one of a considerable" (226). Austen's choice of the term 
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virtue links her to discourses of piety and class, as virtue comes to be a prized attribute of 

middle-class women (and men) on the eighteenth-century marriage market. As for love, 

she suspects "a reflection of disrepute when women's inclinations are steered all by love" 

(220). Austen also exhibits the tendency of those in her social stratum to scoff at nobility, 

while priding themselves on their separateness from those beneath them: 

As for my body it can be enjoyed but by one. And I hope it is the worst 

part of me and that... every servant maid and country wench may excel mine, 

and give the same satisfaction as mine .... And if anything in me is to be 

loved I hope 'tis my mind. And that I deny not a friendly correspondence ... 

to ... any beside. Thus all my friends may partake of me and enjoy me and be 

married in the dearnesses and usefulness and benefits of friendship .... (227) 

What is gendered—that is, her body—Austen shares with "every servant maid and country 

wench;" thus it is "the worst part" of her. Her mind, however, must, in her view, excel 

theirs, as she has had more opportunity to "weigh the hours of the day, to divide them in 

several studies, employments, in devotion, in soberness, in educating my children, in a 

portion for retirement" (217). Austen is strict in respecting what she considers the 

advantages, or perogatives of her class: when Calder tells her that if she were a beggar 

woman, she would marry him, and they could talk all day, for he always learns something 

from her, she replies acerbically, "I told him he was mistaken, and if I was [a beggar 

woman], he would not" (228). Austen wants to be esteemed, even loved, for the attributes 

she associates with her social status. When Calder dies abruptly, Austen spends her life 

"devoting herself to business affairs," an arena in which she proves very successful (Todd 

210). 

Marriage 
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The diarists are surprisingly candid in their written reactions to marriage. Clifford, 

Cowper, Delaval, Rich, Freke, and Thornton all complain of their marriages; this, in turn, 

gives weight to the credibility of the testimony of those who do not complain. It is worth 

noting that all of the openly dissatisfied diarists are Anglican, and Rich is the only one of 

these to be strongly influenced by Puritan clerics. However, several of the diarists who 

express contentment are also Anglican and thus could readily have made complaints. Civil 

war and the heightened sense of common purpose induced by imminent danger was 

probably a factor in strengthening spousal bonds, as three of the four war diarists express 

great love and concern for their husbands. The fourth, Alice Thornton, was bullied into 

marriage against her will. Although she complains strongly of this, once she is married, 

her reminiscences focus on other topics—chief among them, her nine pregnancies (Eraser 

84). As soon as Mr. Thornton becomes seriously ill, his wife always refers to him as her 

"deare" husband; once he dies, he is her "deare and honoured" husband (175). Except in 

the case of Mary Rich, whose husband's gout exacerbated his irritability and short-

temperedness, the incidence of accidents or illness generally inspires increased concern on 

the part of the wives. Anonymous, for instance, writes, "I went to my prayers which by 

reson of my husband, being not well were to full of wandering thoughts" (Feb 24, 

1681/82). Of course, pious wives are supposed to evince thankfulness when their 

husbands are delivered from danger, whether this danger arrives in the form of illness, 

accidents or assailants. But insofar as it is possible to gauge overall tone—and there is 

ample space for discussion of husbands in the longer diaries—eight of the fourteen diarists 

whose writings on marriage survive found some measure of contentment in their 

marriages. 

Widows are not included in these calculations, since since it is virtually unheard of for 

widows to express resentment towards dead spouses. Once a husband dies, his memory 

becomes respected, if not revered. Katherine Austen, whose notebook begins when she is a 
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widow, writes of her husband, "[he] rendered me all the love and all the affection a person 

could possibly oblige his friend with" (215). The widowed author Jane Lead, whose parents 

pressed her to marry against her will, records an annual "Commemmoration of my 

Widdowhood" in which she refers respectfully to her deceased spouse (Feb 5, 1679/80). The 

widowed Elianor Stockton writes, in "Some Remarks upon the Sickness death and parting 

with my deare husband," that "many more things doe greatly trouble me even every thing 

wherein I came short of my duty towards him, and that I made no better improvement of so 

great a mercy enjoyed so long" (undated, 1695). Even Elizabeth Freke, who entitles her 

manuscript "Some Few Remembrances of My Misfortuns Which Have Atended Me In My 

Unhappy Life Since I Were Marryed: Wch Was November the 14: 1671," alters her tone 

when her husband Percy is on his deathbed in 1706. After expressing approximately thirty-

five years of written dissatisfaction with her husband, Freke writes, "God Took to Him selfe 

my drst Cosin & Husband ... Noe Mortall was with him butt my wretched selfe.... my crying 

out soon filled the house outt of the Church, to be A Witnes of My unhappy and deplorable 

Fate" (62). Thereafter, the dead Mr. Freke is referred to as her "Deer" husband. For those 

many women who found widowhood perilous, financially or in tenns of practical safety,^ the 

married state may have held retrospective appeal. 

Possibly due to convention, the wives of dissenting clerics who write of marriage 

all depict happy unions. Bury, Savage,® and Walker leave loving references to their 

spouses. In his Breviate of his wife Margaret, the dissenting cleric Richard Baxter also 

describes a happy relationship. These positive portrayals may be attributable to generic and 

religious expectations, or they may result from the piety of the two partners involved. 

'To cite but three examples; Anne Clifford remarried after an attempted robbery occurred on her property. 
More than one critic suspects she felt "the need of a protector," particularly in light of her ongoing battle 
for her lands (Clifford 91). Elizabeth Freke had numerous problems with aggressive tenants, none of which 
eased when she became the Widow Freke. Jane Lead was temporarily homeless after her husband died. 
""It is not clear whether Sarah Savage married a divine, but she was the daughter and sister of Dissenting 
divines, and her marriage was based on piety. 
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Many diarists, whether Anglican or Dissenters, express a desire for devout husbands, and 

more than one refuses to marry a suitor of another sect. When mutual religious devotion 

and compatibility of doctrine is the basis for a marriage, as in the case of the minister's 

wives, such marriages would have had a high chance of succeeding—or, at least, of 

meeting the articulated criteria for success: that is, a shared spiritual purpose. The 

dissenting minister Samuel Bury, a second husband, goes so far as to lavish praises on his 

wife's first marriage: 

Her first Marriage was to Griffith Lloyd ... a Person of great Piety .... 

They lived together about Fifteen Years ... with such mutual Love and 

Pleasure, as to be taken notice of by all their Neighbours; envied by some, 

and gloried in by others, especially their own Relations. (25) 

Bury, who married Elizabeth when she was in her mid-fifties, incorporates into his diary elegy 

various instances of her "constant and too solicitous Concern" for him (26). Elizabeth Walker, 

who is also elegized by her husband-cleric, expresses much affection towards Anthony in her 

writings, which are composed over the course of their forty-year marriage. Elizabeth always 

refers to Anthony as her "Dear Husband," and she offers an account of her sun-filled wedding 

day as a presager of their joyous union: 

I was married by Mr. Watson at Hammersmith, on July 23, 1650 .... The 

morning was lowring, with small Rain, and very likely to be a wet day, 

which was uncomfortable, and much troubled me: But recollecting my self, 

my Thoughts suggested to me, what's matter for these Clouds, if the Sun of 

Righteousness shine through them upon us. I had not got to the Water-side ... 

but the Sun expelled the Clouds to y comfort; it broke forth and shined ... I 

do not know that the Sun dissappeared one moment that day ... but was as 

clear and bright a day as ever my Eyes beheld. Thus God was pleased to 

condescend to my weakness. (27-28) 
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Sara Mendelson addresses the Stuart propensity to regard sunshine as an omen of future 

happiness: "Obviously this was an unfortunate superstition to hold in England" (1985: 

192). Nevertheless, the Walker marriage, like that of the other cleric's wives, appears to 

have been a satisfying one. 

As regards sexual satisfaction, although no Puritan or Dissenting female diarist 

refers to the subject in her diary, Theodore De Welles argues in "Sex and Sexual Attitudes 

in Seventeenth-Century England: The Evidence from Puritan Diaries" that Puritans were 

expected and encouraged to enjoy sex. His research into Puritan attitudes towards sexual 

pleasure led him to conclude that the absence of sexual discussion in spiritual diaries stems 

from constraints of genre, rather than from shame or disgust regarding sexuality (59). As 

evidence for his argument that Puritan women were encouraged to enjoy sex, De Welles 

cites the popularity of the "two-seed or semence theory" found in sixteenth-century medical 

books, which stressed that both men and women had to experience orgasm for conception 

to occur (54-5). He notes that diarist Grace Mildmay would have encountered this theory 

when she read Vigon's Most Excellent Workes of Chirurgerve (1543) (54-5). Certainly, if 

the number of pregnancies is any indication, Puritan spouses were highly sexually active. 

Yet they are silent on the matter of sexual intimacy. The one Stuart woman diarist to 

discuss sex, Sarah Cowper, is Anglican, and she records her dislike of it as proof of her 

virtue. I think it unsurprising that the vast majority of women diarists eschewed sexual 

confessions, when they knew that their diaries might receive posthumous perusal. Yet a 

number of women write lovingly and affectionately of their husbands, and De Welles may 

be correct that sex formed an important and positive bond in many Puritan marriages. 

Unhappy marriages also receive forthright mention in several diaries. Elizabeth 

Delaval regrets attacking her husband's bad behavior with "proud ill natured words," as 

she thinks this tactic merely stirs him into "the fury of a mad and sinful passion" (210). 

Mary Rich often says much the same thing; "my Lord was out of humour and disputed 
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with great passion with me, and did so provoke me that I was surprised into a soden 

disputeing with him contrary to my resolution" (Dec 29, 1666). Charles Rich responds to 

his wife with "fierceness," leaving her "much troubled ... that I had disputed with him" 

(Dec 29, 1666). Sarah Cowper also records bitter quarrels with her husband. Although 

she does not blatantly address the issue of his infidelity,^ her diary provides ample hints 

that her husband William is having an affair with their maid. When he berates Sarah for 

being too proud of her status as a chaste wife~"he Compared, or rather wou'd level me 

with a Lier and a whore, saying; pride was a worse sin than either"—she rages, "I shall not 

be perswaded, but the vertuous have some Reason to value themselves ... and I spared not 

to tell him, that my manner of living with him, did deserve all the praise and Respect, that 

he cou'd give me" (Oct 1, 1700). Later that month, she chides him for not knowing "the 

difference between a chast wife an a whore .... After this said I thought it was time to 

depart" (Oct 30, 1700). Cowper's unhappy situation is rendered poignant in her 

description of her marital correspondence. When she receives what she believes to be the 

first letter from her husband since their marriage, she does not know how to reply honestly 

and with propriety: 

It being the first occasion I ever had to Answer any letter from Sr W I was 

at a loss how to subscribe myself. The common form of words—yr Loving, 

Affectionate, & c I omitted, and said y most ffaithfull Consort, w sure I am 

was perfectly true .... (Jan 3, 1701) 

After many years of marriage, Cowper does not know whether she loves her husband. By 

contrast, Elizabeth Delaval's misery is made evident in her first married entry. She is 

openly dismissive and sarcastic about her husband's capacity to bring her happiness in their 

new marriage: 

'Cowper does not address her husband's fidelity in the (large) portion of the microfilmed diary that I have 
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Christmaisse Eve, 1670, the first meditation writ after my maryage with Mr. Delaval 

Since my state of life is changed, tho I cannot say I mete with joys to destract 

me in the performance of holy duty's, or that I have entertained a violent 

passion in my heart, yet something or other dos incline me to tryfle away my 

time ... Since I am not... charmed with so much love for my husband as 

might make mine grow cold to my God, why is it, O my soul, that thou art 

dayly overtaken with new mischiefes .... (201-2) 

Delaval follows up her complaints about her husband with self-reproaches. She also 

regrets her inability to forgive her dying father for his role in bringing about her arranged 

marriage, and laments the "wicked revengeful spirit" that colors her behavior at her father's 

"very death bed" (202). But she does not pretend to love her husband; nor does she deny 

her anger that her (albeit forced) compliance to her father's wishes has ruined her chances 

for marital happiness. 

Yet in a patriarchal culture the father or Father must be placated. In cases where 

women marry against their fathers' wishes, the resultant unhappy marriages are perceived 

as punishment for filial disobedience. Elizabeth Freke attributes the trauma of her long-

desired marriage, which took place after a courtship of six or seven years (George 185), to 

her "disobedience In Marrying as I did, withoutt my deer Fathers Knowledge" (22). Mary 

Rich also implies that her determined insistence on marrying Charles Rich, a younger son, 

against her father's will, was repaid by years of marital unhappiness. To Mary's dismay, 

Charles proves resolutely irreligious. In her autobiography, Mary thanks God for having 

placed her with religious in-laws, despite her sin of failing to adhere to her father's wishes: 

Here let me admire at the goodness of God, that by His good providence to 

me, when I by my marriage thought of nothing but having a person for whom 

read. However, she may address this issue in entries I have not seen. 
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I had a great passion, and never sought God in it, but by marrying my 

husband flatly disobeyed His command ... of obeying my father; yet was 

pleased by His unmerited goodness to me to bring me, by my marriage ... 

to a religious family, (qtd in Otten 166) 

In Rich's diary entries, God becomes the father whose opinion is most anxiously sought, 

whereas Christ is invoked as her bridegroom. Indeed, as Sara Mendelson notes, "Mary 

herself apparently recognized an earthly tincture to her more rapturous expressions, for she 

crossed them out at a later date" (1987: 107). In other words, on re-reading her diaries. 

Rich found she too often "pationately," rather than piously, loved Jesus. The widow Ann 

Bathurst also uses much sexual imagery in her metaphorical descriptions of union with 

Jesus and God: "they opened up my stomach ... O the joy! that I had gotten my God, my 

saviour and redeemer, sitting in me, as on a throne of refiner's fire" (Sep 10, 1679). She 

writes, "I am as pent milk in the breast, ready to be poured forth & dilated into Thee" (June 

30, 1693). These entries, and more, illustrate that when fathers and husbands disappoint 

through negligence or absence, God and Jesus are available to take their place. 

In-laws can also be a source of marital discord, particularly when a couple cannot 

afford to live away from the husband's parents. Grace Mildmay expresses dissatisfaction 

with her father-in-law, with whom she lived for years. Elizabeth Delaval refers to her 

father-in-law in conversation as 'foole and knave governed by his sotte wife' (qtd. in 

Greene 13). Elizabeth Freke was condemned by her sister-in-law for taking her husband 

Percy away from his aging mother: she was considered by the sister-in-law to be the 

source of the mother's death. By the same token, husbands were rarely enamoured of their 

mother-in-laws. One anonymous dizu-ist writes, "at diner God was pleased to viset me with 

my usuall afflictions of a deference between my Hus and Mo which was the more grievous 

being before many witness's ... my life has become a burden and bitter to me because I am 

so often the cause of the sin and trouble of persons so dear to 
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me" (Sun 14, year not given). Although there are exceptions, in-laws are usually alluded 

to as a source of marital strife. 

Motherhood 

The diaries are an extremely interesting source of information about Stuart 

motherhood. This is not to suggest that they provide a full, or even a detailed, picture of 

mother-child relations. In the spiritual diaries, healthy children are rarely mentioned, 

except in passing.® This is not true of the secular Anglican diaries of the late Stuart period: 

Mary Woodforde provides an affectionate account of her children's academic mishaps, and 

Sarah Cowper and Elizabeth Freke complain bitterly over the behavior of their adult sons. 

Yet the bulk of material dealing with motherhood is nevertheless found in the spiritual 

diaries. This material focuses primarily on children who are in the process of being born or 

dying. Liminal children take precedence in three important subgenres of the spiritual diary; 

namely, in the prayers for pregnancy and childbirth, in the prayers for deliverance from 

accidents and illness, and in the elegies for dead children. 

As the diaries attest, Stuart motherhood was perilous and relentless. Most of the 

diarists endured multiple pregnancies. The term 'endured' is not chosen lightly: Stuart 

pregnancies were carried out without modem anaesthetic methods, and they often ended in 

the mothers' death. Even if a mother did not die, there was always a strong possibility that 

her baby might. As a healthy infant was a hoped-for occurence, nursing mothers were 

praised and endowed with spiritual qualities. Ann Bathurst writes mystical paeans to milk-

giving breasts, and Elizabeth Bury asks from God the same love that nursing mothers give 

their children: 

" When children are mentioned, modem-day readers are disconcerted by the Stuart habit of referring to a 
child impersonally. Throughout her diaries, Anne Clifford refers to her daughter as "the child." When Mary 
Rich tends a friend's dying child, she refers to "it" and "the child" (April 24, 1675). This custom of 
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Meditating on the Providence of God in Brutes and Humane Kind, that loved 

their young Ones more ardently, and with encreasing Endearments still, after 

they had nourished them with their Milk, or lactified Blood; my Soul pleaded 

hard with the GOD of Nature, Grace, and Glory, that the Wonders of his 

Love might not be less in Grace than Nature. (Mar 3, 1694/95) 

Just as nursing mothers received praise, those who failed to nurse became targets of scorn, 

pity, and abuse. Anne Halkett's maid, Miriam, calls on God to revenge the faithlessness of 

Halkett's straying suitor, Thomas Howard. Miriam hopes Howard's new wife will have 

"dry breasts" and miscarry: 

When Miriam first heard hee was married, shee lifted up her hands and 

said, "Give her, O Lord, dry breasts and a miscarying wombe', which I 

reproved her for. Butt itt seems the Lord thought fitt to grant her request, 

for that lady miscaried of several! children before shee brought one to the 

full time, and that one died presently ... which may bee a lesson ... . (22-3) 

Halkett's belief that the hoped-for miscarriage has occured as a measure of God's justice is 

significant. Incidences of miscarriages, stillbirths, and infant deaths were so high in Stuart 

England that mothers and would-be mothers were continually at risk of being blamed for their 

children's deaths. Phyllis Mack notes, "the death of an infant might well be spiritually 

catastrophic, because the exhausted mother was instructed to interpret the death as punishment 

for her own sinfulness" (37). Since a mother's sin would have to be very great to merit the 

death of an innocent child, guilt, fear, and shame accompanied the grief and exhaustion that 

arose from postpartum difficulties and increased with the said child's death. 

The cultural anxiety that surfaced around the experience of pregnancy and childbirth 

was not ignored by the religious establishment. Many spiritual guidebooks featured 

eschewing names does not seem to imply a lack of involvement of affection: when the child dies, Rich 
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collections of prayers, including prayers for pregnancy and childbirth (Charlton 74). One 

such book by Bentley provided more than sixty pages of "Praiers to be said of women with 

child, and in child-bed, and after their delivery" (Travitsky 249). Sections designed to 

instill the fear of God included directions for a woman's attendants if her labor ended in 

death; 

"If the woman have verie sore labour, and be long in travelling, and in danger 

of death,then let the mid-wife, and all the women assistant about hir, kneele 

downe, and praie after one another, hartilie and eamestlie, as followeth" 

(138-148); "When she is departing, and yeeldeth up the ghost..." and so 

forth, (qtd in Travitsky 249) 

Charlton notes that Elizabeth Egerton and Katherine Austen were among the many women 

who copied out childbirth-related prayers (74, 264). Egerton, particularly, would have 

needed them: she was pregnant at least ten times and ultimately died in childbirth 

(Travitsky 249). 

Conversely, when Elizabeth Carey, Viscountess Mordaunt, thanks God for "the 

Great Blesing of many Children," she is, in fact, noting a remarkably fortunate 

childbearing history (June 2, 1658). Carey, whose pregnancies span a twenty-year period, 

is outlived by eleven healthy children. Since Carey's diary consists mainly of a standard 

series of pious thanksgivings, her children are never discussed in depth or detail, but she 

does compose a ritual entry for each birth. When her first son is bom, she abases herself 

profusely: "Lorde what am I... I am nothing but a dede doge without thee, but thou 

supportest me on every side" (April 22,1649). During another pregnancy, she writes out a 

list of prayers, including her hope that her unborn child will eventually receive Baptism and 

grow up in the fear of God. Carey also writes, "if it be thy blesed will let it be a 

describes herself as "much afflicted" (April 24,1675). 
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boy" (1657). While this request, written as part of a series of pious requests, does not 

confirm that she herself wanted boys, it does point up the fact that the church privileged 

male babies as preferable. Perhaps to remind herself or her husband that girls are also 

valuable additions to the family, Carey thanks God for a "Live and perfitt Childe" (Aug 31, 

1661) and "ye Great blesing of a perfitt child" (July 15, 1664) when her daughters Corey 

and Sophia are bom. The boys' births are not noted in this manner. Regardless of the 

newborn's sex, a successful childbirth is usually accompanied by fervent praise of the 

Lord. A healthy newborn of either sex is apt to provoke relief, as his or her safe birth 

signals God's favor. Alice Thornton is perhaps the only exception to the formula that 

healthy children be greeted with acclamation. Thornton decreases in written enthusiasm as 

her pregnancies increase in number. When her first child is bom, she does not describe it 

by name or sex, but she thanks the Lord at length, in effusive language: "O Thou most 

Holy One of Israel, blessed by Thy glorious name, and magnified for ever, that Thou hast 

put fresh opportunities of praising Thee and serving the Lord in the land of the liveing" 

(Aug 6, 1652). She begs that he see fit to render her eternally thankful: 

Stirre up my heart and soule in tme and unfeigned thankfulnesse to Thy 

Devine Majestie, and never to be thankefull or ingratefull, or unprofitable in 

Thy world, or forgettfull of these inexpressable mercys and deliverances in 

my child-birth ... which my soule had never seene before till now. (Aug 6, 1652) 

By the time she has her second child, the flowery language is gone and a straightforward, 

albeit lengthy, description of the date, time, place and witnesses ensues. The birth of her 

third child is commemorated in all of three sentences. Thornton's eighth child is welcomed 

into the world in this curt manner: "It pleased God to give me hopes of comfort of beareing 

Mr. Thornton annother childe, although these are accompanied with thomy caires and 

troubles, and more to me then others" (Sep 23, 1665). When her ninth child is bom and 
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dies within a month, Thomton writes that she would have preferred not to have been 

pregnant again so soon: "if it had bin good in the eyes of my God I should much rather ... 

not to have bin in this condittion. But it is not a Christian's part to chuse anything of this 

nature" (1667). Although the excitement aroused by her first birth is nowhere in evidence 

at her eighth, Thomton still adheres to the belief that God's will must be respected, and she 

must endure pregnancies and lose children as He pleases. 

If the entry praising God for a healthy birth is relatively painless to create, a far 

more difficult composition is required when a pregnancy results in a miscarriage or 

stillbirth, or if, later on, an infant or child dies. In her article on Stuart child-loss poetry, 

Pamela Hammons suggests that elegaic writing is often employed by a grieving parent "as 

both a cathartic and confessional exercise" (26). She delineates the most common concerns 

to appear in this type of elegaic writing as "(1) the need for the parents to resign themselves 

to God's will; (2) the child as lost property; and (3) parental sin as the ultimate cause of the 

child's death" (28). I do not read the diarists' references to their children as a coded means 

to enable a discussion of property, or even as a way to classify children as property, but a 

fair number of these 'what God giveth, God taketh away' comments do exist. Ann Hulton 

writes of God, he "gave me a living son, or rather, lent him to me for a while" (June 29, 

1691). Hulton's reference to giving and lending can, like most Stuart religious language, 

be read as an economic metaphor, but I feel her main point is to initiate a remembrance that 

people, and all earthly things, ultimately belong to God, not man. On paper, at least 

Hulton is accepting of God's decision to reclaim the child, as are most diarists. 

Remarkably, there are several extant instances of women diarists who dared to 

express anger or at least querulousness towards the God who takes their children from 

them. In "A thanks geving after twis miscaring, and a fever," Elizabeth Carey writes of 

God, "tho he cause grief, yet he will have compation" (March 18, 1673/4). This is the sole 

entry I have seen where a woman blatantly describes the Lord as causing grief. Carey 
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immediately concedes that her sins merit "just punishments" yet it is the Lord, rather than 

Carey, who is named as the cause of grief. Elizabeth Egerton, who entitles an entry, "A 

Prayer when I continued with Child, after I thought I should have fallen in Labour," prays 

for the ability to endure torture patiently; "y I may endure this height of torture without 

grudging at thy holy will" (undated). Egerton ultimately endures ten pregnancies and asks 

God for the strength "to endure this paine wth a contented heart, as I have gone through 

with the rest of my deare babes" (undated). She describes her experience of pregnancy by 

using violent and dramatic words like torture, and she continues to employ this murderous 

language in a prayer recorded for a separate pregnancy. She depicts the Lord as having the 

choice to suffocate the child within her: "O Lord I knowe thou mightest have smothered 

this Babe in the wombe" (undated). Egerton's language is vivid and frightening. Nor is 

the courage to complain confined to Anglicans. The very devout Dissenter Sarah Savage 

had nine children, only four of whom survived her. Despite her piety, she allows herself 

to express spiritual rebelliousness regarding the death of her child: 

Friday night, 12th January, about six o'clock, it pleased God to take him to 

himself. I found it hard to quiet my spirit so as I should. My judgement is 

quiet, and tells me that from such a hand nothing can come amiss: but my 

affections are often rebelling. (1694) ' 

Elianor Stockton, wife of the Presbyterian divine Owen Stockton, depicts her despair when 

her nineteen-year-old daughter dies: "when she was a departing the suggestions of Satan 

prevailed so farr upon my evel heart as to cause me to question the faithfullness of God" 

(undated, 1695). It is incumbent on Stockton to confess her lapse of faith, and to blame it 

on her own evil heart. Nonetheless, she records the experience as a "trying providence" 

(undated, 1695). These scattered instances of written hostility, as recorded by four 
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separate women, reveal that although the vast majority of pregnancy, birth, and child-

related Stuart diary entries are beseeching and humble in tone, at least a few are not. 

Although humility and an attempt at resignation are a common feature in child-loss 

entries, pathos is the most notable quality of the mothers' responses, particularly towards 

their daughters' deaths. Elegaic diary entries offer a special window into mother-daughter 

relationships in the Stuart era. Elizabeth Carey's request for a boy points up the fact that, 

in Stuart England, boys were usually preferred, if not by the mothers themselves, then by 

the culture in which the births occurred. Yet boys were not unanimously preferred. Sarah 

Cowper notes: "I heard some argue, wc was most desirable to have sons or daughters, 

specious reasons were given both ways" (March 28, 1701). In this particular diary 

sample, the sweetest, most memorable elegiac entries in this study's extant diaries are 

composed for the deaths of daughters. Elizabeth Egerton loses her infant daughter Kate, or 

"Keattey," to smallpox. Elianor Stockton loses her nineteen-year-old daughter to an 

unspecified illness. Elizabeth Walker loses several daughters of diverse ages. All three of 

these women compose loving tributes to their dead daughters. 

Since the majority of Elizabeth Egerton's collected papers are modified versions of 

standard prayers, her elegaic entry for her daughter Kate is striking in its personal quality 

and particularity. Egerton lists Kate's virtues in a mini-exemplary biography: 

When I lost my Deare Girle Kate 

My sorrow is great I confesse, I am much greeved for the losse of my deare 

Girl Keatty who was as fine a child as she could be, she was but a yeare and 

Ten Months ... [she] spoke anything one bid her, and would call for anything 

at Dinner, and make her mind knowne at anytime, and was kind to all, even 

strangers, & had no Anger in her; All thought she loved them ... She was so 

good ... she took delight in nothing but me ... ever had me in her words, 

desiring to come to me .... (undated) 

^This entry is drawn from a published edition of Savage's diaries. 
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After recounting Kate's endearing qualities, such as her love of her mother, Egerton moves 

to the morbid: "though her soule is singing Alelujahs, yet is her sweet body here, seized 

on by wormes, and turned to dust" (undated). Even the idea, let alone the sight, of an 

infant corpse is disconcerting, and Egerton's fear increases as she imagines that death may 

claim more of her family. She begs for God "to stay his hand, & to preserve my deare 

Husband, & those 5 Deare Babes I have" (undated). 

Elianor Stockton's experience of children dying is not limited to the deaths of her 

own children. After watching over her sister-in-law's sick child, she writes, "I was much 

affected with it as feareing it wold dey which triall I knew I was no wayes able to beeare of 

my selfe and being by my selfe alone" (undated, 1695). Luckily, the child does not die 

while in her care. When her own daughter is ill, she beseeches "the throne of grace" to 

save the girl, and asks her friends to pray for her daughter's recovery. In a long, 

unpunctuated entry, Stockton mourns God's decision not to save her daughter's life: 

som passages betwene God + my soule which conceme the sicknes 4- death 

of my deare and first borne child which God was pleased to take away about 

the 19 yeare of her age 

She was a very hopefiill child but all waise under som bodily affliction but 

when the Lord was pleased to com so neare to her that I feared her life I 

found a great lothness to part with such a deare and desireable child having 

also buryed 4 before and haveing but one more and that a very weakely child 

also with some other weighty considerations wch was upon my Spirit made 

me exseedingly to desire the contineuene of her life .... (undated, 1695) 

Stockton contrasts the girl's spirit, which is hopeful, with her body, which is continually 

afflicted. The body, which is temporal and of the earth, must die, while the spirit goes to 

its eternal dwelling place. Stockton seems to feel the need to account for, or excuse, her 
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grief and "lothness to part" with her daughter. To this end, she offers four successive 

reasons that she hopes the girl will live: she has already buried four children, she only has 

one more, the remaining child is weak, and finally, she alludes to other, unnamed, 

"weighty considerations" on her "Spirit." She seeks the word of God in psalms to 

understand how to interpret the tragedy. 

When Stockton's sixth and last living child dies, however, she feels unable or 

unwilling to articulate her grief. She hints that the level of grief will be unacceptable, and 

her final diary entry, which addresses the death, is very brief. In the manner of Elizabeth 

Delaval, Stockton complains, despairs, and then wraps up her discussion or thought with a 

religious tenet: 

The sorrow & trouble of parting with my deare and onely child being attended 

with so many agravating sircomstances is very great which I cannot utter nor 

may not express the Lord in mercy speedily fitt me to follow her that I may 

bid adue to all this world, I have lived long, I must still belonge in this miserable 

world Lord please then make good that word to my soule in the ninetie second 

psalm vers 13.4 those that be planted in the house of the Lord shall flourish 

in the courts of our God thay shall still bring forth fruit in old age they shall be 

fat & flourishing (undated) 

Stockton chooses a pointed psalm: although she claims that she is ready to renounce the 

"miserable world," and asks God's mercy to take her speedily away, she then suggests the 

godly shall "bring forth fmit in old age." It is unclear whether Stockton wishes to bear 

more children on Earth, or whether she is asking to rekindle former happiness within "the 

courts of God," where she shall be "fat & flourishing." 

As Stockton and her peers illustrate, despite the narrative constraints that limited 

them, Stuart women diarists allowed themselves to express a wide range of emotions on 

paper, including anticipation, joy, rage, fear, disappointment, and grief. In their writings 
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on adolescence, courtship, marriage and motherhood, many have tiie ability to convey a 

mood or impart a situation in a single sentence. Nevertheless, brief quotations are not the 

easiest way to get the flavor of a passage or a narrative subgenre. Therefore, to conclude 

this chapter, I would like to offer a long passage from Elizabeth Walker, whose eleven 

children predeceased her. This passage from The Holy Life of Elizabeth Walker (1690") 

simultaneously displays the quaHties of the child-loss elegy and the diary elegy, which 

furnishes the subject of the next chapter. In The Holv Life , Anthony Walker presents his 

deceased wife's account of their daughter's death, in conjunction with his own editorial 

insertions. In an elegy within an elegy, he mourns his wife, who mourns their daughter. 

'In the beginning of 1671, my Daughter Elizabeth had a great Fit of Sickness, 

which brought her very low, a Fever, with a Rhumatism; we had the advice 

of eight or nine Physicians from London, and Chelmsford, and five upon the 

place, & c. 'My self watched many nights with her, the time I could spare in 

my careful attendance on her, I spent in Prayers and Tears at the Throne of 

Grace in her behalf, from whence I had a Mercifull Return. One Night she 

rutled, and breathed short, which made me fear the approach of Death. I 

having by me Oil of Sweet-Almonds, new drawn, I desired to give her some 

of it, but was afraid to attempt it, and her Stomach did so nauseate what was 

given her, though in it self Pleasant, I went from her into another Chamber, 

and earnestly besought God if he saw it good for her, to incline her to a 

willing taking of it. I brought her five or six Spoonfuls in a Silver Cup, 

which she received of me without speaking one Word against it, and drank 

it off without the least reluctancy or Regret. I do most heartily bless God who 

did not cast out my Prayer, the Oil caused her to Vomit much tough Flegm; and 

withall gently purged her, after which she recovered Health, I thank God. 

'Blessed God, I beseech thee enable her to render to thee suitable returns of 

Love and Obedience, that the residue, and remainder of her days here, may 

be in thy Fear, not to offend thee, but faithfully to serve thee, who didst 

remember and help her in her low Estate, that when thou shalt Consummate 

her Days on Earth, she may be ever with thee in thy Etemal Kingdom and 
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Glory. Amen. 

I shall conclude this Section with the Account of her Carriage, and Demeanour 

in the last Sickness, and Death of this early Beloved Child. I confess she is 

very large inwhat she writes of it, theerfore I shall contract it what I can, 

though I find not an impertinent Line in so many Pages, and I hope it will not 

seem tedious, because it is so suitable to the End I design; which is to propound 

her Example of Motherly Affection, and Christian Submission to, and Holy 

Improvement of God's smarty [sic] Tryals. She thus begins: 

I have now one of the saddest of God's Providences to record, which hath 

befallen me in the Comforts of this Life; I beseech God to sanctifie it to me, 

and those concerned with me. Then having at large related all the 

Circumstances of her Sickness, she proceeds. 'She was Sixteen Years, three 

Months, and eleven days when she dyed. After fourteen Days Sickness of 

the Small-Pox, she changed her Corruptible State, I humbly hope, into 

immortal Glory, where she shall never Sin, and the Effects of Sin shall be 

no more. 'She was a very Beautifull and Lovely Woman, & c. God gave 

her a good understanding, & c. And so having described her Body and 

Mind exactly, she corrects herself, "but thus to Characterize her may not 

suit my Pen: But I may acknowledge these Accomplishments to the Praise 

of God's Goodness ....'In the whole time of her sickness I was not from her 

but one night, not being well; the last night but one before she departed this 

Life; neither was I from her at any time, but when the pressing necessities of 

my frail Nature urged it for a little rest; and she was very glad when she saw 

me again; and would express her loving Affections and Thankfulness to me 

for my care of her. I had many sweet endearing expressions from her, of her 

Love and Duty. She said, If the Lord spare me I hope I shall do thus as I have 

promised: But if I die, my dear Mother, you will remember what I now said 

to you; and I could be content to be a little Child again, that I might lie at your 

Breast and Bosom. 

I have transcribed this long account, hoping it may be usefull to some young 

Gentlewomen, Daughters of my dear Wife's Christian Friends, or others into 

whose hands, their kindness, or God's Providence may put it. 
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CHAPTER VI: The Diary Elegy 

"She was .... Great by her Tongue .... Great by her Pen .... Great by being the 

greatest Mistress and Promotress ... of a new Science—The Art of Obliging" (Eureka 48). 

So writes Anthony Walker in his funeral elegy for Mary Rich, Countess of Warwick. 

This elegy, which recounts Rich's background, virtues, and religious practices, was first 

published in the year of Rich's death, as Eureka Eureka The Virtuous Woman Found 

(1678). It includes a brief discussion of Rich's spiritual diary, which "she, very many 

years since, began to keep" (59). Walker uses the diary as evidence that Rich attended 

faithfully to her Christian duties, and 170 years later, the Religious Tract Society published 

a book-length, abridged version of the diaries, prefaced by Walker's elegy and an 

expanded introduction. 

Anthony Walker's elegy for Mary Rich is typical in its tone and publication dates. 

In the mid-to-late 1600s, the practice of publishing funeral elegies (also known as eulogies) 

became extremely common. More than a third of the Stuart women diarists studied here 

were the subject of published elegies by male authors, and six of the eight eighteenth-

century diarists were elegized. Generally, Stuart diary elegies used only brief snippets 

from the deceased's diary, although exceptions occur in the cases of John Evelyn, Richard 

Baxter and Anthony Walker, whose tributes to their deceased friends and wives took the 

form of full-length books. More often, large editions of diaries were printed long after the 

diarist's death. In the Victorian era, when the lapse of more than a century had turned these 

diaries into curios and interest in the religiosity of Stuart England was revived by Victorian 

attention to pious practices, a number of Stuart diaries were printed as book-length 

editions, accompanied by reprinted elegies or a new introduction. 

The question of the authenticity of the diary entries in the elegies must be raised. I 

have considered, during the course of my research, whether some of these 'first-person' 
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entries might have been fabricated or falsified, but extensive reading of primary sources 

leads me to believe there was no need to fabricate such entries, as inclusion of diary 

excerpts was not an absolute requirement for elegy publication. Certainly, clerics usually 

preferred to include diary excerpts from the deceased: Michael Masuch comments that 

clerics-tumed-"biographers adduced authentic first-person discourse as the vehicle of 

tmth"; thus, including entries by the deceased gave clerics and their commentary a ring of 

authenticity (115). Yet several clerics allude to women who burned their diaries to avoid 

posthumous attention, and in the case of illiterate women, spoken remarks are often quoted 

in place of written testimony. Furthermore, many of the entries printed by clerics are 

traceable to surviving original manuscripts. Therefore, it seems safe to treat the material 

found in diary elegies as authentic. 

Elegies served multiple purposes: to commend the deceased for a life spent as a 

good Christian; to employ her life story in the service of creating a precedent for pious 

behavior; and, in doing so, to inspire others to emulate her example. Felicity Nussbaum, 

in The Autobiographical Subject, makes the practical observation that elegies "may well 

have been published and sold to benefit the estate of the deceased, to pay for the burial, or 

to raise money for the sect in question" (160). Their civic use helps to explain why diary 

elegies, perhaps more than any genre, occupy a space where private meets public. These 

elegies occupy dangerous liminal territory. Clerics are forced to rationalize, publicly, their 

reasons for revealing and exposing the intimate documents that, the same cleric swears, the 

woman in question hoped and intended to hide. John Shaw's Mistris Shawe's Tombstone, 

or The Saints Remains (1658") includes his justification for printing diary entries. Shaw's 

rationale was widely used by clerics to authorize their own participation in the elegizing 

project: 

The Lives of Gods precious Saints, (how private so ever their station be) are 
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very well worthy of record and public notice, as exhibiting not onely a pattern, 

and lively transcript of Religion, (and truly now and then 'tis good to look 

upon Christ's living Epistles) but also much of provocation and incouragement 

to holiness ....when they read in the lives of God's children, that had like 

passions, necessities, temptations, with themselves, with what strictness and 

diligence, they carryed on their hope of a blessed eternity, it hath a marveylous 

convictive influence upon their hearts, and a secret excitation, pressing to go 

and do likewise; therefore I say the Lives of the Saints written, are very 

useful .... (unpag) 

The elegy not only rewards the deceased by existing as a living testimony to her faith, it 

also makes her into a model to those seeking to emulate pious Christianity. If God's 

deceased daughters have "passions" and "temptations" which they overcome in the service 

of religion, other Christians can be inspired "to go and do likewise" by reading their stories 

(unpag). Shaw therefore calls the elegies "very useful," and editors routinely reassure 

readers that if diaries were not valuable to the edification of all, they would not be 

published. This insistence on the universal worth of the individual testimony is a central 

convention of the diary elegy. 

Elegies are particularly interesting, however, as a site of conflict and difference. 

Chief among these conflicts is the tension caused by the cleric's wish to publicize a diary 

prized for its private nature. Furthermore, in tone, content and style, elegies betray and 

portray a cultural ambivalence as to what constitutes proper behaviour and admirable 

attributes for Stuart women. Even as elegized female diarists are praised for intelligence 

and learning, they are expected to have been silent and self-abasing. Book-length elegies, 

which broadly showcase the deceased's diary entries, exhibit an overlay of competing 

narrative voices and viewpoints, as the cleric jostles for space with the dead woman whose 

text he edits. 
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As a form of religious biography, the diary elegy has received relatively little 

scholarly attention. Yet the vast majority of published Stuart women's diaries were printed 

in elegies, through the efforts of the diarist's cleric and/or fellow believers. In Judy 

Simons' article on Elizabeth Pepys, whose Restoration diary was destroyed by her 

husband, the canonized diarist Samuel, Simons refers to the "buried practice of female 

diary-keeping" (253). Diary elegies help us to uncover this buried practice, and to confirm 

that spiritual journals and meditations were kept by far more Stuart women than has 

previously been recognized. 

Elegy Conventions 

In her diaries, Mary Rich, Countess of Warwick, regularly laments her "wicked 

heart" and "spiritual sloth" over the course of the hundreds of weeks and pages (1676, 

multiple entries). How, then, can Anthony Walker, her spiritual confessor, praise her for 

"the lustre of her Name and Virtues" and for being "personally great in all natural 

Endowments and Accomplishments of Soul, Body, Wisdom, Beauty, Favour, Virtue" 

(48)? The answer lies in the fact that the purpose of the diary elegy is diametrically 

opposed to the purpose of the religious journal itself. Protestant diaries were usually 

conceived of as a forum for the diarist to abase herself before God. Diary elegies, by 

contrast, were designed to lavish praise on the self-proclaimed 'sinner' or 'unworthy 

creature' who had passed away. 

There are practical, as well as theoretical reasons, for glorifying the deceased in an 

elegy. In many cases, the woman in question had been wealthy, titled, and, with her 

husband, jointly responsible for the maintenance of the cleric who prepared her elegy. 

Rarely was she, or her family, unknown to the officiating cleric at her funeral, and for this 

reason, among others, it behooved him to speak well of her. For instance, in 1664, the 

well-known divine, Edmund Hall, received the opportunity to praise two of his titled 
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female congregants at once, when the Lady Ann Harcourt died not long after the death of 

her mother-in-law. Lady Anne. The two women were commemorated in a glowing funeral 

sermon at Stanton-Harcourt Church: 

Both of these Ladies for beauty, breeding, parts, prudence, and piety, were 

eminently known to be honourable and Princely Dames as have trod the 

Stage of English earth for many ages; each of their goodness which made 

them great, was as high as their extract, which made them honourable. (49) 

Hall's gushing account of the virtues of these "Princely Dames" was not extraordinary. 

Although seventeenth-century Protestantism was fairly difficult on, and judgmental of, the 

living, it was very benevolent towards the dead. Thus the deceased Ann could count, 

among her virtues, "sweetnesse of nature, amiablenesse of Person, quicknesse of wit, 

solidity of judgment, noblenesse of Spirit, innocency of life, & heavenlinesse of affection" 

(52). 

Since the elegy is a subgenre of religious biography, Ann's spiritual qualities 

receive primary place in her catalogue of virtues. It is here that the spiritual diary merits 

mention. According to Hall, "that which she most delighted, with a holy kind of boasting, 

to triumph in, was the truly noble and religious education she received, and this love of 

religion inspired her to find time to keep a journal, although she was also busy as a 

daughter, sister, wife, friend, neighbor and mistress of servants" (50-51). Hall describes 

Lady Anne's private papers and spiritual writings as having been hidden away in her 

cabinet: 

She kept in her Cabinet a large paper booke, so privately that none, no not 

her husband knew of it; since her death I have seen it, and only seen it. Twas 

a book, I perceived, designed to be her soul's looking-glas, or rather her soul's 

recreatory, or both .... Here she laid up spirituall directions how to order her 
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life. One paper being loose I obtein'd it, I will give it to you word by word, 

& by this you may guess at the rest. 

April 14, 1664. I have this day upon serious examination of my heart, 

found this to be my condition. 1. That I doe desire to love God, and to love 

him for himself above all things .... (56-7) 

Hall reveals to us a bit of Anne's diary, and tells us, "by this you may guess at the rest" 

(57). After reading several diary elegies of this sort, it is indeed possible to guess at many 

things. 

Elegies, even more than diaries themselves, partake in numerous conventions. 

Clerics always bestow fulsome praise on the deceased; they generally credit her with a 

fixed set of virtues and religious accomplishments; and they emphasize her lack of desire 

for public recognition. This privileging of obstensibly private manuscript materials for 

publication is already in place by the 1640s: Elizabeth Clarke notes that in the civil war 

period, publishing private letters became "a particular obsession: the perceived spontaneity 

and disingenuousness of such writing allowed its use as an indicator of the spiritual state of 

the author, a kind of knowledge in great demand" (132). Clarke suggests similar rules 

applied to elegies, which were used to demonstrate both political and spiritual holiness: 

"Both sides exploited the political worth of private discourses in exemplary biography" 

(132). To this end, Clarke cites Isaac Walton's use of "a combination of "proofs" from 

George Herbert's personal life and his "private ejaculations,"" all of which served "to 

present him as the ideal of loyal, conformist religion" (132). Since the enticing element of 

'proof or 'truth' lies in the purportedly personal nature of the printed manuscript, the more 

private it seems, the more value it gains in perceived authenticity. So the elegy for 

Elizabeth Dunton contains only two paragraphs of her writing, and readers are told that 

even these two paragraphs were hard to come by, as she used shorthand for privacy, and 

was loath to part with her papers. Timothy Rogers, Dunton's editor, writes that she "kept 
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a Diary for near Twenty Years" and her reflections on matters like the "State of her own 

Soul" would have made "as far as could be judged by the Bulk ... a very considerable 

Folio" (unpag). But Dunton preferred to destroy her papers: 

But she was so far from Vain-Glory, or Affectation of being talkt of after 

death, that she desired that all those large Papers might be burnt, though 

Twenty-two points, plus triple-word-score, plus fifty points for using all 

my letters. Game's over. I'm outta here.even much of what she writ was 

in a Short-hand of her own Invention. That part of the Diary, out of which I 

have Extracted Several Things that were written with her own Hand, was with 

great Difficulty obtain'd from her by her Husband in her last Sickness; in 

which, as she express'd it. She thought it her Duty to deny him nothing, (unpag) 

Even apart from the public cache awarded this private writing, secreted away, Dunton's 

use of shorthand in her journal is suggestive. Literate women commonly used shorthand to 

take notes on sermons given in church, and its use may have extended to diaries. Mary 

Rich uses shorthand symbols mainly to connote Christ by the cross. Samuel Bury laments 

his inability to publish whole years of his wife's diary entries because he cannot read her 

s h o r t h a n d  ( I I ) .  

Unfortunately, the extent to which shorthand was used for efficacy rather than 

privacy is difficult to gage. In some cases, women may have used shorthand as a means of 

avoiding posthumous publication. As diary elegies became commonplace, women would 

have become accustomed to the idea that their religious papers might be published. Based 

on this knowledge, they would have readied their papers for publication, or destroyed 

those they deemed undesirable. Conventional statements regarding the destruction of the 

diarist's personal papers or her desire to remain private were actually born of the 

knowledge that publication could well occur. 
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For a Stuart woman to enter the fraught world of publication, even posthumously, 

she would usually have needed some form of encouragement. In the case of the diary 

elegies, this encouragement came from the elegists themselves. Built into the construction 

of an elegy was a passage to praise the woman's spiritual journal-keeping, which was 

regarded as proof of piety. Edmund Rainbowe, in his elegy for Anne Clifford, explains 

that a strict attention to one's own spiritual affairs will afford "a serenity of conscience," 

and such a serene conscience was worth "whatsoever kind of Censure others may pass of 

this exactness of Diary as too minute and trivial a Diligence" (45). Privately, Rainbowe 

himself may have regarded Clifford's obsessive detailing of her case as a foible, vulnerable 

to attack, yet he chooses to praise Clifford for expanding her life along the lines of the 

Proverb, 'Every wise Woman buildeth her House.' To extend Rainbowe's metaphor, 

Clifford's diary was an approved means of building her store in Heaven, and of cleaning 

her spiritual house. 

A prized characteristic of women, in Christian elegies, is the ability to achieve 

submission, first and foremost, to the will of God. Walker writes that Mary Rich was 

"great in the conquest of her self, and mastery of her passions ... especially in that of the 

death of her dear and only Son; wherein her behaviour was so submis" (1677; 49). Rich 

was also "Inventress of a new Science—The Art of Obliging" (1677;48). Similarly, 

Elizabeth Dunton is praised for her resignation to God's will, and to the will of others: 

"She had learned from her first Youth to be Resigned" (1697; 151). A contemporary, 

Elizabeth Williams, is "humble" and "diffident of Her Self" (1698; 79). Women are 

expected, in elegies, to be submissive and self-effacing, rather than assertive and self-

promoting. 

Silence is another quality celebrated in women. This alliance of women and silence 

is visible in John Ley's A Patteme of Piety ... Mrs Jane Ratcliffe (1640) and E. Reynolds' 

Imitation and Caution for Christian Women. Or. the life and death of... Mrs. Mary 
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Bewlev ("1659'). Ley and Reynolds adhere to a similar pattern: they praise the deceased 

for the religious nature of her learning, and follow up with comments on her ability to 

speak, or discourse, appropriately. Ley applauds Radclifffe's "pious prudence in speech 

and silence" (32-3) and Reynolds writes that Bewley "was no tatler, no continual dropping, 

but opened her mouth with wisdom, and shut it with discretion ... not to tyre her hearers 

with an impertinent flux of words" (3-4). It is worth noting the means by which clerics 

cloak the mysogynistic and disciplinary implications of this call for silence: they present 

the appropriate choosing of silence as yet another form of wisdom. Nevertheless, though 

the privileging of feminine silence may seem to contradict clerical praise of female 

intelligence, it cannot entirely negate this praise, which is a commonplace feature of the 

elegies. 

What may startle those unfamiliar with either the genre of saintly biography or the 

complex relationship of feminism to dissenting Christianity is the intellectual respect, as 

well as the affection, lavished on the deceased by their biographers. I expected female 

diarists to be praised for virtues of meekness, humility, and self-abnegation, but Stuart 

clerics and husbands repeatedly stress the women's intellect and learning. Evidence of this 

admiration for female erudition finds its way into print even before the Stuart period. In a 

1601 elegy for Katherin Brettergh, two ministers praise her reading and religious 

knowledge. William Harrison commends her interest in Scripture: He compares Brettergh 

to a pious woman who "did traine up her maides to read, and leame every day something in 

the Scriptures ... so did [Brettergh] accustome her selfe to reade every day eight chapters in 

the Bible, and would not suffer any occasion to hinder her in that taske" (7). William 

Leigh confirms that "eight chapters a day, was her taske, each daies reading, a full weeke 

of Sabboths, to sanctifie a Saint" (70). He explains that she was sorrowful when her 

reading uncovered "breaches of the lawe (she read) both by her selfe, and others," thus 

indicating that Brettergh not only read the Scriptures, but understood their import and 
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application (70). It is striking to see a Tudor woman complimented for her decision to 

prioritize reading above her household duties. 

Female religious intellect gamers more praise in the mid-seventeenth century. In 

1640, John Ley published the well-known elegy for Jane Ratcliffe, A Patteme of Pietv. 

Ley, Ratcliffe's vicar, devotes more than one paragraph to lauding Ratcliffe's "sharp wit" 

and her promptness "to plead for the truth by solid reason, and pertinent allegation of the 

scripture" (18). He approves the "ingenuity of her conceit" and her ability to write letters 

notable for their "soundnesse and sanctitie ... and apt expression" (19). Similarly, E. 

Reynolds' elegy for Mary Bewley, Imitation and Caution for Christian Women ("1659). 

also acclaims its subject for her versatile intelligence: 

A Gentlewoman, docile, of quick apprehension ... She hath been observed 

to dispute with her son syllogistically, and to enlarge her discourse with him 

by the help of the Predicaments, and to reply upon him in witty extemporary 

verse; she had a good understanding, and solid judgment... . (3-4) 

Bewley is commended for disputing with a man, albeit her son, "syllogistically." The 

passage seems to suggest that she, rather than he, is the leader in their arguments. 

Several elegies directly address sexual differences in intelligence, not always to the 

detriment of women. Timothy Rogers, writing in 1697, suggests women should "employ 

their Happy Talents to benefit the World, and Write as well as Sow! Who might as far 

exceed the Men in Books, as they do in Beauty" (unpag). Rogers goes so far as to suggest 

that female writing is on a par with female domesticity and household industry: 

Methinks a Book written by an Ingenious Lady, would look as well as a 

Wrought Bed, or a Fine Fringe, or a Baby or two of Wax. Their Hands 

would be every whit as pretty when they Write as when they Knot; and much 
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more than they would be should they Paint: For I reckon False Colour in their 

Faces as bad as False Teeth and Plumpers in their Mouths, (unpag) 

Clerics of the eighteenth century continue to praise erudition and linked it with piety, as 

virtuous in either sex. Thomas Reynolds, writing in 1712 of Mary Clissold, says, 

"Distinction of Sex can make no difference to her. How ridiculously and contemptibly 

soever some may speak of the Female Kind; yet She shall be call'd blessed that believes" 

(83). Samuel Bury, in 1720, characterizes his Quaker wife as very intelligent and 

scholarly, a "Person of uncommon Parts; ready Thought, quick Apprehension, and proper 

Expression" (5). He credits her with a deep curiosity, mastery of French and Hebrew, and 

a rapacious appetite for knowledge of all sorts: "She often diverted her self with Philology, 

Philosophy, History, Ancient and modem; sometimes with Music ... sometimes with 

Herauldry, Globes, and Mathematicks" (6). Bury approvingly quotes his wife's insistence 

on the central early Quaker doctrine that if the soul has no sex, women, like men, can know 

God and participate fully and equally in Christian life, and should be trained to do so.' He 

expounds on this argument, which uses the rhetorical strategy of partial concession by 

positing that women may have lesser intellectual capacities than men, but should 

nevertheless be allowed to use them fully: 

She would often regret, that so many learned Men, should be so very 

uncharitable to her Sex...and be so loath to assist their feebler Faculties, 

when they were in any wise disposed to an accurate Search into Things 

curious or profitable ... especially (as she often argued) since they would 

all so readily own. That Souls were not distinguished by Sexes ... . (7) 

Dissenting and non-conformist rhetoric celebrates female intelligence, rather than belittling 

or devaluing it. Yet this rhetoric also privileges submissiveness as a female virtue by 
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extolling what Timothy Rogers refers to as "the Meekness of her Spirit" (unpag). This 

simultaneous privileging of intelligence and submission both reflects and helps constitute 

the complexities of cultural and religious attitudes towards women in Stuart England. 

Diary elegies also explore, in their very form, culturally prescribed relationships 

between the genders. These dual-written Stuart texts mimic the functions and principles of 

coverture, a cultural practice which, as Amy Louise Erickson explains, "eclipsed the legal 

identity of a married woman, leaving her unable to sign a contract or sue or obtain credit in 

her own name" (13). The woman's identity is joined to, and subsidized by, her husband, 

whose property she becomes. In elegies, similarly, the woman's voice is cloaked in the 

man's, and her diary entries are subsumed into his writing. As a cleric and approved 

religious patriarch, the elegist or editor authors the project and thus authorizes it, extending 

posthumous confirmation of the woman's piety to her family. After her death, his 

participation in her elegy establishes her as a good woman, to be valued by her kin and 

community. 

In elegies where the woman's entries are quoted at length, the woman's voice is 

intricately entwined with that of her editor. All diary editors shift between their own text 

and that of the deceased. However, some editors integrate the two voices to the extent 

where it is difficult to extract the woman's voice from the man's. I encourage critics to 

explore the theoretical implications of this combining of voices in more detail than I am able 

to do in this historically-based overview. A quick perusal of Reynolds' elegy for Mrs. 

Clissold helps convey the depth of this entwinement. Clissold's comments are interrupted 

by Reynolds' interjections at least three times in one sentence: 

she retum'd again to her Grandmother .... She observes, that at this time 

her Grandmother was exeris'd with sore and tormenting Pain ... and yet 

'Margaret Fell Fox articulated this Quaker doctrine of the sexlessness of the soul in Women's Speaking 
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(says she) harden'd Wretch as I was, it seldom ever mov'd my Pity; and 

then adds: I can't but set it down with Amazement, how I hated Christ in 

his members... . (7) 

The passage above is representative of the co-mingling of voices that partly accounts for the 

elegy's status as a group project. Clissold's editor, Reynolds, does not elaborate on the 

nature of the papers from which he drew her extracts, and Clissold's voice is subsumed 

into Reynold's elegy project. In this way, the elegizing cleric mingles his voice with that of 

the deceased, to produce a literary product for mass edification and display. 

The Long Elegies 

In instances where an elegy was of sufficient length to be published in book form, 

the author usually shared a close personal connection with his deceased subject. Even in 

the case of shorter elegies, the elegist and his subject were likely to be fairly well-

acquainted. Frequently, a cleric was chosen as elegist because he had served as spiritual 

advisor to the deceased: he may also have been her brother or uncle. John Evelyn, the 

well-known Stuart diarist, elegized his close friend and spiritual protegee, Margaret, in a 

manuscript which eventually received publication as The Life of Mrs. Godolphin (1847). 

Two other elaborate elegies, A Breviate of the Life of Margaret Baxter (1681) and The 

Holy Life of Mrs. Elizabeth Walker (1690) were written by the husbands of the diarists in 

question. In these texts, the intimacy between elegist and subject is often foregrounded, 

albeit subtly, perhaps as a way of enhancing the text's claim to authenticity. 

John Evelyn's friendship with Margaret Blagge Godolphin (1652-1678) became so 

renowned as to inspire chapters in several biographies. In his own panegyric elegy for her, 

Evelyn (1620-1706) laments his unsuitability for the task of commemorating his friend; "it 

would become a steadier hand, and the penn of an Angells wing to describe the life of a 

Justified (1666). 
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Saint" (4). Yet Evelyn, as elegist, appears to have been the major catalyst for Margaret's 

enduring reputation for virtue—a reputation propounded in texts published well into the 

1900s. Evelyn, who had befriended several young noblewomen, famously claimed to 

have been impressed by Margaret's virtue in a court celebrated for its vice: 

this little Saint.... pass'd thro' all those turbulent waters without soe much 

as the least staine ... with her Piety grew up her Witt, which was soe 

sparkling, accompanyed with a Judgment and Eloquence soe exterordnary, 

a Beauty and Ayre so charmeing and lovely, in a word, an Address soe 

universally taking ... the Court never saw or had seen such a Constellation 

of perfections. (10) 

The friendship between Margaret and Evelyn soon accelerated to the point where, he 

writes, "I no more look'd upon her as Mrs. Blagge, butt as my child" (42). Yet after her 

marriage to Sidney Godolphin, Margaret requested that Evelyn return her letters, so she 

could verify their appropriateness: "not that she could be conscious of haveing ever written 

that to me which might not have past the severest Eye" (104-105). It may be at this point 

that Evelyn was given Margaret's diaries. She writes, "I have putt togeather all the Letters, 

Papers, and other Fragments, excepting Meditations, which I think you have Coppyes of 

(105-106). Elsewhere, Evelyn remarks on her "wonderfull Condescension, already noted, 

in constantly giving me once a year a little history of her life ... and Improvements she was 

sencible of" (220). These comments suggest that diaries were often freely read by select 

members of the diarist's circle. 

Margaret, the "Constellation of perfections," was bom to Colonel Thomas Blagge, 

Groome of the Bedchamber to Charles I (Evelyn 5), and Mary, daughter of Sir Francis 

North (Hiscock 80). As the child of Royalists in Cromwellian England, Margaret was sent 

abroad to France. Returning after the Restoration, she spent her teenage years as a Maid of 

Honour, first to the diarist Anne Hyde, Duchess of York, and then to Queen Catherine. 
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Margaret was apparently popular at court, although her piety caused her to feel out of place 

there (Evelyn 48-49). She entertained ideas of leading a solitary religious life, but decided 

to marry Sidney Godolphin. The marriage was cut short by Margaret's early death; 

Godolphin eventually became lord high treasurer to Queen Anne. Although Margaret may 

well have been remembered as the wife of an important statesman, it is really Evelyn's 

elegy that solidified her reputation as a virtuous, remarkable woman. 

In order to best depict Margaret's saintly character, Evelyn includes several 

passages from her "loose papers" (2). In one such passage, she recounts and compares the 

deathbed attitudes of various women, including a "Mrs. N," as well as her own mother, 

and Anne Hyde, the Duchess of York. Margaret's mother fares well: in standard fashion, 

she "delighted in heavenly discourse, desired to be dissolv'd and be with Christ, ended her 

life chearfully, left her family in order, and was much lamented" (13). The Duchess, who 

had converted to Catholicism shortly before her death, is less lucky: 

The D— dead, a princess honoured in power, had much witt, much money, 

much esteeme; she was full of unspeakable tortur, and died (poor creature) 

in doubt of her Religion, without the Sacrament, or divine by her, like a 

poore wretch; none remembred her after one weeke, none sorry for her; she 

was tost and flung about, and every one did what they would with that stately 

carcass. What is this world, what is greatness, what to be esteemed, or 

thought a witt? Wee shall all be stript without sence or remembrance. (13-14) 

Margaret uses metaphors of sexual violence to convey the degradation to which the 

Duchess, a straying ex-Anglican, has fallen. First Margaret relegates the status of her 

former mistress from that of an "honoured" princess to one akin to a "poore wretch." Once 

the Duchess tumbles in status, she can be sexually or physically degraded. Thus, after 

death, her lifeless body is humiliated by all and sundry: "every one did what they would 

with that stately carcass" (13-14). Perhaps Margaret is frightened by the ferocity of her 
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own attack on the Duchess, as she turns the brutal language against herself: "Wee shall all 

be stript without sence or remembrance" (13-14). 

However, although Margaret's contempt for Catholicism mitigates her respect for 

Anne Hyde's superiority of rank, as Hyde's trusted Maid of Honor, Margaret has 

obligations to the deceased, and must write carefully. So she metaphorically brutalizes 

Hyde and simultaneously praises Hyde's personal qualities, sympathizes with her plight--

"poor creature"~and laments her fate, while still managing to paint a harrowing picture of a 

doomed Papist, "tost and flung about" in the storms of Eternity (13). 

Clearly, Margaret's approach to religion was fairly stern, and her papers offer 

several fascinating glimpses into the problems of remaining pious at court (21). Famous 

names are dropped with abandon: the Duchess of Monmouth and the King, as well as the 

aforementioned Duchess of York, all appear briefly in the journal. 

My life, by God's Grace, without which I can doe nothing. 

I must, till Lent, rise att halfe an houre after eight a clock; whilst putting on 

morning cloathes, say the prayer for Death and the Te Deum ... In dressing, 

I must consider how little it signifyes to the saveing of my soule, and how 

foolish 'tis to be angry about a thing so unnecessary. Consider what our 

Saviour suffered.~0 Lord, assist me. 

When I goe into the withdrawing roome, lett me consider what my calling is: 

to entertaine the Ladys, not to talke foolishly to Men, more especially the 

King; lett me consider, if a Traytor be hatefull, she that betrayes the soule of 

one is much worse;~the danger of it, the sin of it. Then without pretending 

to witt, how quiet and pleasant a thing it is to be silent, or if I doe speake, 

that it be to the Glory of God.-- Lord, assist me. (17-18) 

She devises strategies which, she hopes, will enable her to socialize and remain pious: 

"When I goe to my Lady Falmouths, I ought to take paines with her about her Religion, or 

else I am not her friend" (18-19). Of course, it may be best to avoid irreligious people 
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entirely: "[G]oe not to the Dutchess of Monmouth, above once a weeke, except when wee 

dress to rehearse, and then carry a booke along with me to read when I don't act" (21). In 

the event that irreligious company must be endured, Margaret furnishes herself with a 

series of rules regarding proper court behavior: 

Talke little when you are there; if they speak of any body I can't commend, 

hold my peace, what jest soever they make; be sure never to talk to the King; 

when they speak filthyly, tho' I be laughed att, looke grave .... If you speake 

any thing they like, say 'tis borrowed, and be humble when commended. 

Before I speake. Lord, assist me ... . (22) 

Margaret sets God and the courtiers in opposition to each other—to please Him, she must 

relinquish the approval of those at court. She takes active measures to forfeit their 

approval, and even goes so far as to dissemble in order to disown witticisms the courtiers 

have "commended" (22). In the midst of those who "speak filthyly," she chooses to 

"looke grave," thus attracting notice to her displeasure, although she knows she will be 

"laughed att" (22). Piety and female silence are often linked in the elegies; here, the diarist 

conveys an instance where silence can speak volumes. Margaret uses her silence to 

convey, through gravity, her spiritual superiority. 

Ultimately, however, the King and his lewd circle are best avoided, so Margaret 

moves from court with her husband. The marriage is a brief one. Margaret bears a son, 

attended by diarist Elizabeth Carey; soon after, Margaret dies of childbirth-related illness. 

Oddly, after Evelyn recounts Margaret's tragic death following childbirth, he 

catalogues the nature of the papers she left behind. The placement of this catalogue is 

surprising, since elegies usually begin with a discussion of the recovery of the subject's 

private papers. Evelyn may well have intended to rearrange and reorganize his manuscript 
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for publication, since he labelled it, "Things I would write out faire and reform if I had the 

leisure" (vii). Among Margaret's papers is her diary: 

I have even beene astonished to find such an heape of excellent things and 

materiall observations collected and written with her own hand ... a world 

of admirable prayers and pieces of flagrant devotion, meditations, and 

discourses on various subjects, (which she compos'd)... add this to the 

Diary of her owne life, actions, resolutions, and other circumstances, of 

which I shall give some specimen. (184) 

The diary contains "Infirmiyes she laboured under, what deliverances she had from danger, 

what favour received, what Methods she resolved to take for the employment of her time"— 

again, a standard list of what a spiritual diary should include (12). Perhaps to emphasize 

the fact that it was, indeed, a real diary, Evelyn includes one dated entry: 

June the 2nd 

I will never play this halfe yeare butt att 3 penny omber, and then with one 

att halves. I will not; I doe not vow, but I will not doe it, ~ what, loose 

mony att Cards, yett not give the poore? Tis robbing God, misspending 

tyme, and missimploying my Talent: three great Sinns. Three pounds 

would have kept three people starveing a month: well, I will not play. (214) 

Margaret Godolphin's entries are consistently interesting, in that they provide a window 

into the world of a young woman at the court of Charles II. Cards and play-acting compete 

with the attractions of piety and sober contemplation. Evelyn's dramatic descriptions of 

Margaret, personified as virtue in the midst of vice, somehow serve to showcase her own, 

less melodramatic depiction of the same scenario. The Life of Mrs. Godolphin is fairly 

unique; not in its depiction of diarist as Christian heroine, but in its vilification of her 

surroundings. 
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Two other book-length elegies, Richard Baxter's A Breviate of the Life of Margaret 

Baxter (1681) and Anthony Walker's Holv Life of Mrs. Elizabeth Walker (1690) are quite 

similar to each other in tone and organization. Both Baxter and Walker were married to 

their wives for many years, and their elegies are, in both cases, very respectful of, and 

affectionate towards, their deceased partners. The elegies are also alike in arrangement: 

both texts present a chapter on the diarist's parentage, and a second chapter on the 

circumstances of her religious awakening and conversion. Each man discusses his wife's 

spiritual temptations and difficulties. Yet each elegist manages, in places, to create the 

impression that he is describing an individual, rather than an archetype. The deep intimacy 

between these men and their wives enabled the men to write extensive, knowledgable texts 

about their subjects. 

Richard Baxter (1615-1691), Margaret's husband and elegist, was a renowned 

writer. As one of the best-known clerics of the seventeenth-century, he was a respected 

preacher and theologian, and the author of a vast number of spiritual texts. He wrote a 

classic autobiography, the posthumously published Reliquiae Baxterianae (1696). Born 

Anglican, Baxter received ordination as a bishop, but he eventually became a non

conformist minister. As a moderate famed for piety, he argued with both Cromwell and 

even Charles EI without serious reprecussions, despite having supported the 

Commonwealth. Yet Baxter did suffer under the post-Restoration persecution of non

conformists. In 1662, he was forbidden to preach publicly, and he was arrested in 1669 

for holding illegal meetings of worship. The arrest lasted a week (Owen 52). In 1670, 

Baxter wrote The Cure of Church Divisions, which argued for religious rights for 

Dissenters. Despite his plea for tolerance, he was arrested again in 1682 as a result of anti-

Dissent policies. However, he was so popular among the people that he was released and 

given immunity from the 'Five Mile Act' which had prompted his arrest. Baxter died, at 

age 76, in 1691. 
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Margaret Charlton, his wife, was born to Francis and Mary Charlton in 

Shropshire. After her father, a justice of the peace, died, young Margaret and her mother 

eventually moved to Kidderminster, where Richard Baxter lived. The two women became 

his congregants. After Mary died in 1661, Margaret was left orphaned in her mid-twenties. 

The next year, Baxter's preaching ministry ended, and he married Margaret. Although she 

was twenty four years younger than Richard, it was a first marriage for both of them, and it 

lasted for nineteen years until her death. Charlton entered into marriage with more financial 

security than many of her female peers. As an heiress, "she had inherited a substantial sum 

of money from her parents' estates" (Owen 47). Richard, eager to preempt accusations of 

marrying Margaret for financial gain, "stipulated certain conditions .... One of these was 

that he would not benefit from anything that belonged to his wife before their marriage" 

(Owen 47). As a member of the gentry, Margaret came from a higher social stratum than 

her husband, and she acquired a bit of celebrity as his young, wealthy wife. Attendant 

details from their marriage became the stuff of lore: Owen writes that when Richard was 

imprisoned in 1669, Margaret joined him and "brought with her so many domestic items 

that he says it was almost as comfortable as being at home!" (52). Among these items was 

her "best bed' (48). The Baxters employed servants, and Margaret also put some of her 

income towards charitable purposes (Gowing 67). 

As an advocate of spiritual diary-keeping, Richard Baxter was a believer in 

testimonial, confessional writing. This leaning towards the confessional prompted him to 

write what Gowing refers to as "one of the most detailed and frank descriptions of an eai'ly 

modern marriage" (67). In A Breviate. Richard reveals more of Margaret's unsettled state 

of mind than is the norm in Stuart elegiac writing. Depression and episodes of mental 

illness were not entirely ignored in spiritual texts; on the contrary, allusions to mental 

battles with the devil were not infrequent. Generally, however, accounts of such torments 

do not reveal the specifics, or nature, of their cause. Whereas Margaret's entries also 
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forebear from mentioning the precise cause of her sufferings, which appear to be both 

mental and physical, her entries are quite straightforward about the depths of her despair: 

April 3. The sadder my present condition is, the greater the mercy that I 

am yet alive .... And though my life may seem but a burden to me sometimes, 

it is my great mistake: for the greatest afflictions are nothing to hell-torments: 

Were they as great as any ever had, while I am alive on this side Eternity, 

there is hope .... (26-27) 

Richard, who does not date his wife's entries by year, includes what appears to be a 

retrospectively written account of her illness and recovery, followed by her resolutions for 

improvement: 

December. 30. was my worst day: I did not then think to be alive this day; 

I ought not to forget it. On Jan. 1. New-Years-day, I first bled at the nose 

largely, and after mended. The fourth day was kept in humiliation for me. 

April 10. was a day of Thanksgiving. 

When I thought I should dye, I was more than ordinarily sensible of 

my unprofitable life, and had such convictions as usually people in my 

condition have, and then made many resolutions as in such cases others 

do ... . (27-28) 

Margaret writes that if she survives her illness, she will put into practice four resolutions. 

These are all formulaic in nature: she will be thankful; she will be dutiful; she will "labour 

for a true sense of the sins of this Nation in general; and in particular of the sins of my 

Relations, and my own" (28-9); finally, she will visit London, "for the reasons mentioned 

in another place" (29). Unfortunately, that is the extent of Margaret's diary-writings 

vouchsafed to us. 

Although he is a traditional elegist in several senses, Richard Baxter diverges from 

the norm in eschewing formulaic depictions of Margaret's virtues. Baxter is an early 
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Boswell in his wish to offer the telling detail, and to expose the charming quirk or 

idiosyncrasy. He is particularly interesting on the subject of his wife's intellectual powers. 

Margaret had been well-educated, and could converse in Latin, Greek, and Hebrew (Owen 

47). Richard carefully pinpoints the turn of her mind: 

(I speak the truth), her apprehension of such things was so much quicker, 

and more discerning than mine; that though I was naturally somewhat 

tenacious of my own conceptions, her reasons, and my experience usually 

told me, that she was in the right, and knew more than I.... And the 

excellency of her reason lay not so much in the speculative, as in the 

practical prudential part: I must say, in this case, I never knew her 

equal: In very hard cases, about what was to be done ... in things of 

the Family, Estate, or every civil business .... (67) 

By describing her mind as "practical" and "prudential," Richard offers a thoughtful, non-

general account of his wife's qualities. "Practical, prudential" Margaret was not falsely 

modest about her own abilities. Her husband writes, "experience acquainted her, that I 

knew less in such things than she; and therefore was willing she should take it all upon 

her" (67). As a well-educated, wealthy, and beloved wife, she was willing and able to 

assert herself in a variety of situations. Richard Baxter presents Margaret as fairly 

formidable, and certainly worthy of respect. This affection and respect forms the 

touchstone of both the Baxter and Walker marital elegies. 

The Holv Life of Elizabeth Walker (1690), like A Breviate of the Life of Margaret, 

celebrates the capacities and abilities of the woman who is elegized. Anthony Walker 

comments on his wife's writings, noting, "I find so many, and they all so wise and good" 

(84). He includes diverse samples of Elizabeth's diary entries, occasional memoirs, 

meditations and letters in the Holy Life. "There's not a Sickness nor imminent danger I 

escaped all the time we lived together," he observes, "which she hath not recorded with 
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most ardent Prayers, and signal Instances of God's gracious Answers of them" (56). This 

rings true: of all the elegies I have seen, I believe the Holv Life boasts the largest 

percentage of writing by a woman. Almost one quarter or fifth of the 269 text pages are, 

by my estimate, written by Elizabeth. 

Elizabeth Sadler Walker (1623-1690) was born in London, the eldest child of John 

and Elizabeth Sadler. Her father was "by Trade a Druggist"; her maternal grandfather was 

"sometimes Minister of Portsmouth" (11). During the Civil Wars, Elizabeth was sent to 

Ipswich for safety, and then to Stratford. When inner discontent made her restless, she 

eventually went to stay at the household of the Reverend John Beadle, through whose 

auspices she met Anthony Walker, her future husband. After their marriage in 1650, the 

Walkers lived in the Essex and London areas until Elizabeth's death four decades later. 

The Holy Life, a tribute to her marriage, is the best-written and most innovative 

elegy I have encountered, due, in part, to its skillful use of several narrative strategies. 

These strategies mimic, in their form, the entwined intimacy between the couple whose 

relationship they depict. Antonia Eraser comments on the "affectionate, even slightly 

flirtatious relationship between the Walkers, which emerges so beguilingly from the pages 

of the Holv Life" (55). The text does emanate a quality of lovingness which, as Eraser 

points out, "emerges ... from the pages" (55). This effect is created, in part, by 

Anthony's clever elaboration of narrative possibilities. The reader experiences the text as a 

discussion between an old married couple, whose familiarity allows them to interrupt and 

finish each other's sentences. In the passage below, three voices run together. Anthony, 

Elizabeth, and her father all seem to be speaking at different points within the same 

sentence: 

After many passages of God's goodness and her Father's indulgent 

kindness to her, which I omit, I meet with this evidence of her Father's 
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confidence in her Prudence and Integrity; "That keeping a petty Cash for 

him of an Hundred pounds or more, he would not so much as read over the 

particular's charg'd, as disbursed for her self, but would say, 'Pray thee 

take at any time what thou needest: By which freedom, I bless God, I was 

not made lavish, but more sparing ... . (15) 

The Holy Life's combination of dialogue, first-person and third-person narrative strategies 

anticipates and foregrounds novelistic techniques of the eighteenth century. Bits of the text 

are alternately reminiscent of Defoe, Boswell, Burney and others. In order to demarcate 

the different narrative voices on the page, the Holv Life is laid out so that Elizabeth's 

writings are italicized or prefaced with a quotation mark at the beginning of each line, to 

distinguish her comments from Anthony's. Occasionally, he interjects in the middle of a 

line. The passage below is laid out precisely as it appears in the text: 

"When I was Young the Lord was pleased 

"to deliver me from many Casualties. Af

ter naming them she always concludes with 

Praises—Blessed be his preventing Mercy— 

Blessed be God that preserved me in that dan

ger—And such like. 

If St. Augustin's confessing of his robbing 

an Orchard be so much approved, why may 

not I touch so small a thing as I meet with 

here, which shews the tenderness of her 

Spirit? 

"When I was a Child, my Mother would 

"send me where she less trusted my Sisters .... (13) 

Anthony and Elizabeth seem to jostle for space. In this passage, neither speaks for more 

than a sentence before the other interrupts. As the passage continues, Elizabeth describes a 

childhood incident where she stole and returned an apple. Anthony concludes her story 

with his own comments and provides a narrative link or transition to her next passage. He 
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is not a silent editor. His near-constant commentary showcases his own role as elegist as 

he garrulously narrates his way through Elizabeth's entries. 

Anthony Walker also brings a unique slant to his use of elegy conventions. In his 

Preface, he is vociferous in his defense of his wife's writing, almost as if he is trying to 

protect her from posthumous slander. He defends the authenticity of Elizabeth's entries, 

claiming "I have shew'd to many Witnesses, and am ready to shew to any Friend" her 

papers (A4). In section one, he also publishes the title of her private notebook, a title 

which, in itself, seems to protest too much: 

Elizabeth Walker her Book, all writ with my own hand, though the 

Character doth vary, I striving to write a little deeper, my sight growing weaker; 

I say, there is not one Syllable, which I have not writ with my own hand. 

Clearly, Elizabeth's claim that her work is all her own, "though the Character doth vary," 

suggests she expects a readership. Her husband defends the style of her entries, describing 

her as a "plain, private Woman" who generally "conversed only with Persons of low 

Degree." Therefore, Anthony asserts, "Allowances are to be made" in regard to her 

writings, which may "be usefull to Persons of her Level" (A3). He immediately reveals the 

flip side of this humility, cautioning readers "to exceed her ... in their Improvements, as 

they do in their Advantages to be improved" before priding themselves on "their Opinions 

of themselves above her" (A3). This passage cleverly punctures the pretensions of those 

who imagine high social status to be one with high spiritual worth. 

Like all elegists, Anthony takes pains to state his publication purpose. He insists 

that he writes to commemorate his wife, rather than to advance himself. He hopes to avoid 

the "Envidious Suspition" of others regarding his authorial motives, but adds, "when all is 

done, there is no Fence against Ill-will, but obligingly to declare, I hope I shall meet with 

none" (A5). He claims his sole intention is to produce a text which "may be useful to other 
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Women, Wives, and Mothers in like Tryals, which is the end for which I write the whole" 

(92). His concern that he may be suspected of aggrandizing himself is not usually 

expressed in elegies, and it may stem from the fact that the Holy Life is more extensive and 

elaborate than most. 

The Holv Life is provocative, not only in its narrative techniques, but in its 

discussion of depression and possible mental illness. As is usual in Stuart texts, her 

doubts and despondency are cast in spiritual terms. Anthony explains, "she was long 

buffeted with horrid satanical Suggestions; and blasphemous Temptations; which not only 

made her go mourning all the day long, but many Months and Years" (17). He rationalizes 

these aetheistic temptations as God's attempt to test and strengthen Elizabeth: "He suffered 

her weary Soul to be dug deep and long .... and as 'tis usually said, a Storm makes a 

Mariner, a Battle a Soldier, and Temptation makes a Christian" (17). Elizabeth herself 

writes, "Sometimes, through my dark and cloudy fancy, I had temptations that there was 

no God, which was very vexatious to me. And I, impatient of it, desired to apprehend a 

God, all Vengeance and Terrour, rather than no God at all" (18-19). Her self-analysis here 

is acute; she is the only Stuart woman diarist to articulate that she prefers high drama to the 

terror of the void. Her preference, however, is not realized; no vengeful God appears. In 

His absence, Elizabeth stares at the flowers in her father's shop as a way of "meditating on 

the Creation" (19). When this method of meditation provides only temporary respite from 

her 'temptations,' she confesses her doubts to a minister, and then feels embarrassed. She 

fears and fantasizes, imagining heightened public exposure of what she perceives of as her 

own private iniquity: "I thought my estate to be singular, and that I should hear Books and 

Ballads cried of me about the streets" (19-20). Confiding in an aunt leads to an 

appointment with a physician: "he perceived my Distempter to be most Dejectedness and 

Melancholly" (20). The condition appears to extend into a form of eating disorder or 

anorexia: 
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If I desired anything that was gratefull to my Appetite, when it was brought 

me I durst not make use of it, because I thought it to be the satisfaction of a 

base sensual Appetite. 

I did eat very sparingly, which, with my much weeping, occasioned 

me some little inconvenience, which became habitual .... (22-23) 

Perhaps hoping to benefit by a change of scene, Elizabeth leaves the Reverend Beadle's 

household and returns to London, where she finds her "troubles wearing off more 

gradually ..." (23). At this point, she receives visits from Anthony Walker, whom she 

eventually marries. 

Anthony's narrative need to restrain Elizabeth's out-of-bounds illnesses or behavior 

to the space of the chapter alloted it—entitled "How she was first awakened to a deep sense 

of Religion by Temptation~"causes him to attempt to confine discussion of the illness to a 

final few summary pages. After comparing Elizabeth's troubles to the temptations of 

Jesus, he encapsulates her repeated struggles in two brief, final paragraphs. Anthony casts 

the fight for her mental health, which he views as her spiritual health, into battle terms. It 

is Elizabeth versus the Devil: 

God restrain'd her Enemy, (as she always call'd the Devil both in Speech 

and Writing,) sometimes for shorter, sometimes for longer seasons. 

Sometimes she hardly stood her ground and kept the field; sometimes she 

so resisted as to make him fly .... she obtain'd signal and triumphant 

Victories.... Yet even at these she would complain, that at some distance 

Beelzebub ... would return to Buz, yea, and attempt to blow her mind, 

especially if there were any sore place found to light on, any small remisness, 

or bodily infirmity, which abated her vigour to resist or keep him off. But I 

shall leave at present this more dark and cloudy Scene, and hasten to that 

which our gracious God of his infinite Goodness rendred so lightsome and 

comfortable to us both. (25-26) 
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In Anthony's description of Elizabeth's battle, the devil is a sort of rapist who "abated her 

vigour to resist or keep him off" (26). He attacks "any sore place found to light on, any ... 

bodily infirmity" (26). However, his ultimate goal is not her body, but her soul. It is 

interesting that the mind, where these struggles are perceived and conceptualized, receives 

no mention. In metaphorical descriptions of the human condition, the heart is often 

prioritized as the seat of emotion. Literature also provides countless examples of the body 

as a metaphorical site for struggle. Yet in the Holy Life and many other Stuart religious 

texts, it is often the Soul which is conceptualized as the primary site of contestation. The 

soul is either set apart from the body, as in the texts of the Quakers and others who wish to 

argue for the spiritual equality of the sexes, or it is tangentially linked to the body, as here 

in the Holv Life. 

The Holv Life is also remarkable for the caliber and quality of Elizabeth's writing. 

Her most poignant and heart-wrenching descriptions occur in her renderings of her 

children's illnesses and deaths, which have been examined at length in the previous 

chapter. As Elizabeth gave birth to eleven children, all of whom died before her, and since 

she also suffered what Anthony describes as "some abortive, or untimely births," much of 

her writing is taken up with the fates of her children (61). To include but one example, 

Elizabeth recounts the virtues of her deceased daughter Mary in a touching elegy within an 

elegy: 

My sweet Child, and dearly beloved Daughter Mary, a sweet tender 

hearted obedient Child, of great Prudence, and early Piety, and examplary 

Inclination to the knowledge of God, and concerns of a better Life; she fell 

suddenly ill of a Sore Throat, Jan. 17, 1669. and after four Days ilness, 

sweetly fell asleep in Jesus Christ, Jan. 21. 

She was Six Years and a quarter old when she departed this life. 

She was of a quick apprehension, an even temper, chearfull but serious, of 
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a pretty presence, not bold but of an innocent confidence; a sweet composure 

of Love and Humility; of such Generosity she would not lye; I do not know 

that ever she spake an untruth; she was Religious ... . (96) 

The tenderness of Elizabeth towards her daughter is apparent, as is her sorrow when her 

children are, one by one, taken from her. As she had been taught to do, Elizabeth casts 

about for consolations, such as the piety of one child at the death of another. The pathos of 

the descriptions of the Walker children incurs Anthony's hope that readers will respect the 

emotion revealed in the text; 

I know there are too many in the World who will make these things the 

Subject of their Mirth and Scorn .... I hope this will meet with some Readers 

to whom it may not be as insipid, as the White of an Egg, to allude to Job's 

Expression; and for those who think it the cheapest and quickest way to ease 

their Minds, in their unacquaintedness with such things, to ridicule them in 

others, I say, Mock on. (103) 

Anthony, as elegist, attempts to protect the tender feelings of Elizabeth—his wife and 

elegaic subject-even as he exposes and reveals them. This tension between the desire to 

reveal and the desire to protect appears more than once in the Holv Life and is a feature of 

many diary elegies. Indeed, the Holy Life, like its predecessors, is notable for its 

adherence to elegy conventions; for its distinctive mixing of narrative voices; and for its 

reworking of one genre for use in another. 

If the diary elegy is notable in several respects, perhaps its major importance is the 

role it played in the circulation of women's writing. Elegies enabled Stuart women diarists 

to become known to each other as writers. Through inclusion in these elegies, diarists and 

diaries were celebrated in a communal context, and this, in itself, lent ritualistic importance 

to journal-keeping in the pious Protestant community. In fact, it is the elegy which 

ultimately brought female diaries to the attention of a wider reading audience. With the 
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exception of the mystic Jane Lead's spiritual journal, Fountain of Gardens ("1696-17011. no 

Stuart woman's diary was published in a non-elegaic context until the latter half of the 

nineteenth century. By contrast, six diaries were excerpted in elegies in the 1600s, as were 

two in the 1700s, and five in the 1800s. These figures indicate that the diary elegy was the 

primary means by which women's diary writing was circulated in both the Stuart era and 

the long eighteenth century. 
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CHAPTER VII: Mystical Diaries: Reflections on the Sacred 

Only two Stuart Protestant women diarists venture into mystical territory. These 

women, Jane Lead and her disciple Ann Bathurst, leave texts that are markedly different 

from those of their Protestant contemporaries. Dame Gertrude More also writes emotively 

of the mystic path in The Holy Practices of a Divine Lover (1657) and A Lover's 

Confessions, and Ideot's Devotions (1658'). but she is a Benedictine nun. Although the 

language of Stuart Protestants can be quite impassioned—Mary Rich writes, "God was 

pleased exsidingly to ravish my soule with deasires" (July 30, 1666)—Protestant texts like 

hers are generally composed of standard phrases used to connote religious yearning. Most 

Stuart Protestant diarists monitor their yearnings after God in sanctioned sentences and 

situations, as authorized and approved by the clerical establishment. Lead and Bathurst, by 

contrast, celebrate a joyful, lyrical journey of spiritual discovery in poetic, imaginative 

language. What separates these women mystics from other female seekers is their decision 

to partake in a tradition whereby they depict themselves as members of a spiritual elite who 

have experienced union with God. Although Lead suffers from practical, financial 

difficulties and dependencies throughout much of her life, she and Bathurst, like Gertrude 

More, write as initiates of the divine, and convey an air of authority and expertise in 

religious matters that sets them apart from the other diarists in this study. 

Dame Gertrude More (1606-1633) grounds her discussion of the mystic path in a 

radical critique of the Catholic hierarchy. In posthumously published collections of her 

writings, the great-great-granddaughter of Saint Thomas More describes her problems with 

various confessors and the power stmggles in the nunnery she helped to found. More left 

her home in Essex, England, to set up this nunnery in Cambrai when she was only 

eighteen (Latz 14). She spent the next several years plagued by doubts about her fitness 

for the religious life and found herself at odds with a potential confessor. Friar Augustine 
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Baker. Eventually, More embraced Baker's teachings. When Baker quarreled with 

another chaplain. Father Francis Hull, over the best manner of training novitiates. More 

was requested to submit a written account of her personal prayer and training with him. 

This account, "Dame Gertrude's Apology for Herself and Her Spiritual Guide and 

Director, Venerable Augustine Baker" is remarkable for its courage. Although she 

mentions no one but Baker by name, More's resentment towards the failings of her 

superiors is evident: 

For to-day I have a Confessor who will warrant me, and to-morrow another 

who will doubt of my case. To-day I have one so precise that he will warrant 

me in nothing, and to-morrow I have one who thinketh he can pierce so far 

into all things that, if I will adhere unto him and nobody else, he will answer 

for all ... . (244-5)' 

More recalls, "I have had myself a Confessor who ... out of his aptness ... to take all I did 

and said in a sense other than I meant it... would have frighted me out of the Sacraments" 

(245). She therefore chooses to remain reserved and puts her spiritual trust in someone 

else: "I have hitherto (God be praised!) kept myself out of his fingers!" (246). This is 

bold and direct writing from a woman only in her twenties. 

More is extremely forceful in her condemnation of the results of mismanaged 

hierarchy. She blames power-hungry confessors for sapping souls of confidence in their 

relationship to God: "spiritual men of this kind would be so absolute that.... those under 

them, if they be poor, simple women (howsoever good may be their spirit), live miserable, 

dejected lives; for it is the only way that these directors can bring their politic and absolute 

government about" (246). More mourns "the incredible martyrdom that a contemplative 

soul hath to undergo" if trained by one who is "unlearned" and not "truly spiritual," but 
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merely "partly spiritual" (235). Her impassioned and lucid explication of her plight as a 

potential pawn in the machinations of others is bulwarked by her conviction that God does 

not want the progress of sincere souls hindered by authoritarian men: 

O my God! Was this Thy meaning when we vowed ourselves to Thee? Or, 

rather, didst not Thou say, "Be wise as serpents and simple as doves"? 

Thou didst not say, "Be so foolish under pretence of blind obedience, that 

thou shalt not know thy right hand from the left!" (247). 

More's disavowal of blind obedience is clearly based on her own experience of strife and 

power jockeying between Father Francis Hull and her own supervisor, Francis Baker. 

More's negative experiences with the vacillating opinions of men prove to her it is 

prudent to place one's faith and confidence entirely in God. After all, "The warrant which 

a true internal liver fmdeth from God is able to stand in all the contrarieties, changes, and 

oppositions, which arise out of the differences of all men in indifferent things" (244). 

Furthermore, the final appraisal of a soul is made by God alone, since confessors lack the 

impartiality needed to assess the motives of the soul before them: 

and yet our soul doth not alter before God according to everyone's 

apprehension that we meet with. For if it did ... we might bid all true 

confidence adieu, and place our peace upon that which is as changeable as 

the moon—to wit, the humours and opinions of men in indifferent things .... (245) 

More articulates a world-view in which the soul's relationship to God is the most important 

element in an individual's spiritual progression. She credits God as the only real teacher in 

mystical matters: "pSf]one but He, is the true and immediate teacher and director in the 

most obscure and supernatural way of contemplation" (234). The Divine light is often 

'All quotations from More are taken from The Writinp:s of Dame Gertrude More, rev. and ed. by Dom Benedict 
Weld-Blundell. 
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discovered by "simple and unlearned souls," rather than by "learned and acutely witted" 

men, and this light is entirely the gift of God: "The most spiritual man in the world cannot 

instil this light into another. All he can do is exteriorly to teach the soul how to dispose 

herself for it" (234). More suggests, "If the soul simply regard God in the best manner she 

can, it will be as easy for her to see what he would have her do or omit... when to ask, 

when to hold her peace, when to pray ... as it is easy to discern ... the sun from the moon" 

(275). More conceives of this inner light and guidance as existing independently of 

outward interference, and her discussion pre-dates the mid-century articulation of the 

Quaker inner light doctrine, which states that one may commune with the God within, 

regardless of outer intervention. 

Lead shares with More a self-confidence that appears to have been inspired by 

contact with this divine inner light. This confidence displays itself in all of Lead's 

writings. Her self-depiction is markedly more positive than that of her Protestant peers. In 

the preface to the first of three volumes of spiritual diaries". Lead records visions 

experienced between 1670 and 1686. She writes that, even before these revelations, she 

"lived in som good Degree of an Illuminated Knowledge" (I. 6), and she offers readers a 

"mystical dispensation" (I. 13). Her instructions are to "seriously apply your self to this 

Way and Method of God's Immediate Teaching: Which then you shall find to open the 

Center of your own soul" (I. 7). The commanding and teacherly tone of her text 

differentiates it from other Stuart women's journals, save perhaps Celia Fiennes' travel 

diaries, which are filled with authoritative-sounding secular observations on Fiennes' 

• Volume I entries are drawn from the years 1670-1676, volume II entries are drawn from 1677, and the 
two-part third volume's entries are drawn from 1678-1686. Volume III, Part II, was printed in 1701, 
separately from volume part I, and in the preface Lead calls part II "the Fourth and Last Volume" (A3). For 
this reason, and for ease of notation, I will refer to part II of volume III as volume IV in my page 
references. Lead also published The Tree of Faith, or the Tree of Life (1696) shortly before she published 
her multi-volume Fountain of Gardens. The Tree of Life, and its attached supplement, The Tree of Faith. 
include scattered diary entries, but more prominently feature a series of numbered paragraphs with the 
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journeys through England. Whilst Quaker and other Dissenters, in the throes of religious 

fervour, sometimes plead with, or threaten, readers to adopt a particular philosophy. Lead 

neither beseeches nor cajoles her audience. Lead's narrative persona suggests she has 

valuable information and will share it if requested to do so. 

Since Lead is best placed in a mystic tradition, a useful starting point for 

approaching her work is the recent surge of feminist scholarship on medieval female 

mystics. The contributions of Europeans such as Saint Catherine of Siena, Saint Teresa of 

Avila, Margaret of Cortona, Julian of Cortillon, Hadewijch of Antwerp, Hildegard of 

Bingen, Angela of Folino, Brigit of Sweden, Ossana of Mantua, Marguerite Porete, and 

Christina Ebner are all in the process of being re-examined. England boasts Julian of 

Norwich, medieval author of Revelations of Divine Love, and her acquaintance Margery 

Kempe. Kempe and Norwich can fairly be considered as Lead and More's predecessors in 

the art of mystical writing. 

In Power. Gender, and Christian Mysticism. Grace Jantzen makes the point that 

medieval mystics use status derived from their purported direct experience of God to win 

respect and privileged treatment. The phenomenon of exalting mystics, gurus, or others 

who are held in spiritual awe is both ancient and very modem. On the cusp of the 

eighteenth century, Jane Lead herself cautions against seeking after "Personalities, which 

will nothing avail him to know, and probably may do ... great Hurt," particularly when one 

may more profitably "retire into the inward Depth of his own Heart" (IL 529). Since 

reverence towards spiritual leaders is still a widespread phenomenon today, as numerous 

biographies of cult leaders attest, I disagree with Jantzen's comment that "we are no longer 

living under the sacred canopy of the medieval era: people who say that they have mystical 

experiences are not likely to be given vast political and financial authority" (xv). I do agree 

occasional date inserted therein. The Tree of Faith . or The Tree of Life has little sense of chronology to it, 
and does not read like a journal. 
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with Jantzen's primary thesis that mysticism is a social construction, continually re-defined 

by successive eras, and that its relationship to issues of power deserves more critical 

attention. 

The ways in which society mediates female experience forms the basis of my study, 

and I perceive the same difficulty among Stuart women that Jantzen observes among 

medieval women; that is, a desire to embrace a proffered spiritual system without accepting 

the gender constraints that accompany it. Jantzen reiterates the much-debated idea that the 

genders were equal in Christianity's earliest era, until the church suppressed women. She 

finds in the medieval period "the beginning of a convoluted pattern" replayed throughout 

the centuries: a pattern of "strong women of spirit accepting and internalising male-defined 

boundaries and (sometimes unconsciously) pushing hard against those very boundaries 

while still outwardly expressing their loyalties to them" (49). The process of taking power 

from women occurs, in the Stuart period, in the toning down of radical notions of equality 

subscribed to by the first generation of Quaker Dissenters. Nevertheless, second-wave 

Quaker women present themselves as staunchly proud and active in the face of gender 

opposition, whereas medieval female mystics are notorious for their asceticism and self-

negating phraseology. 

Paradoxically, medieval women manage to combine self-dismissiveness with 

authoritarian explanations of how to proceed in spiritual matters. Despite their self-

effacement, female mystics are writing, in essence, spiritual handbooks, and, accordingly, 

they are both authors and experts in their field. While she does not exalt herself, Julian of 

Norwich makes the radical claim that God is part female. "Our Saviour is our tme mother 

in whom we are eternally bom," she writes in the early 1400s, in Revelations of Divine 

Love. She continues, "I saw that God rejoices that he is our father, and God rejoices that 

he is our mother." This depiction of God as part female causes the reader to rethink 

Julian's reproachful admission that she herself is a mere woman writing. Perhaps it is the 
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mortal quality of being a 'mere woman,' rather than the gender aspect, which prompts 

Julian's apology to her readers. 

Like their Stuart counterparts, medieval women writers undergo alteration in their 

depiction by male editors. Carol Lee Flinders notes that "medieval hagiographers typically 

portray women saints as having been virtuous from birth, in contrast to men saints, who 

usually undergo dramatic conversions" (18). This convention changes by the mid-

seventeenth century, when Protestant women were routinely expected to portray their 

doubts and temptations on paper. Flinders' observation is interesting for many reasons, 

not least because it suggests Catholic hagiographers could not believe a sullied female form 

might transcend its condition and reach union with God. Furthermore, virtuous from birth 

is entirely at odds with the ways the women in question represent themselves. In her 

autobiography. Saint Teresa of Avila depicts herself as a woman with problems and trials, 

not as a perfected being. Mystics whom the Church did not sanctify are even more 

forthright. Margery Kempe catalogues her blunders during a period of spiritual temptation: 

"I slandered my husband, my friends, and my own self. I said many wicked and cruel 

things; I was empty of any virtue or goodness" (21). Kempe's self-portrayal is not that of 

one who is virtuous from birth. Her text is written to reassure "sinful wretches" (17), and 

she places herself among these sinners. Yet, by the end of the narrative, after a series of 

tribulations and revelations, Kempe receives divine assurance that her soul will go to 

heaven. As a woman, a sinner, and one much sinned-against, Kempe makes a brave 

stance by suggesting that a relationship with God is open to all who desire it. We may look 

to women like Kempe when Jantzen declares that, despite the "racism and classism, sexism 

and homophobia" of some medieval mystics and of the Church itself, certain women made 

"creative and courageous efforts at pushing back the boundaries of thought and action so 

that liberation could be achieved" (23). 
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Jane Lead (1624-1704) is one of these radical women. Although, in the spirit of 

her allegorical text, she rarely addresses her economic problems and philosophy directly, 

she embues the language of her spiritual discourse with many metaphorical references to 

unfair economic practices against women. Catherine Smith, in two excellent articles, 

observes that Lead "took the language of commerce ... and transmuted it into spiritual 

metaphors" (1984: 58). According to Smith, Lead subtly comments on unfair practices of 

her day by incorporating references to cruel dower and jointure laws into her revelations. 

As evidence. Smith offers a quotation from Lead's Tree of Life (1699) as an instance 

where marital property practices are troped: 

Believe that Christ will settle upon this espoused Bride all that is his; that 

she shall have a mutual Interest with him, in what the Father hath put into 

his Hand ... herein she will be put into a Joint-possession, with the Lord 

her bridegroom, as her Propriety. (Tree 24-25) 

Lead's passage is pointed in its metaphors, and clever in its positioning of Christ as the 

perfect bridegroom who offers his wife nothing less than love and justice in the form of 

perfect financial equity between marital partners. God, the divine and wished-for Father, 

bestows his blessings on Christ, knowing Christ will share all equally with his bride in a 

"mutual Interest" and "Joint-possession." If God and Christ approve of this practice, who 

should not? Jane Lead, like many Stuart rhetoricians, places God in support of her cause. 

Lead takes an accepted trope (bride of Christ) and alters it to reflect her vision of a heavenly 

union, one where the bride will receive parity with the groom."^ 

When Lead infuses her discussions of spiritual matters with economic terminology, 

she is probably drawing on her own experience of financial difficulties. Born Jane Ward to 

'Smith adds, "Lead was covertly protesting these conditions for women as a group as she specifies for 
spiritual union "such a plenty of dowry Riches and Honour, that cannot be degraded nor plucked away"... 
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a landed Norfolk family, she was the youngest of twelve children. Her only inheritance 

was willed to her husband, a merchant, as part of the marriage settlement. Lead did not 

wish to marry, since mystic visions had long since left her preoccupied with God: Smith 

notes, "as a bride of Christ, she found earthly marriages repulsive" (1979: 4). Her 

marriage to William Lead, a relative, was apparently born of financial necessity, although 

she commemorates the marriage lovingly in her published journals. The union lasted from 

1644 to William Lead's death in 1670 and produced four daughters, only one of whom 

survived her parents. After William's death, Jane found herself impoverished. Due to the 

misdeeds of dishonest bankers and the lack of a written will, the widow Lead was, in her 

own words, "Left in dire and extreme want, which forced me even more to place my assets 

into Heaven."'* 

Very rarely does Lead break out of mystic mode in the course of her printed 

journals, a rarity which makes the exception seem more significant. In the few entries to 

focus directly on material concerns, Lead writes straightforwardly about her economic 

troubles. In the mid-1670s, she moved in with the maverick ex-Anglican minister John 

Pordage and his wife. This move scandalized her brother, who was concerned about 

impropriety and preferred her to live with him. The matter was made more grave because 

Pordage had apparently "lost his parish through church censure of his own ecstatic 

practices and ranter inclinations" and was considered fairly eccentric (Smith 1984: 60). A 

1676 entry seems to suggest that Lead is still not comfortably settled in a home: 

my daughter R. came to me, with a Message ... that now there was an 

opportunity opened for my Redemption out of all Straits and Cares, being 

and a "jointure" not of part, but "of all the Lands and Possessions that he hath." "(Lead qtd. in Smith 1984: 
58). 
^ This is a translation of a quotation culled from the German language "Life of the Author," which was 
attached to six of Lead's tracts published in Germany between 1694 and 1696, and reprinted in English in 
Smith (1984: 59). 
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privately ordered by my Brother to send for me down to her House, and 

so to come to him, and to abide during his Life, where all things should be 

provided, and need not to have any other dependance. (I. 327-328) 

Lead implies she would like to foresake all cares and concerns of the flesh, but finds it 

difficult to do so, particularly when her stress manifests in her physical form; she 

complains, "I felt such bitter Agonies in my outward Man" (I. 451) and laments that "the 

Spirit of the Mind" should be housed in a body which can be "depressed by Sickness" (I. 

351). Lead's body is twice a source of difficulty, both because it ails her and, also, 

because it must be protected and secured from hunger, homelessness, and—although this is 

unstated—attack. Lead is continually dependent on men, such as her husband, brother, and 

John Pordage, to protect and house her body so that she may concentrate on her inner life. 

Lead's fortunes continue to vacillate throughout the remainder of her life. Even 

after choosing to stay with Pordage, the widowed Lead comments on the 

"disappointments," "fear," and "concern" occasioned by her unstable situation, which 

impede on her ability to focus solely on her "Spiritual Life:" 

Provision has been made for me, as disappointments happen for my outer 

support; my great fear and concem being left the necessity of my Corporeal 

Life, should distress and prevent the rising up of my Spiritual Life, which 

hath been my only care to keep up. (Feb 5, 1678/79: III. 61) 

As a member of Pordage's household, a period of relative financial stability allows Lead to 

focus on spiritual work. Smith notes that Lead and Pordage "led their congregation, 

experienced sympathetic visions, studied, and wrote extended commentary on the work of 

the German inner-light theologian and mystic philosopher, Jacob Boehme" (1984: 60). 

But after Pordage's death in 1681, Lead's finances entered into another period of 

instability. She is far from inactive: Paula McDowell reports that once Pordage passed 
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away, "Lead assumed leadership of their congregation and immediately began publishing 

her own works," (170). In the period between 1681 and 1702, Lead publishes more than 

seventeen texts. Yet Lead, who is in her late fifties in 1681, is aging, vulnerable, lacking 

in financial resources, and disinclined to marry. She stresses that since her spouse's death, 

God is her "true husband," and she can belong to "no other": 

Feb 5 1682/83 Remarks on my Widdowed State 

From year to year, since Mr. Lead's Decease, this Day by me Commemorated 

is. Now the Lord my Maker is my true Husband: in whom great Joy and 

Solacement I have found; and therefore no other can I ever be, since the 

loss of my Outward and near Bosom Friend ....I have been in the Outward 

Widowhood now Twelve Year: And I do count my Age to be Eight and 

Fifty Years ... . (IV. 302-304) 

Lead's lack of marital income proves damaging: with no stable means of support, by 

1692, Lead is destitute and living alone in a house of charity in Stepney. A couple of years 

later her fortunes shift again; a nobleman, Baron Kniphausen, reads the German translation 

of Lead's Heavenlv Cloud Now Breaking (1681) and sends her money to rent a house with 

her daughter Barbara Walton (McDowell 171). Kniphausen also pays for her other texts to 

be translated as soon as they appeared, and the translations spark continental interest in 

Lead's teachings. As she enters her seventies, a spiritual group called the Philadelphian 

Society forms around Lead and carries on after her death in 1704. 

Lead's life experiences are ultimately channeled in the service of her spiritual 

writing, which is infused with a material feminism—one of several avenues by which she 

proves radical. In her texts. Lead continually introduces the material into the spiritual. She 

uses the language of marriage law and inheritance to comment on social practices she finds 

unjust, and she uses Sophia, Boheme's manifestation of wisdom, to raise issues of 

concern to her. As Smith points out, "Wisdom is for Jane Lead a coherent mental and 
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emotional understanding of paradoxical reality in which a feminine ideal might be bride of 

Christ while a female person might be essentially powerless" (1984: 62). Indeed, one lure 

of Lead's mystic inner journeys may be that all of her adventures are undertaken in what is 

ultimately a safe haven; no one in Lead's spirit world wants to hurt her. If Lead is not 

precisely in charge, then at least those in authority, like God and Wisdom, intend to protect 

and encourage her. Herein lies part of spirituality's appeal for Stuart women: it is a 

domain in which they can create for themselves experiences and a sense of self-importance 

which society is loath to grant. 

Lead's role as the female leader of a spiritual community is, like her writings, 

politically significant. Paula McDowell argues that Lead's position "as the respected leader 

of a nonconformist sect, with two learned male scribes, a congregation of some 100 

followers, and a continental, as well as local, audience—was itself a challenge to traditional 

modes of order" (178). Many Stuart diaries offer up an image of a female sermon-goer 

anxiously scribbling notes on a male cleric's sermon. Lead reverses the gender hierarchy; 

she is the oracle of divine knowledge, and she has her own "male scribes" (McDowell 

178). Yet McDowell and Smith acknowledge that Lead's power in society fluctuates 

according to her financial status, and that this status is usually reliant on male protection 

extended or withdrawn from her at various points in her life and career. 

What remains staunch and stable throughout her texts is the sense of authority Lead 

projects regarding her inner life. Her narrative persona is that of one who does not seek or 

require outside authorization for her beliefs and experiences; as such, she privileges a self-

designated, inward source of power. Lead implies, in the traditional fashion, that her 

reason for publishing is not the desire for self-aggrandizement; instead, she hopes to spread 

God's glory and to help other spiritual seekers. However, she is not falsely or coyly 

modest about her role as author. Instead of mourning her unworthiness or apologizing for 

her gender, she immediately states that the purpose of her book is to enlighten her readers: 
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for the Universal, Enlightening, Leading and Refreshing, for the Dove 

Flocks belonging to the Great Shepherd, to whom such Pastures lie open 

to be freely fed upon; I think my self obliged to Publish for these Ends, 

what can be recovered of the Process and Diary of my Life, since I have 

been under these Love-Visitations from the Spirit of my Lord (I. 4). 

As for those who are not prepared to embark sincerely on a mystical joumey, Lead curtly 

suggests that they "forbear Rash and Censorious Judgment upon those Things that are at 

present above their Reach" (L 14). Lead puts a practical spin on the traditional Christian 

virtue of self-abasement, briskly telling other seekers to "keep very Low, entring into a 

Self-Annhiliation, So as a Nothing to be, with reference to the Creaturely Being, that the 

All-Deifick Unction may arise as an overflowing Tide" (I. 14-15). There is no suggestion 

that women are unworthy creatures to receive the Lord's blessing, nor is there a Calvinist 

implication that only certain predestined believers are fit to receive God. Lead is merely 

saying, in the mystic tradition, that men and women alike must quiet the mind and 

dissasociate from the ego in order to merge with a higher consciousness. 

To prepare the reader for the coming encounter with the printed surreal. Lead 

forewarns of the need to read her text metaphorically. She mentions "the Similitudes and 

Visions which are published here, God many times coming down to unfold himself in this 

Figurative and Parabolical" (L 8). She thus teaches her reader how her text should be read-

-that is, figuratively and parabolically. The reader should expect the bizarre: within her 

text, she announces, one will find "such Mysterious Things as haply may rarely be found 

elsewhere" (I. 15). Her editor cautions, "[T]he Matters be of the greatest Consequence, 

though they be couche for the most part under certain Parable, Similitudes, and Visional 

Idea (ILA2). Lead's writing abounds with visions and parables, which are often effective 

conduits for the ideas she wishes to convey. The imaginative nature of Lead's stylizations 
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and her creative renderings of spiritual concepts distinguishes her journals from those of 

her non-mystic peers. 

While Lead's intensive use of allegory, symbol and mystic tropes distinguish her 

from the other diarists in this study (except Bathurst), these same features nevertheless link 

her to a historical tradition of Christian and pre-Christian writing and thought. In 

Mysteriously Meant. D.C. Allen traces the attempts of Christian apologists who hoped to 

use "allegorical and symbolic" readings of Homer and others as a means of aligning the 

beliefs of the ancients with Christian theology (x). Certain ideas endorsed by Lead, such 

as the configuring of the body as the prison of the soul and the luminous nature of the 

divine, can be traced back to Platonic thought. Lead also relies strongly on the trope of 

vision, recurrent in Christian literature since Christ transfigured himself before Peter, 

James, and John, and since Paul saw through a glass, darkly. Humans, Lead suggests, do 

not acknowledge the extent of their ignominy ; "we have seen our selves in a flattering 

Glass, and have been thereby deceived" (IIL 177). As her education progresses, she 

learns to see God's literal inspiration. Jesus himself teaches her to do so in a vision. Lead 

tells us, "The Eye of my Spirit saw it thin as the Mist, only as the coulour of the Sun-

Beams. Then said the Word in me. What dost thou now see but the Spirit and Breath" (I. 

346). In Lead's visions, everything is made apparent; truth is revealed; and life and breath-

-Divine Essence and Its Emanation—become visible. 

Much of Lead's strength as a stylist is attendant on her use of brief but memorable 

parables. These parables, meant to illustrate religious precepts, are replete with vivid 

imagery and characterization. For instance, rather than state that sin is ugly. Lead depicts 

monstrous, sinful creatures from whom burst beautiful infants. Her striking use of images 

enables the reader to grasp viscerally the concept that sin itself is a deformity: 

January the 12th 1677/78 
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In the night there was presented to me, two Forms very displeasing to 

my Eye, being Cloathed with a Hairy Goats-Skin, where spots and 

blotches did appear so unlovely, as I was much disgusted at the sight of them. 

[Then the pair]... rent this outward Deformity in twain .... And I beheld 

two sweet amiable children came forth .... (11.9) 

After the disgusting creatures dramatically transform themselves from hideous to lovely, it 

transpires that the "innocent and all-beautiful Babes" who come out from under the ugly 

goat-skin have merely cast off "that thick and cloudy smothering Body of Sin" which 

previously disfigured them (II. 10). One day all humans will enjoy "the shining face of a 

transmuted Body" (11.27). Lead, here and elsewhere, participates in a tradition that depicts 

transcendence and illumination as conjoined. Her contemporary, the poet Henry Vaughan, 

has also been described as having "favorite imagery of light shining into darkness and 

transforming sinful man" (Low 169). 

Until the transformation occurs, patience is necessary. As Spirit explains, "the 

Holy thing, which is rising out of the Center, must have time to work through all that dark 

matter, which doth lie in the vale of Flesh" (II. 516). Matter, like sin, is disdained as 

undesirable but ultimately illusory and transcendable, and Lead's imaginative and gripping 

use of parable points up this idea. 

Stylistically, the vacillations and vicissitudes of Lead's writing style are even more 

notable than her use of literary devices. Lead was extremely prolific in her chronicling of 

spiritual visions, and some parts of her text are marred by awkward repetition of ideas and 

tropes. Furthermore, some of her lengthier entries, which rarely follow a linear 

progression from one event to the next, can be difficult to follow. Lead's editor is not 

overflattering about her technique: he compares her style of prose to mind-chatter, and 

concedes that many will find within nothing but "an Enthusiastick Jargon of 
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Words" (II. A2). Lead acknowledges her editor's comments and does not seem offended 

by them, although scattered among the scores of words and entries are beautiful, ecstatic 

visions described in memorable prose. For instance, she writes, "I felt the Deity to arise, 

to a Molten Sea of Transparency. This was a God-over-running with a glowing Stream. 

Indeed Voices and Seraphims; Sounds and Lightnings: Tastings, Feelings, and Spicy 

Scents broke in all at once" (IV. 233-234). Other passages are far less heightened. 

Perhaps the variable quality of Lead's writing occurs because she did not arrange her own 

papers for publication, although she appears to have participated in the process to some 

degree. In the advertisement to volume IV of the published journals. Lead's editor writes 

that much of her text was assembled from "loose Shreds of Paper ... and Encouragements 

to some few Particular Friends; not thinking of their Publication in the least." While this is 

a standard apology, the editor notes that the death of Lead's "Intimate Friend, who 

diligently transcribed all her Spiritual Papers, has preventd us from seeing many Things, 

that would Doubtless have been preserved by him" (unpag). If Lead did not edit her 

scattered papers into their final published form, she may not be responsible for the 

repetition and confusion that sometimes mars the flow of the passages and the links 

between them. In any case, throughout the Fountain. Lead's writing veers dramatically 

between the poetic and lyric and the repetitive and impenetrable. 

Nevertheless, Lead's guiding narrative principle is an ingenius one. She chooses to 

present her explication of esoteric concepts in the form of a personal journal. Rather than 

admonish her audience to follow specific practices and instructions, as she does briefly in 

the preface, Lead switches tactics in the body of the text and relays her own story. The 

reader is lured in, if only to find out what happens on Lead's quest. She successfully uses 

the rhetorical strategy of testimonial, so prevalent in the seventeenth century, to put forth 

her ideas. 
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Like Julian of Norwich before her. Lead toys with gender and concentrates on the 

female aspect of divinity. Lead's main character. Wisdom, is depicted as a woman named 

Sophia, with a face "as the terrible Crystal for brightness," and a "Countenance ... sweet 

and mild" (L 18). Sophia appoints herself as Lead's teacher, and thereby our guide, 

through various mystic lessons. Sophia tells Lead, "Behold I am God's Eternal Virgin-

Wisdom, whom thou hast been enquiring after; I am to unseal the Treasures of God's deep 

Wisdom unto thee" (1.18). Sophia then tells Lead to think of her as a mother, and Lead 

agrees: "For if I would apply myself to her doctrine, and draw my Life's Food from no 

other breast, I should know the recovery of a lost Kingdom" (I. 25-6). Manifest is the 

eroticizing of the maternal here and Lead's attraction to Sophia, "the Figure of a Woman, 

most richly adorned with transparent Gold, her Hair hanging down" (L 19). Later, Lead's 

descriptions become even more suggestive, as Wisdom becomes the "fair, wise, rich, and 

noble bride" whom Lead hotly pursues (I. 118): 

Celestial Dignity and Throne-Powres therby confered to make this Bride all-

desirable, from which lustrous Presentation of her perfect Comeliness and 

Beauty into one Spirit I was all inflamed, making complaint, bemoaning 

ourselves how we might possibly compass the obtaining this matchless 

Virgin-Dove for our Spouse and Bride, who with her piercing fiery Arrow 

of Love, had us wounded so deep, as no Cure throughout the Circumference 

of this lower sphere could be found. (L 119) 

Lead's writing is quite florid, if not lurid, and she manages to convey strongly the 

eroticized sense of yearning after God that characterises the religious writing of her era. 

The difference, in this case, is that while other women diarists uniformly sigh after Jesus, 

Lead casts her beloved deity as a female—the Virgin-Wisdom. 

Sophia begins by teaching Lead the first principle of mysticism—that there are 

realms beyond the bodily and tangible. Each human has a physical body which she must 
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transcend before she can experience the soul. Sophia tells Lead to "Sequester and draw out 

of thy Animal Sensitive Life; that is too gross: I cannot appear til that disappear. There 

must be Spirit with Spirit, Light with Light" (L 25). One must first be "departed out of all 

Animal Sense, which is gross, heavy and ponderous" in order to experience the finer, more 

ethereal realms (L 86). Indeed, Spirit explains that mortals who have gained acquaintance 

of their Transparent Body "shall have the ability to put off and on their Etherial Body, as 

occasion requires. For thus Christ did after his Resurrection, or else his Disciples would 

have been terrified of his presence" (III. 17-18). Similarly, Lead suggests that Moses 

"could never have consisted in his Elementary Body 40 days together to hear, & see, & 

receive the Law from God's own mouth," and for this reason, Moses's corporeal form was 

"sublimated into a Spiritual Glory, which was not altogether withdrawn, when he came 

down ... for such a shine was still left, as the People could not bear to behold Him without 

a veil" (in. 19). Lead repeatedly indicates that the incandescent light of naked Spirit is too 

bright to be borne by the physical eye and she suggests that access to exalted realms of 

spirit requires a disassociation from the physical body. 

Regardless of the state of one's outward physical form, the soul is immortal and 

part of the divine, and Lead's goal is to experience a "Mystick Union" of her soul with God 

(IV. 369). To sense the soul while in the body, she must concentrate on love, "for we live, 

move, and have our Eternal Spiritual Being from it" (IV. 244). Lead is told by Spirit, 

"Remember you are but transiently in this World to be: Your Home is with me, appearing 

and disappearing in the Body Corporeal" (IV. 297). Lead presents Christ as urging souls 

to return to their "exalted State" of unification with him: 

On Christ: He thus, and after this manner, speaks to a Soul: Would you be 

what I am? And where I am? And return unto your Ancient exalted State? 

Then so love Me, and your True Eternal Self in union with me. (IV. 257) 
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Union with God is depicted as a blissful quietude wherein the soul has "clear Sight, and 

true Enjoyment of God" (IV. 370). In this exalted union, the Soul knows and experiences 

everything. Lead depicts this "Mystic Union" as deriving from a merging of the soul "into 

the Superessential Being" (IV. 369). Then follows a cessation of movement and effort: "it 

rests from Labour ... quietly possessing the immense Goodness ... Oh how little of this 

did I know, before I came to sink away from the outward Bodily Array ... or before I 

could find my self to be a Particle of God, as Light in his Light" (IV. 369-370). After she 

experientially realizes her soul's eternal nature as an element of God's being. Lead attempts 

to lessen her identification with her ego-defined self and body, and henceforth focuses on 

her soul's identity as a "Particle of God" (IV. 370). 

Lead stresses that to experience one's spiritual glory, not only must the physical 

self be transcended, but one's mental self must be mastered. She endorses the conceit that 

the nature of our thoughts determines our inner reality, and states, "by Counsel of 

thoughts, the Government of the inward Kingdom of the mind [is] swayed" (III. 80) and 

notes that "whatever is resolved upon interiourly is executed accordingly, as opportunity 

presents" (III. 81). For Lead, thoughts are "continually at the Kings Counsel-Table 

making Laws, and determining matters, concerning the Kingdom within" (III. 81). These 

thoughts are "magical essences" (III. 81), and "according to the Nature of them, whether 

Spiritual and Weighty, or Earthly, Drossy, and Light, so accordingly ideas were opened in 

the understanding, and the Wil framed to a consent thereunto, whether evil or good" (III. 

80). Since thoughts powerfully influence one's state of mind and inner landscape, it is 

wise to direct and control them. 

Paradoxically, to achieve God-realization, it is necessary to cease thinking 

altogether, albeit temporarily. Lead strongly advocates cessation of thought, although she 

knows the difficulty of this endeavor. She writes, "Now the great Query is. How possibly 

can the Earthly thoughts be suspended? during the time of their bodily life, they will act 
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their part for self-preservation" (HI. 268). In the mystic tradition. Lead acknowledges that 

the ego-mind is unlikely to wish to annhiliate itself or to cede supremacy over the creature, 

yet she argues that the mind and its ability to reason can ultimately only hinder one's 

experience of the divine. As Lead explains, "[N]ever could I hear, feel, see, or tast the 

Powers and Joys of the Light Kingdom, till I was passed out of the Cloudy Pillar of mine 

own benighted Reason" (L 85). For Lead, reasoning one's way to enlightenment is not 

possible. She cautions readers that those who reside "in the Region of Traditional and 

Literal Knowledge, according to the Rational Wisdom of Man ... through the Innundation 

of the Spirit must all be drowned" (L 4). 

In Lead's mystic schema, wisdom and reason are oppositional. To achieve the 

former, one must sacrifice the latter. But since the relinquishing of the ego's capacity to 

reason is not easily accomplished, wisdom, personified as Sophia, is bored. The great 

mass of humanity has not refined itself enough to be of interest to her. Sophia complains, 

"a pure Crystalline Mind is so rarely to be found, and in no other will God appear" (I. 27). 

Purity of mind for Sophia and Lead seems to connote not clarity of thought, but rather the 

emptiness and quietness of a silenced mind which has escaped rationalization and mind-

chatter. 

Language, like rational thought, is not privileged, but debased, in Lead's desire to 

celebrate experiences which mystics classify as non-linguistic. Those who manage to 

transcend the ego-mind and its noisy thoughts are promised the bliss of the "enclosed 

Deep, where the Law of Silence" reigns. In this "Eternal Nothingness" "Vocal speakings" 

are abandoned (IE. 256). Of her visits to spiritual, silent realms. Lead writes, "I was 

uncloathed of all Similitudes, Figures, and Images; no Words or Cogitations could be 

admitted" (FV. 262). Nevertheless, Lead is forced to communicate her experiences to 

readers in words, and a "Voice" tells her of the silent spirits: "their language thou must 

come to know in thy riper Age" (IV. 208-9). Although not all languages are verbal or 
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aural. Spirit here communicates to Lead through a "Voice," rather than by visual or tactile 

means. Lead's text illustrates the traditional paradox, noted by the early saints John, Paul, 

and Augustine, of the writer's need for words to communicate non-linguistic experiences, 

but she does not acknlowledge this paradox directly. 

Experiential learning, portrayed in Lead's texts as not entirely dependent on human 

writing or speech, is continually held up as the paradigm and goal of her journey. She is 

happy to construct her spiritual progression as "the Rules that are taught in Wisdom's 

school" (m. 333). Lead is a strict taskmaster and expects dedication and single-

mindedness from her students: "For this school is not for any such, as stand divided and 

wavering in their Minds, betwixt two Worlds. There must be a Resolution taken to stick to 

One only study. Then entred we may be, as New-born in this High and Celestial 

University" (HI. 335). Experiential study undertaken to gain wisdom is the paradigm used 

to describe Lead's spiritual pilgrimage throughout her texts. 

Lead's own course of study was undertaken, in part, with fellow diarist and 

disciple Ann Bathurst. Bathurst's work has received very little analysis since her 

manuscripts are lengthy,' unpublished, and housed in Oxford's Bodleian Library. I am 

hopeful that Bathurst's interesting manuscripts will find their way into print quite soon.® 

Details of Bathurst's life are also difficult to come by, although Mack describes her as a 

"respectable, middle-aged widow" and as a member of Lead's Philadelphia Society (8). 

While the precise date of Lead and Bathurst's first meeting is unknown, by the late 1670s, 

Lead was ensconced in Pordage's home, working with a circle of like-minded spiritualists. 

As Lead and Bathurst record similar mystical visions in the late 1670s, the two women 

'Bathurst's first journal (1679-1693) is 607 large pages, whereas the second journal (1693-1696) is 99 pages 
of quite small handwriting. Her name has variously been recorded as Ann and Anne. 
""I would have liked to have transcribed and studied Bathurst's work in detail for this project, but limited 
time at the Bodleian prevented me from transcribing more than a few long entries. I am grateful to Phyllis 
Mack for including quotations from Bathurst's journals in Visionary Women: I quote from her 
transcriptions in this essay. 
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were probably already working together. Detailed research into their writing community 

might yield much of interest: a worthwhile study could be made of similarities of language, 

form and subject matter in the texts of Lead and Bathurst. 

Even a cursory glance at Bathurst's texts reveals traces of Lead's influence. 

Bathurst's entry for June 11, 1679, echos Lead's work in its vocabulary and content. 

Bathurst discusses an "Aerial Body" and a "Spiritual Eye," and arrives at the same 

conclusion as Lead—namely, that some mystic states cannot support what Bathurst terms "a 

weighty body of flesh," but require an "Aerial Body". In a vision, Bathurst sees a 

"Glorious sun" too bright for her eyes to sustain: "I could not behold it." Bathurst, by 

representing God as the sun, uses a common trope to represent the Beatific Vision. God 

seems to advise Bathurst of His eternal presence, which cannot be seen by the weak 

corporeal eye: 

if I did look towards it, it began to appear; as if it did declare that nothing 

hindred its ariseing, but my weakness, yt could not bear it; and thereby 

shews his tenderness to compaysienate our weakness being in bodys of 

thick clay (June 11, 1679) 

In Bathurst's vision, God's sun cannot appear in full brightness. In Lead's texts, God's 

son cannot appear: Christ and other saints are able to "put off and on their Etherial Body, 

as occasion requires. For thus Christ did after his Resurrection, or else his Disciples 

would have been terrified of his presence" (IE. 17-18). Moses experiences the same 

dilemma after meeting with God: "the People could not bear to behold Him without a veil" 

(III. 19). Bathurst and Lead use similar imagery and vocabulary to articulate the well-

known conceit that spiritually exalted states are too luminous to be borne by those who 

dwell in less incandescent realms. 
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Bathurst is remarkable for the intricate and fantastic, far-flung nature of her visions. 

Psychologically-inclined theorists will appreciate her work, which is based on a series of 

surreal visions or dreams. In one dream-vision, the size and nakedness of Bathurst's body 

becomes the metaphor by which she measures her spiritual, as well as physical, fitness. At 

the start of this vision, she writes, "An angel came with a pair of compasses to measure my 

bigness" (July 12, 1680). Bathurst hopes to attain equal size with a mysteriously titled 

"M.F.," who has been made various promises, "some years agoe, that should be fulfilled 

when one came to be of equall weight & measure with Her." Since Bathurst does not equal 

M.F. in size and stature, her Angel points towards the compasses, "as if there were 

something wanting." The scales are then moved to more spiritual setting, "a higher Center 

.... and the next day, put down again near the glory." At this point, Bathurst notes, "my 

friends Angel was all in pure white in one scale..." Two members of the "Unity of Love" 

cloathe Bathurst in golden garments like their own, and place her on the other scale: 

"[A]nd then I seem'd to be of exact height, bigness and weight." Her adventures are not 

over: "Thereafter I was taken to the B.B. and became like one naked." The identity of 'the 

B.B.', an exalted being, is not disclosed. After Bathurst is reduced to her natural naked 

state, she is reclothed and adorned in shining garments. First she is put "into the center that 

was near the Glory, wch I had seen twice before appear like a burning Light"; a door 

opens, she begins to enter, and, she writes, the Apostle Peter "cast a thin white Garment 

over me." In the presence of Moses and Aaron, Bathurst is "adorned with such garments 

as they had of very rich gold ... and girt about wth a golden Girdle." She is then initiated 

into a society of God's closest companions: 

all the Patriarchs & Apostles stood on each side of me as I was coming forth, 

and all spoke with great love & kindness to me as I went along by them, 

being so richly adorned for the glory of ye father & the Son. After this, a 

word came to me in this manner, did not I say to Thee, I would come & dwell 
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wth thee? Now I am come by the breathing & flowings of Life in 

you ... . (July 12, 1680) 

God promises to live with Bathurst, and to grant her desire "to be filled with Love & 

patience, this my virtue flowing in you" (July 12 1680). Although the identities of M.F. 

and B.B. are never disclosed, the bizarre and mysterious vision ends happily, with 

Bathurst safe in the presence of Spirit. 

Bathurst's visions are ripe, and rife, with body imagery: the body clothed, naked, 

transcended, impregnated. I read these images as primarily positive and affirming. 

Purkiss, by contrast, argues that "fasting, food imagery, and the metaphors of bodily 

dissolution and female reproduction" enable Stuart women prophets to "explore the 

contradictory possbilities of a female body autonomy and an autonomy outside the 

gendered body" (158). Purkiss feels the earthly female body "must be disavowed in order 

to construct the female body as an acceptable sign," and she points to Jane Lead's use of 

female reproduction as a site for "the transmission of mystical knowledge" and argues that 

the strength and plenitude of Lead's imagery relies "on the female body's metaphoricity .... 

as a trope for a spiritual state" (152). Ultimately, "increased elevation to a spiritual plane 

.... brings about the bodily dissolution desired" (151). Purkiss suggests, "Such 

metaphysical transcendences meant that women could foreground their insubordinate souls, 

and narratively discard their subject bodies" (151). Indeed, early modern studies of gender 

often consider the split between the sexed body and the sexless soul. However, in mystic 

theology, the need to transcend the flesh applies to all humans, male and female. Just as 

Puritans and Dissenters of both genders are expected to abase themselves before God, 

mystics must transcend whichever corporeal body, male or female, their spirit inhabits. As 

Bathurst learns, union with God also requires the discipline to transcend one's own will: 
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I was taught yt That Nothingness I saw my self in, in ye Unity of Love 

was the No-will that I must come to ... I must have no will, no desire ... but 

be still in God's will .... and I saw this Nothing-will ... as a sacrifice He was 

well pleased with .... when we have no own-will but his will, the Kingdome 

of Glory; is not the Glory of it the Harmony of it? all to move in the Center 

of ye Divine will, as they receive from Him: and so far as we are acted from 

the Influences of heaven, and move in the Divine will, so far there is harmony 

betwixt us & glory. (May 16, 1680) 

Images of union with God and negation of self commingle in Bathurst's work; parallel 

imagery occurs in the writings of male spiritual seekers. So when Purkiss contends that 

Stuart women mystics "foreground their souls" in order to "narratively discard their subject 

bodies," this assertion strikes me as simultaneously true and false (151). It seems to me 

that Bathurst and Lead foreground their bodies even as they call attention to their attempts 

to transcend them. Their bodies are simultaneously celebrated and discarded as the site 

where this transcendence occurs. 

Certainly, maternity figures heavily in Bathurst's work. In one vision, she calls 

forth her deceased children to visit her. She also locates spiritual power in her womb: "I 

had a light that shined from my stomach like a sun .... This was the first time I received, or 

knew I had, the flame" (July 26, 1679). Soon afterwards, she is visited by Christ and God 

the Father: "they opened up my stomach ... and went into my stomach, and closed it up 

again .... O the joy! that I had gotten my God, my saviour and redeemer, sitting in me, as 

on a throne of refiner's fire" (Sep 10, 1679). Bathurst rejoices in a maternity which is at 

once spiritual and sexual. 

Bathurst's maternal rhetoric remains celebratory throughout the decades. By the 

mid-1680s, she becomes a healer in her community, receiving requests to pray for the dead 

children of various friends. In the 1690s, she, like Lead, praises the "fulness & plentitude" 
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of milk-giving breasts, and incorporates them into religious allegories of passion and 

spiritual yearning: 

I am as pent milk in the breast, ready to be poured forth & dilated into Thee, 

from whom my fulness flows with such fulness & plenitude: & pleas'd 

when eas'd ... . (June 30, 1693) 

In Bathurst's visions, male and female elements combine in a sexual-spiritual union. 

Although God the father is ever-present, Bathurst always includes a female religious 

element. The womb, impregnated with a spiritual flame, gains power as God sits within. 

The "pent milk in the breast, ready to be poured forth & dilated into Thee" reverses the 

traditional imagery of the male gushing forth into the female. 

What is most notable in Bathurst is the joyousness which pervades her writing. 

Seventeenth-century spiritual diarists cover a wide spectrum, ranging from Hell-fearing, 

self-castigating Calvinists to members of more optimistic sects, who focus on inner light, 

the love of Christ, and divine forgiveness. Bathurst is of the latter sort. She chronicles the 

"depths of endless love" experienced in "the depth of the love of God" (June 30, 1693). 

Bathurst's ecstatic rants may well be culled, in part, from the Bible or other religious texts: 

Having had many considerations of the depth of the love of God... the Soul 

breaks forth, O thou bottomless love! .... I cry out. Jubilee of praise, when 

shalt thou be sung in our streets, and we as a well-tun'd Instrument of praise 

sing thee forth! ... O Thou offspring of David & the Jews, how the virgins 

love thee! ... All hallowed sweetness be given unto thee thou Song of Love 

& Divine Jubilee. The word DIVINE has such an emphasis in it, I could 

stop at it & go no further .... as to love add DIVINE, what may it amount to! ... 

this word Divine is too great for me to think on.... (June 30, 1693) 
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She writes, "O, Love has taken away my heart. Love divine, which shines through every 

part," and finds herself awash in a "Sea of redeeming love" (June 30, 1693). Bathurst's 

blissful language and experience contrasts strongly with the ominous prophecies of hellfire 

and damnation so commonplace in the mid-seventeenth century. 

Oddly, Bathurst writes in the last quarter of the century, when a strong animosity 

exists towards those who are thought to have prompted the Civil War by their religious 

fanaticism and "enthusiasm." Thus eighteenth-century diaries become, for the most part, 

markedly more secular. Yet Bathurst's 1693 entry reminds us that certain segments of 

English society do not abandon a mystical religious discourse and rhetoric that is 

passionate, even ecstatic, in its intensity. 

It is ironic that Cromwell's dissenters argued for a spirituality where inner light, 

personal conversion, and the solitary relationship of man to God matter most. For 

although proponents were willing to die for the freedom to practice this sort of religion, it is 

also the sort of religion which can most easily go underground, so to speak, to circumvent 

societal criticism. Lead and Bathurst, like mystics before them, concentrate on the glories 

of the inner landscape, and cultural politics come a poor second. Yet by asserting their 

own female mystic power and praising the glory of the spiritual feminine. Lead and 

Bathurst do make a political contribution. 

At the beginning of this chapter, I wrote that no more than two Stuart diarists 

venture into mystical territory. Perhaps this is a mild overstatement of the case. One can 

find mystical moments in Anne Venn, who writes on March 23, 1652/53, that when she 

AvraKouffman Page 230 4/15/OOfmds her heart "very dead, and dull to any spiritual 

service," she begs God to appear, and he does, "doing abundantly above even my 

expectation, in some sense riding triumphantly and gloriously ..." (125). Mary Rich tells 

her journal, "God was pleased to let me injoy communion with him, and to lett me have a 
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lively sense of his love" (Aug 9, 1666). Alice Thornton writes, "it pleased God to come 

into my soule by some beames of His 

mercy" (6). But only Jane Lead and Anne Bathurst choose to make mystical experiences 

the focus of their spiritual journals. Their imaginative and lavish exploration of this sacred 

territory, largely uncharted by women lifewriters in seventeenth-century England, makes 

for some of the most fascinating reading of the Stuart era. 
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CHAPTER VIII: The Late Stuart Period 

The late Stuart period offers two diary discourses: religious and secular. 

This era, which encompasses the reigns of Charles 11, James II, William and Mary, and 

Anne, was characterized by ongoing religious strife and anti-Dissent prejudice. Persecuted 

nonconformists continued their practice of keeping religious journals; however, a post-War 

distrust of religious "enthusiasm" encouraged a shift towards secularization. This 

movement towards the secular is exemplified by the texts of Mary Woodforde, Sarah 

Cowper, Elizabeth Freke and Celia Fiennes, all of which will be reviewed here. 

Religious Diaries of the Later Stuart Period (1680-1714) 

Almost all of the late Stuart religious diaries in this study were written by 

Dissenters.' Since Dissenters suffered various persecutions under post-Cromwellian 

reigns, they employed diary-keeping as a religious ritual that could be practiced without 

fear of retribution. This practice helped to keep their faith alive and constant in the face of 

opposition, such as the series of anti-Dissent acts passed in the 1660s. Even the 1689 

Toleration Act, designed to placate Dissenters, was limited in scope. Yet Dissent did not 

die off, as the late Stuart religious diaries testify. 

The religious diaries of the late Stuart period encompass three formats: two are 

available only as unpublished manuscripts, three more are available in both manuscript and 

published form, and four are now available only in their published editions." The first 

diarist, whom I shall call Anonymous, left three unpublished manuscripts. The most 

relevant of these, titled "The fourth Boke of my dally observations on my self Oct 18— 

1680," covers a seven-month period through May, 1681. Entries begin with the symbols 

'Seven of the nine are Dissenters; Clissold and Terry's religious persuasions are not stated. 
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or "+~". Unfortunately, the meaning of these symbols is unexplained. "The fourth 

Boke" is actually the second extant manuscript: the first is mainly illegible, and the third 

contains prayers and spiritual meditations, mainly undated. All cited entries save one are 

drawn from "The fourth Boke of my dally observations". 

Anonymous, whose high social status is evident from the remark, "I was much 

pleased in seeing a gret compeny of my tenants together ...." was a married woman when 

she kept this diary (Oct 18, 1680). Although her entries are psychologically astute and 

analytical, they reveal nothing else about the circumstances of her life. But her text is full 

of pathos as she carefully examines the circumstances of human frailty. "Why am I so 

solecitous for the vertue of those I love," she asks, "is it not like expecting perfection in the 

Creature?"(undated, second ms). She considers that the famous are idolized because 

distance helps them to conceal their faults: 

Why am I so solecitous for the vertue of those I love, is it not like expecting 

perfection in the Creature? it is not there but in God only & tho at a distence 

we may fancy it in this or that imenant persone, yet I fear were wee as near 

them as wee are to our friends where erers apper so griveous wee should 

find in them matter of lamentation, & that [illegible three-letter word] distance 

that conseals their spots and makes only the bright part visible—were all 

constraints that arise from the considerations of intreast laid aside, a great 

many who now apper men of temper & prudence would lose that caracture. 

(undated, second ms, 1680-1681) 

When Anonymous writes that many men lauded for "temper & prudence" are merely 

behaving out of self-interest, she may be referring to their desire to 'lay low' and avoid 

notice during the political upheaval of the anti-Catholic Exclusion Crisis. 

"Additionally, there are the religious journals of Jane Lead (published) and Ann Bathurst (unpublished). 
These are discussed, at length, in the chapter entitled "Mystical Diaries: Reflections on the Sacred." 
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In much the same way that clerics extract lessons from Bible stories, Anonymous 

uses specific cases to illustrate or extract a general rule. Whatever is generally applicable is 

important. For instance, she considers that we may dupe ourselves in regard to our 

behavior: "when you find you persue any thing for your self or others with a violent 

passion, be on your guard, for tho the end is never so good, when the mind is persuing it 

so pasionatly it is too apt to overlook the justness of the means" (undated, second ms). 

This sort of homily, applicable to many situations, would more typically be written in a 

commonplace book, but occasionally appears in diaries, as in this case. 

Anonymous subjects her own behaviour to close analysis, and to much rebuke. On 

one particular day, she hopes to turn her thoughts to prayer, but finds this task impossible: 

"I spent a great dell of my time one vanity or at best unprofetabelly" (March 20, first ms.) 

She scolds herself for the sin of pride, and for prizing style over substance; "at Church 

also this temper continued I haveing some prejudice to the Minister because he did not 

expres him self so handsomly as I thought fitt the Lord pardon this sin, for it is nothing but 

my pride since what he sayd was good" (Jan 9, 1681/82). More grievously, she mourns 

her ability to cause pain to those she loves. Her husband and mother quarrel over a 

difference at dinner, and the conflict sparks feelings of depression and despair in her. She 

asks God when he will hear her prayers, and whether she is being punished for "some 

secrett sin not yett enough repented of (Nov 14, 1680): 

at diner God was pleased to viset me with my usuall afflictions of a 

deference between my Hus and Mo which was the more grievous being 

before many witness's, o my god thou didst pers my soule with soro, and I 

even at death's door by reson of thy heavey hand not that I am indid rich but 

my life has become a burden and bitter to me because I am so often the cause 

of the sin and trouble of persons so dear to me, o and how long shall I cry 

and thou hearest not lement and thou pityest not if for some secrett sin not 

yett enough repented of.... (Nov 14, 1680) 
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Anonymous is bold enough to confess, "my life has become a burden and bitter to me," a 

remark quite opposed to the more frequently articulated idea that disappointments must be 

viewed as blessings in disguise, while life itself should be regarded as a privilege. Her 

question and plea to God, "how long shall I cry and thou hearest not," is part of a 

seventeenth-century tradition of lament and ritualized complaint that, while rare among 

diarists, derives from a contemporary interpretation of the book of Job. Her musing on the 

possibility of "some secrett sinn not yett repented of" signals Anonymous's inability to 

understand why she is being singled out for persecution. Anonymous exemplifies the 

faithful yet confused believer, who is left to guess at the reasons for, and create an 

acceptable interpretation of, the sorrows she suffers. 

A second unnamed diarist also seeks to be reassured of God's presence, and looks 

for evidence of the Divine plan working in her life. The extant text of this woman, a female 

relative of Cromwell, covers the years 1690-1692. The copy in the British Library is 

prefaced by a revealing note, wherein the transcriber calls the diarist "probably a worthy 

woman, but led astray by the cant of her directors." The transcriber continues, "I give 

myself the trouble to transcribe a 4th ms of 24 leaves .... I hardly think it worth 

transcribing, and probably may be tired before I get halfway." Although the honesty is 

refreshing, this is hardly a promising beginning! However, the text is worth reading. 

Cromwell's relative begins by announcing the goal of her diary: to "help my memore" and 

commemmorate "the worke of God on my Soule." Specifics of her life immediately 

follow: 

I bless God that honourd me with Parants fearing him, and blest me with a 

good education, as all helps for my Soule, from my infance to this day. My 

pert account is this. 

I was bom in the year 1654, at my Aunt Cromwell's, and from 8 
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weeks old was taken by my grandmother, & bred up by her (undated) 

Cromwell's relative, writing in her mid-thirties, continues her manuscript with a series of 

dated entries. One fascinating entry describes an instance of her spiritual difficulties. She 

recalls a day of public fasting, which featured consecutive sermons by various preachers, 

and admits to having been so inwardly restless that she wished to leave the sermon. Like 

Mary Rich, Anonymous, and others, she often has troubles composing her soul to prayer: 

July 13, 1692. It being Wensday, and the Day of publick Fasting, being 

publickly present for that End, I found my Heart in so dead a Frame ... that 

I was several Times about to leave the Pleace, being extream restless; but Mr. 

Ba: being the first that was then to preach it pleased God to make a suitable 

Word to me: it was out of the 3 of the Revelation and the 2 verse: Be 

watchful and strengthen the things that remain,that are ready to dye. Wherein 

he shewed my Duty, and also, that the Children of God are many Times under 

great decayes. This I found to be my case. The next that preached was Mr. L 

which word was also as sutable: it as out of the 42 Psalme, and the verse, as 

I thinke. Why art thou cast downe, oh, my Soule! and why are thou so 

disquieted within me! .... 

This entry, where the diarist is directed, as if by God, to an appropriately uplifting spiritual 

text, illustrates two religious ideas: first, that synchronicities or serendipities in which one 

is mysteriously steered in the direction of a beneficial or relevant text or person can occur, 

and furthermore, that all humans must strive for improvement, no matter what condition or 

state they find themselves in. Cromwell's relative concludes that it is the duty of God's 

children "to hoape in God" despite the onset of difficulties, so she continues to attend, 

daily, to her hope and prayer (July 13, 1692). 

Cromwell's relative conceptualizes her diary as a showcase for God's mercies and 

deliverances. The diarist's usual pattem is to state the problem first, and follow with 
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God's response to it. For instance, she writes, "it pleased the Lord to exercise me myselfe 

with the Return of a Distemper that I thoft must have ended in Death: but the Lord was 

pleased to raise me" (June 22, 1690). Similarly, "Being under a soar Trial for some years, 

which Case I often committed to the Lord; and at the last, the Lord was pleased in great 

mesure to releve me" (undated, June-July 1691). This pattern of stating the problem, and 

announcing its solution, continues: 

July 20.1691. Being under a great Indisposition of Body, and at the same 

Time undertaking a long Jurney, which, becaus of my Illness, I much feared, 

the Lord was pleased not only to give Reliefe from the Day of my setting 

fourth, and a compleat Deliverance from the Distemper in a short Time after, 

butt delivered us safely from an Accidentt: which, had not God graciously 

prevented, moute have proved of sad Consequence. 

Cromwell's relative is relieved after "Being under exquisitt pain for a night," (July 27, 

1691); she is delivered "out of a Danger" (Aug 20, 1691); she receives "his asistance" (Jan 

13, 1692/93) and "a special mercy, which I looke on as the Answer of Prayer" (Feb 5, 

1692/93). She reads each event as an opportunity to confirm that God cares for her. 

Perhaps the impetus for her the organization of her diary is best summed up in her own 

one-line entry: "I had a fresh Experience of the Faithfulness of God, in seasonably timing 

a Mercy: from which I desire to take Encouragement to hoap in his mersy for the Futur" 

(March 22, 1692/93). Like her fellow diarist. Anonymous, Cromwell's cousin refuses to 

articulate a finality of despair. 

The final religious manuscript, a 1695 diary, was written by Elianor Stockton. 

Elianor was the daughter of Roger Rant of Cambridgeshire, and the wife of the well-

known Dissenting minister Owen Stockton (1630-1680). Although I was unable to 
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uncover further information about iier,^ much more is known about her husband. Owen 

Stockton was a son of the prebendary of Chester Cathedral. Owen received a B.A. from 

Christ's College, Cambridge, and an M.A. from Caius College, where he later lectured. 

He then studied divinity in London, began to preach, and received Presbyterian ordination 

in 1655. He continued to preach throughout the 1660s, and although he was often under 

danger of arrest as a Dissenting preacher, he appears to have been widely liked, with the 

result that no arrest occurred. Three of his texts were published, including the 

posthumously published Consolations in Life and Death (1681), on the death of Mrs. Asty, 

and A Warning to Drunkards (1682).'* 

Elianor Stockton's manuscript is best described as a mixture of religious 

meditations and undated occasional memoirs, with entries often labelled as "some passages 

betweene God & my soule" or "Some remarks upon ..." a particular event. Her longest 

and most involved entry recounts the death of her teenage daughter, and was discussed in 

an earlier chapter on motherhood. The other entries, which usually chronicle God's 

mercies, tend to be relatively brief. One entry, unusual in its heightened writing style and 

Elianor's meticulous recording of date and hour of occurence, recounts deliverance from a 

storm: 

June the 20 1645 [misprint for 1695] about 4 or 5 in the after noone 

There was a great tempest in which I and my servant Francis Barton was in 

great and eminent danger but God was pleased in a very wonderfull manner 

to prevent and deliver us tho: in the same roome where divers breaches was 

made in the chimny both within and without, brick and morter flieing thick 

'I suspect that more information about Elianor Stockton is available, especially in England. Extracts from 
her diaries were apparently printed in T.W. Davids' Annals of Evangelical Nonconformists in Essex, but I 
have not seen this text. 
•'Information on Owen Stockton was taken mainly from the Bodleian Library's online version of the 
Dictionary of National Biography. 
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about us and that with such force and violence that there was many peeces 

found in the next roome at the furthest end of it there was a very great + 

terrible noise but nothing visible to us but a great smoke with some dust the 

fright was great but the marcy in sparing our lives much greater; may the 

goodness of God therein never be forgot. 

The calamity is turned into a gift from God, who "in a very wonderfull manner" is 

"pleased" to deliver Elianor from danger. The dramatic depiction of the raging storm, 

which invades the house, serves to highlight the miraculous nature of God's intervention. 

Like Cromwell's relative, when Elianor finds herself in a troublesome situation, she 

is mysteriously directed to a relevant piece of Scripture. This providential aid is noted in 

two consecutive entries. In the first, labelled "som passages betweene God & my soule 

when he was pleased to take away my sister Stockton's child which she had left with me + 

committed to my care til she went to London," Elianor describes her panic when the child 

in question takes ill. She fears it will die, "which triall I knew I was no wayes able to beare 

of my selfe and being by my selfe alone ..." Therefore, she asks God, "direct me to some 

word which might releve + support me in this condition," and He heeds her request; 

turning over the bible it pleased God suddenly to fix my eys upon that place 

in Jer. 31. 16. thus saithe the Lord refraine thy voice from weeping and 

thyne eyes from teares for thy work shall be rewardeth saith the Lord from 

which word I found some releve at preasant but more afterward. I did take 

my selfe to be cheefly consemed in this providenc because the child was 

comited to my care and trust which trust I bless God I had discharged with a 

good contienc wherein I have now peace, (undated, 1695) 

Although the title of the entry suggests that the child did indeed die, Elianor is able to 

regard the appearance of the providential Scripture passage as evidence of God's love 

towards her: "I did take my selfe to be cheefly consemed in this providence" (undated). 
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Although the next entry once more features a worried Eleanor, who wonders if God can 

possibly forgive "a vile wretched unholy creature" like herself, the answer is as predictable 

as the language she uses in her self-depiction. She writes, "it pleased God suddenly to 

give in an answer to those sad thoughts by bringing to mind + seting horn upon my soul 

these following scriptures Luke 12 32 feare not little flock" (undated). Taken en masse, 

these entries, like those of the other Stuart diarists, evince an important similarity: While all 

diarists acknowledge their sinfulness, not one is ready to confront, in print, the eventuality 

that she is past saving. Personal despair is always underlain by spiritual hope, as if the 

very act of writing out this hope will affirm its correctness. 

Sarah (nee Henry) Savage (1664-1752), daughter of the Dissenting divine Philip 

Henry, is a useful transitional diarist, as her diaries are available both in manuscript form 

and in published editions. Sarah Henry married John Savage, a farmer and land agent in 

Cheshire, in 1687. During her 42-year marriage, she bore nine children, four of whom 

survived her. Sarah and her younger sister, Ann Hulton, came from a pious family of 

educated and prolific Presbyterian diary and letter-writers'. Their family manuscripts, 

which are mainly housed together in the British Library, consist of many documents, 

usually written in an extremely tiny hand. The diaries themselves comprise approximately 

ten manuscripts, but much of the writing is illegible or extremely difficult to decipher. 

Sarah, however, left several legible manuscripts. 

Sarah Henry Savage kept prolific personal records. Unlike some diarists, whose 

diaries become more secular as the eighteenth-century progresses, she always discusses 

personal events in a religious context. The published editions of her diaries, printed in the 

1800s, record her entries into the 1750s, and are interesting as late examples of diary 

Women and the Literature of the Seventeenth Century: An Annotated Bibliography , ed. Smith and 
Cardinale, 1990, notes that the 1845 edition of Savage's text was published by the Presbyterian Society. 
The editions of the 1800s incorporate the routine "constant register... of all her approaches to the Lord's 
supper" of a third sister, Eleanor Radford( 1667-1697) (265). 
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elegies.® The edition I read betrays itself and its conventions, even in the preface, by 

claiming, "Nothing was further from the mind of Mrs. Savage, than the public exhibition 

of what she wrote" (x). Within the same text, her own entry contradicts this assertion: "I 

thought how some that come after me and read my poor Diary, will read there the love of 

God to me in every page" (Feb 11, 1731/32). Entries are divided by religious theme, with 

those that comment on national events grouped together. 

Several of Sarah's legible manuscript entries concern difficulties faced by 

Presbyterians under the changing anti-Dissent laws of the late Stuart period. Richard 

Greaves notes that "between 1660 and 1662 nearly 2,00 clergy, approximately ninety 

percent of them Presbyterians, were ejected from their livings" (42).^ The Conventicle Act 

of 1664 and the Five Mile Act in 1665 further impeded nonconformist ministers from 

preaching, and although the 1672 Act of Indulgence helped many obtain licenses to preach, 

Presbyterians suffered sporadic persecution in the 1680s (421). Anti-Dissenter prejudice 

fomented for several decades: Sarah's editor recalls an anti-Dissenter bill brought to 

Parliament by Tories in 1702. As Sarah notes, the bill failed; however, her editor mentions 

it as an example of the harassment Presbyterians faced throughout Sarah's long life. A 

typical entry, undated by year, finds her concerned that a friend may have to desist 

preaching, due to a new government Act; 

Sab. June 13~all day at home, I praise God I was not alone good Books 

espec: a good God, are good companions, I am still refresh'd by Bros 

sermon at Broad-Oak .... Last night I heard from Mr. Perrot all well but in 

expectatn of ye new Act taking place, wch he saie will end his teaching school 

there by ye 1 st of Augst, I trust God will in mercy provide some other place 

''I believe I am quoting here from the 1845 edition, though missing pages at the start of the text make me 
uncertain. My edition has two prefaces, one by William Jay, dated 1818, and the other by J.B. Williams, 
dated 1819. 
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for him~& find out some expedient for training of young ones in good and 

useful learning .... 

Sarah's resigned attitude regarding this matter is in accord with what Christopher Hill 

describes as the Restoration-era withdrawal of many Dissenters from the political arena. 

Hill feels those who "had seen their hopes of building God's kingdom betrayed, withdrew 

from politics" (1991: 263). Instead, they embraced pacifism, and "their religion became a 

religion of personal morality, not of social reform. They accepted the position of minority 

sects, asking only freedom from persecution" (263). This turning inward does not suggest 

that the Dissenters' faith in their religion diminished, merely that their faith in society did. 

Although Sarah's allusions to anti-Presbyterian prejudice can be mildly cryptic, one 

entry addresses the topic directly. Sarah indicates that Presbyterian preachers broached the 

loaded topic of governmental prejudice in their sermons by choosing Scripture passages 

with political import. The congregants were meant to interpret these passages in light of the 

persecution at hand. Sarah explains one such "inferance" in a passage read out at the death 

of her brother, a Dissenting minister and pastor: 

good Mr Reynolds preach'd in our chappel.... He shew'd yt our L. jesus 

will certainly come again & reward all his true & faithful servants .... I 

remember one inferance (among many good ones) was this, if our Lord 

does own & comend them, he will not be displeas'd with us ... & we 

cannot choose but bear record ... . (Fryd. Sun. 25) 

She mourns, "[T]here's universal lamentatn ... ye Presbyterians have now lost an eye-

nothing can comfort but yt... man & his glory are fading & withering yet God & his word 

& his gospel are living .... I set my poor seal to ye truth of this religion ways notwthstand 

'Richard Greaves, "Presbyterians, Religious," Historical Dictionary of Stuart England. 1603-1689. Eds. 
Ronald Fritze and William Robison. London; Greenwood Press, 1996 (419-421). 
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our discoragmt" (June 27). Sarah's philosophy is to keep inward faith, regardless of 

outward circumstance. 

Her manuscript entries also focus lovingly on the events of her large extended 

family. Deaths and illnesses are often recounted. When a young relation is stricken with 

smallpox, she writes, "I could not but be much concern'd for her being ye youngest ye 

Darling of all ye knew her very promising every way" (June 20). After her brother dies, 

she confesses, "I have reason to think he lov'd me ye best of all his sisters.... tho' I well 

remember yt I have tho't my dear Mother had most love & tendems for my Brothr yet I 

was so far from envying for his sake yt I comply'd with her & loved him with a pure 

hear[l]" (undated). Several entries praise relatives, friends, fellow Presbyterians, and 

others. As is customary in Dissenting diaries, Sarah professes to find the most fault with 

her own behavior. On her birthday, she notes, "30 years I have been a monument of 

mercy," meaning that her continued existence is a testament to God's mercy. She 

professes to regret her previous ungrateful behavior: "ye greatest part of these 30 yrs of 

my Life was spent wholly in a state of unregeneracy wherin I was not only a Stranger but 

an Enemy to God" (Aug 7, 1694). Nevertheless, the vast majority of her manuscripts are 

religious. 

Sarah is a good example of a diarist who read other women's diary elegies; 

Hannah Housman and Elizabeth Bury, two Quaker diarists, are both mentioned in her 

papers. Amidst the Henry family papers is a manuscript with the heading: "A short account 

of ye last hours of Mrs. Houseman of Kidderminster who dyed Nov 7 1735 aged 57". 

Savage also notes that she has read Elizabeth Bury's published diary: "The motto good 

Mrs. Bury had written in her closet was Thou God seest me. I praise my God that this 

thought yields me some comfort" (Feb 4, 1727/28). Sarah's allusions to women whose 

religious writings she studied, demonstrates, once more, the existence of a community of 

diarists and writers. 
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The extant manuscripts of Ann Hulton (1668-1697), Sarah Savage's younger 

sister, are, unfortunately, almost entirely illegible. However, an interesting entry in her 

printed, abridged diary describes her 1668 marriage to the Chester tradesman John Hulton. 

Ann's description of her marriage is prefaced by, and shares space with, editorial remarks. 

The passage below illustrates the way in which her editor attempts to steer readers through 

sparse or disparate entries; 

In the twentieth year of her age she was married to Mr. John Hulton ... and 

she was equally yoked. Take the account of that turn of her life in her own 

words, in the continuation of the afore-mentioned papers:--

" After nineteen years' barrenness in the place where I first sprung up, God 

was pleased, by his providence, to put me into this married state, and 

transplant me into a new soil. It was an affair I thought of great weight, and 

I was much afraid of seeking great things for myself.... I cannot but 

acknowledge that I did therein commit my way unto the Lord, and did lay 

myself before him as white paper, for him to write his will upon me; and 

accordingly, his providence brought it to a comfortable issue, after much 

distraction of mind about it." 

April 21, 1688, (a few days before her marriage) she thus writes:-- "I did 

set myself before the Lord to repent of all the sins of my single state; and if 

sin were never bitter before, I think it was exceedingly bitter then, and 

through grace, I did then renew my hold of God as mine." 

Soon after this, she removed to Chester .... (296) 

Awaiting her marriage, Ann writes of God, "[I] did lay myself before him as white paper, 

for him to write his will upon me" (296). While I suspect this phrase was widely in use at 

the time, it is, nevertheless, suggestive. Ann is blank paper, laid virginally in white before 

God at the time of her marriage. He is her heavenly bridegroom, and he writes his will 

upon her metaphoricized, textualized body. By conceiving of her relation to God in this 
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way, Ann at once alludes to, and displaces, concerns about the sexual iniation to ensue 

after her approaching earthly marriage. 

Another diary to address female anxiety and tensions is the little-known, unusual 

elegy, John Reynolds' Practical Religion Exemplifv'd in the Lives of Mrs. Clissold and 

Mrs. Marv Terrv: With their Funeral Sermons (1712).^ This text consists of two slim 

volumes, one devoted to each woman. Notes in the text imply the women were related. 

John Reynolds was their spiritual advisor, and also, it seems, a relation. The first volume, 

"An Account of the Life of Mrs. Clissould, Who departed this Life December 12, 1711, in 

the Twenty Ninth Year of her Age," is dramatic and vivid. As Clissold's editor, Reynolds 

adopts an unusual stance by highlighting the issue of mental and emotional health in 

believers. He addresses Clissold's depression directly: 

It is not always Day or Sun-shine with Believers; they have their dark, as 

well as their lucid Intervals .... How it was with her in these respects, and 

what was the Frame of her Spirit at such a time, will appear from the 

following Relation she gives of her self.... she says ... of late, she had been 

so far left to her self, that she could not tell how to use a pen. And Adds: 

Lord assist me ... . (unpag) 

Clissold's entries suggest a psychological exhaustion and despondency often alluded to, if 

less pointedly, by other diarists. Clissold, like Mary Rich, hopes to elicit an emotive 

response by meditating on aspects of God and Jesus, but finds she can only achieve 

intermittent success. This practice of a woman attempting to measure her religious 

progress by examining her mood in contemplations is extremely common among diarists. 

Clissold is grateful when the Spirit moves her, and disappointed when her heart feels 

'dead': 
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May 1, 1708. I have had this Day, through Mercy, some Taste, some Sight, 

some Sense, blesse be God for this! .... sad Experience shews, the most 

affectionate Sights and Sounds, wthout the Spirit of God, will avail nothing .... 

2. I have nothing to say, but dead; no Views, no Faith, no Life, no Warmth. 

3. All one, dead still. 

Oh might my dead Ajfections once be green, 

And hopeful springing Buds on them be seen! 

Clissold's entries chart her wavering emotional state. She writes, "Oh that this Winter was 

over! Oh that these Clouds were scatter'd!" (May 6). Her entries center on the word death: 

"Tis all one still, dead is the Word, as tho I could speak nothing else" (May 10). The next 

day God grants her "believing Views of unseen Realities", yet the following day she is 

"dead again". She mourns, "Oh how dead and cold am I!" (May 13), and continues, "And 

must I still make this dismal Sound, dead, dead?" (May 14). Further entries expand on this 

theme: 

18. My wither'd Soul! my wither'd Soul! 

I fear lest that dead Tree 

Will get the Start of Me. 

There were some small Buds under a wither'd Face of Leaves, which shew 

it was alive. I hope tho I seem all wither'd and dead, there are some small 

Buds do shew there is some Life which will spring forth in me. 

Lord! let not that Tree 

Get the Start of Me! 

Clissold's diary is an anomaly in its use of rhyme and its unflinching focus on death. It is 

also unique as a published edition where almost every printed entry is despairing. 

" Her name is variously spelled as Clissold and Clissould at different points in the text. 
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despondent, or distraught. Although the vast majority of Clissold's entries, drawn from 

1708, are rarely more than one or two lines long, they manage to convey strongly a 

haunting, despairing mood and tone in language unusual for its time. 

Mary Terry, the other diarist elegized in Reynolds' text, was still a teenager when 

she died. This makes her one of very few Stuart teenagers whose diaries still exist, even in 

abridged form. Her entries, which are impersonal and standardized, are clearly included to 

attest to her piety and the breadth of her religious knowledge. Like the majority of diarists, 

Terry is very well-read in religious matters. Female diarists read diary manuals, elegies, 

sermons and guidebooks of every description, and diarists were seasoned readers of the 

larger genre of religious texts in which they participated as authors. 

The Quaker diarists Elizabeth Bury (1644-1720) and Mrs. Housman (16387-1735) 

are the last and least readable of the eighteenth-century religious diarists. Hints of an 

interesting original manuscript abound in the first case: Samuel Bury, Elizabeth's editor 

and second husband, writes that "between Twenty and Thirty Years, she conceal'd her 

Accounts in Short Hand, which cannot be recovered" (11). In The Autobiographical 

Subject. Felicity Nussbaum uses Bury and Housman's Quaker diaries as evidence for her 

assertion that such diaries are "useful in constructing an inner sentient self... unknown to 

itself except through regular writing but within the affectation of complete privacy" (161). 

The affectation of privacy was certainly a touchstone in the publication of women's diaries, 

but, for Elizabeth Bury, it seems, privacy was more than an affectation. The first twenty 

years of her diary were obscured by her shorthand: Bury writes, "I have kept an Account 

of the Tryals of my self since 1670," but her published entries date from 1690, when she 

was in her mid-forties (54). 

Although Bury's entries extend until 1720, and although the Quakers were more 

joyful than many other Dissenters, her tone and concerns are reminiscent of the God

fearing, Calvinistic Puritans of the seventeenth century. She frequently rebukes herself for 
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her failings. On January 1, 1701/2, she makes a "serious Review on the Year past," and is 

displeased to find herself "a poor, vile, ungrateful, unprofitable Creature" (61). She uses 

strong language to describe her own iniquity. In 1702, she writes of her sinful heart: 

"Nothing have I deprecated more than being plunged into my own Filth" (63). She mourns 

her "wandering Heart, weak Head, and feeble Body" (64). I would not have pegged Bury 

as a Quaker had Nussbaum not cited her as one, merely because she is so negative and self-

castigating in her journal entries. However, this negativity may be traceable to the 

influence of genre, as many Quakers who left more joyful texts were not writing in the 

genre of the spiritual diary. 

Bury's journal shares several similarities with that of her fellow Quaker Stuart 

diarist, Hannah Housman. Like Bury, Housman finds her inner life "matter enough for 

shame, deep humiliation, and heavy complaint" (Feb 12, 1712/13). Both women's 

published entries center mainly on the early decades of the 1700s; Housman's entries span 

the years 1711-1731. Bury and Housman are edited by male relatives who divide entries 

into chapter headings like "Her Self Examinations" (Bury) or "Her Examination of Herself" 

(Housman). The editors eschew chronology in favor of dividing entries into religious 

subdivisions. This practice indicates that the purpose of these two Quaker editions was 

religious instruction and edification, and thus explains why the entries are generally 

standard and formulaic. 

The Transition to Secular Diaries 

While all the early eighteenth-century diaries in this study have a religious base, the 

Anglican diaries best exemplify the process of secularization that starts to occur around the 

turn of the eighteenth century. The earliest of these diaries, Mary Norton Woodforde's 

1684-1690 manuscript journal, recounts her life as the mother of a large family. In 1667, 

Mary Norton (16387-1730) married Samuel Woodforde (1636-1701), a well-known divine 
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and poet. During the period covered in the diary, Samuel is Anglican prebendary of 

Winchester. He is also the father of six: his first wife, Alice, gave birth to Heighes and 

Alice before her death in 1664. Mary, his second wife, had four more children: Samuel, 

John, Robert and William. Mary Woodforde is 49 or 50 when she begins her diary, 

mother to four sons, stepmother to a son and daughter, and the wife of a successful 

Winchester divine. She seems genuinely happy. The vast majority of her entries express a 

kind of contentment that is surely not found in every diary. One reason for this expressed 

happiness may be that, as an Anglican, she is not required to abase herself as a worthless 

sinner. Yet other Anglican diarists of this era, as we shall see, appear far less content. 

Mary Woodforde's diary is almost a textbook example of the transition from a 

religious age to a more secular era. It combines religious-political commentary with a strain 

of secular, chatty entries. Although religious remarks often close Mary's entries, the 

religious content in any given entry rarely lasts for more than two or three lines. This 

brevity of religious comment makes the diary seem far more modern in tone than the entries 

of, say, Mary Rich. Royalist political observations are often followed by religious 

assertions, as in this 1685® entry marking and mourning the death of King Charles II: 

febru: ye 6: Our gracious Sovereign King Charles ye second departed out 

of this world, bewailed of all his subjects; who under his peacefull 

goverment enjoyed all quietnes, & tranquility; 25 years after 12 years excite 

[exile] And on the same day was his Royal Brother James Duke of York, 

proclaimed King .... God make him a glorious instrument (and auther) of 

much good to these lands & all of us a dutyfull & obedient people .... 

An entry criticizing the Monmouth Rebellion employs the same pattern: 

'•"With only one exception, Mary Woodforde uses the new style method of dating, so I will let her dates 
stand. 
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A Rising in the West June 1685 ye late Duke of Monmouth & Lord Gray 

who were both taken ... to receive ye due reward of such horrid Treasin ... 

& may all that ever rise up against our Lawfull king & the church be brought 

to shame in this work & that ye just punishmt they feel in this life may lead 

them to true repentance that they may have life everlasting for christs sake 

Amen .... (undated) 

Dorothy Heighes Woodforde, the editor of the 1932 edition of the Mary Woodforde diary, 

claims her subject was both a Royalist and a Protestant "to whom a hatred of Catholicism 

was a very real and living sentiment" (11). Thus Mary's loyalties were conflicted: King 

James II's pro-Catholic stance caused Anglican bishops to revolt in June 1688, and they 

refused to read James' Declaration of Indulgence from their pulpits. She casts her vote on 

the side of the bishops: 

June 8 1688 This day is a day of tryall to our good Bishops, they begin to 

be called before the councill for not reading ye K's declaration for liberty 

of conscience contrary to their judgmts. Now Ld make good thy promise to 

them ... . 

July 1: 1688 this day I hear ye Good Bishops on fry-day last after 9 hours ... 

were declared by ye Jewry [jury] not guilty—Blessed be thy name for it.... 

Despite her support for the Anglican clergy, Mary's Royalist leanings and fear of civil war 

cause her to feel apprehensive regarding the events of the Glorious Revolution. Although 

she would prefer a staunchly Protestant king, she does not want a war to disturb national 

peace and order. Ominously, she records the sound of "soldiers continuly passing up & 

down" in the late 1680s: 

1688 no 5 was ye day as we hear the prince of Orang landed at a place in ye 
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West, and ever since we have ye sound of wars & desolation in our land, & 

soldiers continuly passing up & down, wch keeps us in continual expectations 

of abattall, but good god... preserve our king and establish the church on a 

firm foundation .... 

Ash Wednesday ye 1689 ye princes & princess of Orange were proclaimed 

at London King & Queen of England .... that ye true religion may flowring 

till ye end of time ....And good Lord bless our Late King James (wherever 

he is)... & open his eyes to see ye wayes of truth &. to embrace them, before 

it be to Late, if so the he has lost his earthly crown he may obtain a heavenly .... 

By her final political entry of 1689, Mary seems relieved that soldiers will no longer be 

needed, and that Protestant King William has taken the throne. Still, her entries evince a 

sense of regret, as if she feels guilty that King James has been shunted out of his kingly 

position. As a Royalist Anglican (Woodforde 356), Mary was probably troubled by the 

triumph of practicality over principle in regard to King William's taking the throne from 

King James. 

Mary Woodforde is also the first diarist since Anne Clifford to create a sense of 

narrative in her diary, akin to that found in a story. Diaries like theirs, which boast a 

narrative thread, pave the way for the emerging biographical and/or autobiographical novel. 

Periodic entries discuss the fate of Mary's children and their academic travails. The entries 

impart a real sense of how busy the mother of these four boys is, if only with worry, even 

when they are away at school. Apart from Elizabeth Walker's diary, which describes the 

deaths and illnesses of her children at length, I can think of no other Stuart diarist who 

devotes so large a proportion of entries to her children's activities. In the entries to follow, 

Samuel, Mary's oldest son, seeks a place at St. John's, Cambridge. John (called Jack) is 

at Winton College, where he causes trouble and is "in rebellion" (March 6, 1687). Young 

Robert (Robin) and William (Willy) are at school in Winchester. In the manner of editors 
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who group entries by theme, I will list the entries regarding the boys one after the next. 

Reading these entries as a series should enable readers to experience the almost novelistic 

feel created by the interweaving of four strands, each tracing the story of one central 

character: 

this same day also Mr Hawlis told us he could not give Sam his place at M:'° 

Colledge god provide some more fit for him ... . (July 19,1686) 

Janu 14 my dear little willy went to winton to board at Mr Wallaces to go to 

schole. God preserve him & all ye rest there .... (1686/1687) 

March 6 1686 this evening I had ye cutting news that my second boy John 

was in rebellion at ye colledge at winton where he & all his companions 

resolved not to make any verses, & being called to be whipt for it severall of 

them refused to be punished & mine among ye rest tho some of them did 

submit among wch was Co John, & if ye other do not they must be expelled, 

God I beseech thee of thy great mercy subdue all their stubborn hearts & 

give them grace to repent & accept of ye punishmt due for their fault & lett 

them not run on to ruin for christs sake amen 

March (8?9?) yesterday my dear husband went to winton about Jack ... 

received this aftemon a letter from him which gives me hopes he has 

humbled himself for wch I from ye bottom of my heart give most humble 

thanks to Almighty God beseeching him to continue ... making my 

children sencable of their faults, wch is ye first stepp to amendmt.... 

March 13 this evening we had a letter from Sam wherin he expresses a great 

deale of dullness & indisspossition to his studies & a desire if his father think 

fit to change ye air to se if that will do him good, now we are in a strait wch 

way to incline but we beg direction of thee o Allwise & Allmight god wt to do 

In the manuscript diary, Mary Woodforde appears to have written M: College. However, in the 
published edition, Dorothy Heighes Woodforde prints the sentence as "This Day also Mr. Howlis told us he 
could not give Same his place in New College." (14). 



& beseech thee to satisfie our child to submit to wt ever shall be prudently 

concluded on for him and this I earnest beg for ^s sake amen 

June 1 my husband had a kind letter from ye Bp of Eley in order to carry 

Sam to Cambridg to St John's College to be admitted scholar ... . 

1687 ye beginning of June I went to London wth my husband & sam they 

went to cambridg where Sam was admited scholar at St Johns colledg .... 

Oct 13 87 My eldest son Samuell is gone this day ... to be a scholar at St 

John's colledg ... keep him in all his ways from sin & danger & ye infection 

of evill company & make him an example of sobriety & godlines to all his 

companions ... . 

Dec; 6 Willy came home from winton very well blessed ... but of late he has 

bin guilty of some great faults wch he confesses & seemes to be very sorry 

for & promisses never to committ ye same again, wch I humbly beg of God 

he may not... . 

May 20 1688 we had a letter from Sam wch tells us he is not very well, & 

that his mind hangs much towards home. 

God restore him to health again ... & give him a chearfull spirit & make him 

content & pleased to stay till it is convenient for him to come home ... . 

July 24 1688 I had a letter last night from my son John wherein he tells me he 

is chosen tutor to Sir Tho: Putt.... I hear also my pour Robin has a sore leg ... 

August 16: 1688: my son samuel came home from cambridg to se us, I hope 

bettered in his learning ... God keep him in his feare while at home that when 

he returns to his colledg again he may embrace all oportunitys of improving 

himself ... . 

Cousin brough a kind letter from our good friend Dr Nicholas ye wardon of 
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winton colledg giving us great hopes of our son Johns being in a good way 

towards new colledg in oxford, god ... Assist him wth thy grace & wth 

wisdome & judgmt to perform his exercise as not to disparage himself or 

disrepute his friends ... . (undated) 

sep 10 this day my dear husband & sam are gone to winton to ye election, 

to look after a place, for John, to go to New Colledg, god of his mercy 

prosper them .... 

Decern 14 This evening we had a letter from our poor Sams tutor wch tells 

us he has a dangerous cut in one of his fingers which makes them fear a 

gangrin, wch god of his mercy prevent, he is a great distance from us and all 

his relations ... . 

dec 19: 1688 we had a letter from Mr Brown wch gives us great hopes my 

poor Sams finger is in a good way of curing wch God of his mercy grant & 

make him more carefull for ye time to come & sanctifie this & all accidents 

that may have or may befall him for the good of his mortal Soul... . 

Jan: 20 We heard by a letter from co: John that sam's finger was near well 

and that he hoped he should not loose the use of it wch is a great comfort 

to us ... . (1689) 

Jan 31 I had a letter from sam wch tells me his finger is quite healed but 

altogether useles, blessed be our good god that has spared his life & that his 

finger did not need to be cut of, I beseech thee o lord to make him & us 

thankfull for this thy great mercy & give him grace to serve thee better ... & 

to be more dilligent in his studys ....I had also a letter from John telling us 

that poor Robin was very ill wth a great cough & all his armes & leggs ful of 

pimples so sore that he could not condone to have them touched God 

allmighty restore him to his health again .... (1689) 

august 27 this morning my son Samuel had a dangerous fall from a hors 

wch most frighted us he being like to faint wth it, but now this evening he 
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is prety well again blessed be our good God for it.... (1689) 

In the course of these few years of entries, Mary worries over her boys as they apply to 

schools, get into scrapes, suffer from "stubborn hearts" and "dullness and indispossittion," 

and experience falls from horses, broken fingers, coughs and pimples, and much more. 

The diary is novelistic in its chronicling of these youthful travails. 

The commonplace books and diaries of the Anglican Sarah Cowper (1644-1720), 

whose children were not a source of comfort to her, date from 1670 onwards and span 

more than forty-five years. It is not surprising that her earliest texts are far more religious 

in tone and content than are her later diaries. By the eighteenth-century, Anglicans seem to 

have become fearful of the consequences of the previous century's religious enthusiasm, 

and this results in diaries—like those of Woodforde, Cowper, and Freke—that are primarily 

secular. Cowper and Freke's eighteenth-century entries display a zest and interest in 

secular affairs that will seem familiar to readers of Fanny Bumey, James Boswell and other 

latter-century diarists. 

Cowper, writing in 1700 in her mid-fifties, offers an entertaining, memorable 

narrative voice. Her extensive series of manuscript journals has been transferred to 

microfilm by Adam Matthews Publications. Hopefully, an enterprising scholar will 

undertake the process of editing them for a scholarly edition, since Cowper would make a 

significant addition to the small canon of early eighteenth-century women writers. She is 

vehement and forthright in her opinions on all manner of subjects, including the stupidity 

of her servants and the ungratefulness of her sons and husband. In sundry entries, her 

servant is "provoking" (Diary, Aug 20,1700); her circle of company "impertinent" (Sep 

5,1700); and she hears that the King of Spain has become such a glutton as to "degenerate 

below a Beast" (Aug 8, 1700). Cervantes' Don Quixote tries her patience to the point 

where she would not read it through "for fifty guineas" (June 7, 1701). Nor does the story 
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of the English Civil Wars please her, since both sides appear as "a pack of self-ended 

knaves that disturb'd honest people who gladly would ha' been quiet" (July 9, 1701). 

Cowper's greatest scorn is for those she feels abuse religion. She herself 

frequently invokes religion as a source of her spiritual superiority over her neighbors, who, 

among other sins, are too severe in finding fault. Cowper does humble herself 

methodically before God. In a typical entry, she writes, "I can find no satisfaction from 

my own conduct nor Hope from any thing but thy Mercy" (St James Day 1700). Using 

language common to the more self-abasing Christian sects of the time, she calls herself a 

"wretch" who is "unthankfull" and "ungratefull" for God's mercies, which include making 

sure she is "liberally provided for" and enjoying "a condition that others wou'd think happy 

to be in" (Aug 18, 1700). In this way, Cowper succeeds in pointing out how God has 

favoured her, while invoking the standard rhetoric to declaim her spiritual unworthiness. 

Cowper addresses her husband with no such humility. When he complains that she 

overvalues herself for chastity, she rebukes him in no uncertain terms. She writes, "I shall 

not be perswaded, but the vertuous have some Reason to value themselves, and to expect 

Esteem from others, and I spared not to tell him, that my manner of living with him, did 

deserve all the praise. Love and Respect, that he cou'd give me" (Oct 1, 1700). In a 

passage that is both distressing and moving, Cowper explains that she considers herself "a 

Mirrour of Chastity" since she has borne four children "without knowing what it is to have 

an unchast thought or sensual pleasure and being but 26 when the last was born have Ever 

since then remain'd pure" (Feb 10, 1701/2). 

As her frequent observations make apparent, the majority of her acquaintance have 

been less chaste. Cowper writes of her husband's friend, who said that "when his son 

came to be sixteen he woud marry him; for that he know no man of 20 that was not rotten 

of the pox, so that if he staid unmarried till then he might be disinabled to beget an Heir to 

the ffamily." She adds, "How corrupt is this generation!" (Dec 4, 1700) Women appear to 
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be equally in danger of the ravages of sex-related diseases, normally through their 

husband's iniquities: "a Lady of my acquaintance had a cancer broke in her Breast lost one 

eie, and that it was thought the effect of a foul Disease she got of her Hus: who is known to 

be aproffligate man" (Nov 11, 1700). Another woman's husband is violently abusive: 

"La: Ang: was like to dy of an ulcer in her womb, and a Cancer in her Breast both Casu'd 

by the Bar'barous Cruilty of her Ld" (Feb 23, 1701/2). Despite her dismay at these 

situations, Cowper discusses sexual and private occurences quite matter-of-factly. 

Although she denies ever feeling lust or experiencing sexual satisfaction, she does not 

affect the ignorance of sexual matters or their existence that is a prized characteristic of 

women, factual and fictional, of the later eighteenth century. 

Cowper also discusses the disappointments of growing older, such as her sorrow at 

her sons' behavior. They ignore her, and she feels they perceive her as burdensome. She 

writes, "This day I made a visit at Cooks: court, where the neglectfull fashion of my son 

put me so much out of countenance as perhaps I shall go no more there to meet with him. I 

seem to be laid by with all imaginable contempt as if I were superanuated at 57 past 

conversation" (Jan 17, 1701/2). Her sentiments are echoed by a contemporary diarist, 

Elizabeth Freke, who writes of her ungrateful son, "I sent my son Fowre hundred pound to 

purchase Dirry Loan with, for which I never Had soe much as his thanks for Itt. This is to 

have butt one child, & him None of the Best to me Neither, Butt God forgive him, and 

Give patience To Me, his unhappy Mother, E. Freke" (53). 

Apart from feeling disappointed by their offspring, there are a series of remarkable 

similarities between Sarah Cowper and Elizabeth Freke (1641-1714). Both women are 

well-off Anglican gentry, bom in the early 1640s, and both become wives and mothers 

based in Southeast England. Cowper's husband buys a tide for himself as baronet; 

Elizabeth Freke buys the same title for her son. The two women are strongly opinionated, 

despairing of their husbands and disappointed in their children, and each portrays herself as 
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being above rebuice in most or all situations. Elizabeth Freke entitles her journal, "Some 

Few Remembrances of my Misfortuns Which Have Atended Me In My Unhappy Life 

Since I Were Marryed; Wch Was November the 14: 1671." Not for this favoured eldest 

daughter, later lord of the manor" of West Bilney in Norfolk, are the plaguing self-doubts 

of the Puritans. God, unlike most of the rest of the world, is firmly on Freke's side. 

When the attorney Cheirles Tumer sends out a warrant to seize her "Body and Goods" in 

1705, despite her protests that she owes him no money, Freke asks God to requite her. 

Hers is not a God of half-measures! Soon after leaving Court, "one of Turners eyes dropt 

outt of his head on his Book, and Aboutt three Month Affter his Wiffe dyed from him, 

Raveing, And nott Long affter God Took him away to Account for his Perjury." 

Furthermore, Turner's only child's husband runs "Away to the West Indies with Another 

Wife, and all this In the Compass of Little more than half A yeare ..." Freke notes 

solemnly, "to God I made my Complaint-Who signally Lett me see his Justice & Goodness 

to me. In the fall of my enemise" (76). Elizabeth Freke is sadistically secure in the 

assurance that God has heard her plea. 

Elizabeth Freke had both an extraordinary personality and a fascinating life. She 

was the daughter of Raufe Freke, a gentleman educated at Oxford. Despite her father's 

misgivings, she married her cousin, Percy Freke, after a protracted courtship, when she 

reached age 30. Almost immediately, she grew disillusioned with her husband, who, she 

felt, mismanaged her portion (George 185-6). The pair went to Ireland, Percy's 

homeland, but Elizabeth frequently returned to England. In 1675, she bore Percy a son, 

Ralph. Raufe Freke then settled the estate of West Bilney in Norfolk on his daughter and 

grandchild. In 1686, without her husband, Elizabeth settled at Bilney, where she became 

Lord of the Manor. Running an estate was challenging work; Margaret George notes that 

"in "The Education of Elizabeth Freke," a chapter in Women in the First Capitalist Society. Margaret 
George refers to Freke as "lord of the manor of West Bilney"(180) and "lord of Bilney" (181). 
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Elizabeth "was in endless litigation with tenants" who "tried to take advantage of a solitary 

and female manor lord" (183). Sporadically, Percy joined her at Bilney, but they often 

fought over finances, as he came and took monies from the estate that she felt were hers. 

The couple seem to have reconciled in the last years of Percy's life; in 1706, he died in his 

wife's arms at Bilney. Elizabeth lived until 1714, and is buried at Westminster Abbey. 

Throughout her journal, Freke is nothing if not forthright. She characterizes her 

marriage thus: "I, the eldest, Elizabeth, was Maryed 14 of November, 1671, to Mr. Percy 

Frek, withoutt my deer Fathers Consentt or knowledg. In A most dreadfull Raynie day, A 

presager of all my sorrows & Misfortunes to me" (Nov 14, 1671). Her troubles began 

almost immediately, as Percy sold off part of her marriage portion, was cheated out of 

money owed him, and withheld funds and attention from his angry wife: 

Thus was three of my unhappy years spentt In A Maiyed Lyfs Comfortts 

in London, wher I Twice Miscarryed, And Where I Lost Two thousand 

and five Hundred & sixty pounds outt of my six thousand seven Hundred 

fowre pounds, And I never had to My Remembrance, Fife pounds of It & 

Very Little of my husbands Company, wch was Noe small Griefe to mee I 

being Governed In this my Marriag wholly by My affections, withoutt the 

Consentt or Knowledg of Any of my Friends ... . (Feb 14, 1673/4) 

Freke's difficulties with her husband extended into problems with his family. Back in 

Rathbarry, Ireland, Elizabeth accuses Percy's sister of stealing from her. She also resents 

being unfairly blamed for the death of her mother-in-law: 

my husband's sister Barnard had Cleered my house of every thing goode In 

Itt, even to seven years Letters wch past between us before I were Marryed, 
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& my Cirtificate of my privatt marriage'^ the first Time; this I thought very 

hard to me; besides, she was pleased to Take away all my plate, to the value 

of Neer Two hundred pounds, though I had Itt before I Marryed ... all was 

Conveyed A Way by my husband's sister .... But with Much Adoe & high 

words I Gott A Littie of my Plate A Gain. 

This was the good usage I had In the familly, she laying the Death of 

my Husbands Mother to my Doore (for Carrying Away her son) att neer 

Fowre score years of age. (Sep 16, 1680) 

Elizabeth's relationship with Percy's relations did not improve, and in 1686, she moved 

permanently to Norfolk. 

Elizabeth Freke's literal and figurative trials as manor lord in residence at West 

Bilney illuminate the difficulties of landlord-tenant relations from the perspective of a 

woman landlord, particularly one with little visible male support. Since Percy continued to 

spend much time away from her, Elizabeth dealt with the problems of running the estate 

alone. Her relations with her tenants began badly and remained combative throughout her 

life. She claims the tenants threatened her; 

I quickly gott all, & my Litde house wer Well Furnished, wher I Lived by 

my selfe, eight yeares ... tho' every day threatned by the neighnours, thatt 

iff I thought to Nest my selfe att Billny they would starve me out, saying I 

should wash my dishes my selfe & milke my Cows too ... Butt when I gott 

footing, I soon evidenced my Right to Itt, and as fast as I could, removed those 

that thretned to Turn me out of doores & Billny Too (Feb 1686/87). 

Freke was not one to meet opposition quietly; thus Margaret George describes her as "in 

endless litigation" (183). Freke's tenants would regularly abscond with her rents, "stealing 

out at night with their goods (and some of hers too); others cut down and stole her 

Raufe Freke quickly forgave his daughter for marrying secretly, and he hosted a second ceremony for her. 
He also did his best to secure her financial security: George notes that he gave her "a marriage portion of 
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trees ..." (183). Even in 1708, after Freke had been manor lord for more than twenty 

years, she seems to have been continually at trial. She writes of "the Rogue Thom Garrett, 

who before 10 Justices of peace" accused her of "stealling of Nine Akers of Grass & Hay, 

and swore Itt before the Grand Jury" (74). Freke, in her mid-sixties, approves when the 

jury rejects the bill of indictment: "Well they might. When I had nott Gone hardly Cross 

my Chamber by my selfe since the death of my deer husband" (74). She suspects Garrett 

to have acted from revenge, as she had threatned him for stealing from her the previous 

year: 

I threatned Thom Garrett for Cutting downe sixteen Greatt Elmes While I 

were in London Last Winter, & Conveyed aWay all the Wood of them, as 

hee did seven and Twenty Ashes the yeare Mr Freke died. The Gentry of 

the Country [were] Ashamed of my Usuage, and the shame to my selfe I 

could very hardly beare. (74) 

Freke, who writes of being mortified by the "shame to my selfe" occasioned by the 

proceedings, here shows a vulnerability that, despite all of her complaints of victimization, 

she rarely conveys elsewhere. As an aging widow who is probably resented for her wealth 

and status as landlord—apart from any unpleasant personal characteristics—Freke feels 

alone, disliked, and targeted for abuse. The charges against her become more outlandish: 

"And hard Itt was to heer my Tenant Richard Cross ... swere before A greatt Company att 

Norwich—drunk as he was,—that I had Murdered his only Child" (74). Whenever tenants 

combat or accuse her, Freke defends her honor by loudly proclaiming her innocence, and 

pressing suits as necessary. Ultimately, her tenacity becomes a local legend: her name was 

still known in Bilney in the early 1900s, where she was remembered as "a terrible tyrant" 

who "had dealings with the Devil" (Carbery 19). This characterization of Freke as a tyrant 

£6,764, to be held for her... by five trustees" (185). 
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indicates, if nothing else, that she was regarded as a woman with a good deal of power. 

Like Anne Clifford, who in her late fifties becomes Sherriff of Westmorland, Freke's 

empowered rank and status to enable her to run her lands effectively, despite constraints 

imposed on her gender. 

In the first decade of the eighteenth century, Freke is in her sixties. Her journal 

portrays her as strong enough to fight with her husband over finances, to continue her 

periodic reconciliations with him, and to berate her son for failing to appreciate her 

generosity. In 1703, she writes of Percy, "he Refused to see me, for Moveing that Little 

Remaine of my Mony outt of the Bank of England. But heering I were on my Returne 

Home Again, hee wrott to me to my sister Austins, Iff I would come To Him to his 

Lodgings all should be made up between us" (54). She sides with her often vexing 

husband against what she considers to be the abuses and ingratitude of their son: 

My son has nott bin soe Civill to writt to me one word since I buryed his 

Child, the 18 of June, & itt is now the Fifth of december, because I wrott 

him word of some Mistake he had Commited; tho' I Gave him a hundred 

pounds in May, & he & his Family were wellcom to me halfe A yeare 

together att Bilney, wher Mr. Frek gave him Fiffty pounds for A New 

Year's Guift, & I supplyed him with Whatt ever Mony he & his Family 

of eight persons had occasion for whilst with me, and Mr. Frek discharged 

all His Bills for doctters, Apothycary, Letters, horse meat, and, on my desire, 

Carryed them all up to London on his own Charge & sett them all In their 

Lodgings; for which Neither hee nor my self have had soe much as thanks 

from him or his wife. This is true. 

Eliz. Freke. 

Despite her resentment towards Ralph, her son, Freke buys him a baronetcy in 1713. In 

her typically twisted fashion, Freke closes the entry: "Bless my son (and forgive him all 
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his undutifullness to mee) thatt none of his, my son's Children, may be to him as hee has 

[been] to mee, his unhappy Mother Eliza Freke. 1713". 

Even in her final years, Freke is pointed in her rebukes to everyone, including the 

manor curate. In 1707, Freke discharged him (without prior consent of the Archbishop) 

for his "debauchery." She wrote, "Affter I had dispensed with his Notorious Life & his 

quarrellsome drinking thirty six years for the sake of his wife & 4 children ... I was now 

forced to Remove him" (72). In 1710, she is still praying to be "plagued with noe more 

drunken priests" (103). The drunken curate apparently sets the tone for the estate's 

residents, who continue to lie to her and steal from her, while two of her tenants, on one 

occasion, burst in "Drunke & Like to Beasts," call her crazy, and threaten her life (61). 

"This is true" is a phrase Freke uses more than once to close an entry. The phrase 

may be meant either as an affirmation to possible readers or as an assurance to herself that 

the shocking event in question has actually occurred. Freke often adopts a tone of 

proferring evidence and incorporates transcripts of relevant letters and itemized lists into her 

journal as though she were presenting a court case, so I suspect she hoped others would 

find the bulky journal, which covers over forty years of her life. Freke's diary is extremely 

valuable, both as a window into the practical and economic transactions of the period, and 

for its rendering of an inquisitive and unforgettable female narrative voice. 

Celia Fiennes: The Travel Journal 

"But as the Bad Women are seldom at home, so methinks the Good should go abroad 

now and then, if but to Antidote the World against the Poyson of the other" 

— Timothy Rogers. The Character of a Good Woman (1697*) 

The latter half of the Stuart period is renowned for its stories of traveling 

Englishwomen. Chief among these are the Quaker missionaries. Some of their published 
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texts encompassed their travels: Katherine Evans and Sarah Chevers preached in 

"Scotland, the Isle of Man, Ireland, and England" (Davies 259), and their experience in 

Malta is recounted in A Short Relation of some of the Cruel Sufferings (1662). A later 

Quaker text is An Account of the Travels . Sufferings and Persecutions of Barbara 

Blaugdone (1691). These are descriptions of religious persecution, rather than travel 

journals, but they do attest, in print, to the mobility of at least a few Stuart women. 

By the time their fellow Dissenter, Celia Fiennes, took her travels through England, 

I685-C.1712, she would have been well aware that she was not alone as a travelling 

English woman. Although Fiennes was an innovator, her travel diary will receive only 

brief discussion here; despite its reputation as a well-known turn-of-the-century diary, her 

text is actually not a dated diary, nor a series of personal memoirs, but a description of 

travels similar in approach to Defoe's laterTour thro the Whole Island of Great Britain 

(1724-1726). This tradition of recording travel observations developed throughout the 

eighteenth century: Samuel Johnson's Joumev to the Western Isles of Scotlandf 1775) and 

Dorothy Wordsworth's travel diaries are prominent examples. 

Celia Fiennes' text does represent two newer strands of the older Stuart diary 

tradition. First, her journal may be epistolary: it is thought that she wrote part of her text 

as a series of letters to her sister. Also, her text is far more secular in content than the vast 

majority of earlier Stuart diaries. Letter-diaries become hugely popular in the eighteenth 

century, as evidenced by Boswell and Bumey, and secularity also comes into vogue 

amongst certain Protestant sects, though others remain resolutely religious. 

Celia Fiennes (1662-1741), a Presbyterian, came from a titled family of 

Parliamentarians. Her father was the second son of the 1st Viscount of Saye and Sele; her 

relations were all well-connected nonconformists. She was raised in Newton Toney near 

Salisbury, where her mother. Lady Frances, kept a Dissenting chaplain. Like her family. 

Lady Frances was staunchly and adamantly nonconformist; in 1671, she was fined for 
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holding "an illicit conventicle" (Morris 23). Fiennes' text occasionally betrays her religious 

leanings. On a trip to Scarborough, she was unimpressed with the Quakers, although they, 

like her, were Dissenters: 

I was at a Quakers Meeting in the town where 4 men and 2 women spoke, 

one after another ... but it seem'd such a confusion and so incoherent that it 

very much moved my compassion and pitty to see their delusion and ignorance, 

and no less excited my thankfullness for the Grace of God that upheld others 

from such Errors ... . (101) 

Not only the Quakers receive her disapprobation. On viewing a Cathedral much visited by 

priests in the time of King James, she writes, "blessed be God that put a tymely stop to the 

Protestants utter ruin and the hopes of the Papists" (143). In Durham, she finds "many 

papists in the town and popishly affected" (179); the situation in Colchester is more to her 

liking: "its a town full of Dessenters 2 meeteings very full besides Anabaptists and 

Quakers, formerly the famous Mr. Stockton was minister there till he dyed" (132). The 

Mr. Stockton in question is none other than the husband of diarist Elianor. Fiennes' 

occasional comments about various Christian sects are scattered through her generally 

secular text, and she makes her loyalty to Dissenters clear. 

Fiennes is equally firm in her political beliefs. She writes of Bury St Edmunds in 

Suffolk, "they have a very good minister ... notwithstanding the town is a sad Jacobitish 

town; this chooses no Parliament men" (134). Christopher Morris portrays Fiennes as a 

prototypical late-century Whig: "Celia moved easily and freely between social spheres .... 

[she] was clearly in sympathy with the new society that was coming into being" (14)'"\ 

" My quotations are drawn from the 1982 edition ofThe Illustrated Journeys of Celia Fiennes. 1685-
C.1702 (London: MacDonald & Co.) However, a 1995 edition is available from Alan Sutton Ltd. 
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Over a period of three decades, she traveled through the north and south of England, 

usually on horseback, making notes as she went. 

From the start, the text distinguishes itself from the genre of religious journals. 

Fiennes abandons the protocol of apologizing for her manuscript's existence. Her preface 

"To The Reader" begins: "As this was never designed, soe not likely to fall into the hands 

of any but my near relations, there needs not much to be said to excuse or recommend 

it" (32). This opening confirms, immediately, that Fiennes does expect some audience; she 

does not pretend to write only as a duty or for her own perusal. Fiennes proceeds to 

suggest that all persons should "make observations of the pleasant prospects, good 

buildings, different produces and manufactures of each place," and traveling will cure her 

readers' "Laziness," as well as their "Ignorance" of their own country (32). Her preface 

concludes with a wish and recommendation that her sex embark on "the study of those 

things which tends to improve the mind and makes our Lives pleasant and comfortable as 

well as proffitable in all the Stages and Stations of our Lives, and render Suffering and Age 

supportable and Death less formidable and a future State more happy" (33). Although 

Fiennes is a Dissenter, her diary is clearly secular in thrust. No other Dissenter in this 

study would propose any reason for writing other than religious edification, much less to 

make life "pleasant and comfortable." Fiennes' closing remark, which elaborates the 

earthly benefits of studying one's surroundings, and offers only a single, brief allusion to a 

"future State," exemplifies the shift from religious to secular journal. 

Fiennes' text is invaluable to those interested in the economic changes of the late 

Stuart period. Unfortunately, many descriptions of towns cannot be precisely dated: 

Fiennes dates her journeys, if at all, only by year.''* Morris writes, "her interest in mining, 

in drainage projects, and in manufacturing processes was hardly surpassed by 

'"Fiennes' travels span c.l682-c.l712. 
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Defoe's" (41). Notably, Defoe was one of the witnesses to her will. Like later travel 

writers, Fiennes describes architecture, scenery and local political events; 

Through Worcester, Gloucester, Bristol to Wells and Taunton'"' 

.... we had the inconveniency of meeteing the Sherrifs of Staffordshire just 

going to provide for the reception of the Judges and Officers of the Assizes, 

whose coaches and Retinue meeteing our Company ... made us difficult to 

pass each other in the holloy wayes and lanes; thence to the Seven Starres 

where we baited; thence to Broad water a place where there are severall fullers 

and dyers mills; thence on the right hand are forging mills for iron works 

which belong to Mr. Thomas Folie; there is a rocky hill in whih is a Roome 

cut out in the rocks. You goe 7 mile to Ambusly a very sad heavy way all 

sand, you goe just to Kederminster town end, which is a large town much 

employ'd about the worstead trade spinning and weaving; we also rode by 

Sir John Packingtons house on the left hand on the hill just by Droitwitch, 

where are the 3 salt springs divided by a fresh spring that runs by it; of this 

salt water they boyle much salt that turns to good account. 

All the way from the Seven Starrs whee we baited to Ambusly the 

road was full of the Electers of the Parliament coming from the choice of 

the Knights of the Shire, which spake as they were affected, some for one 

some for another, and some were larger in their judgments than others, telling 

their reason much according to the good liquors operation and of these people 

all the publick houses were filled that it was a hard matter to get Lodging or 

Entertainment; we entered Worcester town next day just as the cerimony of 

the Election was performing and soe they declared it in favour of Mr. 

Welsh and Sir John Packington ... . (188) 

In this brief extract, Fiennes provides information on trade, the state of the road, and, 

among other things, politics and procedures. Morris writes, "Celia Fiennes is one of those 

authors who could be annotated without end by genealogists, local antiquarians, economic 

historians or historians of Protestant dissent" (8). 
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As the work of Fiennes suggests, the journals of the later Stuart period both draw 

from, and contribute to, contemporaneous genres. It is quite probable that the well-

established Protestant custom of writing spiritual diaries gave Fiennes the impetus and 

experience to keep her detailed travel journal, which was first excerpted in Southey's 

Omniana (1812) and later published as Through England on a Side Saddle in the time of 

William and Mary (1SBS") (Morris 10). Although Fiennes was not published until the 

1800s, travel manuscripts like hers would have circulated privately, and were likely to have 

influenced the popularity of published eighteenth-century travel journals like those by 

Defoe, Johnson and Boswell. Similarly, the bold, chatty female narrative voice found in 

Woodforde, Cowper, and Freke contributes to a climate that produces novels like Moll 

Flanders (1722). Religious diarists, by contrast, continue in the journalizing tradition 

begun in England by sixteenth century Protestants. As the secular and religious diaries of 

the late Stuart period attest, the diary remained an influential genre and a significant forum 

for female lifewriters throughout the Stuart era. 

"The title may be an insertion of the editor; the year is 1698. 
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ANNOTATED INDEX OF DIARISTS 

ANONYMOUS 

AUTHOR: ANONYMOUS WOMAN 

YEARS COVERED: c. 1679-1681 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

MANUSCRIPT: 

BIOGRAPHY: 

CONTENT: 

Daily spiritual diary 

No 

Bodleian MS Rawlinson Q.e.26-7 

[biographical information] Unavailable 

There are two bound volumes of spiritual diaries {Q.e.26-7} and a 

third volume {Q.e.28} that contains prayers and spiritual meditations. Manuscript Q.e.26 

contains 42 pages which measure 6" x 7 1/2" or 19 1/2 cm x 15 1/2 cm: Pages 4-38 are 

handwritten recto & verso. The text is largely illegible, but it is possible that the 

handwriting, which is large and very slanting, may be deciphered with a good deal of 

work. Manuscript Q.e. 27 contains 75 pages, which measure approx. 6" x 7.5" or 15 x 20 

cm. The vast majority of these pages are written recto & verso. This ms. is titled The 

fourth Boke of mv dally observations on mv self Oct 18—1680. and the final entry is dated 

May 22 [1681]. The text incorporates symbols: entries start with - + or + - -. The 

meaning of these symbols is unexplained. The third volume {Q.e.28} contains prayers 

and spiritual meditation, mainly undated. 

SAMPLE ANONYMOUS ENTRIES: 

[MS Q.e.26:] fryday March the 20 

I waked in good time yet did not presently direct my thoughts to the 1 God as I ought to 

have don ... and after I spent a great dell of my time one vanity or at best 

unprofetabelly.... 

[MS. Q.e.27] Munday Oct 18 

I ris went to my Closett where all my devotions this day have ben full of incomparable 

sweetness ....I was much pleased in seeing a gret compeny of my tenants together.... 

Sun Nov 14 H 
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slept to long I ris prayed with affection and did indever to raise up my soule to more ardent 

desires after he(?) and to prepare my soule for a spirituall remembarance of my saviors 

death and sufering, which thy grace did in some mesure enable me to do after I went to 

church .... went to my closett ofered my prayers to god confesed my sins ... did endever to 

raise up my soule in admiration of his great losse in dying for ungratfull man but my time 

being short I could not do it in so good order as I would, then I was at diner God was 

pleased to viset me with my usuall afflictions of a deference between my Hus and Mo 

which was the more grievous being before many witness's, o my god thou didst pers my 

soule with soro, and I am even at death's door by reson of thy heavey(?) hand not that I am 

indid rich but my life has become a burden and bitter to me because I am so often the cause 

of the sin and trouble of persons so dear to me, o and how long shall I cry and thou hearest 

not lement and thou pityest not if for some secrett sin not yett enough repented of.... 

On an undated, untitled page: [[transcriber's note; iw=illegible word]] 

Why am I so solecitous for the vertue of those I love, is it not like expecting perfection in 

the Creature? it is not there but in God only & tho at a distence we may fancy it in this or 

that imenant persone, yet I fear were wee as near them as wee are to our frends where 

erers(?) apper so griveous wee should find in them matter of lamentation, & that [iw-3 

letters] distance that conseals their spots and makes only the bright part visible ~ were all 

constraints that arise from the considerations of intreast(?) laid aside, a great many who 

now apper men of temper & prudence would lose that caracture (28) 

when you find you persue any thing for your self or others with a violent passion, be on 

your guard, for tho the end is never so good, yet when the mind is persuing it so pasionatly 

is is too apt to overlook the justness of the means.... [29] 

Sunday Jan 9 [transcriber's note: iw=illegible word] 

I slept to long I ris went my Closett were my private devotions this day have ben emperfett 

I being much troubled with a natural dullness, which I not enough striveing against did take 

away the life eind comfort of my devotions very much, tho they have not been all without 

some sweetness thro the mercie of God, at Church also this temper continued I haveing 

some prejudice to the Minister because he did not expres him self so handsomly as I 

thought fitt the Lord pardon this sin, for it is nothing but my pride since what he sayed was 

good, the text was Reve; 14,13 & I heard a voice from heaven saying right blesed are the 
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dead that dey [die] in the Lord, these words he explaned by shoeing who they were that 

deyed in the Lord and who were blesed, even those prepared for a good and hapy death, 

which to the good should be only a rest from these labors a deleverance from all the [iw] 

and vexation that atend this life being freid from the poer of sin ... and the begening of 

endless life and blesedness, but to the wicked of everlasting pain and miserie thy Holy 

Angells protect me from the power and malaie of Saten, and bring me to thy kingdom 

where I may praise the for ever.... the Lord be gracious to this poer nation and in Judgment 

remember mercie tho wee have desarved no mercis 
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ANON, CROMWELL'S COUSIN 

AUTHOR: 

YEARS COVERED: 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

MANUSCRIPT: 

BIOGRAPHY: 

CONTENT: 

CROMWELL'S COUSIN [1654-?] 

c. 1687-1702 

Spiritual Diary: dated occasional entries. 

No 

British Library Add. MS 5858, ff.213-21. 

Unavailable 

Bound, transcribed copy of original. The transcriber notes that part 

of the original content was lost. Formulaic style, little personalized content. Consists of 

dated entries that record God's various mercies. 

SAMPLE CROMWELL'S COUSIN ENTRIES: 

What follows I intend for the help of my memore, concerning the worke of God on my 

Soule, which I thankfully desire to commemmorate. 

I bless God that honourd me with Parants fearing him, and blest me with a good education, 

as all helps for my Soule, from my infance to this day. My pert account is this. 

I was born in the year 1654, at my Aunt Cromwell's, and from 8 weeks old was taken by 

my grandmother, & bred up by her as long as she lived .... 

June 22.1690, it pleased the Lord to exercise me myselfe with the Return of a Distemper 

that I theft [sic] must have ended in Death: but the Lord was pleased to raise me as at this 

day. The Lord help me to remember that the Vowes of God are on me. 

Aug. 11, 1690. It pleased the Lord to rais me from that soare and dreadfull Paine of the 

Collicke in my stomache. The Lord help me to improve so great a mersy to his glory. 

July 20.1691. Being under a great Indisposition of Body, and at the same Time 

undertaking a long Jomey, which, becaus of my Illness, I much feared, the Lord was 

pleased not only to give Reliefe from the Day of my setting fourth, and a compleat 

Deliverance from the Distemper in a short Time after, butt delivered us safely from an 

Accidentt: which, had not God graciously prevented, moute have proved of sad 

Consequence. 
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July 27.1691. Being under exquisitt pain for a night, and the greatest Part of the next day, 

the Lord was pleased to here Prayers for me, and to give ease. Which mersy I desire 

thankfully to remember. 

Aug 20.1691. Being on our Return Home, the Lord was pleased to deliver us out of a 

Danger againe. The Lord help me to be truly sensabell of and very thankfull for all his 

mersys. 

Oct: 23, 1691. I had a fresh Experience of the Goodness of God, in that he was better to 

me then my Expectation in a troublesome Afayre; which I desire to looke on as an Answer 

of Prayer, and from thence to be incouraged still to hoalde on, having my Eye only to God, 

and my Expectation only from him, who hetherto hath helped. 

Dec: 21, 1691. By a special Provedence that Day, the Lord was pleased to caul me to 

Three-fold Duty: The first of Prays to him, for mersy reseved: The second, trust in him, 

for Mersey desired: and thirdly, a fresh Caule for submission to the will of God. The Lord 

hep me to answer the Caule of God, by a faithful Discharge of these Duties. 

Jan: 13 Indevoring to seeke God as sollemnly as I could, concerning some Trouble I was 

under, and laying the Case befor him, and desiring his asistance, in a few hours time I had, 

in a great measure, an Answer. Blessed be his name! In the manner and way of some of 

the lord's Providences towards me, I do find thess special Priviledges, and mercyes 

inclosed. (1) A preventting my dishonouring God, the which, should God take other 

methods, I mght justly leave: and (2) A keeping me in a continual Dependency on 

himselfe: which I desire humbly to do so. So then, with Samson, I may say. Our of this 

Easter came fourth meat, and out of this storm shall come fourth sweetness. 

Feb:5, 1691. I receved a special mercy, which I looke on as the Answer of Prayer: for 

which I desire to bles God, in whose Hands the hands of al are. 

Feb. 10, 1691. I receved a great Deliverance from an eminent Danger by Fyre; for which I 

desire to bless and prais the Lord: For his mercy endureth for Ever. 
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AUSTEN 

AUTHOR: 

YEARS COVEFIED: 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

KATHERINE AUSTEN [1629?-1683] 

1664-1668 

MANUSCRIPT: 

BIOGRAPHY: 

Commonplace Book 

Large portions of the journal, covering 22 printed pages, are 

published in Barbara Todd's '"I Do No Injury By Not Loving': 

Katherine Austen, A Young Woman Of London", in Women and 

History: Voices of Early Modem England. Ed. Valerie Firth. 

Toronto: Coach House Press, 1995. 207-235. 

British Library Add MS 4454 

Katherine Wilson was the daughter of Robert Wilson, a cloth dealer. 

At 17, she married Robert Austen, also the son of a successful merchant She had three 

children by him before he died. According to Todd, Austen then devoted herself ""to her 

business affairs (for example, she invested in the East India Company); to managing the 

family property (she successfully defended the family estates in the law courts against a 

private bill in parliament to take away the estate at Highbury); to establishing her children 

and to practising a spiritual life through prayer and meditations" (210). 

CONTENT: Paper; bound, ff. 114. Austen includes a table of contents, with 

headings such as "Of Angeles," "Of Providences by Angeles," "God's Comforts in afflic: 

by Angeles," etc. There follows a series of religious essays and meditations in verse and 

prose. She also records some dreams. There are a few dated entries marking her 

husband's death and various persons' recovery or loss from illness. It is often difficult to 

decipher the personal commentary interspersed with the religious entries. Yet Austen does 

comment that she wishes to consider for herself "whether its not possible to be happy 

without a second marriag" (40), and notes that various female relatives lived until a ripe old 

age: "I attribute the chief part of this long life to the quiet of their minds"(51). The 

following passage appears suddenly in the manuscript, interspersed with religious 

meditations on a dream. Handwriting is difficult to decipher in places. 

TRANSCRIBER'S NOTE: Todd reads/deciphers a few of the words in the Austen 

paragraph below differently than I do. She reads 'civiler' where I read 'abiler'; 'rudeness' 

where I read 'conscience', and 'fourscore' where I read 'fourty four'. Until Austen's 
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calligraphy can be definitively deciphered, it seems best to take into advisement both 

attempts at transcribing it. 

SAMPLE AUSTEN ENTRY: 

This world may think I tread upon roses but they know not the sackcloth I have walkt on. 

Not the heavines and bittemes of my minde. Yet my God hath sweetned these bittemeses. 

Else the gal would have been impossible to take. For if you had been a Gentleman, as you 

pretend to, you would have had abiler words in your mouth. I doe not deserve that odious, 

immodest character your conscience(?) was pleased to give me. Besides I should be 

unwilling to call a woman of fourty four old. Ancient is honourable, old is despicable. 

Old belongs to old shooes. Old clothes. Not to my self. For endead when I am come to 

the longest date and age in this world I hope thou to be as young as when I first came in it. 

Shal be entered into a new spring. Not to count(?) within the compas of any chandg or 

decay more. Surely I have not deserved in my conversation among men his most abusive 

and scandalous speech. Inside in my coach while I dare to let the way be so bad for thou to 

walke. Old goat. The scandels speech not proceeding from a gentleman as he pretends but 

from a hinde ... [22-23] 

[taken from Todd:] 

My dream on 2nd of January [entry written mid February, 1665 ] 

I dreamed I was going to a wedding and took my leave of my mother. Then I went up a 

high pair of stairs and came into a room where there was a long table. [In] the middle of 

the upper end sat my husband ... discoursing with a gentleman in a gown sitting at the side 

of the table. I looked upon them and went down. As I went down a few steps I saw my 

husband again. I kissed him and asked him how he could come down before me since I 

left him sitting. He told me by a back stairs. So down I went. And then I forgetting my 

muff I went up the back stairs for it. But I had not gone above S[inserted: 9] or 

9[inserted: 10] steps but I waked. 

This ran in my mind divers days afterwards and I concluded the first pair of stairs 

signified to me to the end of January and the second was so many days in February and 

then something would fall out to me. And indeed I was troubled that some unhappy 

adventure would come in as I dreaded every day wishing February out. In came to pass 

that on the 9th of February I was appointed to be that day at the coming of parliament. And 

when I came into the room it was the same I saw in miy dream, the situation of the room the 
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same with the table. And as soon as I cast my eye on Sir John Birkenhead [who was 

apparently acting as her agent in this affair] I was confident he was the very same man I 

saw my husband with. 
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BATHURST 

AUTHOR: 

YEARS COVERED: 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

ANNE BATHURST [1647-?] 

1679-1693 

MANUSCRIPT: 

BIOGRAPHY: 

Autobiographical memoirs and spiritual diary 

Entries for September 9, 1679 and September 12, 1679 are 

published in Lav by Your Needles. Ladies. Take the Pen: Women 

Writing in England. 1500-1700. Eds. Suzanne Trill, Kate Chedgzoy 

and Melanie Osborne. 

London: Arnold, 1997. 271-274. 

Bodleian Library MS Rawlinson D 1262-3 [contemporary 

transcript] Original fragment: Bodl. MS Rawl. Q.e.28 

The manuscript's flyleaf is signed by the Earl of Bathurst, 1707, 

which suggests that Anne was a member of a titled family. No further information 

regarding the ms was available. However, Phyllis Mack describes Bathurst as "a 

respectable, middle-aged widow and a member of the mystical Philadelphian Society, 

which was active in London during the 1690s" (12). 

1693. Volume two [Rawl. D. 1693] is 99 pages, and covers 1693-1696. Bathurst's diary 

is unique and notable for its joyful quality. It lacks the Calvinist focus on fear, and stresses 

the blissful aspect of experiencing God's love. Bathurst records many mystical visions. 

SAMPLE BATHURST ENTRIES: 

1st vol: June 11 1679 Soon after I was abed being perfectly awaked I saw by the Spiritual 

Eye, a very pleasant still river, and a Bridge went cross it, riseing in the middle like ane 

Arch, but narrow; I went to goe upon Stone Steps (which were there) to goe on the Bridge 

to a Rock I saw on the other side; but when I came neare to climbe. The Bridge went higher 

like a Cloud or Rainbow, so that I saw, it could not be walked on by a weighty body of 

flesh, but one Aerial Body; for the Bridge was a Cloud of air: then I contented myself to 

look on the further side of the River to the Rock, and I saw most pleasant Greens, which 

grew as 'twere out of the Rock; the Rock was exceeding high & Large, it appeared Like 

Several Greens, and after of other Pleasant colours, extream pleasant & beautiful in great 

variety & beauty: it seemed still like a Rock but a Rock of wonder, the more I wondred at 

the beauty, abundantly, more beautifull it appeared; yet no great Light, but shaded. On the 

CONTENT: Volume one [Rawl.D.1262] is 607 large pages, and covers 1679-
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right side of this Rock a Glorious sun began to arise , but it was so exeeding glorious that I 

trembled, and could not behold it, then it went down; after, it arose a little again, but I 

could not bear it, so it disappeared, though I had a desyre to have born it, and looked for it; 

and if I did but look towards it, it began to appear; as if it did declare that nothing hindred 

its ariseing, but my weakness, yt could not bear it; and thereby shews his tenderness to 

compaysienate our weakness being in bodys of thick clay. 

May 16 1680. 

I saw a Great Army come, as if they came to destroy us; but we being the Lord's, they 

turned to help us; and as He does influence his Glorious saints in Heaven, who when 

appointed by Him are for the assistance of his saints on Earth; so the men on Earth that rise 

up against us should be turned to fight for us, as this Army wch at first came as if it were to 

destroy us, was turned, with their back towards us, to fight for us & to defend us. Then 

the Glorious Saints appeared in their Center, that was circled round with Divine Security, 

being in the will of God. This was given for our Support & Security amidst the publick 

Confusions & troubles that then threatened us. 

Meditating of that Nothingness I was in the evening before, I was taught yt That 

Nothingness I saw my self in, in ye Unity of Love was the No-will that I must come to, 

before I could come into the glorious unity of the saints in Love: I must have no will, no 

desire of the highest above, but be still in God's will, and I saw this Nothing-will like a 

while Breath taken into the hand of God the father as a sacrifice He was well pleased with; 

and smelled a sweet labour from it, & gave it to His son, and the son to the saints of 

flovious Love; and the Saints put the Nothing-will into me by their influence, and I became 

a still Nothing, and soon after was refreshed with sweet tasts of his Love & refreshings 

from ye Lamb of power, tasting & feeding on his heavenly Manna. This is to have God's 

Kingdome come, & his will done in us, as it is done in Heaven; when we have no own-

will but his will, the Kingdome of Glory; is not the Glory of it the Harmony of it? all to 

move in the Center of ye Divine will, as they receive from Him: and so far as we are acted 

from the Influences of heaven, and move in the Divine will, so far there is harmony betwixt 

us & glory, [end of entry] 

2nd volume: June 30 [1693]. 

Having had many considerations of the depth of the love of God, some are set down for 

my better understanding & memory, and being often led in the depths of endless love, the 
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Soul breaks forth, O thou bottomless Love! Thou spring of praise! And being as one 

besides myself, I cry out. Jubilee of praise, when shalt thou be sung in our streets, & we 

as a well-tun'd Instrument of praise sing thee forth! for thou art our beloved Thou feedest 

among the nuts. O Thou offspring of David & of the house of Jews(?), how the virgins 

love thee! & thy spirit gives thee praise: All hallowed sweetness be given unto thee thou 

Song of Love & Divine Jubilee: The word DIVINE has such an emphasis in it, I could 

stop at it & go no further: and who can Search into the depth of divine? I cannot tell the 

depth of DIVINE neither go I about to spell it, but it is added as a great summ to figures: as 

to Love add Divine, what may it amount to! And so, wisdom Divine, & this word Divine 

is too great for me to think on, & how to speak it forth, I have no more strength renaming 

in me, for I feel divine contemplation fill my soul, drink up my spirit, dilate me into 

substance. 

I am as one sick with solace, with divine sweetness; but the word divine multiplies 

in me & fills me taking away my heart's life into it. O [the] <her brackets> multiplying I 

feel in this word! I cannot name it, it flows so wonderfull, greatning the man of 

understanding. O, Love has taken away my heart. Love divine, which through shines in 

every part. O, art thou come to make all clean, new wills, new affections; one whole man, 

a daily whole burnt offering, O Sea of redeeming love what wilt not thou do! & fountain 

of blood what cannot thou do! O, a fountain seal'd, breasts full of consolation. 

I am as pent milk in the breast, ready to be poured forth & dilated into Thee, from 

whom my fulness flows with such fulness & plenitude: & pleas'd when eas'd. And am 

ready to cry out O thu offspring of the house of David, come forth & serve thyselfe, raise 

u p  a  C h u r c h ,  c a l l  a  s o l e m n  a s s e m b l y  w h i c h  m a y  p u b l i s h  t h e e  f o r t h  . . . .  
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BAXTER 

AUTHOR: MARGARET BAXTER [ 1642? -1681 ] 

YEARS COVERED: c. 1660-1680 

TYPE OF TEXT: Occasional meditations, with a few entries dated by month and day 

PUBLISHED: Extracts in A Breviate of the Life of Margaret, the daughter of 

Francis Charlton ... and wife of Richard Baxter, etc. London: For 

B. Simmons, 1681. 

MANUSCRIPT: Location Unknown 

BIOGRAPHY: Margaret was bom the daughter of Francis Charlton, a justice of the 

peace. She was one of three children. Her mother died when she was very young, so she 

was raised by her father. In 1662, at the age of twenty, she married the prolific writer and 

non-conformist divine, Richard Baxter, who was 21 years her senior. They married on 

September 10, 1662. Her husband writes, "She near 19 year lived with me" until her death 

in 1681 (93). 

CONTENT: Margaret's writings are scattered through Richard Baxter's elegy for 

her. He includes occasional (undated) meditations from her on topics such as disturbance 

from her relatives or a her feelings during a period of illness. Occasionally, he dates her 

entries by month and day, but he never includes the year. 

SAMPLE BAXTER ENTRIES: 

APRIL 3. The sadder my present condition is, the greater the mercy that I am yet alive: 

why then should I not give thanks for that, and by the rest which yet I want? And though 

my life seem but a burden to me sometimes, it is my great mistake: for the greatest 

afflictions are nothing to hell-torments: were they as great as any ever had, while I am alive 

on this side Eternity, there is hope .... (26-27) 

Decemb. 30. was my worst day: I did not then think to be alive this day; I ought not to 

forget it. On Jan. 1. New-Years-day, I first bled at the nose largely, and after mended. 

The fourth day was kept in humiliation for me. April 10. was a day of Thanksgiving. 

When I thought I should dye, I was more than ordinarily sensible of my 

unprofitable life; and had such convictions as usually people in my condition have; and then 

made many resolutions as in such cases others do. I remembered that I had heard much of 

the promises that many made in sickness, which they never performed; and I thought it was 
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gross hypocrisie to speak now of that which I was part performing (as I thought); but that I 

were better write down my purposes and discover them if God recovered me, that they 

might be as strong an engagement on me, as if I had spoken them to men. 

I. I resolved that I would endeavour to get and keep a sense of that great mercy of 

Gods restoring me from the peril of threatned death, in answer of prayers; which was the 

greater, in that God threatned to take me hence when I was but in the birth, and had scarce 

well begun to live. This mercy I promised to be thankful for, and to acknowledg other 

mercies as God should make me able. 

II. I resolved that I would endeavour to be in a fixed state and way of duty; and in 

order to this, I would take advice of one who is (I conceive) most fit to advise me. And I 

resolve by God's assistance, that I will not consult with flesh and blood, not study my 

carnal interest, but resolvedly set on the way of my duty, and freely discourse my 

thoughts, so far as is requisite to my just advice. And that I will speak my reasons and 

heart-risings against any thing that is propounded to me, which I judg unmeet. And I 

resolved when I saw my duty, cheerfully to do it, and keep a sense of the sweetness and 

obligations of God's love and mercy. 

III. I resolved to pray and labour for a true sense of the sins of this Nation in 

general, and in particular of the sins of my Relations, and of my own. And that till it please 

God to give me cause of rejoycing on the behalf of my Relations, and of my own souls 

recovery and spiritual welfare, I will continue with humiliation to supplicate the Lord. 

And though I would not shut out a greater duty by a lesser, yet I will avoid all manner of 

Feastings as much as I well can, and all noxious sensual delights; and when I must be 

present, I will use some mortifying restraint. And this I would do in my habit, and all 

other things, but that I would lay no snare on my self, by renouncing what occasions may 

oblige me too; but by all means I would strive to keep upon my heart a sense of my friends 

danger and my own. 

IV. I resolve, if Providence concur, to go to London a I can the day of 

Thanksgiving, for the reasons mentioned in another place (27-29). 
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BURY 

AUTHOR: ELIZABETH BURY [1644/5*-1720] 

*Bury's birthdate is given as March 2, 1644 in the 1720 edition, but 

her editor is probably using old style dating. 

YEARS COVERED: c.1690-1720 

TYPE OF TEXT: Daily spiritual diary 

PUBLISHED: An Account of the Life and Death of Mrs. Elizabeth Bury, who died 

May the 11th 1720. Age 76. Chiefly collected out of her own 

Diary. Together with her Funeral Sermon. Preach'd at Bristol. May 

22. 1720. Bv the Reverend Mr. William Tong. and her Elegy bv 

the Reverend Mr. J. Watts. Printed by and for J. Penn. London: 

1720. 

MANUSCRIPT: Location Unknown 

BIOGRAPHY: Elizabeth Bury, bom in Clare, Suffolk, was the daughter of Captain 

Adams Lawrence and Elizabeth Cutts Lawrence. The diarist was a twice-married 

Dissenter: her second husband, Samuel, whom she married in 1697 and lived with until 

her death in 1720, edited and published her diaries. 

CONTENT: Editor Samuel Bury writes that he had to choose among his wife's 

diary entries or the book would have been too long. He also notes that between the ages of 

twenty and thirty, Elizabeth "conceal'd her Accounts in Short Hand, which cannot be 

recovered by me, nor, I believe, by any other, because of many peculiar Characters and 

Abbreviations of her own" (11). Bury's printed diary entries cover pp. 53-179 of the text. 

SAMPLE BURY ENTRIES: 

September 27, 1690. When I was Nine or Ten Years old, I first began the Work of Self-

Examination, and begg'd the All-searching God to try and discover me to my self: And, I 

think, I may date my Conversion about that Time. I have kept an Account of the Tryals of 

my self since 1670. And tho' my undutiful, ungrateful Retums have fill'd each 

Examination with just and bitter Complaints, yet up on Twenty Years review, to the Glory 

of free Grace, I take it the Case has stood thus with me. 

My Judgement has esteem'd GOD, even his Holiness, the most desirable Good, 

and I would be a Partaker of his Holiness, whatever it cost me; and have generally been 

willing of, and thankful for the smartest Discipline, in hope of that desir'd Effect, and still 
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would be more holy, tho' by Sickness, Pain, or any other Affliction; having alwayts 

esteem'd Sin the greatest Evil, and now for many Years my bitterest Affliction, tho' in 

s o m e  H u r r i e s ,  h a v e  n o t  f e l t  t h e  m o s t  s e n s i b l e  M o u r n i n g s  f o r  i t . . .  .  

Sept. 3, 1692 Setting close to the Duty of Examination, my Heart was deeply affected 

with its wandering from GOD, amazed and sad at the Inconstancy of my Love to GOD, 

which I take to be the Cause of my wandering Thoughts; I still mourn over it, adoring the 

Patience of GOD, and his infinite Mercy, in Christ, to such unstable and vile Dust; I abhor 

the Fountain and filthy Streams of my polluted Nature; I fly to the Blood of sprinkling; 

Lord! shall I never be cleansed? How long shall vain Thoughts lodge within me? I will 

still wait at the pool, where thou hast, and wilt wash me in thine own Blood; and if I cannot 

find less Sin, I will bless thee if I find more Grace, and wait, till by Death, thou presentest 

me spotless, who hast loved me, and already wash'd me in part. 
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CAREY 

AUTHOR: ELIZABETH CAREY, Viscountess Mordaunt [ 1633-1679] 

YEARS COVERED: 1656-1678 

TYPE OF TEXT: Daily spiritual diary, 1656-1657. Occasional memoirs, 1657-1678. 

PUBLISHED: The Private Diarie of Elizabeth Viscountess Mordaunt. Duncaim: 

Copied from the original ms. and printed at his private press by 

Edmund Macrory, 1856. Anecdotes & c. of Elizabeth. Viscountess 

Mordaunt. commencing 1656. London: F.C. and J. Rivington, 

1810. 

MANUSCRIPT: Location Unknown 

BIOGRAPHY: Elizabeth Carey's father was the son of the Earl of Monmouth. A 

noted beauty, she married John Mordaunt, son of the Earl of Peterborough. Mordaunt, a 

Royalist, was charged with treason in 1658 and thrown ino the tower. Elizabeth did 

everything in her power to save him, including meeting with the judges and pleading with 

Cromwell himself. She was successful; Mordaunt was declared innocent and made 

Constable of Windsor Castle when Charles n came to power. However, he was eventually 

impeached for various misdemeanours, and he died, leaving Elizabeth with nine small 

children and a tenth on the way (source: Fell Smith). 

CONTENT: The diary is primarily religious in content. Mordaunt gives thanks 

for her husband's release at a trial of High Treason against Cromwell and the 

Commonwealth. The text includes a spiritual credit and debit column, where she thanks 

God for mercies and begs pardon for sins. 

SAMPLE CAREY ENTRIES: 

A Prayer 

for the 2nd of June, every year and every Wednesday in the week, sine the death of my 

dear husband 

I must never omit to prayse thee my Lord and my God, on this day, for the meracolous 

deleverance of my deare Hosband, from the pour and malis of his enemies and from the 

jaues of Death, for tho' thou hast taken this blesing from me now, yet so numerous have 

bin thy mercis to this famely sine the first day of his deleveranc, that they must be allwas be 

repeted by me, to the great glory of thy most glorious name, thou haste geven to my dear 
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husband and to me, many yeares of comfort sine; thou has geven us the Great Blesing of 

many children, the increse of fortuen, of Honer, of goods, of frinds, and all this I have 

been so lyttel worthy of, that thou hast justely withdrawne my greatest worldly comfort, 

my deare Hosband; but merciful Lord doe thou increse my spirituall Joys, and give me 

grace, to make so good use of thy remaning blesings in this world, that thou mayest never 

withdraw them in judgement from me, but grant that I may so intirely leave my selfe, my 

childerne, my fortune, and interest to thy disposall, that I may nether think, nor ackte, but 

by thy directions, I have none but thee my God to asist me, and in having thee, I have all, 

doe thous never forsake me, and then I shall be blest for ever. Amen. 

In the Yeare of Our Lorde 1657 

Sunday 

To retume thanks for To aske pardon for 

Reseved the Blesed Sacrement 

and in sume mesheur spent the 

remaning part of the day better 

than I used to dow, not to my 

knolege told any untruthe, not 

missed the publicke servis of 

the Church, and am returnd 

safe in body and mind. 

Ofended by disputing with my 

Husband, and therby geueing him 

a trubel, having been weded to my 

owne opinion, and not yelding, tho 

I thought my selfe convinced, by 

loking uppon a man when my harte 

tould me, it might renue his pashon 

agane for me which being marryed 

was unlawfull, by not spending this 

thy Sabethe day so well as I aught 

to dow; but was drowsy at the 

evening sermon. 
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CLIFFORD 

PUBLISHED: 

MANUSCRIPT: 

AUTHOR: ANNE CLIFFORD, Countess of Pembroke [ 1590-1676] 

YEARS COVERED: 1603, 1616-1617, 1619-1676 

TYPE OF TEXT: Autobiographical reminiscences for 1603, dated entries for 1616-

1617 and 1619, occasional memoirs for 1620-1649, 

autobiographical reminiscences and occasional memoirs for 1650-

1675, dated entries for 1676. 

The Diaries of Anne Clifford. Ed. D. Clifford. Wolfeboro Falls, 

NH: Alan Sutton, 1992. The Diary of Anne Clifford. 1616-1619: 

a critical edition. Ed. Katherine Acheson: New York: Garland, 

1995. 

The Knole Diary (1603-1619): 18th century transcript: Kent 

County Record Office, Maidstone, Sackville Collection (U269 

F48/1-3) Reminiscences by Anne: 18th century transcript: British 

Library, Harleian MS. 6177. Books of Record or Great Books 

(1620-1649, 1650-): Cumbria Record Office, Kendal, Hothfield 

Manuscripts(WD/HOTH) 

Last Months' Manuscript (1676): The Dalemain Collection (Mr. R. 

B. Hasell McCosh), Dalemain nr. Pentrith. 

Anne Clifford was the only surviving child of George Clifford, 3rd 

Earl of Cumberland, and Margaret Russell, a daughter of the Earl of Bedford. Anne's 

father bequeathed various lands to his brother in his will, although, according to ancient 

entail, these lands were intended for the firstborn heir (male or female). Clifford and her 

mother spent years fighting a patriarchal court. King James, and the wishes of Anne's own 

husbands in an attempt to retrieve her lands. She married twice: first Richard, 3rd Earl of 

Dorset, and then Philip, 4th Earl of Pembroke. She bore her first husband five children: 

one. Lady Margaret, lived until adulthood and became Countess of Thanett. In 1643, after 

decades of persistance, Anne regained her inheritance when her uncle finally died without a 

male heir. She spent the next thirty-odd years reigning over her estates until her death at 

age eighty-six. 

CONTENT: In this very literary and extremely interesting set of diaries. Lady Anne 

Clifford recounts her struggle to retrieve lands that she perceived as hers by birthright. 

BIOGRAPHY: 
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SAMPLE CLIFFORD ENTRffiS: taken from D.J.H.Clifford, 

The Diaries of Anne Clifford 

1617 

January 

.... Upon the 18th being Saturday, I went presently after Dinner to the Queen to 

the Drawing Chamber where my Lady Derby told the Queen how my Business stood, & 

that I was to go to the King; so she promised me she woud do all the good in it she could. 

When I had stay'd but a little while there i was sent for out, my Lord & I going through my 

Lord Buckingham's Chamber, who brought us into the King, being in the Drawing 

Chamber. He put out all that were there, & my Lord and I kneeled by his chair side, when 

he persuaded us both to Peace, & to put the matter wholly into his hands. Which my Lord 

consented to, but I beseech'd His Majesty to pardon me for that I would never part with 

Westmoreland while I lived upon any Condition whatsoever. 

Sometimes he used fair means & persuasions, and sometimes foul means, but I 

was resolved before so as nothing would move me. 

From the King we went to the Queen's side & brought my Lady St John to her 

Lodgings, and so we went Home. At this time I was much bound to my Lord for he was 

far kinder to me in all these Businesses than I expected, & was very unwilling that the King 

should do me any Publick Disgrace. 

May 

Upon the 1st I cut the Child's strings off from her Coats and made her use tags alone, so 

she had 2 or 3 falls at first but had no hurt with them. 

The 2nd, the Child put on her first coat that was laced with Lace, being of Red 

Bays. 

The 3rd my Lord went from Buckhurst to London, and rid it in four hours, he 

riding very hard, a Hunting all the while he was at Buckhurst, & had his Health exceeding 

well. 

1676 

January 

The 1st day. And this forenoon there came hither from her house at Seatree Park Mrs 

Winch, that is mother to Mr Thomas Samford of Askum, so I had her into my chamber and 

kist her, and she dined without with my folks in ye Painted Room, and after dinner I had 
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her againe into my Chamber and talked with her a good while, and I gave her 4 pairs of 

Buckskin Gloves that came from Kendall; and with her I had also Mrs Gabetis into my 

chamber and spoke to her a good while, and a little after they went from mee. 

And this morning about 10 of the clock did some of my cheif folks, viz: Mr 

Thomas Gabetis my Sheriffe, Mr George Sedgwick, Mr Edward Hasell, Mr Henry 

Machell, and the men to the first three, ride on horseback out of this Brougham Castle to 

my Cozen Mr John Dalston at Milrigg, & dined there with him & his wife & children, but 

came back hither again about 5 of the clock at night. 

And this evening about 7 a clock after I was in bed, did Allan Strickland commit 

some disorders in my house of which I was acquainted next morning by Mr Thomas 

Gabetis my Sherriff, but he showing a great Regrett and compassion for those 

misdemeanors, I was moved upon his ingenious acknowledgment and Confession to 

pardon him. 

I went not out of the house nor out of my chamber today. 

Ps.121. [Psalm 121] 

February 

The 7th Day, being Shrove Munday. And today there dined without with my folks 

Dorothy Wiber, the Deaf woman of my Almeshouse at Appleby, and after dinner I had her 

into my chamber and kist her. And I saw her payd for 5 dozen yards of Bonlace, but I was 

very angry with her for bringing so much and told her I would have no more of her. 

And there also came along with her and dined here Dorothy Winter of Clifton, sister 

to John Webster, so I had her into my chamber and kist her and talked with her awhile, and 

a little after they both went away. 

And by the letters I received from the post from my Daughter Thanet and my Lord 

Northampton dated the 3rd of February I came to know that there was lately a great sea-

fight before Messina between the Dutch and Spanish fleet, & the French were much 

worsted, many of their Ships being taken & Sunck. 

I went not out of the house nor out of my chamber today. 

Ps.121 
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CLISSOLD 

AUTHOR: 

YEARS COVERED; 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

MARY CLISSOLD (also called Clissould) [168?-1712] 

1708 

Daily spiritual diary 

Practical Religion Exemplifv'd in the Lives of Mrs. Clissold and 

Mrs. Mary Terry: With their Funeral Sermons. By Thomas 

Reynolds. London: Sold by John Lawrence, 1712. 95 pages. 

MANUSCRIPT: Location Unknown. 

Grandmother, who liv'd near Stratford upon Avon, and was a most eminent and zealous 

Christian, undertook the bringing of her up from her Infancy" (3). Mary spent five years at 

boarding school near London before returning to her grandmother. She died at age 29. 

also includes an account of her life (3-46), "An Appendix Containing Some of her Spiritual 

Breathings and Meditations" (47-62), and her funeral sermon (65-95). Clissold's entries 

suggest an obsession with death, and are also unusual for their use of rhyme. 

SAMPLE CLISSOLD ENTRIES: [complete entries for the month of May printed here] 

May 1. 1708 I have had this Day, through Mercy, some Taste, some Sight, some Sense, 

blessed be God for this! I have some Affection moving, when beholding a dying, bleeding 

at his Table. What! but some Sight, may a lively Christian say? Can any be dead 

and unaffected in such a Place as that? Ans. I one thought so my self; but sad Experience 

shews, the most affectionate Sights and Sounds, without the Spirit of God, will avail 

nothing; for which I have been enabled most earnestly to wresde, using the Promise of a 

faithful God, as an Argument: If ye being evil, know how to give good Gifts unto your 

Children; how much more shall your Heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to them that ask 

him? Luke 11.13. 

2. I have nothing to say, but dead; no Views, no Faith, no Life, no Warmth. 

3. All one, dead still. 

Oh might my dead Affections once be green, 

And hopeful springing Buds on them be seen! 

4. Oh dead, I am asham'd to write, 'tis the same now. Oh Lord, wilt thou look on one so 

hateful? pardon one so bad? 

BIOGRAPHY: According to Reynolds, "She was born in London; her 

CONTENT: There are four pages of Clissold diary entries (26-30). Reynolds 
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5. Death may be writ on all my Prayers and Thoughts, on all my Actions. No Courage to 

speak for God. I have no Delight my self in his Service; how can I speak to others? 

6. Oh that this Winter was over! Oh that these Clouds were scatter'd! Lord humble me, I 

can do nothing of my self. I have no Memory, no Gifts, no Parts, no Grace in Exercise, 

my Leaf is wither'd. 

7. Blessed be God! some feeling Desires, some Delight and Love, some Faith. Oh what 

does Unbelief rob me of! 'Tis good to be here. 

8. Oh blessed Sabbath! and yet as dead as possible. I hear much, and yet feel but little. O 

might I work the Works of him that sent me while it is Day! 

9. All dead, what can I say? What "can I write? How can I chuse but blush for Shame? 

10. 'Tis all one still, dead is the Word, as tho I could speak nothing else. I hope, 

however, it is, as I have lately seen, like a Tree of Bays which is us'd to be green all the 

Year; but the Frost has so far kill'd it, that at first view it seems all dead: but look 

narrowly, and there are some few green Buds, which shew 'tis alive. Lord, grant it may 

not recover its Verdure before me! before thy Spirit has been at work, as in Times past! 

11. Blessed be God, I now have some believing Views of unseen Realities. I can be fully 

satisfy'd of the Being of a God, and the Relation he stands in to me. 

12. 'Tis all one as it us'd to be, dead again. The Grace of one Day is not sufficient for 

another. Lord, for the continu'd influences of thy Spirit, without which I feel I can do 

nothing. 

13. Oh how dead and cold am I! Oh where's that Spirit that us'd to breathe so sweetly 

upon my Soul! Where are those Apprehensions of Divine Things as us'd to be? 

14. And must I still make this dismal Sound, dead, dead! I can do nothing to answer the 

End for which I was made, nor give any Proof of my Love to God by my actions. 

15. I am now come to the End of another Sabbath. Once the Word was sweeter to me than 

any thing. Once nothing could move me, my Affections were so strong, but now little 

Impression is made. O Lord, help me to keep my self from mine Iniquity! Love of Sleep, 

and a cowardly Spirit in speaking for God, are my Constitution-Sins. Lord for Strength to 

overcome! Oh help me to overcome: Ohelp! 

16. Some Victory got this day, but yet very cold, very little Sense, very little done. 

17. Oh why dost thou hide thy self! without thy Spirit the most dreadful Apprehensions 

won't rouse me to my Duty. 

18. My wither'd Soul! my wither'd Soul! 

I fear lest that dead Tree 
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Will get the Start of Me. 

There were some small Buds under a wither'd Face of Leaves, which shew it was alive. I 

hope tho I seem all wither'd and dead, there are some small Buds do shew there is some 

Life which will spring forth in time. 

Lord! let not that Tree 

Get the Start of Me. 

19. Oh! little of a Revival. All seems dead still, but Lord awake me. 

20. I feel as it were quite dead, I cannot breathe in Prayer, I can't see by Faith, I can't feel 

in my affection, my Senses are lost. 

21. Oh the World! How does it swallow up my precious time? How does it rob my Soul? 

but yet this World do I hate, and long for Communion with (I hope I may say) my God. 

22. I am very much out of Frame this blessed Sabbath-Day. Oh that the Word may bring 

forth Fruit, tho 'tis not receiv'd with those sweet Illuminations of thy Grace as formerly. 
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COWPER 

AUTHOR: 

YEARS COVERED; 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

MANUSCRIPT: 

BIOGRAPHICAL 

INFORMATION: 

SARAH COWPER, Dame [1644-1720] 

1670+, 1673, 1675-84, 1680, 1700-1705, 1706-1712, 1713-15, 

three non-dated books 

Commonplace books and daily spiritual diaries 

All extant Cowper texts are printed in the Adam Matthews 

Publications microfilm series. Women's Language and Experience. 

Ed. Amanda Vickery. Sources from Hertfordshire County Record 

Office, reels 5-9. 

Hertfordshire County Record Office. 

Cowper's manuscripts explain she was Anglican and had a 

husband. Sir William, as well as children and servants. She writes that in 1691, "Sr 

W:Cooper was created Baro[ne]t of England Number 267, whereof in 1679, 87 were 

extinct. To be almost Top of the Gentry is place Enough, yet I never felt any gratification 

from that matter"(March 4, 1701]). She lived into her seventies. 

CONTENT: The 14 separate books left by Cowper have been grouped into eight 

individually-classified items by the Women's Language and Experience microfilm series. I 

will briefly describe the contents of each text below, using their classification numbers. 

D/EPF29-31 

D/EP F32-34 

D/EP F35 

D/EP F36 

D/EP F37 

1700-1705: personal diary 

1706-12: personal diary 

personal diary 

poem collection, begins with Cowley's "Civil 

• 1713-15 

• 1670-?: 

Warre" 

• 1673: commonplace book comprised of a series of short 

statements, with subjects alphabetized 

D/EPF38 * 1675-1684: The first part of this book is approx. 100 handwritten 

pgs. It begins with a quotation from Seneca, and continues with quotations from the 

Psalms. The next part is 79 handwritten pages: Cowper writes, "This half of this Book is 

a Collection of Texts of Scripture it may be useful to review at any time" 

D/EPF39 * 1680: The title page reads: "Sarah Cooper. 1680. I 

recommend particularly the paraphrase upon the Book of Ecclesiastes." Nine pages of 
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Bible paraphrase are followed by "A Prayer." Cowper then cites passages from each book 

of the Old Testament and paraphrases them over the course of approx. 530 handwritten 

pages. Then the paraphrase of the New Testament begins. 

D/EP F43 • nd: This book is approx. 670 handwritten pages. The 

title page reads: "To my Daughter Judith Cooper I leave this book Desiring she wou'd leave 

it to some one of the family to be kept in memory of me Sarah Cooper" The book begins 

with a list of persons, including many Drs, Mr. Hooker, Seneca, etc. An alphabetic list of 

topics and page numbers follows: "Ark, Adam, Age old. Angels, America, Anger, 

Affections, Atheist, Affliction....[etc] 

D/EP F44: • nd: "Some collections out of the Holy Bible" 

Paraphrases of Biblical verses, listed either by verse or topic. 

D/EP F45 • nd: This book is entirely a series of pictures, "cutts in 

paper" of, among others. King James the first. King Charles the first. King Charles the 

second, Lord Bacon, Archbishop Tillotson, and the Jacobite Coat of Arms. 

SAMPLE COWPER ENTRIES: 

1700 Aug 9 Nothing remarkable but the daily Cross, Lord gives patience. I want Ease and 

Health. There being a report the K of Spain was Dead, some said perhaps it was not so 

that his Disease was from Eating too much of what he lik'd, wher'by he had frequent 

surfeits w caused Extream Vomiting as put him into fitts; but yet he being yong might last a 

good while in that way. Methought it was unaccountable that a Man Born to such 

advantage of Education and Christian instruction, sho'd so little improve his Rational 

faculties, but degenerate below a Beast. O Lord what is man without the aids of grace 

11 I mett with an Extream provocation from servants having the Day before take much 

Pains by Argument and Reasons to prevent it, to divert the Thoughts of it I went to walk, 

taking a Manuscript wherin long since I had writ precepts, tc opening the Book where I did 

not intend, hit upon this, sho'd a wise man reason with unprofittable talk, or with speeches 

where he can do no good? Methought this was a Divine admonition w put me in mind that 

I had fallen from the Resolution made July 25 see~I must reinforce it or I am lost to all 

peace, and resolve to leave off contending with servants, concluding if they offend out of 

stupidity they cannot, if from obstinacy they will not amend, either renders it fit to give 

them over. I have a custom of eating white bread w I have done for 30 years past, rather 
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than endure the contention it made to get it, and now share with the hous:hold, supposing 

that for their own sakes they will not let me want y. 
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DELAVAL 

AUTHOR: ELIZABETH DELAVAL, Lady [ 1649-1717] 

YEARS COVERED: c. 1653-1671 

TYPE OF TEXT: Autobiographical and occasional reminiscences, religious 

meditations 

PUBLISHED: The Meditations of Ladv Elizabeth Delaval. Ed. Douglas Greene. 

Gateshead: Northumberland Press, 1978. Surtees Society: CXC. 

MANUSCRIPT: Bodl. MS Rawl. D. 78. 

BIOGRAPHY: Elizabeth Livingston (Delaval) was the daughter of Sir James 

Livington, Viscount Newburgh, of the Scottish peerage, and his wife, the former Lady 

d'Aubigny, the widow of Charles I's cousin. Her parents. Royalist activists, fled to the 

Hague after the government intercepted some of their letters to the exiled Charles n. As an 

infant, Elizabeth was left in the care of her aunt. Lady Stanhope, in Lincolnshire. As a 

teenager, she spent two years at court, but debts forced her to return home to her aunt's 

estate. She married Sir Robert Delaval, at her father's strong prompting, although she did 

not love Delaval. After his death, she married Henry Hatcher (or Thatcher) of Kirby, 

Lincolnshire, in 1686. 

CONTENT: Delaval, a gifted diarist, writes as both a teenager and an adult. She 

tartly depicts the woman who served as her govemness, and grieves for the freedom she 

relinquished upon marriage. Her manuscript consists of 332 written sides, rather than 

pages, in a very large book (21 cm. by 27.5 cm.) 

SAMPLE DELAVAL ENTRIES: 

Here begins the meditation's writ in my forteenth yeare 

There is so much fier in my naturall temper that where I ether love or hate, tis with 

the greatest violence imagenable, and most unhapy have I been in the begining of my life 

by misplaceing of my heart. 

Tis most certen that by doing so, I have given Mrs. Carter power strangely to 

mislead me for severall year's, and tis as true that she might as easely have turn'd me to 

delight in wisdome as in foly. 
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When I went to live with my grandmother Gorge (which I did most commonly for 

4 or 5 month's every yeare,) I cou'd part with my aunt, nay with my playfelow's too with 

out a teare, but to leave Mrs. Carter behind me was an excessive grife. 

She had allway's accustomed me from a very lettle child, to call her servant, and 

(though she waited upon my aunt) to indeare her selfe the more to me she allway's called 

me her mistresse. 

I have doted upon this ungratefull woman with all the tendemesse imagenable. 

When ever I red any discription of a whorthy good friend I presently aply'd it to her in my 

thought's, and as I grew up my love to her still more and more increas'd....[etc.] 

Christmaisse Eve, 1670, the first meditation writ after my maryage with Mr. Delaval. 

Since my state of life is changed, tho I cannot say I mete with joyes to destract me in the 

performance of holy duty's, or that I have entertained a violent passion in my heart, yet 

something or other dos incline me to tryfle away my time yet more in this new condition of 

life I have so lately enter'd into then formerly; and yet I have often thought that cou'd 

scarcely be. 

But now I find that evill pursues me continually, the evill of sin more then the evill 

of punishment, and I (alass) am ready to imbrace the first with gredynesse, of which the 

second must be burthen'd with honnours (which might perhapes increase my pride,) nor 

charmed with so much love for my husband as might make mine grow cold to my God, 

why is it, O my soul, that thou art dayly overtaken with new mischefes .... 
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DUNTON 

AUTHOR: 

YEARS COVERED: 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

ELIZABETH DUNTON [16??-169?] 

?--1690s 

MANUSCRIPT: 

BIOGRAPHY: 

Spiritual ruminations, two paragraphs. 

Two paragraphs of excerpts in Timothy Rogers, The character of a 

good woman...Mrs. Elizabeth Dunton...with an account of her life 

and death, and part of the diary writ with her own hand. London: 

Printed for John Harris, at the Harrow, in Little Britain, 1697. 

Location Unknown 

Elizabeth was the daughter of the Reverend Dr. Annesley and the 

wife of John Dunton, whose father was the rector of Aston-Clinton. John's book. The 

Life and Errors of John Dunton (1705'). (reprinted by Garland Publishing, NY: 1974) 

discusses Elizabeth briefly. 

sermon often refers to her diary, he only quotes two undated passages from what he calls 

her 'papers.' In The Life and Errors of John Dunton. her husband writes: 

...She kept a diary for near twenty years, and made a great many reflections, both on 

the state of her own soul, and on other things, that as far as I could judge, by the bulk, 

wou'd have made a very considerable Folio. But she was so far from vain-glory, or 

Affectation and being talk'd of after Death that she desir'd that all those LARGE 

PAPERS might be burnt, 'tho even much of what she write was in short-hand of her 

own Invention. That Part of the Diary, out of which Mr. Rogers extracted several 

Things he publish'd in her Funeral Sermon was with great difficulty obtaln'd from her, 

by my self in her last sickness, in which, as she expres'd it, she thought it was her Duty 

to deny me nothing ... .(361-2]) 

DUNTON ENTRIES REPRINTED IN FULL; 

O how should the Thoughts of Free Grace fill me with Love to God. I am filled 

with Joy inexpressible, and full of Glory. O Lord, I solemnly resolve against my sins. 

These are the Murtherers that would not have thee to Reign over me. I considered the Love 

of God, in parting with his Son to die for Sinners; what an amazing Love was it that God 

should become Man? that he should be so poor as not to know where to lay his Head 

CONTENT: Minimal. Although the author of Dunton's published funeral 
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when he came to enrich the World. Oh to think that I should be one that Christ had in His 

Thoughts of Love. It makes me cry out, why me Lord, why me! O dearest Jesus, I cannot 

at this Sacrament take a Denial of thy gracious Presence; I come to meet with God, and I 

cannot be contented without him; I would have all thy graces flourish, I would have all Sin 

destroy'd and rooted out, O blessed Jesus. I come to thee, here are my Lusts, my Pride, 

my Unbelief, my want of Love to thee, the base Sins of my Nature, my disingenious 

Carriage towards thee; here Lord slay them before thee. I did make over my self to be 

more entirely God's; and I dare own upon Review, that I enjoyed Christ. This did in some 

measure set my soul a longing for Heaven. 

I considered that in my Prayers I protest to God my Indifference for the Things 

of this World, That He alone is a satisfying Portion, & c. And then, how good God had 

been to me in all his Providences, even those that were most afflicting. I have Cause to 

trust in him, if he should bereave me of all my Worldly Enjoyments. O my Soul, Consider 

his Dealings with me of late Months, they have been very Tender and Compassionate; full 

of Wonderful Condescension: What Encouragement has he given me for Faith and 

Dependance on himself; for he has compassed me round with Mercies.— Let God do what 

he will with me, I do, and thro' Christ's strength assisting me, I shall ever say, I had rather 

a Wise God should chuse all things for me, than that I should be mine own Carver in any 

thing. I am never so Happy and Quiet as when I lose my Will in the Will of God. What is 

the Voice of my Afflictions? Were I not a stranger at home, I need not ask the question. 
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EGERTON 

AUTHOR: ELIZABETH EGERTON, Countess of Bridgewater [ 1626-1663] 

YEARS COVERED: C. 1648-1663 

TYPE OF TEXT: Occasional meditations and prayers 

PUBLISHED: No 

MANUSCRIPT: British Library, MS Egerton 607, labeled 'Devotional Pieces by 

Elizabeth, Countess of Bridgewater' 

BIOGRAPHY: When she was sixteen. Lady Elizabeth Cavendish married John 

Egerton, Viscount Brackley. The couple were married for over twenty years. Elizabeth was 

pregnant at least ten times, with at least three of her children dying young. She died in 

childbirth. 

CONTENT: 152 folios, 4 1/4" by 6 3/4". Usually, each entry marks the 

workings of God in a particular events or occasion. Titles include: "A Prayer when I was 

with child," "A Prayer in time of Labour," "A Prayer after I was brought to Bed". 

SAMPLE EGERTON ENTRIES: 

Considerations concerning Marriage (78v-84r) 

Some account of Marriage as an unhappy life, by reason there is an obedience must belong 

from the wife to the Husband; and tis greate reason it should so be, since we are 

commanded, by those that are above our capacity of reason, by God himselfe, and truly I 

think that person unhappy that will not esteeme of Matrimony, so as to take that tye into 

consideration, to inquire with themselves, whether or no they could esteeme of such a 

person so as to value his Judgmt; and in matter of consequence, to yeild to his councell; not 

to be in such awe of him, as a servant of his Master, as not to speake, to contradict the least 

word he saith, but to have an affection, and love to him, as to a friend, and so to speake 

their mind, and opinion freely to him, yet not value him ye lesse, & if he have a reciprocall 

affection to his wife, it makes them both blest in one another, whereas otherwayes if ye 

wife be so meeke, and low in spirit, to be in subjection, for every word, she makes him 

feare he is troublesome, and yet shee had rather be alone then in his company; this is far 

from a companions way; if hye, and lofty, and willfull, then of the other side, he is not 

himselfe when he is wth her; so then rather, though he loves her, then bring himselfe into 

an unquiet disturbed life, he leaves her to goe into some other company, careing not how 

little he is with her, and when he sees her in company, doubts she will give him some 
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undigested words, and if so, then he is discontented wth the sight of her, so must give her 

a reprehension, at least in private, thus doth this indiscretion cause a miserable life to them 

both; and if she be over awed by her owne Fancyes, 'tis a sad life to herselfe, and a 

trouble to her Husband, who otherwayes would be a friendly companion, wch makes a 

marriage happy, especially when a woman values her husband in busines of weight, not so 

much minding every petty action, as to think, now he loves me not, but love him sincerely; 

and if he be hasty, 'tis fitt she should be silent, giving him no cause to be angry, and then 

his anger cannot last long; if he is fickle and various, not careing much to be wth his wife at 

home, then thus may the wife make her owne happinesse, for then she may give her selfe 

up to prayer, wch St. Paul speakes as if a marryed person could not, and thus, in his 

absence, she is as much God's, as a virgine; and if she have a loving discreet Husband, 

and one that feares God, he will doubtlesse not hinder her duty to God, but endeavour the 

increase of her faith, and holynesse, and there is no doubte, but where both these parties do 

perfectly agree, wth passionate and sincere affection, but 'tis the happyest condition, a 

friendship never to be broke, as ye words of Matrimony say, till death them depart. Now 

God grant all my friends to enjoy this happy and blessed friendship. 

[[NOTE: The abbeviation 'y' seems to mean different things in different contexts; ye (the), 

yet: y with t above]] 

When I lost my Deare Girle Kate 

My sorrow is great I confesse, I am much greeved for the losse of my deare Girle Keatty 

who was as fine a Child as she could be, she was but a yeare and Ten Months old, when, 

by the fatall disease of the smale pox, it was God's pleasure to take her from me, who 

spoke anything one bid her, and would call for anything at Dinner, and make her mind 

knowne at anytime, and was kind to all, even to strangers, & had no Anger in her; All 

thought she loved them, her Brothers and Sister loved her with a fond love; She was so 

good. She never slept, nor played, at Sermon, nor prayers; She had received ye Sacramt: 

of Baptisme, wch. washed her from her originall sinne, and she lived Holyly; she took 

delight in nothing but me, if she had seene me; if absent; ever had me in her words, 

desiring to come to me, never was there so fond a Child of a mother; but she now is not in 

this world, wch. greeves my heart, even my soule, but I must submitt, & give God my 

thankes, that he once was pleased to bestowe so great a blessing as that sweet Child upon 

m e  . . .  .  
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FIENNES 

AUTHOR: CELIA FIENNES [ 1662-1741 ] 

YEARS COVERED: c. 1685-1703 

TYPE OF TEXT: Travel diaiy comprised of retrospective occasional memoirs. 

PUBLISHED: The Illustrated Joumevs of Celia Fiennes. Ed. Christopher Morris. 

London: Alan Sutton Publishing Ltd., 1995. 

MANUSCRIPT: In the 1984 edition, Morris states that Fiennes' manuscript is in the 

possession of Lord Saye and Sele. 

BIOGRAPHY: Celia Fiennes was bom in Newton Toney to Colonel Nathaniel 

Fiennes and Frances, the daughter of Colonel Richard Whitehead. Her family were 

prominent Parliamentarians and Dissenters. After her mother's death in 1691, Fiennes 

moved to London. In the 1690s, she began making journeys through southern England. 

By 1712, she was still making tours of various parts of the country. She had also visited 

bits of Scotland and Wales. Fiennes died in Hackney, London, in 1641. 

CONTENT: Excellent overview of late seventeenth century England, useful for 

economists and social historians. Fiennes comments extensively on mercantile and 

agricultural procedures. She is interested in minerals and mining, architecture and 

technology. Her journal, begun in 1702, incorporates notes made on earlier journeys. The 

edition listed above is divided into three sections: 

Part I: Early Journeys in the South (in or before 1682-1696) 

Part n: The Northern Journey and the Tour of Kent (1697) 

Part ni: My Great Journey to Newcastle and to Cornwall (1698) 

SAMPLE FIENNES ENTRIES: 

INTO HAMPSHIRE AND ALONG THE THAMES (Before 1691) 

{headings may be an insertion of Morris, Fiennes' editor} 

A Journey my mother went from Newtontony to Durly in the [New] Forest 15 

miles; thence to Nursteed 15 mile to a relations house a neat new built house with brick and 

stone; a hall on the right side a great parlour and drawing roome that opened into the 

garden, which were fine grael walkes grass plotts; the Chambers are very good and 

convenient; on the right side of the house is a large grove of firrs halfe scotts halfe 

norroway which looks very nobly; the roades all about this country are very stony, narrow 
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and steep hills, or else very dirty as is most of Sussex but good rich land; it is in 2 mile of 

Petersffield in Hampshire which is a good little neate town, in a mile of it is a Gentlemans 

house called Maple Duram which might now be new named into yew, for the great number 

of yew trees set thick in severall green walkes that grows high and is cutt close to the body, 

up almost to the top, and the tops are left in a great head that spreads and makes it very 

shady and pleasant. 

From thence we went to Guilford which is a good town built with stone, the 

streetes are broad; thence to Kingston on the Thames, thence to London, from London 

againe to Colebrooke, thence to Maidenhead, you go in sight of Winsor Castle on the left 

hand, and Eaton Colledge as you pass the bridge at Maidenhead, and on the right hand you 

see Cliffton house a fine building of the Duke of Buckinghams; thence to Redding which is 

a pretty large place, severall Churches, in one lyes buried one of my sisters that dyed at my 

Grandmothers there of the small pox, her monument of white marble stands up in the 

Chancell. 

From Redding to the Veale sad clay deep way; thence to Newbury all clay mirey 

ground; Newbery is a little town famous for makeing the best whipps, its a good market 

for com and trade; thence to Newtontony over Way Hill famous for a Faire kept there on 

Michelmas day. 

FROM NEWTON TONEY TO LONDON THROUGH HAMPSHIRE AND SURREY 

(1691) 

My journey to London after my mothers death was by Suton thence to Baseing-

stoke a large town for to entertaine travellers and commodious, 2 mile beyond we pass by 

Basen on the left side, a house of the Duke of Boltons with a large parke and gardens; the 

house is not fine being much demolished and spoyled after the Civil warrres, it being a 

garrison held by the King; on the right hand at a mile distance is another good house and 

fine Parke of the Duke of Boltons called Hacket you come in sight of, some little distance 

you come in sight also of a great building like a little town the house of Sir Robert Hendlys; 

so to Hartfford-Bridge, thats only a place full of inns for the conveniency of the road; 

thence over a heath you go to Bagshott all on a heavy sand, where you come by a parke of 

the kings and in it is a pretty house; thence to Eggum, very heavy sand, so to Staines where 

you cross the Thames on a Bridge to Midlsex and so to Houndslow, to Brandford, to 

Tumumgreen, thence to Hammersmith, to Kensington, to London. 
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FREKE 

AUTHOR: 

YEARS COVERED: 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

MANUSCRIPT: 

BIOGRAPHY: 

ELIZABETH FREKE [1641-1714] 

1671-1714 

Occasional memoirs 

Mrs. Elizabeth Freke her diarv. 1671 -1714. Some Few 

Remembrances of Mv Misfortunes Which Have Attended Me In Mv 

Unhappy Life Since I Were Marryed: Wch Was November The 

4:1671. Ed. Mary Carbery. Cork: Guy and Co., 1913. 

British Library Add MS 45718 

Elizabeth was the eldest of four daughters of Raufe Freke and his 

wife, a daughter of Sir Thomas Culpeper. Though Elizabeth's mother died when Elizabeth 

was nine, the daughters were well-educated. The youngest three married "knighted and/or 

prosperous gentlemen" (George 184). At age 30, against her father's wishes, Elizabeth 

married her Irish cousin, Percy Freke. He proceeded to misspend her marriage portion, 

and the couple spent much time apart and at odds throughout the course of their long 

marriage. They had one son, Ralph, and spent much time traveling—separately and 

together—between England and Ireland. Later in life, Elizabeth acted as a landlord at the 

Norfolk estate which her husband purchased, and was often involved in trials and lawsuits 

involving herself and her tenants. 

CONTENT: Freke's memorable diary reads like a litany of complaints, regrets, 

grievances, and sorrows; on a more positive note, her text is marked by her intelligence 

and facility of expression. Helen Ostovich notes that Freke left two manuscripts: "a diary 

commencing in Elizabeth's middle-age, and a memoir composed near the end of her life" 

[listserv posting to REW-L; Feb 14, 2000] 

SAMPLE FREKE ENTRIES: [drawn from the Carbery edition] 

1672 

August 26 

Mr. Frek, August 26, Coming over St. James Parke, Aboutt 12 AClock att Nightt, 

Challenged my Ld. of Roscomon either to Fightt him in St. James Parke presently, or to 

pay him downe A thousand pounds My Lord had Long owed Mr. Freke, butt The King 

Charts, being In the Park, prevented the little quarrel. And the next morning by three A 

Clock, Ten Men of the LifeGard Came & Fetched Mr. Freke outt of his bed from mee; & 
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Immediattly hurryed him to Whit Hall before secretary Covenry; I nott knowing whatt Itt 

was for More that Words spoken. This was the beginning of my Troubles for my 

disobedience in Marrying as I did, withoutt my deer Fathers Knowledge. 

1673. 

February 14 

In or Aboutt Feb. 14, my Deer Father, Mr. Ralph Frek, was pleased to bestow on me for A 

portion A Mortgage on Sr Robertt brooks Estate of 500 £ A year, neer the Green Man in 

Epping Forest, 5 Miles from London, thatt I migt nott be disapoynted of A subsistence for 

my Life; which Mr. Frek, unknown to me, sould to Sr Josias Child, a greatt Bruer in 

London, For 5,664 £ or there Aboutts, Wch nither my deer Father or my self or any of my 

5 Trustees knew anything off Till about Jully the 7~soe off Itt was sould. This was nott 

kind done, for by Itt I were Turned out of doors, & notts A place to putt my unfortunate 

head In, & my Mony In A Bankers hand, viz.;—Alderman Forths, was In danger to be 

spentt by us or Lost by him, which a Little affter, greatt part was, to the value of (1500) 

Fifteen hundred pounds. . . . 

1688 

Mr. Freke Came Againe to Billney, affter he had staid from mee and his only Child Neer 

Nineteen Months, he being prosecuted by one of K. Jams Captains, one Buttler, to be shott 

to death for Refuseing to drink the Lord Tirconnells health. 

Which, of two Evils, he Chose to Come to Billney, Ireland being now very hott & 

unsafe for any of the English, espeshally Officesers, of which Buttler had Mr. Freks 

Company, affter he had on his own Charge equipped Itt by the desire of King Charles the 

second; wher he stayd the heat of the Irish Warrs till the 4 of March, 1690. 

Richard Clark, my Friend & servant att Billney, dyed with me (Aboutt A ten days 

Affter Mr Frek Came to Billney); he had Lived with us Neer eight yeares heer & in Ireland, 

And a good servant he was. And A greatt help to mee in Mr Freks absence, just & 

Faithfull, And dyed of a Creek in his Neck unexpected to mee. 

The Good King William the third Came outt of Hollond to Englands Reliefe to be 

our Deliverer from popery & slavery. God sentt him when we wer just past all hopes to be 

our Helper, He being then prince of Orange. He Landed in the West of Dorrsettshire, near 

Exeter; he had with him aboutt 12 saile of dutch shipps and aboutt 12 Thousand Men in 

them, against whom King James wentt with neear threescore thousand to oppose him, butt 
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wantt of Courage carried him back to London, & Left his men to Joyne with the Prince of 

Orange, who Came aboutt the end of November, when King Jams & His Queene Run for 

France, with her pretended Prince of Walles. 

Affter A [4?] yeares reign. King James was Taken with Sr Edward Halles, In A sea 

mans Habbitt att Feversham in Kentt, & brought to Rochester Casstle, from whence, affter 

A boutt three weeks stay. King William Lett him steale A way Into France to his Queen att 

St Germans, when he was by Actt of Parliament and the Consent of the whole Nation 

Abdicatted. 
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GODOLPHIN 

AUTHOR: 

YEARS COVERED: 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

Margaret Godolphin [1652-1678] 

C.1670 onwards 

Diary entries, generally undated 

In John Evelyn, The Life of Mrs. Godolphin. London: William 

Pickering, 1847. 

MANUSCRIPT: In John Evelvn and His Familv Circle (1955), W.G. Hiscock writes 

that the Evelyn Collection is held at Christ Church. 

France during Cromwell's reign. On her return, she served as Maid of Honor, first to 

Anne Hyde, Duchess of York, and then to the Queen. She made a close friend in John 

Evelyn, with whom she shared strong religious leanings. Margaret married the statesman 

Sidney Godolphin, and died within two weeks of the birth of her first child, a son. Her 

husband went on to become an Earl, and treasurer to Queen Anne. 

CONTENT: Godolphin's papers are scattered throughout Evelyn's book-length 

elegy for her. The Life of Mrs. Godolphin. Evelyn does not always include dates for these 

entries, but a fair proportion of the text is devoted to transcriptions of Godolphin's papers. 

SAMPLE GODOLPHIN ENTRY: 

My life, by God's Grace, without which I can doe nothing. 

I must, till Lent, rise att halfe an houre after eight a clock; whilst putting on morning 

cloathes, say the prayer for Death and the Te Deum: then presently to my prayers, and soe 

either dress my selfe or goe to Church prayers. In dressing, I must consider how little it 

signifyes to the saveing of my soule, and how foolish 'tis to be angry about a thing so 

unnecessary. Consider what our Saviour suffered.~0 Lord, assist me. 

When I goe into the withdrawing roome, lett me consider what my calling is: to 

entertaine the Ladys, not to talke foolishly to Men, more especially the King; lett me 

consider, if a Traytor be hatefull, she that betrayes the soule of one is much worse;~the 

danger, the sin of it. Then without pretending to witt, how quiet and pleasant a thing it is 

to be silent, or it I doe speake, that it be to the Glory of God.—Lord, assist me. 

Att Church lett me mind in what place I am; what about to ask, even the salvation of 

my soule; to whome I speak,~to the God that made me, redeemed and sanctifyed me, and 

can yett cutt me off when he pleases~0 Lord, assist me. 

BIOGRAPHY: Margaret Blagge was bom to Suffolk Royalists. She was sent to 
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When I goe to my Lady Falmouths, I ought to take paines with her about her 

Religion, or else I am not her friend; to shew example by calmness in dispute, in never 

speaking ill of anybody to her, butt excuseing them rather. 

Goe to the Queene alllwayes att nine, and then read that place concerning the 

drawing roome, and lett my man waite for me to bring me word before publique prayers 

begin. If I find she dynes late, come downe, pray and read, namely, that concering prayer; 

and think why I read, to benefitt my soule, pass my tyme well, and improve my 

understanding.~0 Lord, assist me. 

Be sure still to read that for the drawing roome in the privy chamber, or presence, 

or other place before prayers, and soe againe into the drawing room for an hour or soe; and 

then slipp to my chamber and divert myselfe in reading some pretty booke, because the 

Queen does not require my waiteing; after this to supper, which must not be much if I have 

dyned well; and att neither meale to eate above two dishes, because temperance is best both 

for soule and body; then goe upp to the Queen, having before read, and well thought of 

what you have written. Amen. 

Sett not up above halfe an hour after eleaven att most; and as you undress, repeate 

that prayer againe; butt before, consider that you are perhapps goeing to sleepe your last; 

being in bedd repeate your hymne softly, ere you tume to sleepe. 

If I awake in the night lett me say that (for which she had collected many excellent 

passages, as I find among her papers,) psalm. Lord, assist me. 

In the morning, wakeing, use a short devotion, and the as soone as ever you 

awake, arise immediately to praise him. The Lord assist me. (17-21). 
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HALKETT 

AUTHOR: ANNE HALKETT [ 1622/23-1699] 

John Loftis, Halkett's editor, notes; "Although all previous accounts of Lady Halkett have 

stated that she was bom 4 January 1622,1 have included that in accordance with the 

modern practice of following the Old Style Calender but considering a year as beginning on 

1 January rather than 25 March, she was bom 4 January 1623" (7). 

YEARS COVERED: 16??-169? 

TYPE OF TEXT: Although Anne Halkett is famous for her autobiography, found in 

The Memoirs of Anne. Ladv Halkett. and Ann. Ladv Fanshawe (ed. 

John Loftis, 1979), The Life of the Ladv Halket (1701) includes 

meditations, prayers for specific occasions and occasional memoirs. 

PUBLISHED; The Life of the Lady Halket. By 'S.C.' Edinburgh: Printed for 

Mr. Andrew Symson and Mr. Henry Knox, 1701. 

MANUSCRIPT; BL. Add. MS. 32376. 

BIOGRAPHY: Anne was bora into nobility. Her father, Thomas Murray, was tutor 

to Charles I. Her mother, Jane Drummond, her mother, was governness to Charles I's 

children. After her father's death, she was raised by her mother, who died in 1647. Anne 

then lived with her brother. He died, and she found herself in the midst of financial 

troubles: "her portion was ensnared in a legal tangle" (Fraser 162). During the War, Anne, 

a Protestant Royalist, joined Colonel Bampfyde to help James I escape Parliamentary 

captivity in London. She then went to Scotland, where she nursed the injured. She began 

work as a governness in the household of Sir James Halkett, a Scottish widower and 

relation of her father's; she married Halkett in 1656. "Though her Married state, was the 

only period of her Life in which She enjoyed some Worldly Comforts (being as happy as 

any, in a most affectionat Husband;) yet, she found it intermixed with many Troubles, 

which kept her Veryues in constant exercise, and preserved her Soul, from being corrupted 

with Earthly delights" (Life 31). Anne's children, save one, died before her. 

CONTENT; The editor catalogues Anne's works very thoroughly and 

completely. He refers throughout to Lady Halket—but as she is elsewhere more commonly 

referred to as Lady Halkett, I will use the latter spelling except in direct quotes from this 

edition. 
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Editor (S.C's) list: 

Books written by the Lady Halket. 

First Book in Folio bound, of 152 Pages Containing these following subjects. 

1. Meditations and Prayers, upon .... 

[Note: I will only include select chapter headings] 

4. Meditations and Vowes upon Psal.56.12.14. Verses written on some remaining 

leaves of this Book, upon her deliverance from the danger of Child-Birth 

IL Book in Folio Bound, of 376 Pages Containing these following subjects. 

1. Meditations and Resolutions, fit to be put in practice .... 

The editor continues to list and describe the contents of Halkett's text(s) for several 

pages. He notes, "The Occasional Meditations are upon several publick and privat 

Occurrences,; whereof the two last are upon the late Change of Publick Affairs, and upon 

the Return of the King, May 1660". Halkett's text also "Contains 15 Meditations, on 

publick and privat Occurrences, 1661, 1662". 

Unfortunately, the editor includes no diary entries as such, though he indicates that 

dated entries exist. In the preface, he calls the text "a short Extract, drawn out of large 

memoires or Diaries, Written by the Worthy Lady, and that, when in the most serious 

manner between God and her own Soul, she was reviewing the several Periods of her Life, 

observing and recording, what ever might be of after-use to preserve in her. Thankfulness 

and Humility, or to confirm her Hope and Trust in God ... ." The editor mentions 

Halkett's use of dates in the following manner: 

December 17: Her Son after ten Years absense, returned; It was no small comfort 

to her, to see him, though much broken (as to the state of his Health) by ill usage in 

Prison, and sicknes, which followed: He goes again abroad, September 20. And 

on the 21 of October, she receives the sad account. That being Violently tossed for 

severall Dayes at Sea, he fell unto a great disorder of Body, whereof he Dyed .... 

Halkett's text is similar in practice to the text of Anne Venn and others, in that her use of 

dates makes clear that the finished text was drawn from diary entries, or from dated 

occasional memoirs. 
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SAMPLE HALKETT ENTRY: 

She writes, in her Friday's Devotion Being the Sixth Day 

O my God, teach me so to meditat on this days work, that it may beget in my dayly Hatred 

of my self, and a continual grief for the Original Sin, which did deface thy Image: But let 

me ever Bless Thee for giving us thy Son to restore that Image in us, and to be the Author 

of Eternal Salvation, to all that call upon his Name and love him in Sincerity: To whom be 

praise for ever and ever. Amen. 

My Soul, how inlarged is the subject of thy Meditation on this Day? If thou dost 

but consider, the Cattel and creeping things, and Beasts of the Earth, how marvellous are 

they to behold! But, Man being added, who was made after the Image of God, in 

Goodness, Righteousness, and Holines; well may this fill thee with wonder and 

amazement (37). 
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HARCOURT 
ANNE 

AUTHOR; 

YEARS COVERED: 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

ANNE HARCOURT, Lady [16??-166?] 

C.1649-C.1661 

MANUSCRIPT: 

BIOGRAPHY: 

Occasional memoirs, prayers, lists of mercies 

Extracts in Edward W. Harcourt. The Harcourt Papers. Oxford: 

James Parker and Co., 1880. Vol.1. 169-199. Also in Charlotte 

Otten, Englishwomen's Voices: 1540-1700. Miami: Florida 

International UP, 1992. 310-321. 

Location Unknown 

Anne Harcourt was married twice: first to Sir Simon Harcourt, 

Royalist, with whom she had children. After his death, Anne married a widower, the 

Parliamentarian Sir William Waller. They raised the children from their previous marriages 

together, and had more. She mentions three by name: Fred Harcourt, Philip Harcourt, and 

Katherine Waller. Anne and Sir William suffered harassment from officials during the 

Interregnum, and both endured physical illness. Philip Harcourt was the only son to 

survive her. 

CONTENT: Anne recounts mercies she has received throughout the course of her 

life. She describes the treatment she and her husband endured during the Interregnum. 

Her occasional memoirs and mercies are often dated. 

SAMPLE HARCOURT ENTRY: 

An account of such remarkable mercies as I can call to mind since I married Sir William 

First, I had much mercy in my marriage with him, he being the answer of my 

prayer, he being a religious, a prudent, and a loving husband. 

Secondly, in that his children prove so hopeful, and do improve daily under my 

care, and that they are all alive, and do enjoy their hezilths better than they did when they 

came to me, and do grow. 

Thirdly. It's a great mercy my own children are alive, in health and hopeful. (One 

of them since dead, may the Lord stay his hand.) 

Waller. 

April the 13th, 1652. 
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Fourthly. The support I had under all that terrible pain and weakness at St. John's. 

Fifthly. Yet God gave me there a safe deliverance of a living child, which was born 

with all its parts and limbs—and a son—that I had such a comfortable childbed after it. 

Sixthly. That I have been supported under all the pain and weakness I have had of 

my last child—in my labor—and in my childbed, not withstanding the danger I was in. 

Seventhly. The health my husband enjoys, notwithstanding the many diseases he 

is subject to—the great support he has under his pain, his patience—and his merciful 

deliverance from that fit of the stone, and from three more of the gout. 

Eighthly. The supply we have of means from time to time, the comfort we enjoy in 

our constant converse with one another; the love of our servants, their health, the good 

success of our affairs, and that degree of health we have had in our family. 

Ninthly. Those afflictions I have had, which the Lord has been pleased to 

accompany with his grace—as I trust, he did my want of health, and the fits which my last 

child died of—because the first has made me desirous to improve my health, for the making 

my calling and election sure—and, in the latter, God made me very willing God should 

dispose of me and mine as he pleased. 
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HARCOURT 
A N N  

AUTHOR: ANN HARCOURT, Lady [ 164?-1664] 

YEARS COVERED: 1664 

TYPE OF TEXT: Dated diaiy 

PUBLISHED: Extract in Edmund Hall's A Sermon Preached at Stanton-Harcourt 

Church. In the County of Oxford: At the Funerall of the Honourable 

the Ladv Ann Harcourt. Who Deceased Aug. 23. 1664. Together 

with Her Funerall Speech. Oxford: Printed by A. & L. Lichfield, 

1664. 

MANUSCRIPT: Location Unknown 

BIOGRAPHY: Ann Harcourt is the daughter-in-law of Anne Harcourt, the subject 

of the previous entry in this index. Ann married Sir Philip Harcourt, son of Anne and 

Simon. After his father died, Philip was raised by his mother Anne and her second 

husband. Sir William Waller. Philip and his wife Ann may have been raised together: 

Edmund Hall writes, "The person that here lyes in state before us ... was the daughter of 

the honourable Sr. William Waller. On the Mothers side, she descended of the Right 

honourable family of the Finches, the Earles of Winchelsie" He discusses the "education 

she received from her Mother in law, (for her own Mother dyed in her infancy)" (49). This 

passage suggests that Ann married her step-brother, after they were retired together by 

Anne Harcourt and William Waller. 

CONTENT: Minimal. Edmund Hall only includes one diary entry by Ann. Hall 

writes: 

She kept in her Cabinet a large paper booke, so privately that none, no not 

her husband knew of it; since her death I have seen it, and only seen it. 'Twas 

a book, I perceived, designed to be her souls looking-glas, or rather her souls 

recreatory, both: In this book (I perceived by the several heads in it) she laid 

up her spirituall Cordials, to refresh her soul in time of need: Here she had set 

down Gods gracious and remarkable providences to her and her family, to excite 

her soul to thankfulnese: Here she laid up spirituall directions how to order her 

life. One paper being loose I obtein'd it, I will give it you word for word, & by 

this you may guess the rest (56-7). 
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ANN HARCOURT ENTRY REPRINTED IN FULL: 

April 14,1664. I have this day upon serious examination of my heart, found this to be my 

condition. 1. That I doe desire to love God, and to love him for himself above all things. 

2. That I am (if my heart deceive me not, extreamely more in love with the wayes of God 

than ever. 3. That I find my heart unfainedly sorry for all my frailtyes and sins committed, 

and duties omitted, and I doe here in the presence of God promise, & engage to strive 

against all my beloved sins, and serve him more constantly than I have done, & I hope 

through Gods grace, that as he has begun that good work in me, so he will according to his 

promises perfect it in me. 
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HOBY 

AUTHOR; MARGARET HOBY, Lady [ 1570-1633] 

YEARS COVERED: 1599-1605 

TYPE OF TEXT: Daily Diary 

PUBLISHED: The Private Life of an Elizabethan Ladv: The Diarv of Lady Hoby. 

1599-1605. Ed. Joanna Moody. UK: Sutton Publishing, 1998. 

MANUSCRIPT: British Library MS Egerton 2614 

BIOGRAPHY: Bom Margaret Dakins, she was heir to a substantial land fortune. 

Joanna Moody describes her as an "Elizabethan Yorkshirewoman who lived and worked 

on her own estate .... She brought three husbands there"(xv). Her diary begins a few 

years after marriage to her third husband, Thomas Hoby, with whom she lived until her 

death in 1633. Moody calls Hoby a "first-generation Puritan", or an Anglican who was 

deeply influenced by Calvinist thought" (xli). She was a busy woman with many duties 

involved in overseeing her property. 

CONTENT: The religious diary of this gentlewoman discusses her religious 

observances and details her daily routine and household duties. Events are noted, but 

psychological reactions, emotions, and states of mind are very rarely discussed. 

SAMPLE HOBY ENTRIES: 

[Teusday 21] after I was readie I praied, and then I went awhile about the house and so to 

breakfast, and then to work, tell coueringe came: then I went to priuat praier but was 

interrupted: after I had dined I went to work tell 6:; and walked a little abroad, and then 

Came to examenation and praier: after, I walked a litle, and so to supper: after which I 

went to praiers, and. Nut long after, according to my wonted vse, to bed, saue only I did 

not so deligently think of that I had hard, which I be seech the Lord to pardon, for Christ 

sack Amen Amen 

[Wensday 22] after I was redie I praied, and, after I had gon a Litle about the house, I 

wrett out notes in my testement, and then brak my fast and walked abroad tell dinner: 

before which I praied, according to my wonte, and, after dinner, I was buisie dispacting 

one a way to Linton tell:3:a Clock: then I wret notes out into my bible, and after went a 

walkinge with Mr. Hoby, and then retumed into examination and praier: after, I reed of the 

bible, and walked alone, and then went into the kicthine, wher Mr. Rhodes and my selfe 
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had som speach with the poore and Ignorant of the som princeples of religion: and I had 

walked a litle after in the Court. Mr Hoby ceime, and so to supper and after to lector and 

then to bed. 

[Thursday 23] In the morninge I praied; them I took order for thinges about the house tell 

I went to breakfast, and sonne after I took my Coach and went to linton wher, after I had 

salluted my mother, I praied, and then, walkinge a litle and readinge of the bible in my 

Chamber, went to supper: after which I hard the Lector and sonne after that went to bed 

[Friday 24] In the morninge, beinge readie, I praied, then brak my fast with Mr Hoby, and 

so reed to church: after the sarmon I presently went to dinner, after which I passed the time 

in talk with some freinds, and then went to priuat praier: that don I took the aire in the 

Coach with Mr Hoby, and so cam in and walked in the garden, medetatinge of the pointes 

of the sarmon and prainge tell hard before I went to supper: and after supper went to 

publieck praier and thence to bed. 
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HOUSMAN 

AUTHOR: 

YEARS COVERED: 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

HANNAH HOUSMAN [1678? -1735] 

1711-C.1732 

Dated entries, spiritual diary. 

The Power and Pleasure of The Divine Life: Exemplified in the Late 

Mrs. Housman. of Kidderminster. Worcestershire. As Extracted 

From Her Own Papers. Bv the Rev. Mr. Richard Pearsall A 

New Ed. By Charles Gilbert. Minister of Islington Chapel. 

London: Printed for the Book Society for Promoting Religious 

Knowledge, 1832. 

MANUSCRIPT: 

BIOGRAPHY: 

Location Unknown 

Hannah Pearsall, one of seven children, was born to religious 

parents. She married Joseph Housman in 1715. Felicity Nussbaum mentions that Hannah 

was a Quaker. 

religious themes; the entries are not arranged in chronological order. 

SAMPLE HOUSMAN ENTRIES: 

April 3, 1711. Through divine goodness I am brought near the close of another week; I 

would not close it without making some reflections. I find I could run out in complaints 

against myself; but I would not overlook the gracious dealings of God to me. I would 

humbly hope I have had the tokens of his presence with me in duty: O how reviving hath it 

been! It is infinite condescension to have any regard to so mean and vile a creature as I am. 

None more beholden to free grace than I; and sometimes methinks I can admire it and fmd 

it constraining. It grieves me that I can make no more returns. I cannot love Christ as he 

hath loved me; but yet I would love him as much as creature ever loved him. I am, I find, 

never so well pleased with myself, as when I find myself in a gracious, loving frame; and I 

long to love him perfectly, without interruption ot intermission. I cannot but be thankful 

that I have another Sabbath in view. O! if I kno my own heart, I would fain get grace by 

the means: but I cannot but be jealous of myself, and fear how it will be with me; such sad 

experience I have had of a hard, dull, unaffected heart. Very justly may God leave me to 

myself. Sometimes for my sins he does hide his face, that when I come to duties I cannot 

have any sensible enjoyment of him; but when it is thus with me, my conscience beareth 

CONTENT: Standard religious entries. The printed edition divides the entries by 
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me witness, I am restless and dissatisfied; and I hope I find in me a resolution still to hold 

on in the way of duty, and to hope in his mercy. 

I would fain get nearer to God in the duties of the approaching Sabbath. Lord, give 

me a heart to improve it. The preparation of the heart must come from thee. Let me receive 

of the fulness that there is in Christ Jesus, even grace for grace, for his sake. Amen. 

Aug. 12. This morning I awaked prety early. This I could not but be pleased with and 

thankful for. I renewed the experience I had the last evening of the presence of God. I 

hope my mind was in somewhat a serious and humble frame. I went to prayer, to see the 

presence of God in the secret duties I was engaging in; particularly to be directed and 

assisted in the duty of meditation: but how did my ignorance appear, how weak was my 

faith, how cool my love! I spent about an hour in the work; but I cannot say my thoughts 

were engaged and suitably affected. 

As to my frame in public duties, it was bad enough: but yet I hope I was not 

wholly stupid. The word came to my case; it convinced me of my unprofitableness under 

the precious seasons I have enjoyed. I was filled with some present shame; but dare not 

resolve it shall be better in my own strength. I would beg the word may be sanctified, the 

directions given complied with, and truly and duly practiced. Lord, write thy word upon 

my heart, and help me to treasure it up, that I may not sin against thee. I am a poor, 

unprofitable creature, but yet I hope I can call the Sabbath my delight; and many times I am 

grudging that its moments pass too swiftly on. Oh! I would long for the dawning of the 

eternal Sabbath! Come, Lord, bring me where I shall see thee clearly, and love thee 

perfectly, and enjoy thee fully, without interruption and intermission, to all eternity. 
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HULTON 

YEARS COVERED: 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

AUTHOR: ANN HULTON [ 1668-17??] 

[Ed. note: Ann's death date has been listed elsewhere as 1697, 

but her ms. journals appear to stretch into the 1700s] 

1685-1703? 

Occasional dated diary entries, sundry personal papers 

"Memoirs of Mrs. Hulton" in J.B.Williams, Memoirs of the Life 

and Character of Mrs. Sarah Savajge ...To which are added memoirs 

of her sister. Mrs. Hulton. 4th ed. London: Holdworth and Ball, 

1828. Also reprinted in History of Women Microfilm Series. New 

Haven, Conn., Research Publications, 1975. Reel 150, number 

953. Hulton's entries also appear in a later edition, 1848. 

British Library Add. MS. 42849, ff. 78-85b, contains extracts from 

Ann's devotional journal, covering 1686 onwards to at least 1703. 

The handwriting is very tiny and difficult to decipher. 

Anne was one of several children of Katherine and Philip Henry, a 

nonconformist Flintshire divine. Her brother was the Reverend Matthew Henry, who first 

compiled his sisters' papers. Her elder sister Sarah Savage was a prolific diarist, and her 

younger sister, Eleanor Henry Radford, left a diary of 'her approaches to the Lord's 

Supper'. In 1688, Anne married John Hulton, a Chester tradesman. They had several 

children; one died immediately, another was dead within nine days. 

CONTENT: Useful but minimal. Hulton's biographer prints extracts from her 

papers, interspersed among his biographical comments. The British Library Add. MS 

42849 is a collection of the Henry family's letters, diaries, and miscellaneous papers. 

MANUSCRIPT: 

BIOGRAPHY: 

SAMPLE HULTON ENTRIES: 

[taken from Williams, since the manuscript is generally illegible] 

April 26, 1990. I sickened of the small-pox, and, though in perilous circumstances, yet 

was wonderfully brought through them: when I had received the sentence of death within 

myself, surely the Lord was ready to save me; and the mercies, the sweet mercies which I 

experienced in the affliction, I shall never forget. 
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I may truly say with David, Unless thy law had been my delight, I should then have 

perished in mine ajfliction. But God doth seem by his Providence to call me to be heavenly 

minded; to be more humble, to take up with him as my happiness; to be less afraid of 

Death;~to abound always in the work of the Lord. Thou hast in love to my soul delivered 

it from the pit of destmction, for thou hast cast all my sins behind thy back. Isa. xxxviii 

17. 

June 29, 1691.1 received special mercy from God, in answer to prayer. He was to me a 

present help, and did not only spare, but multiply, and gave me a living son, or rather, lent 

him to me for a while: and I have resigned him and myself to the will and disposal of our 

Heavenly Father. How great is his goodness, and how great is his beauty! 1 Zech. ix. 17. 

I look upon every sin, after such a mercy as this, to be more deeply aggravated than before. 

—My great unprofitableness, under the means of grace, is that at the serious consideration 

of which my heart doth even melt, and my spirits sink; finding comfort in that Psalm, (ciii. 

12) As far as the East is from the West, so far hath he removed my transgressions from me-, 

- I thought, with joy, if it were so good for me to have my transgressions removed as far as 

the East is from the West, how much better would it be when they shall be removed as far 

from me as hell is from Heaven. 
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HYDE 

ANNE HYDE, Duchess of York [1638-1671] 

c. 1650s 

Memorandum Book 

No 

British Library Add 15900. 

Anne Hyde was the eldest daughter of Edward Hyde, afterwards 

Earl of Clarendon, and his second wife, Frances. In 1649 she accompanied her mother 

and siblings to Antwerp. In 1653 the Princess of Orange assigned them a residence at 

Breda, and in 1654 Anne was appointed one of the maids of honour to the princess, whom 

she served at Teyling and the Hague. Anne and the Duke of York contracted an 

engagement in 1659; despite opposition of the King and Anne's father, they were married 

in 1660. Anne had eight children, but only two daughters survived early childhood. In 

1669, she began to question the Church of England and converted to Catholicism, despite 

the objections of George Morley, bishop of Winchester, her spiritual director from girlhood 

until 1667. Her written account of the reasons was posthumously published in French in 

Father Louis Maimbourg's ' Histoire du Calvinisme.' 1682. When Anne died in 1671, she 

had for some time suffered from the breast cancer that eventually killed her. [Drawn from 

the Dictionarv of National Biographv. online edition] 

CONTENT: Anne kept this memorandum book as a teenager. It is written in 

pencil and some words and pages are illegible. It contains a description of her birth, early 

lodgings and travels; lists of things she wants ("I would have from Paris: pair of 

gloves....); and jottings in French. 

SAMPLE HYDE ENTRIES: [these were the only legible entries in English] 

If I live till the 22 of March 1653 I am 16 yeare old 

My dear Aunt Bab w£is when shee died 24 yeare old 

I was born the 12 day of March old stile in the yeare of our Lord 1637 at Cranbome Lodge 

neer Windsor in Barkshire. I lived in my owne country till I was 12 years old, haveing in 

that time seen the ruin both of church and state in the murhering of my kinge 

AUTHOR: 

YEARS COVERED: 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

MANUSCRIPT: 

BIOGRAPHY: 
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LEAD 

AUTHOR: 

YEARS COVERED: 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

JANE LEAD [ 1624-1704] 

1678-1694 

Occasional journals of mystical visions; published in the author's 

lifetime. 

The Tree of Faith. Or The Tree of Life. London: Printed and sold 

by J. Bradford, 1696. Also, the three-volume text, A Fountain of 

Gardens: .... or. A Spiritual Diarv of the Wonderful Experiences of 

a Christian Soul under the Conduct of the Heavenly Wisdom. 

London: 1697-1701. 

A Fountain of Gardens is excerpted in The Norton Anthologv of 

English Literature by Women, eds. Gilbert and Gubar. New York: 

Norton, 1985. pp. 76-80. All of Lead's texts are currently 

available on the Internet. 

Location Unknown 

Jane Lead, the youngest of twelve, was bom to Mary Calthorpe and 

her husband Hamond in Norfolk, who were themselves the children of landed Anglican 

families. In 1644, Jane married her cousin William Lead, a merchant, and the couple lived 

in London until William's death in 1670. In the 1660s, Jane, whose mystic visions had 

begun as a teenager, joined a nonconformist group in the led by the former Anglican 

minister John Pordage. After William's death, Jane joined Pordage's household, and the 

pair jointly led a congregation whose theology was based on the work of the German 

mystic, Jacob Boehme. After Pordage died. Lead's fortunes fell until she became destitute. 

But her work was eventually translated, winning her European admirers, and a group 

called the Philadelphian Society formed around her when she was in her late seventies. 

CONTENT: These texts explicate the mysteries of Lead's inner life by describing 

her mystical visions. In Fountain of Gardens. Sophia, Goddess of wisdom, initiates Lead 

into the secrets of the interior. Lead relates her ensuing mystical experiences and explains 

their importance and meaning, retracing the steps of her spiritual journey for the benefit of 

the questing reader. 

MANUSCRIPT: 

BIOGRAPHY: 

SAMPLE LEAD ENTRY: 
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There are 3 volumes to A Fountain of Gardens: only the third is subtitled "A Spiritual 

Diary". Below is the entire first entry for the third volume. 

January 3. 1678. 

The Former Vision opened. 

The Love Banner, and Pavilion of Power was said, should be our strong hold and hiding, 

therefore give your selves no rest, till ye find it out, spake the Holy Unction from within. 

Then was the Vision of the transparent Glassy-Body, further opened untome, which was 

presented to shew the Original, from whence the new Creature in the powerful Divine 

nature would spring. The Mountain of Earth, which was seen to moulder away, so soon 

as the Heavenly Figure did appear, was open'd to be the Earthly Man, which became a 

plain or passive thing, for the Holy Ghost to be down in. Which would readily drink in 

this Fountain-Power, and co injoin together for a pure formation, and so come forth a 

compacted Body all Crystalline, and made all meet for the fiery Breath to enter, and set it 

upon its Feet to walk with Jesus upon the Glassy-Sea, which encompasseth the Throne of 

the most Holy, as a Body of Might and great Wonder. For it was revealed that of this 

kind, the perfect Order of the new Creation would be constituted. Upon which, I was 

advised by the Counsel of the holy Trinity, to look into this great Mystery" for such a 

Change to the Elected ones will happen; as they shall here for it believe, and in 

perseverance prepare to wear such a transfiguring Gloiy, as may become the Region of 

Purity, where God and the Lamb do appear with them. For what else does at present 

deprive us of the Beautiful Vision, and free Society, and liberty of [?illegible word], with 

what is all Deified, but the meanness of our Spirits, that mixeth and hangeth upon these 

Earthly things, so as our Lord shows not how to be free, or familiar with us: For we 

cannot bear the Clarity of his glorified Person, except it be by transient Vision, or by some 

sudden catchings up, as out of the Body; which remain but for a little season. Now our 

Spirits have much urged intimacy, and to keep up acquaintance and conversation with him, 

(who is Flesh of our Flesh, and as Bone of our Bone) at counting the very grievous to be 

as excluded from him, who hath undertaken our Restoration, and to be our Restorer. 

Upon which considerations we have near alliance unto him, for the satisfying and quieting 

of such restless Spirits, that will in no way be answered, but in a co-existing and mutual 

Fellowship with the now glorified Person of Jesus. Whose spirit did most freely and 

plainly declare unto me that there was no other way for the attainment hereof, but by the 

Baptism of Water and Fire, as the Seed-Life, which consumates the very real Birth of the 
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Holy Ghost, which will absolutely make a perfect and fixed Change through the whole 

Nature; which till then, we cannot expect that apparent Sight and Union of that high degree, 

it taking up all Spiritual community with him, as we have often specified. For all things 

relating hereunto must be in equal proportion and suitableness, as New Bottles to hold the 

mighty vigorous Wine of the Spirit. This Word was unfolded more deep, than what hath 

been generally seen or understood of it. The Bottle is the new Creature, which signifies the 

very Form and Figure, in which, and through which, the holy acting Power doth animate 

in a Body suitable to it self, all of Coelestial matter, according to the Nature of the Glassy-

Sea, which admitteth nothing of any Cloudy matter to darken or dim the Glory, Beauty, 

and Perfection thereof. 
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MILDMAY 

AUTHOR: GRACE MILDMAY, Lady [ 1552-1617] 

YEARS COVERED: 1570-1617 

TYPE OF TEXT: Meditations, prayers, autobiographical reminiscences 

PUBLISHED: Randall Martin, "The Autobiography of Grace, Lady Mildmay," 

Renaissance and Reformation/Renaissance et Reforme. XVIII, I 

(1994) 

MANUSCRIPT: Northhampton Central Library 

BIOGRAPHY: Grace was bom to Sir Henry Sharrington of Wiltshire and his wife 

Anne, and educated by their governess. In 1567, Grace married Anthony Mildmay, son of 

Sir Walter. The couple lived in Northhamptonshire on a great estate, and had one 

surviving child, Mary. 

CONTENT: The 85 [typed] pages reprinted by Martin constitute, he says, 65% 

of the original manuscript, which was intended for Mildmay's children. There is an 

autobiographical section, as well as religious meditations. Mildmay discusses her 

upbringing and her in-laws. 

SAMPLE MILDMAY ENTRIES: 

taken from R. Martin, "The Autobiography of Grace, Lady Mildmay": 

I had experience of a Gentlewoman (Neece unto my Father, &) brought up by my mother 

from her chyldhood, whom after-ward she trusted to be governour over her own children. 

& 

she proved very religious, wyse, chaste, & all good vertues that might be in a woman were 

constantly settled in her, (for, from her youth she made good use of all things that ever she 

did read, see, or heare; & observed all companyes that ever she came in, good or badd: so 

that shee could give a right centure & true judgement of most ["any" crossed out] things, & 

give wyse counsell upon any occasion. And she could apprehend, & contrive any matter 

whatsoeuer propounded unto her, most juditiously, & sett her mynd indited downe in 

wryting either by letters, or otherwyse as well as most ["any" crossed out] men could have 

done 

She had (also) good knowledge in phisick & surgerie. She was of an excellent 

quicke spirit, & pleasauntly conceited, so that she wonn my eldest Sister & mee to be in 
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love with her, and to delight in all her speaches & actions/for her mirth was very sauory & 

full of witt, & in her sadnesse she uttered forth nothing but wisdome & gravtie 

She scoffed at all dalliance, ydle talke, & wanton behavior, appertayning thereunto, 

with a touch of caveat to take heed thereof. 

She counselled us when we were alone, so to behave our selves as yf all the world 

did looke upon us & to doe nothing in secret whereof our conscience might accuse us, & 

by any meanes to avoyde the company of Servingmen, or any other of lyke disposition, 

whose ribald talke & ydle gestures ["dispositions" crossed out] and evill suggestions, were 

dangerous for our Chaste eares and eyes, to hear & behold, least the innocencie, and 

virginitie of our tender hearts should be stayned thereby. 

And further shee advised us to deale truely and faithfully in all things both in worde 

& deede, in smalll matters & in great, & to beware of all lyes, & of Oathes, & of reporting 

of newes. To heare much & speake little, seeming to be ignorant in some things rather then 

to boast of the knowledge which we have not, & thereby to discover our folly, & give 

occasion to be laughed att. 

I delighted so much in her company that I would sitt with her all the daye in my 

chamber, & by my good will, would never goe from her, embraceing alwayes her rebukes 

& reproofes. And when shee did see me idly disposed, shee would sett me to cipher with 

my penn, & to cast up and proove great summes & accomptes, & sometiymes set me to 

wryte a ["some" crossed out] supposed letter to this or that body concerning such & such 

things, & other tymes set me to reade in Dr Turners Herball, & in Bartholomew Vigoe, & 

other tymes set me to sing psalmes & somtymes set me to some curious worke (for she 

was an excellent workewoman in all kynds of needle worke, & most curyously shee would 

per forme i t . . . .  
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PAKINGTON 

AUTHOR: 

YEARS COVERED: 

DOROTHY PAKINGTON, Lady [16??-1679] 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED; 

MANUSCRIPT: 

BIOGRAPHY: 

c. Restoration 

Prayers and meditations 

No 

Bodleian Library, Add. B. 58. 

Dorothy, daughter of Elizabeth and Thomas, Lord Coventry, was 

bom near or in London. She married Sir John Pakington, and their house became a central 

meeting point for a learned, religious circle. She is among those considered as the 

possible author of the anonymous Whole Dutv of Man, first published as The Practice of 

the Christian Graces (1658). At her death in 1679, she left a son and two daughters 

12 1/4 cm., is titled 'Private Prayers.' The book is 140 pages. Approx. 65 pages are 

blank. The remaining 75 pages are usually written on recto and verso in extremely small-

but generally legible—handwriting. Entries are often labeled with headings such as 'A 

Confession,' 'For Humility,' 'For Devotion in Prayer,' 'For Sincerity,' 'For Resignation,' 

'For Perseverence,' and 'A Prayer for the preservation of the University & City of 

Oxford'. 

SAMPLE PAKINGTON ENTRIES: [These two entries are both titled; 'A Confession'] 

See oh I & consider for I am become very vile, my heart is deceitfull above all 

things & desperately wicked. The imaginations of the thoughts of my heart are only evill & 

that continually. 

I weave the spiders web in vaine impertinent childish thoughs such as are bolow the 

dignity of a reasonable creature, such as would render me (if seen) ridiculous to man, how 

base & contemptible must they then make me in thy all judging eye to whom even the 

wisdom of the wise is foolishness. And how much oh Lord of my time, how much of my 

thinking faculty do I thus squander away. 

Nay wretch that I am their levity is their most inocent quality they often bear the 

impress of my corruptions in phantastick scenes of pride; of repining discontent & 

peevishness, many of them my own conscience recollects but inumerable are those which 

tho forgot by me stand noted in thy book. Oh enter not into judgement wth thy servant yea 

CONTENT: This small book, whose pages measure 2 3/4" by 5" or 7 1/2 cm. by 

A Confession 
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thus vainly thus wickedly have I employd my thoughts when thou hast given me so many 

excellent objects to entertain them with, thou glorious revelations of thy self in thy works in 

thy word & above all in thy son .... 

A Confession 

O most glorious Lord God, a tender compassionate Father in Jesus Christ, I the 

unworthyist of all thy sinful creatures, that have been engaged & gone on in a supine 

Lethargick obdurate Course, of all sicurity in sinn, and might most justly have been 

swallowed up in death or desperation, or been utterly deprived of all degrees of thy Grace, 

all meanes & methods of thy Providence, so perfictly necessary to work the least sight or 

tenderness in mee, I that have made so many heartless, devotionless, formal adrisses to 

thee, do now in ye fullnis of a melted heart, out of ye agony of a wounded soule, sincerely 

disire to improove this season of thy Grace (thy glorious name be ever magnifyed, that 

thou hast afforded it me) to prostrate my soule before thee in a most humble Confession 

and detestation of all the sinnes & provocations of an unthankfull rebellious life. Lord if I 

behold my selfe, as that image of thine, impressed on meee, is not only defaced but 

transformed by my many foule commissions in thought, in word & in deeds, if in all the 

unclianississ and pollutions of my Nature, my natural proniniss[proneness?] and 

inclinations to all sinn, in the transgressions of my youth, of my riper age, of this my 

present life, my prides & ambitions designing & projecting the praise of men, my 

envyings, amulations, scoffings, slanderings, my peevish causiliss displeasures against 

others, when I have so sadly provoked thee, my hypocrisyes of many sorts & kinds, my 

false & idle speaking, all the filthinesses of the spirit, and the odious fruits that have flowed 

from thence If in the irrational irregular phansies, the worldly, trifling, impertinent thoughts 

which mix themselves in my bist performances, which make me such a strange spectacle to 

thee, even when I am a soliciting thy presence, & audience to my prayers, such a 

prodigious composition of all kind of Godliss affections, when my body lyeth prostrate 

before thee, such a Contrariety to all I pretend to be, to my self, to others, but above all, to 

ye awful Majesty & infinite purity to which I make my approaches if in ye secret unknown 

sinn, whatsoever it is, wch hath made me so incapable of ye warmth of thy spirit, which 

might dissolve this cloud, enliven & kindle this sacred flame in me, if in all ye fruitles 

earthy [iw], if not sinfull discourse, & Conversation, which takes up so great a part of my 

life. If I thus behold or consider my selfe, wht can I do or thinke or hope in my own 
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behalfe, all that I can do for my selfe, is to cast my selfe upon the ground, to put my hand 

upon my mouth and my mouth into the dust, and acknowledge all honour & glory to be 

due unto thee.... 
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RICH 

AUTHOR: MARY RICH, Countess of Warwick [ 1624-1678] 

YEARS COVERED: 1666-1672 [in published text] 

TYPE OF TEXT: Daily spiritual diary and religious meditations 

PUBLISHED: Memoir of Ladv Warwick. Also Her Diary. From A.D. 1666 to 

1672. To which are added. Extracts from her Other Writings. Ed. 

Anthony Walker. London: Religious Tract Society, 1847. 

MANUSCRIPT: British Library, Add. MS 27351 -6. 

BIOGRAPHY: Mary Boyle was bom to Richard Boyle, later Earl of Cork, and his 

wife Catherine Fenton, who died four years later. One of a large family,she was sent away 

as a toddler to be raised by her father's tenants, Sir Randall and Lady Cleyton, on a farm 

near Cork. In 1638, her father brought his children back to live with him in Dorset near 

Bristol. He tried to marry Mary to a suitor he had chosen, but she refused. After a 

struggle of wills, her father conceded and allowed her to marry the second son of the Earl 

of Warwick, Charles Rich. The couple lived with the Presbyterian-Puritan Earl of 

Warwick until his death seventeen years later. Living in his devout household, Mary 

became pious. An Anglican herself, she was much attached to Puritan clergy. When her 

father-in-law died, her husband became Earl of Warwick (his elder brother had died 

without issue). She had two children, neither of whom outlived her. 

CONTENT: Devout daily diary. Recounts devotional practice and attempts to 

maintain faith and piety in a difficult marriage. 

SAMPLE RICH ENTRIES: (from manuscripts) 

1666 

July 4 In the morning as soon as I awakened I blessed God then went out alone into the 

wilderness to meditate, and there God was pleased to give me sweet communion with him, 

and to fix my thoughts much upon my death and to make me pray to God with strong cryes 

and abundance of tears, that I might be prepared for that great change, and then God was 

pleased to make me meditate upon the joys of heaven ... 

Aprell 1675 

23) In the momeing I prayde but my heart was in the duty destracted with my worldly 

business, of which my mind was now too much taken up. In the afternone my La Mary St 
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John's child being very ill and in great danger of death I was that whole aftemone imployde 

in ordering and looking to that and in indeavoring to comfort the sadly aflicted mother and I 

had frequent returaes to God for to spare the childes life .... 

24) In the momeing the child stil continueing in the opinion of the docters, after thay had a 

consultation, in a very dangereous condition, I found my heart much afflicted for it and 

after I had meditated and by doeing so indeavored to bring my heart out of the dull frame it 

had bene in I prayed I was inabled in the duty to poure my soule to God in strong deasires, 

and whilst I was confessing my sins I found my heart in a more than useall maner broken 

for them, those which in an espesall maner it was so for was my original] sinn and my 

haveing bene so much diverted of late from Godes service and to much destracted in it by 

my worldly lawfull imployments and my haveing for som dayes bene so dull and 

destracted in the performance of holy dutyes, and the strange temper my heart had bene in 

towards God did with sighes and abundance of teares bemone them, and from my heart 

loth and judge my selfe for them, and not of the day after I was taken up lookeing to the 

child, after it had layne conflicting with death from about 3 a clauke in the aftemone the day 

before I fond my heart much to sympathize with the sadly afflicted parents, and went with 

them O Lord I doe beseech thee sainctefy this spectacle of mortality to me, that I may be 

seeing one so very young taken away by death may consider that I who am old cannot long 

stay heare .... 

May 

16) Sunday momeing as sone as I waked I blest G, and it being the anuall day I kept 17 

yeares ever since the death of my onely sonn a Fast day to humble my Soule before God 

for that great breach he was then pleased to make in my family, as sone as ready I retired 

and spent much time in meditation and Go. was then pleased to bring afreach to mind many 

of my sonnes dying expreasiones and by them much to stir my heart to thankefullnes for 

giveing him to repent and for the unexpresable joy I then felt at hearing his pathetike 

expressiones, I had too large and very awakening meditations of Godes hatred against 

sinn, and of his punishments upon sinnares, which did in some measure work upon me, 

but when I considered his great goodnes to me, and my unworthy reatumes for it, I found 

my heart but in to a soft and melted frame, then I red, and prayde I was in an unuseall 

maner large this momeing in the confession of my sinnes, and I was pleased to breake my 

heart in a more than useall maner for them, those which in an espesall maner I grieved for 
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were my original sinn, and my heart sinnes, and my gospell sinnes, and my disobedience 

to my father and my not sufficiently momeing for the crying sinnes of the nation, and my 

great unprofitableness under Gospell ordinances and dullnes and distraition in them, and 

my doeing no more good to the Souls, and bodyes of my fellow Christianes, and my 

relation-sinnes, and my sines against mercyes, I did with grones and a very great plenty of 

teares mourne before the Lord for then and judge my selfe from my heart to deserve greator 

damnation, because I was in some sense the chief of sinnares, (O Lord I bless thee for 

inabling me this day to heartily justify thee, and to condemne my selfe to have not onely 

forgeted the blessing thou wast once pleased to give me of my sons, but also all the 

mercyes I am yet possest of) In the afternone I heard at home M Woodroofe .... 

June 1) In the momeing I red, meditated, and pray'd, I found my heart this morneing in a 

very serious and awakened frame in the dutyes, but at prayer I was enabled to poure out 

my soule to G in strong deasires, and G gave me much sorrow for my sinnes, but in an 

espesall manner I grieved for that dullness and distraction that was upon me in holy dutyes 

before I came from London, which I judge my selfe for, and bemoned with teares. In the 

afternone I was with my La. Ma. and had with her and her husband good discourse, and 

gave them counsell to doe good, and be examples of it in the place where they wore now 

com to live, after suppar I comitted my soule to G 

1676 

June 24) In the m I reatried and toke more than ordnary paines with my heart indeavoring 

by awakening meditations to bring my heart out of the very ill and dull frame it had bene so 

many dayes in. It pleased G whilst I was doeing so to both awaken and [illegible word] my 

heart, then I prayd, I was inabled in the duty to pour my soule to G with a more than usuall 

fervency, and my heart was broken for my sines, those which in an espesall maner it was 

so for was my being drawne by small and inconsiderable motifes from G, and that strange 

dull and destracted temper I had bene in for so many dayes togeather in my spiritual 1 

performanses, and my sins against mersyes, and my unequall walkeing before G, and my 

spirituall sloth, these transgressions I did with many tithes and abundanse of teares 

bewayle and from my heart loth and judge my self for them. In the afternone I went to visit 

many of my friends and relationes, had nothing but ordinary discourse with them. 
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SAVAGE 

AUTHOR: 

YEARS COVERED: 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

BIOGRAPHY: 

MANUSCRIPT: 

SARAH SAVAGE [1664-1752] 

1686-8, 1694-1703, 1714-23. 

Spiritual diaries 

Extracts in J.B.Williams, Memoirs of the Life of Mrs. Savage. 

London: 1848. 

CCRO D/Basten/8 (1686-8) 

Bodl. MS Eng. Misc.e.331 (1714-23). 

The British Library Add. MS. 42849 contains copies of Sarah's 

devotional journal for 1694-1703 (ff.86-92) and a separate journal 

for 1714 (ff.l09-lllb). 

Sarah was the eldest of three daughters of the Flintshire 

nonconformist divine Philip Henry and his wife Katherine; they also had a son, the 

Reverend Matthew Henry. In 1687, Sarah married John Savage, a pious Cheshire fanner 

and land agent. They lived together for forty-two years. She had nine children, four of 

whom survived her. 

is very difficult to read. The manuscript diary at the Bodleian, covering the years 1714-

1723, contains 336 sides, written on recto & verso. The pages measure 6.5" by 8", or 

16.5 cm by 20.5 cm. 

SAMPLE SAVAGE ENTRIES: [from the Bodleian ms:] 

vol 6 May 31. 1714. 

When I look back to ye year 1666 wherein I first begun this account of myself, it is wth 

this remark of ye blessed Apostles "having obtain'd help of God, I continue to this day~ 

hithertoo supported, comforted, carried on, thro' storms & difficultys, so as stil in some 

measure to be pressing forward, not unto me, not unto me, free grace shall have all ye 

glory— I was then little more than twenty, now almost 50—being entred on my declining 

years & obliged to use glasses, finding those ye look out at ye windows begin to darken & 

my strenth decay'd—yet as to these infirmities, several things comfort me—as 1. as yt I 

otherwise enjoy a very great measure of Health and can be in any Post of Usefulns not 

having been confined to my bed or chamber of almost 3 years— 2. yt these infirmities are 

only natural, & comon, not hastn'd by my own sin & folly—3. but ye greatest support of 

CONTENT: Devout religious diaries. The manuscript diary at the British Library 
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all is ye good hope of an eternal rest, that when my earthly tabernacle shall be dissolv'd, I 

shal have a heavenly mansion provided for me, where I shal see God & my glorious 

Redeemers & enjoy them, & tho' how or in what manner this shall be, we are not sure, yet 

ye thing itself is clear as if written wth a sun-beam, yet not all ye powers of Earth & Hell, 

shal be able to break or make void one link of that golden chain [illegible scripture number 

quoted ] .... Effectual Calling, Justifiation, & glory ~ & what tho' ye flesh perish, & be 

worms meat yet ye better part shal be secured, & ye flesh perish, & be worms meat yet ye 

better part shall be secured,.... 

[June 4] Satt. they left us, my poor Phil went wth them as far as Chest we are now in 

much care about him, ye parliament passing ye Act to prevent any Dissenters from teaching 

young ones — such is their spirit & tempers to crush us in ye tender bud, but he yt sits on 

high is above them — & can easily bring to nought all their councels~we need a scourge, 

& if God pleases he can bring good from this great Evil— 

[note: "they" refers to relatives; Phil and Lawrance are her sons] 

Sab:d: Jun: 13.~at home, I praise God not alone, good booke espec: a good god are my 

good companions I am stil refresh'd by Broth[ers] Sermon at Broad-Oak concerning taking 

our religion wth us, much of wch consists in inward adorations of God, & converse with 

him—wch I find very comfortable to be able to say my Lord & my God-

last night I heard from Mr Perrot, all well, but in expectation of ye new Act taking place, 

wch he sais will end his teaching school there by ye first of August—I trust God will in 

mercy provide some other place for him, & find out some expedient for training up young 

ones in good & useful leaming—perticularly my daily care is for my son yt we may be 

directed in a right way for him, & have such hints of providence as we may understand. 

Lord what wilt thou have me to do 

this week my Daughter M. was ill one Afternoon much pain in her head, & 

vomiting, I fear'd ye beginning of a Feavor~& did solemnly & perticularly resign her to ye 

good pleasure of God, who was so merciful as to turn his hand—so y by next mom: she 

was well, our good God is slow to afflict, but swift to shew mercy— 

.... this week I had good tydings from my son, now preparing to leave new-market —ye act 

of Parlement forcing him to it, wch will not suffer any Dissenter to teach school.... 
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Sab. Dec 9 1716 at Church today heard old Mr. Edgly—who is now almost super

annuated, sd to be 88—1 was sorry to see young ones smile at his infirmity & more sorry yt 

at his age he shd attempt reading wthout glasses, wch caused some mistakes.... 

Tuesd morn~we had ye news of ye Death of sis;savage of Brinley aged 73 extremely fat & 

unweildy, never was active either for earth or Heaven .... 

FURTHER ENTRIES: [taken from J.B. Williams, Memoirs of the Life of Mrs. Savage. 1 

1692. [Jan] 29. I had a letter and comfortable tidings from my dear father, as also four 

directions how to keep warm within in this cold season. 

1. 'Get into the Sun, that is, Christ. Under the beams of this blessed Sun of 

Righteousness there are warmth and comfort. 

2. Walk to the fire, that is, the word of God. Is not my Word like fire? How many 

warming, comforting passages there are! 

3. Keep in motion, and action. Stirring up ourselves, the gift and grace of God that is in 

us. 

4. Christian converse and communion. How can one be warm alone? 

Alas! Woe is me, I have not the opportunity for Christian society which, formerly, I had; 

but my comfort is, that the blessed Spirit of God is not tied to work by means. God is able 

to make all grace abound in me according as my need shall be. 

1705. December 29th. I became the mother of a dead son. My God was to me a present 

help, as he has been many times in like circumstances. I adore his wisdom in choosing this 

rod to beat me with; he is righteous, nay, gracious. Why died I not from the womb? Job 

iii.II. The hope of the hypocrite is compared to an untimely birth: God grant that my hope 

may not be such, but be built on Christ—the rock of ages. The infant was buried at 

Wrenbury by the other dear little ones. The fourth of mine that lies here. Oh what a reign 

has death even over those who have not sinned after the similitude of Adam's 

transgression! .... 
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STOCKTON 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

MANUSCRIPT: 

BIOGRAPHY: 

AUTHOR: 

YEARS COVERED: 

ELIANOR STOCKTON [16??-????] 

1695 

Religious meditations and occasional memoirs. 

No 

Dr. Williams' Library, London. 24, 8. 

Elianor was the daughter of Roger Rant of Cambridgeshire. She 

married the Puritan divine Owen Stockton, who received Presbyterian ordination, was 

often in danger of arrest for establishing dissenting meetings in the 1660s, and died in 

1680. The couple had a daughter, Sarah, who died c. 1695. [information drawn from the 

Dictionarv of National Biographvl 

side of the page is written on. Much quoting of scripture. 

SAMPLE STOCKTON ENTRIES: 

Some passages betweene God + my soule when he was pleased to take away my sister 

Stockton's child which she had left with me + comitted to my care til she went to London 

When the child was first take as soone as I desemed any illness in it I was much affected 

with it and cast doune at it as feareing it wold dey which triall I knew I was no wayes able 

to beare of my selfe and being by my selfe alone I finding my heart ready to faile me cried 

to the Lorde that he wolde direct me to some word which might releve + support me in this 

condition and turning over the bible it pleased God suddenly to fix my eys upon that place 

in Jer.31.16 thus saithe the Lord refraine thy voice from weeping and thyn eyes from teares 

for thy work shall be rewarded saith the Lord from which word I found some releve at 

preasant but more afterward. I did take my self to be cheefely consemed in this providenc 

because the child was comited to my care and trust which trust I bless God I had 

discharged with a good contienc wherein I have now peace (11) 

Some Remarks upon the Sickness death and parting with my deare husband 

He was not ill long but had the advice of 2 Drs which was not a greeing so fully in there 

judgment it was feared something might be done contrary to the distemper which was a 

great trouble to me and added great weight to my afflicktion but by conversing with some 

minesters and books especially that small peec of Mr. Flavels entitled a token for mourners 

CONTENT: 27 ff. leaves, unbound, in delicate condition. Generally, only one 
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I received some sattisfaction in that particular at the present, but I find it doeth and will 

returne upon me againe and many more things doe gready trouble me even every thing 

wherein I came short of my duty towards him, and that I made no better improvement of so 

great a mercy enjoyed so long which I can never enough lament (20) 

June the 20 1695 about 4 or 5 in the after noone 

There was a great tempest in which I and my servant Francis Barton was in great and 

eminent danger but God was pleased in a very wonderful manner to prevent and deliver us 

tho in the same roome where divers breaches was made in the chimney both within and 

without, brick and morter flieing thick about us and that with such force and violence that 

there was many peeces found in the next roome at the furthest end of it there was a very 

great + terrible noise but nothing visible to us but in a a great smoke with some dust the 

fright was great but the marcy in sparing our lives much greater; may the goodness of God 

therein never be forgot (23) 

The sorrow + trouble of parting with my deare and onely child being attended with so 

many agravating sircomstances is very great wich I cannot utter nor may not express the 

Lord in mercy speedily fitt me to follow her that I may bid adue to all this world, I have 

lived long & must I still belonge in this miserable world Lord please then make good that 

word to my soule in the ninetie second psalm vers 13.14 those that shall be planted in the 

house of the Lord shall flourish in the courts of our God thay shall still bring forth fruit in 

old age they shall be fat & flourishing 

(25 final entry) 
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TERRY 

MANUSCRIPT: 

BIOGRAPHY: 

AUTHOR: MARY TERRY [ 1690-1708] 

YEARS COVERED: 1706-1708 

TYPE OF TEXT: Daily diary entries. 

PUBLISHED: Practical Religion Exemplifv'd in the Lives of Mrs. Clissold and 

Mrs. Mary Terrv With their Funeral Sermons. By Thomas 

Reynolds. London: Sold by John Lawrence, 1712. Mrs. Terry is 

the subject of volume n, entitled: An Account of the Life of Mrs. 

Mary Terrv. who died Dec.8. 1708. in the Eighteenth Year of her 

Age. 193 pages. 

Location Unknown 

Mary Terry, the editor notes, was bom in Germany of a father who 

"exercis'd Merchandize having settled there on account of trade" (5). At age eight, she 

moved to England with her brother and sister; the three children were then raised by their 

grandmother. Terry died at age eighteen. 

CONTENT: The editor arranges and organizes Terry's entries by topic, rather 

than by date. For instance, he groups various non-consecutive entries together under the 

heading, "Her Lord's Days and Sacrament Experiences". Save one 1706 entry, the diary 

entries are all published on pages 24-28. The rest of the book is comprised mainly of 

Reynolds' biography of Terry; supplemented by her Collection of Scriptures [36-53] and 

Thomas Reynolds' funeral sermon for her [61-103]. The editor writes, "...she solemnly 

devoted herself to God in Secret. She has left her Covenant written and sign'd with her 

own Hand, June 1706. This she did according to the Form directed by Mr. Allein." (17). 

SAMPLE TERRY ENTRIES: 

April 7. 1706. Being aged this Month Sixteen Years, I was at my Desire this 7th Instant (it 

being Lord's-Day) admitted to the Participation of the Lord's Supper. Therein I enjoy'd 

some sweet Communion with my God; but my greatest Joy and Comfort at this time, was 

when I came home, upon reflecting on what I had been doing, and my reviewing the 

Sermon which was preach'd that Afternoon from those Words, Isa. 63. 19. We are thine. 

Wherein among other things were shewn the special Grounds upon which Persons may be 

said to be the Lord's, as by Election; by Price and Purchase; by effectual Calling, and the 

Work of Regeneration; and by their own Act of Self-Dedication or Covenant-Surrender. 
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Upon all these Grounds I hop'd I might now with Comfort look up and say, Lord, I am 

thine [16-17], 

Her Lord's Days and Sacrament Experiences 

February 2, 1707. Being Lord's Day and Sacrament-Day. This was a good Day to my 

Soul, my Heart was much affected and drawn out towards God. I was kept in a great 

measure from those vain and wandering Thoughts which sometimes have much interrupted 

me. Towards the Close of the Lord's Supper, the Minister exhorting us to make Religion 

our Business, that Scripture in a powerful manner came into my Mind, Col. 2. 6. As ye 

have receiv'd Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk ye in him. This I write, because it made such 

an impression on me. [24] 

March 1707. Upon a Lord's-Day, she thus writes; This Lord's-Day I was much affected 

in the publick Worship, and my Desires were vehemently carry'd out towards God. 

March 16. being Lord's-Day. In the morning when I began the Day with Prayer, my Heart 

was very dead, and in the publick Worship I had no Communion with God; but in the 

Evening after my Return home, I went into my Closet, there God met with me. My Heart 

was then much enlarg'd in Prayer before him. Prayer was a very pleasant Work. Blessed 

be the Lord, he made up to me in the Evening what I wanted all the day. 

March 23. This Evening I humbled myself before God with many Tears, for my 

Lukewarmness in Duty throughout the day, arising from the want of those due Pains and 

Care I ought to have taken in Duty. I earnestly beg'd of God that he would quicken me. 

April 11. 1708. This Lord's-Day was a good Day to my Soul. I met with much 

Refreshment in Duty, both Publick and Secret. 

April 18. This Lord's-Day I had much Communion with God in several of the Duties of 

the Day. I could have wish'd the Day had been longer. I thought the I could easily and 

comfortably have died. 
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THORNTON 

AUTHOR: 

YEARS COVERED: 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

MANUSCRIPT: 

BIOGRAPHY: 

ALICE THORNTON [1627-1707] 

c. 1629-67 

Occasional dated memoirs 

The Autobiography of Mrs. Alice Thornton. Ed. C. Jackson. 

Surtees Society, LXII, 1875. 

British Library Add MS 4454 

Bom Alice Wandesford to a wealthy gentry family, Thornton was 

raised mainly in Yorkshire, but lived in Ireland for several periods. She married her 

husband in an attempt to save family lands as part of a deal with Thornton's uncle. Her 

husband as poorer than she, and when he died, she had to pay his debts with her mother's 

legacy. Margaret George describes Thornton as living in "genteel poverty" for 38 years 

after her husband's death. 

CONTENT: This interesting book-length text delineates in detail the major events 

and grievances of Alice Thomton's life. 

Upon my removall to St. Nickolas, and Mr. Thornton was gon to London, about the suits 

of my brother Sir Christopher Wandesforde, I beeing great with child, dreamed one night 

that I was laid in childe-bed, had the white sheete spread, and all over it was sprinkled with 

smale drops of pure blood, as if it had bin dashed with one's hand, which so frigted me 

that I tould my aunt of it in the morning; but she putt it of as well as she could, and said 

dreams was not to be regarded; but I kept it in my mind until my child died. 

Upon my deare Kate's deliverance from beeing choaked with a pin at St. Nickolas, 

May 17, 1660 

Affter dinner , we were in my chamber at my aunt Norton's house, St. Nickolas, and my 

deare Katy was plaing under the table with her sister, (beeing about three yers old, but a 

very brave, strong childe, and full of mettle, beeing much stronger then her poor sister 

Naly, she never haveing had either ricketts nor convoltion fitts to keep her downe, but 

allwaies contineued very healthfull and strong, and full of trickes, and indeed apt to fall into 

SAMPLE THORNTON ENTRIES: 

My Dream, 1660 
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dangers,) as she was plaing with pinnes, and putting them into her mouth, her sister see 

her, and cried out for feare she shoud doe herselfe hurt. But she would not be councelled 

with her, and at last she gott a pin crosse her throate. By God's pleasure I was just neare 

her, and catcht her up in my armes, and putt my finger immediatly into her throate, and the 

pin was cross, and I had much to do to gett it out, but, with all the fores I had, it pleased 

God to strengthen me to do it. I gett beyond the pin, and soe got it out of her throate, but it 

a great deal of danger; her life was well nigh gon, and she was as blacke as could be, and 

the blood sett in her face with it. Soe nigh to death by this accident was this my poore 

childe, for it had stopped her breath. 

About this Christmas, 1666, my cozen William Norton was inhumainly murdered 

at London, neare Gray's Inn. It was the permition of God, for the affliction of us all, in 

the losse of soe brave a gentleman, to lett a dismall stroake fall heavy upon the person of 

my nephew Thomas Danby, beeing the hope of his familie: and just at that time when he 

had ingaged to cleare of all debts, portions, etc., in the due performance of his father's 

will, when all things would have bin don to all persons' sattisfactions. But allasse! this 

poore gentleman was sudainely surprised and murdered, without any provocation or malice 

begun on his side, comitted with the most barbarous sircumstances imaginable, by one 

Berridge, a stranger to him, but a camrade to Ogle and Jenny, which was then with Tom 

Danby, but did not assist. The pretence was about Ogle's sword, that Tom had redeemed 

from pawne, and unluckily had on that day, and which Berrige upbraiding him for, picked 

a quarrell. But it is too probable that they had a spleene again his life, because non 

assisted, but witnesses of this bloody tragedie. The murdered fled; they were catchd; but 

by the too remisenesse of the jury, escaped punishment, notwithstanding the displeasure of 

the judge. But Jenny that summer went home, and was convicted in conscience, never 

apeared affter, but died very penitent. He died in London, neare Grayes Inn, August the 

first, in the year 1667. 

My brother Denton's son John fell into great extreamity, upon the takeing of 

phisicke, on the 25th of January, which did not worke kindly, and soe continued three 

daies deprived of sleepe or foode, falling into a feaver, with violent paine, all which 

deprived him of his understanding, beeing in a dangerous condittion; but it pleased God at 

last, getting some sleepe about four a'clocke in the morning, he knew every one. When the 

pox apeared the feaver abated, and he recovered very fast, haveing but a few. Blessed be 

God for his deliverance. 
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TWYSDEN 

AUTHOR: ISABELLA TWYSDEN [ 1605-1657] 

YEARS COVERED: 1645-1651 

TYPE OF TEXT: Dated diary 

PUBLISHED: Rev. F.W. Bennett, "The Diary of Isabella, Wife of Sir Roger 

Twysden, Baronet, of Royden Hall, East Peckham, 1645-51" 

Archaeologia Cantiana. LI, [1939]: 113-36. 

MANUSCRIPT: BL Add. MS 34169-72. 

BIOGRAPHY: Isabella was the youngest daughter and co-heiress of Sir Nicholas 

Saunders of Surrey. She and her husband. Sir Roger, had six children, all of whom 

survived them. Sir Roger was imprisoned by Parliament in 1642, and later released. 

Isabella died, aged 52, in 1657. 

CONTENT: The printed diary itself consists of approx. 20 typed pages: the 

original ms. is not published in full. Each entry is dated and brief. The entries may prove 

useful to historians of the Civil War and to economists. Bennett explains that Isabella's 

husband. Sir Roger, was "a moderate" who "was arrested in April 1642 and imprisoned by 

Parliament for his share in supporting the Petition of Kent, which asked that all things 

should be done according to law." Roger is imprisoned while Twysden keeps the diary. 

SAMPLE TWYSDEN ENTRIES: 

1645: The first of Janua Mr Jo: hothum was beheaded on tower hill. 

The 2 of Janu Sr Jo: hothum (father to Mr hothum) was beheaded on tower hill. 

The 10 of Janu: my lo: of canterbury was beheaded on tower hill and was buried 

at barking church. 

the meeting over uxbridg about professions was the 30 of Janu: 

mr white the churc man about ministeres, died the 27 of Ja: and was buried the 30 

in the tempell church. 

the 8 febri, I came to peckham great with child, and ride all the waye a hors back, 

and I thank god had no hurt. 
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VENN 

AUTHOR: 

YEARS COVERED: 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

ANNE VENN [1626(?)-165?] 

1635-1654 

Occasional and autobiographical reminiscences 

A Wise Virgins Lamp Buming: Or. Gods sweet incomes of Love to 

a gracious soul waiting for him. Being the Experiences of Mrs. 

Anne Venn. (Daughter to Col. John Venn. & Member of the Church 

of Christ at Fulham:^ written by her own hand, and found in her 

Closet after her death. London: Printed for E. Cole, 1658. 

Location Unknown 

Anne, the daughter of Colonel John Venn, was born in the mid-

MANUSCRIPT: 

BIOGRAPHY: 

1620s. She appears to have been raised near Windsdor, and she came to London in the 

mid-1640s. Eventually, she became deeply involved with a church in Fulham. Elaine 

Hobby writes, "Anne Venn was the daughter of John Venn the political radical and 

regicide, she accompanied her parents to Puritan meetings in the 1630s, taking more and 

more responsibility for her own spiritual well-being.... Whilst she always writes of her 

father with respect, she nonetheless presents herself as the initiator of their mutual decision 

to leave an unsatisfactory congregation, and her narrative ends with her account of her role 

in establishing a separatist church" (Hobby, "Discourse so Unsavoury", 29-30). 

CONTENT: Venn's text is primarily an account of the Lord's mercies to her 

soul. She writes of her inner state, occasionally in conjunction with outward events. Her 

entries suggest that she began keeping a regular dated diary in 1652. In her discussion of 

the years before 1652, she only includes dates to mark significant events like a death. 

SAMPLE VENN ENTRIES: [of 1652:] 

But upon the 25 of this 11 moneth, in the night, I had little or no rest, by reason of the 

great distemper which lay upon me, and really I do not well know wether the distemper of my 

body or mind were the greater, but both meeting, it lay somewhat heavy upon the flesh, which 

though it self ready to give up under it, but (my thoughts being continually working) I found in 

my spirit a great natural reluctancy against death, which seemed at times, as it were, to 

approach, often thinking that it was not possible in natural reason that I could continue untill 

moming, yet said I nothing, for fear of affrighting my Mother, yet had I also between times a 

great desire, together with a kind of perswasion, that for all this I should be enabled to hear 
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Mr. Knight next morning, whose turn it was to preach at the Chappel at Fulham; thus (I say) 

finding in my spirit, some icind of reluctancy at death, of which considering a little, (it being 

that corruption which I thought had now been in some good measure crucified, but) finding it 

still to work up was no smal trouble to me, which together with many other fears that lay upon 

my spirit, as that I should not be inabled to sanctifie the name of God or honour him under this 

affliction, which was indeed the ground of trouble at the approach of death, and (if I know my 

heart in any measure) that only, which I resolved in my self ... 

[note: this sentence continues for another page] 

Under the heading "Some Scattered Meditations of the second month, 1654": 

The tenth day of the Second Month. 

The Lord having been pleased to hint out to me by Mr. Bramble (the 9th of the second 

Month, 1654) that the Lord was pleased oftentimes in mercy to appoint some wearisom nights 

and dayes to his people, wherein they could not take any rest, that so they might call their own 

hearts to an account seriously before the Lord, and the like; which I pondering upon, and 

thinking with my self how eminent the Lord hath appeared to my soul in former dayes, in the 

Night-seasons, and how sweet my Meditation of him hath been Night and Morning upon my 

Bed; and how barren my heart hath been for some time of late in these Meditations, and how 

the Lord hath seemed to withdraw; these thoughts did put me upon it (the tenth of this Second 

Month) in the evening to beg of God, that as he had formerly appeared in such seasons, that he 

would please to return that mercy even by those torches of his hand, whereby my Nights are 

very wearisome to my body by reason of my extream Cough .... 
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WALKER 

AUTHOR: ELIZABETH WALKER [ 1623-1690] 

YEARS COVERED: c.1635-1690 

TYPE OF TEXT: Occasional and autobiographical reminiscences, extracts from daily 

diaries 

PUBLISHED: All surviving excerpts in Anthony Walker, The Holv Life of Mrs. 

Elizabeth Walker. London: 1690. 

MANUSCRIPT: Location Unknown 

BIOGRAPHY: Elizabeth was born in London, to John and Elizabeth Sadler, in 

1623. Her father was a pharmacist whom she describes as having a "very plentifull and 

good Estate." In her twenties, after encountering some spiritual strife and melancholy, she 

moved into the household of the Reverend John Beadle and his family. There she met and 

married, in 1650, the Protestant minister Anthony Walker, chaplain to Mary Rich, 

Countess of Warwick [see index entry for Rich]. During their forty years of marriage, 

Elizabeth bore eleven children, three of whom were stillborn, and all of whom died before 

her. She was survived by a beloved grandson. 

CONTENT: Anthony Walker's well-written, eulogistic biography of his 

deceased wife contains approximately 35 typed pages worth of Elizabeth Walker's 

facinating personal writings, intercut with her husband's editorial comments and asides. 

SAMPLE WALKER ENTRIES: 

I was married by Mr. Watson at Hammersmith, on July 23,1650. my Father and my 

Mother, with other Friends, went with me to Hammersmith. The morning was lowring, 

with small Rain, and very likely to be a wet day, which was uncomfortable, and much 

troubled me: But recollecting my self, my Thoughts suggested to me, what's matter for 

these Clouds, if the Sun of Righteousness shine through them upon us. I had not got to 

the Water-side, and into the Boat, but the Sun expelled the Clouds to my comfort; it broke 

forth and shined with that vigour and splendour, to the best of my observation, which had 

great impression upon me, I do not know that the Sun disappeared one moment from that 

day, from the first time I saw it, to the going down of it, but was as clear and bright a day 

as ever my Eyes beheld. Thus God was pleased to condescend to my weakness. 
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August 1660. My Dear Husband coming from London, fell into the hands of four robbers, 

which prevented his coming Home that Day, and which much troubled me, being Saturday 

Night, and being very tempestuous with great Rains, Lightning, and Thunder; but after 

some time spent by my self, the rest of my Family being in Bed, I powr'd out my request 

to God in his behalf; my Heart being much quieted, I went to my rest, where God have me 

the Repose of the Night, and in the Morning brought home my Dear Husband, to our 

mutual Comfort, and performing the work of that Day in God's own Service. Blessed be 

God. 

He received no eminent Harm; but attempting to escape, one of the Thieves with a 

Club struck him on the side of his Head, but his Hat broke the Blow, that he had not much 

hurt, I bless God. 

They took his Money, Watch, and Rings, but none of his Cloaths; and though the 

tender Mercies of the Wicked are cruel, God so over-ruled their usual harsh demeanour, 

that one of them pulled off one of his own Coats and wrapt it about him for some time, and 

set him under a Tree to shroud him from the Rain and Tempest. Blessed be God for his 

Preservation in this Danger .... 

My Daughter Margaret had a long Quartane Ague about the Year 1663. which held 

her three Quarters of a Year. We used several Medicines, but they proved ineffectual; but 

by God's Providence, a very holy good Man, — my very choice good Friend, a great 

support to me in my Afflictions, came to see us; and advised me to the use of Matthew's 

Pill. My good Friend help'd me to weigh out twenty Grains, for twice taking; which had 

so good effect, that after the first she took, she had not the least Symptom of a Fit, which 

was very afflictive. I bless God for the Mercy; and verily believe, the benefit was more 

from the Prayers of the good Man, than from the Medicine, which hath been used oft by 

others, and not had the like success. 

In the year 1667. my Daughter Margaret had a most dangerous Fit, which 

exceedingly surprized me with great Fear. The more because my Husband was a Mile or 

two from home. She was suddenly taken with most violent Vomitting, viscous, green, and 

black Matter; and so sick withal, as if she would have died presently. She Vomited tough 

Flegm, like Grissels, with which I thought I saw digested Worms; which Matter I believe 

was contracted by her long Quartane. We could not tell the certain occasion of her illness; 

but feared, it might be the giving her some Mercurious Dulcis, which having been kept 

long, was grown Crude again. But whatever it was, we hope it contributed much to her 
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future health, through the overruling Goodness of God; for the abundance of corrupt 

Matter which came away must needs have been very prejudicial to her, if it had been 

retained. 

O Lord, I bless thee, who can'st, and dost bring Good out of those Evils which are 

most affrighting and disquieting to us. I beseech thee with this, and all other thy 

providential Dispensations to her, quicken and excite her to a thankfull Acknowledgement 

of thy Mercies, in an Holy Life, and her future dependance and trust in thee. 
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WOODFORDE 

AUTHOR: 

YEARS COVERED: 

TYPE OF TEXT: 

PUBLISHED: 

MARY WOODFORDE [ 16??-1730] 

1684-1690 

MANUSCRIPT: 

BIOGRAPHY: 

Primarily secular diary with religious undertones. 

Woodforde Papers and Diaries. Ed. Dorothy Woodforde. London: 

1932. pp. 12-15. 

The Library, New College, Oxford Univerity. 

Mary Norton of Binstead married "Samuel Woodforde, 'divine and 

poet,' a Fellow of the Royal Society and a Prebendary of Winchester" in 1667 

(Woodforde Papers 4). The Woodfordes were both Protestant and Royalist. Samuel 

Woodforde already had two children from his first marriage; a son Heighes and a daughter 

Alice (named after her mother). Sam and Mary had six more children: Ann, Mary, Sam, 

Robert, William and Jane. 

CONTENT: The manuscript diary is a small book measuring 14.5 cm by 9 cm. 

Woodforde's entries span 92 pages. The handwriting requires patience to decipher. 

SAMPLE WOODFORDE ENTRIES: [from the manuscript] 

84 

No 29 this day my husband went to chapter at Winton, God bless guide & preserve him 

there & return him in peace & safety for Christ's sake Amen Amen 

decem 11 he came home safe 

blessed be god 

febru: ye 6: Our gracious Sovereign King Charles ye second departed out of this 

misserable world; bewailed of all his subjects; who under his peacefiill goverment enjoyed 

all quietnes, & tranquility; 25 years after 12 years excite 

And on the same day was his Royall Brother James Duke of York; proclaimed King of 

England Scotland France & Irland defens of faith; God make him a glorious instrument 

(and auther) of much good to these lands & all of us a dutyfull & obedient people (next thy 

self) to him & all in authority under him Amen 

Ap 20 1685 easter monday 
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I was taken wth ye giddynes in my head & sickness in my stomach wch held me very bad 

all that day & made me much out of order a whole week but I bles god it is gone of & I 

again through his mercy returned to my health .... 

A Rising in the West June 1685 ye late Duke of Monmouth & Lord Gray who were both 

taken, one, on ye 5th and ye other on ye 6th of July and are both caried to London to 

receive ye due reward of such horrid Treasin; as Argile did some time before in Scotland, 

& may all that ever rise up against our Lawfull king & the church be brought to shame in 

this work & that ye just punishmt they feel in this life may lead them to true repentance that 

they may have life everlasting for christs sake Amen 

Now to God who hath mightily preserved us out of their hands be all Honour & prayer & 

glory given of us & throughout all ages wthout end Amen Amen 

July 21 1685 my daughter Alice came from London, God preserve her here and make us all 

blessings to one another for xs sake Amen [editor's note: x = christ] 

August ye 28 I was let blood by Mr Kelley of Farnham by Dr Speeds order, God grant it 

may so help my body as to make it more servicable to my soul that both may serve him 

better in this world & in Heaven Live & reign(?) wth him through ye merits of X my 

saviour & ye assistance of ye holy spirit who Lives & reigns one god blessed for evermore 

Amen Amen 

March 6 1686/7 

this evening I had ye cutting news that my second boy John was in rebellion at ye colledge 

at winton where he & all his companions resolved not to make any verses, & being called 

to be whipt for it severall of them refused to be punished & mine among ye rest tho some 

of them did submit among wch was Co John, & if ye other do not they must be expelled, 

God I beseech thee of thy great mercy subdue all their stubborn hearts & give them grace to 

repent & accept of ye punishmt due for their fault & lett them not run on to ruin for christs 

sake amen 
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